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Abstract

Genome-wide association studies have so far identified thousands of genetic variants
associated with complex diseases, however their interpretation remains challenging. Here,
we developed a pipeline called CASTom-iGEx that builds tissue-specific gene expression
models, converts genotype to imputed gene expression and pathway-score at the individ-
ual level and further stratifies patients driven by disease-related biological mechanisms.
Applying CASTom-iGEx to coronary artery disease and schizophrenia, we discern patients’
subgroups that exhibit different molecular and phenotypic manifestations.
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Zusammenfassung

Genomweite Assoziationsstudien haben tausende von genetischen Varianten als Risiko-
faktoren für komplexe Erkrankungen identifiziert. Ihre biologische und klinische Inter-
pretation ist jedoch eine große Herausforderung. Hier wird die CASTom-iGEx Pipeline
vorgestellt, welche es erlaubt die Genexpression und Pathway-Aktivität basierend auf
dem Genotyp vorherzusagen und diese zur Stratifikation zu nutzen. Die Anwendung von
CASTom-iGEx auf die koronare Herzkrankheit und Schizophrenie erlaubt es, Untergruppen
mit unterschiedlichen molekularen und klinischen Merkmalen zu identifizieren.
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1Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Complex diseases represent a primary biomedical challenge in today’s healthcare.
Not confined to a single gene inheritance, the underlying genetic mechanisms and their
interactions with environmental and lifestyle factors have not yet been fully elucidated.
Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) represented a turning point in identifying
genetic components associated with the etiology of complex diseases. From the first
published GWAS in 2005 [1], the number of associated genetic variants, i.e. Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) and indels, has grown exponentially. This was aided by
ever-increasing sample sizes that nowadays exceed million of participants [2]. GWASs are
likely to remain a pillar in dissecting complex disease mechanisms due to cost-effectiveness
of microarrays and the possibility to impute more than 150 million variants leveraging the
latest whole-genome sequencing projects [3].
However, it remains a challenge to understand the mechanisms through which disease-
associated SNPs lead to disease occurrence. Thus, in the post-GWAS era a wide range of
methodologies has been developed to pinpoint functional genes and molecular mechanisms
to reveal effective drug targets [4, 5]. Difficulties arise, in part, from the location of
associated SNPs, the vast majority residing in non-coding regions of the genome (∼ 90%
[6]). This hampers the identification of the perturbed genes modulated by those variants.
Moreover, both large and small effect variants contribute to the heritability of a trait [7], i.e.
variability of a phenotype that can be explained by genetic variation in a certain population.
Importantly, the small effect class of variants has grown in number concurrently with
increase in sample sizes and necessitates a thorough understanding. In addition, complex
diseases are highly polygenic [5], with each individual carrying a unique combination of
alleles conferring a certain disease risk. This is in accordance with the heterogeneity of
complex diseases that are usually defined through multiple criteria and are characterized
by co-morbidity that complicates treatment effectiveness [8].

Hence, there is a critical gap between the information that arises from GWAS in terms
of associated variants and the implementation of precision medicine strategies guided by
the deconvolution of these genetic findings.
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1.2 Objectives

Here we hypothesize that genetic variants associated with a complex disease converge
into disrupted biological processes. Moreover, we hypothesize that individual genetic
liability profiles converge into altered functional mechanisms and give rise to patient-
specific phenotypic manifestations. To show the aforementioned points, we focus on the
following critical aspects.

1. Identify genes perturbed by genetic changes associated with complex diseases. In
particular, this would improve the understanding of functional consequences of
associated variants, focusing on their regulatory cis-effects on adjacent genes.

2. Detect biological pathways characteristic of complex diseases. Starting from the hy-
pothesis that associated variants perturb genes that in turn converge into meaningful
biological pathways, the aim is to identify biological mechanisms that are disrupted
by the aggregated effect of disease-related SNPs.

3. Determine which clinically relevant features are causal or protective for a complex
disease mediated via the impairment of genes and pathways.

4. Understand whether the heterogeneous genetic configuration converges into different
disease manifestations and symptoms. The aim here is to stratify individuals affected
by a certain complex disease based on their genetic background and to detect existing
differences in disease severity and treatment response.

1.3 Contribution

To address the previously outlined points, we developed a novel framework called CAses
STratification from imputed Gene Expression (CASTom-iGEx) in a unified pipeline that
can be applied to any complex disease. In particular, we first developed a novel method
to convert variant information into tissue-specific gene expression derived solely from
cis-effects, i.e. variants in the proximity of a gene transcription starting site. This approach
is an extension of Transcriptome-wide association study (TWAS) methodologies developed
so far [9, 10]. TWAS methodologies build gene expression prediction models from cis-
effects leveraging data sets with genetic and gene expression measured on the same set
of individuals. The newly developed method described here and called prior learned
elastic-net regression (PriLer) incorporates prior information on variants, conferring a
higher relevance to SNPs located in gene regulatory regions (e.g. open chromatin regions
and enhancers). Afterwards, CASTom-iGEx imputes gene expression on large genotype-
only data sets and identifies genes whose cis-variants modulated component is associated
with the disease of interest. Moreover, we moved a step further and addressed the
second objective aggregating the imputed gene expression into individual-level pathway
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scores. These pathway scores are now interpretable measures and can be associated
with the disease of interest similarly to GWAS or TWAS. We briefly refer to this type of
analysis as PAthway-level association study (PALAS). Importantly, this framework offers
the unique possibility to investigate whether small effect variants converge onto specific
molecular mechanisms, omitting any p-value thresholding strategy. Using summary
statistics for associations at the level of genes and pathways, we can then investigate
whether endophenotypes related to a disease contribute to or are preventive of the disease
etiology (and vice versa) via a Mendelian Randomization approach [11]. In particular, we
leverage genes and pathways as instrumental variables and hence point to the candidate
mechanisms mediating the causal relationship. With this strategy, it is possible to address
the third objective and to effectively empower an endophenotypic deconstruction of
complex disease to obtain insights into their specific biological basis. Finally, we used the
imputed gene expression and developed a stratification approach for affected individuals
which captures different genetic liabilities representing a specific configuration of genes.
Once the affected individuals have been partitioned, our framework addresses the fourth
objective by detecting any association of the clustering structure with clinical-related
features, general endophenotypes, or treatment responses. Since a large genetic data
set rarely also includes additional endophenotypic information, we developed a strategy
to approximate phenotypes via gene risk-scores and still detect differences in groups of
patients. The reliability of the group-specific results depends on the heritability of the
considered phenotype as well as the strength of the associations.
Jointly, our newly developed pipeline represents another step towards the understanding of
complex disease mechanisms and the implementation of precision medicine strategies.

In this thesis, I discuss the results of our pipeline applied to two complex diseases,
coronary artery disease and schizophrenia. CASTom-iGEx recovers known genes and
biological mechanisms, points to possible new candidates and molecular pathways that
arise from aggregated effects, and identifies the genetic subgroup of patients that are
associated with different clinical aspects and disease severity.

The pipeline is freely available at gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/luciat/castom-igex. Part of the
analyses shown here is also presented in a future publication under review (from now on
referred to as "Trastulla et al., in prep."). The usage or rearrangement of any figure from
this publication is specified in this thesis at the beginning of the caption’s figure.
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1.4 Thesis structure

The remaining content of this thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides a general overview of the GWAS application for complex diseases,
giving insights on the developed strategies for post-GWAS analysis in terms of identifica-
tion of target genes, pathway-based strategies, and patient stratification approaches. In
addition, section 2.6 reports the major findings from the aforementioned strategies for
coronary artery disease and schizophrenia.
Chapter 3 explains the developed methodology grouped into a unique pipeline, CASTom-
iGEx, and is divided into three major sections. Section 3.1 describes our new method
for imputed gene expression PriLer, providing details on the mathematical formulation
and implementation. Section 3.2 focuses on TWAS and PALAS analyses and explains the
procedure of testing imputed gene expression and individual-level pathway scores against
a trait. Section 3.3 involves Patient stratification and informs on clustering strategy applied
to stratify affected individuals in an unsupervised manner. In addition, it describes the
approach to investigate possible differences in endophenotypes, both in the situation of
available endophenotypes and non-available ones which are approximated via risk scores.
Chapter 4 contains the results of the developed method. After an initial explanation of
data inclusion and pre-processing in section 4.1, an investigation of the predictive power of
PriLer and a comparison with existing methodologies follows in section 4.2. The remaining
sections include the results of CASTOm-iGEx applied to coronary artery disease (section
4.3) and schizophrenia (section 4.4). We discuss detected genes and pathways comparing
our results to GWAS output, identify putative causal traits mediated by those genes and
pathways, and characterize the genetically stratified groups of patients. At the same time,
we perform multiple benchmarks via label randomization for disease status and clustering,
together with ad-hoc comparison strategies.
Finally, Chapter 5 discusses major findings and possible further developments.
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2State of the Art

2.1 Genome-wide association studies in complex
diseases

Complex diseases are a result of a mixture of genetic, environmental, and lifestyle
factors [12]. Different from Mendelian diseases caused by mutations in a single coding
gene, complex diseases are associated with a combination of common and rare genetic
variants (SNPs and indels). Taken singularly, the effect of any such variant can be marginal.
However, in aggregate they can still contribute to the disease manifestation [5, 13].
Cardiovascular, neurodegenerative, psychiatric, and autoimmune diseases are part of this
broad class of diseases and they are the leading cause of death and an important economic
burden in today’s healthcare. Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) represent a
breakthrough in elucidating complex disease mechanisms. Indeed, from the first published
GWAS in 2005 [1], an ever-increasing number of trait-associated variants have been
detected, with over 128, 000 associations grouped in 55, 000 unique loci detected for almost
5, 000 heritable diseases and traits on 4, 500 GWASs [5, 14] (Fig. 2.1). The latest GWASs
have even reached sample sizes exceeding a million of participants [2, 15].

At its core, GWAS technology is an experimental framework to discover associations
between a trait and genetic variants in individuals from a single or multiple populations,
by testing differences in allele frequency (workflow summarized in Fig. 2.2 as described
by Uffelmann et al. [16]).
In details, DNA is gathered for a selected group of individuals together with phenotypic
information such as disease status and possible confounders e.g. age, sex, and demographic
information (Fig. 2.2a). Usually, large cohort studies lead by international consortia focus
on a single disease. For instance, the Psychiatric Genomic Consortium (PGC) studies 11
psychiatric disorders, among which schizophrenia, bipolar, and major depressive disorders.
Instead, an example of a large biobank with deep phenotypic data is the UK Biobank
[17] cohort, a prospective genetic study not focusing on a specific disease or trait but
systematically collecting a wide range of phenotypic, health-related information and
biological measurement. The selected individuals are genotyped via SNP microarrays
focusing on common variants, i.e. minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.01, or next-generation
sequencing methods for whole-genome sequencing or whole-exome sequencing that can
in principle capture rare variant information (MAF ≤ 0.01) (Fig. 2.2b). Afterward,
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Fig. 2.1.: Figure from [5]. Data used for generating the graph were taken from the GWAS Catalogue[18].
SNPs and traits were selected according to the following filters. SNPs were selected with a p-value
< 5 · 10−8. For each trait with two or more selected SNPs, SNPs were removed if they had an LD
r2 > 0.5 (calculated from 1000 Genomes phase 3 data) with another selected SNPs and their p
value was larger. For each year of discovery, only the top three traits and diseases with the largest
number of SNPs are labeled in the circle.

quality control is performed, including steps such as genotype calling, DNA switches,
removal of not properly called SNPs and poor quality individuals and computation of
principal components (PCs) to detect population stratification based on ancestry (Fig.2.2
c). Because SNP arrays only tag a subset of common variants (e.g. Affymetrix Human SNP
5.0 GeneChip genotype over 500, 000 human SNPs), genotype data can be phased and not
tagged genotypes can be imputed leveraging the information from reference population
(matched by ancestry) such as from 1000 Genomes Project repository, hence allowing the
coverage of millions of SNPs (Fig. 2.2d). Afterward, an association test of each genetic
variant with the phenotype of interest is run, correcting for confounders such as population
structure captured by PCs, age, and sex (Fig. 2.2e). Nowadays, a variety of methods have
been proposed for this specific step, from linear models in PLINK/PLINK2 [19] to mixed
models such as BOLT-LMM [20] and fastGWA [21]. In general, it is fundamental that
the study is properly conceived and that cases and controls are matched by ancestry to
avoid confounding. In case multiple cohorts (usually of relatively small size) are available,
results are combined to obtain overall summary statistics (variant specific p-value, odds
ratio, standard error) via meta-analysis, for instance using GWAMA software [22] (Fig.
2.2f). Afterward, the reliability of the observed associations must be explored via internal
replication (e.g. one cohort is left aside iteratively) or external replication (independent
cohort). In the latter situation, it is crucial that the independent cohort is ancestrally
matched to the one considered and there are no shared individuals of family members
(Fig. 2.2g). Finally, the results from GWAS association are investigated via post-GWAS
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techniques (Fig. 2.2h) such as silico fine-mapping, SNP enrichment, SNP to gene mapping,
gene to function, pathway analysis, genetic correlation analysis, Mendelian randomization
and polygenic risk prediction (examples of developed approaches discussed below).

Fig. 2.2.: Figure from [16]. a Collection of DNA and phenotypic information from a group of individuals, b
genotyping of each individual using available GWAS arrays or sequencing strategies, c quality control
(figure depicts clustering of individuals according to genetic substrata), d imputation of untyped
variants using haplotype phasing and reference populations, e conducting the statistical test for
association (typical visual inspection from Manhattan plot in figure), f conducting a meta-analysis
(optional), g seeking an independent replication, h interpreting the results via multiple post-GWAS
analyses.

Indeed, translating GWAS findings is not a straightforward process [5]. The typical output
of a GWAS is a list of p-values and odds ratio or coefficients (binomial and continuous
trait respectively), that needs to be properly interpreted in order to understand the most
likely causal variants, their consequences in gene products and gene regulation, and the
convergence to biological pathways.
First of all, the majority of associated variants are located in non-coding regions, with an
over-representation in regulatory elements such as enhancers and promoters [23]. Disease-
associated variants disrupt binding sites of transcription factors, alter chromatin states,
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and hence perturb regulatory networks [24, 25]. Nevertheless, in which pathological cell
types they act is not easily inferred. Due to an incomplete picture of the regulome, a clear
dynamic of this gene regulation is still missing, together with the identification of genes
that are the direct target of those variants.
In addition, GWAS results are reported in terms of risk loci (i.e. sets of correlated variants
with statistically significant associations) rather than single variants. The reason lies
within Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) phenomenon leading to neighboring genetic variants
being often inherited together because of the co-segregation effect happening at meiotic
recombination [26]. LD effect implies a correlation of allelic status for neighboring SNPs.
Consequentially, multiple variants genomically close can result in being disease-associated
purely due to this phenomenon but not necessarily causal in the disease etiology. It is
important to stress that LD between genetic variants, measured as a squared correlation
r2, is also used during statistical imputation of ungenotyped variants to recover lost
information via imperfect LD between tagged genotypes and unobserved causal variants.
This is predicted through the haplotypes inferred from multiple observed SNPs and those
observed from a full sequence reference panel such as 1000 Genome or International
HapMap Project [27], hence recovering allele information for millions instead of hundred
thousands of variants. The application of GWAS technology to complex traits revealed their
association with thousands of variants [14] grouped into hundreds of loci, nevertheless
only marginally contributing to the disease risk. This is in accordance with "common
disease common variant" hypothesis, stating that common diseases are affected by multiple
genetic changes common in the population (Fig. 2.3). On the one hand, common variants
cannot have a high effect size in disease association typical of rare disorders. Indeed,
if they would, it would result in a complete correlation between allele frequency and
population, contrasting with the rareness of this scenario. On the other hand, because
common alleles can only have a small effect, it is the combination of multiple ones that
influence the disease risk for those disorders having a certain heritability (i.e. the fraction
of phenotype variability that can be attributed to genetic variation) [28]. Nevertheless, the
heritability of complex diseases has not been yet entirely explained ("missing heritability"
problem [13]) and the attention has been pointed towards the contribution from rare
variants and their interplay with common associated variants. For instance, it was shown
that low-frequency SNPs have moderate-to-large effects in complex traits such as height
[29] and that disease-risk genes harbor both common and rare risk variants. Generally, the
genetic architecture representing the variability in a disease across individuals of complex
traits is regarded as polygenic: each associated variant only gives a small contribution to
the overall risk of an individual. Consequently, an individual carries certain alleles that
increase and others that decrease the disease risk in a unique combination [5].
To discern functional consequences of variants identified from GWASs, a broad range
of analyses and methods have been developed as post-GWAS strategies. As previously
mentioned, part of the identified variants from GWASs are likely non-causal, with a
significant association arising from LD structure and correlating with a causal variant
without contributing to the disease etiology [26]. To pinpoint likely causal variants in each
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detected loci, fine-mapping is a post-GWAS analysis that prioritizes a subset among the
associated variants based on association strength and LD information [30].

Fig. 2.3.: Figure from [28]. Highly penetrant alleles for Mendelian disorders are extremely rare with large
effect sizes (upper left), while most GWAS findings are associations of common SNPs with small
effect sizes (lower right). The bulk of discovered genetic associations lie on the diagonal denoted by
the dashed lines.

An elementary strategy in this context is to perform a conditional association analysis
for each locus, adjusting the local association results via step-wise inclusion of the most
significant variant as a covariate in the trait-genotype regression [27]. More sophisticated
approaches are based on Bayesian models and optimize the selection of variables for
regression model via prior distributions that include imputation accuracy and association
strength to estimate the posterior probability of a variant of being casual (e.g. CAVIAR
[31]). In addition, fine-mapping strategies based on summary statistics have been de-
veloped to overcome the necessity of individual genotypes, which are more difficult to
retrieve than the general summary of a GWAS and usually available to the scientific com-
munity. Examples of the latter approach are GCTA-COJO [32] built on conditional analysis,
FINEMAP [33] based on Bayesian approaches and SuSIE [34] which is a mixed version of
the two strategies. Nevertheless, the assumptions of these developed methods hinder the
consistency of the results, particularly in the event of multiple independent associations
in a locus. In addition, the statistical power to detect a set of putative causal variants is
inversely proportional to the number of independent genetic variants [34]. Fine-mapping
aids in understanding the most likely causal set of variants but does not point out their
functional consequences. Subsequent analyses include the identification of gene(s) that
mediate variant effects in a locus on the disease, the relevant tissues or cell types affected
by those genetic changes, and the effects on biological pathways and networks that lead to
dis-regulation in physiological functions [16]. Examples of developed strategies to tackle
these points will be explained in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1 Genome-wide association studies in complex diseases 9



In light of the avalanche of segregating genetic variants associated with multiple traits, it
is unfeasible that these associations are all uniquely disease-specific in the paradigm of
"one gene - one function - one disease". Indeed, widespread pleiotropy is observed for
complex traits, where a single variant is associated with multiple phenotypes hindering
the understanding of loci associated functional consequences, e.g. multiple auto-immune
diseases [35] and psychiatric disorders [36]. This pleiotropy is indeed evident from the
genetic correlation between traits, a post-GWAS strategy that aids in understanding com-
mon mechanisms between traits but does not inform on causation between two traits.
To understand the genetically mediated casual relationship, Mendelian Randomization
(MR) is employed instead. Based on GWAS summary statistics, MR is an epidemiological
strategy that considers genetic variants (instrumental variables) as an approximation of
environmental exposure and is applied as a replacement for not available randomized con-
trol trials [37]. Opportunities, limitations, and suggested strategies for genetic correlation
and Mendelian Randomization are briefly discussed in section 2.4.
Furthermore, due to the polygenic nature of complex diseases, the predictive information
from GWAS studies can be summarized for each individual via Polygenic Risk Score (PRS).
The PRS is a score computed for each individual as the sum of the alleles frequency
weighted by their SNP effect sizes at independent loci for a complex trait [38]. Thus, PRS
represents the risk that an individual carries of developing that complex trait. Although
not powerful enough in a clinical setting to predict the actual onset of a disease, it is
however useful to detect groups at high and low risk and will be the object of discussion
in the context of patient stratification in section 2.5. A similar idea was also extended
to molecular endophenotypes such as gene expression [10]. Details on the developed
methods for gene expression prediction models from cis-regulatory effects are deepened in
section 2.2.3.
The functional characterization of complex diseases eases the development of proper treat-
ment interventions. Drugs with genetically supported targets from GWAS are more likely
to pass clinical trials [39]. Notably, small effect sizes of variants detected in a population
can still imply a relevant effect in a molecular phenotype and consequentially have an
impact on drug-gene targets, for example through disease relevant biological pathways
[40]. An understanding of GWAS functional consequences, not simply focusing on the
strongest associations, can improve drug development and repurposing for complex dis-
eases. Given this broad overview of post-GWAS methodologies, the first step in untangling
the functional implication of GWAS results is rooted in our ability to get insight into their
transcriptional consequences and relationship.
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2.2 GWAS functional interpretation: from location to
target genes

Understanding the target gene from a disease associated variant is challenging. As
already mentioned, GWAS results are grouped into loci hence hampering the identification
of 1) causal variants, 2) affected genes in the locus and 3) cell types in which those genes
are active. The limited amount of fine-mapped GWAS loci in correspondence of the coding
region of a gene can be analysed with tools such as ANNOVAR [41] to understand the
functional consequence on the mapped gene product. However, these variants corresponds
to only 2 − 3% [5] of the total disease associated ones, with the vast majority (∼ 90%)
located in non-coding regions and hence not easily connected to a putative causal gene
[24, 42]. In this context, projects like Roadmap Epigenomics [43], ENCODE (Encyclopedia
of DNA Elements) [44], and BLUEPRINT [45] gave a unique opportunity in understanding
the regulatory consequences by the characterization of epigenetic marks across human
tissues and cell types. Indeed, the provided genomic annotations from the aforementioned
initiatives have been extensively used in SNP enrichment methods that detect the over-
lap among GWAS variants and regulatory regions more frequently than what would be
expected by chance and prioritize cell types on which those regulatory mechanisms are
active (section 2.2.1 for proposed methods).
Another approach for identifying target genes of associated variants is based on the inte-
gration of GWAS results with quantitative trait loci (QTL) output for a certain molecular
phenotype such as gene expression (eQTL). In particular, eQTL analysis tests the asso-
ciation between gene expression and allele frequency for each variants that are in cis-
or trans- positions, i.e. in proximity of or distant from Transcription Starting Site (TSS)
respectively, hence the genetic impact on gene expression regulation. In addition, the
integration of eQTL results with GWAS output via colocalization methods pinpoints loci
sharing a disease effect and a regulatory mechanism for gene expression, thus likely to
regulate the molecular mechanisms leading to disease etiology (section 2.2.2).
Nevertheless, the eQTL strategy tests one SNP at a time and for each gene separately,
being dependent and confounded by the LD structure. Thus, this framework was extended
to transcriptome-wide association study (TWAS) studies that build a gene expression
prediction model from the overall cis-variants contribution and imputed the expression of
large-scale cohort composed of GWAS genotype-only dataset, directly testing the imputed
gene effect on the trait rather than the single SNP (section 2.2.3). Both colocalization and
TWAS methods rely on reference panels composed of genotype-gene expression matching
data such as The Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project[46]. In both cases, the accu-
racy in translating GWAS findings is dependent on the variety of collected cell types and
the available sample size. Finally, the fine-mapped GWAS variants in regulatory regions
such as enhancers can be linked to the controlled gene via high-throughput chromosome
conformation capture (Hi-C), hence removing the spatial constraint of close proximity and
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reflecting enhancer-promoter loops [47].

The next subsections elaborate on the previously mentioned strategies.

2.2.1 SNPs enrichment in functional categories

SNP enrichment methods aim at identify relevant functional categories of the genome
that overlap with GWAS disease-associated variant more frequently than expected by
chance and consequently prioritize cell types influenced by those categories.

Fig. 2.4.: Figure from [48] "Overview of SNP enrichment analysis using chromatin annotations. SNP en-
richment analysis integrates association signals from GWAS (Manhattan plot on the top left) with
functional genomics data such as chromatin annotations (heatmap on the bottom left). GWAS SNPs
are overlapped with regulatory elements (right panel) and if in a given tissue the overlap occurs
more frequently than expected by chance, the tissue is assigned a high enrichment score."

For example, Hu et al.[49] developed a pivotal approach called SNPsea that detected
the enrichment of tissue-specific expressed genes with genes overlapping GWAS loci,
hence identifying pathogenic cell states. Similarly, GWAS variants can be integrated
with tissue-specific epigenomic annotations for open-chromatin states such as DNase-
hypersensitivity (DHS), ATAC-seq, for enhancer and silencers regions such as H3K4me1,
H3K4me3, H3K27ac or H3K27me3 histone modifications and DNA methylation (Fig.
2.4). For example, via binomial test it was found that GWAS signals were enriched in
tissue-specific DHS regions [24], such as variants for heart diseases was enriched in DHS
regions observed in fetal cells. With a more sophisticated test that took into account peak
properties, epiGWAS [50] method found an enrichment of type 2 diabetes variants in gene
promoters (detected from ChIP-seq for histone modification technology) active in liver and
pancreatic cells. More recently, Iotchkova et al. developed a method called GARFIELD [51]
that identifies SNP enrichment on regulatory regions allowing different threshold levels
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of significance and incorporating distance to nearest TSS and LD structure. Strikingly,
they found that glycemic indices β-cell activity index resulted enriched in pancreatic islets
enhancers not at the standard GWAS significance level of P ≤ 10−8 but only at lower
significance threshold of P ≤ 10−5, suggesting a role of low effect variants that is not
retained via the Bonferroni correction threshold. A widely used method in the context
of enrichment analysis is the partition heritability. In particular, SNP heritability of a
complex disease is defined as the amount of phenotypic variance that is explained by
the additive effects of genotyped and imputed SNPs. Approaches partitioning heritability
such as LD-score regression (LDSC) [52] test for an enrichment of phenotype heritability
in specific functional categories of the genome, with the idea that if disease associated
variants overlap more frequently with a specific functional category, it implies that those
variants explain more heritability. Indeed, LDSC methodology revealed a generally higher
heritability in conserved regions, and a disease-specific one in cell-type specific enhancers,
such as central nervous system for schizophrenia and bipolar disorders and adrenal or
pancreas for fasting glucose [52]. This framework was also extended to specifically
expressed genes (LDSC-SEG) [53] that tested whether disease heritability is enriched in
neighbouring regions for genes that have a tissue-specific expression. In this case, there
was not a specific connection to putative causal genes whose disruption is associated
with the disease but rather an overall analysis on the gene expression role in the disease
etiology. With this methodology the authors revealed that SNP heritability enrichment for
schizophrenia was induced by glutamatergic neurons, and bipolar disorder SNP heritability
enrichment was instead induced by GABAergic neurons.

2.2.2 Co-localization with quantitative trait loci

The integration of eQTL with GWAS results allows to map disease-associated variants
to likely causal genes in a tissue-specific context (Fig. 2.5) and understand the molecular
mechanisms that are altered by these variants. A comprehensive catalog of QTL (expression,
splicing, open chromatin, etc) is made available to the entire community by initiatives such
as the GTEx consortium and Common Mind Consortium (CMC), the former across multiple
tissues and cell types and the latter specifically focusing on brain sample collections.
Nowadays, GTEx includes matched genotype and gene expression RNA-seq data available
in more than 800 postmortem donors and across 52 tissues [46]. Instead, CMC generated
multiple data modalities (RNA-seq, genotype, and epigenetic) from individuals affected
by schizophrenia and bipolar disorders, and unaffected ones [54]. Of note, eQTL is just
one of the molecular traits that can be investigated for the association with regulatory
variants and indeed the collection ranges from protein concentrations (pQTLs) [55] to
DNA methylation (mQTLs) [56] and chromatin accessibility (caQTLs) [57].
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Fig. 2.5.: Figure from [16] "Target gene for a GWAS locus can be prioritized by mapping expression quantitative
trait loci (eQTLs) (left) and their co-localization (right) to identify loci where the causal variant
from GWAS is also a causal variant affecting gene expression. For GWAS variants in enhancers,
high-throughput chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) data and maps of enhancer target genes
can be used together with simple prioritization by distance to identify genes affected by the causal
variant (below)."

In order to integrate GWAS and eQTLs results, co-localization approaches have been
developed to identify a variant in each locus that is causal for both the regulatory asso-
ciation with a gene and the disease etiology [58–60]. Indeed, LD structure hinders the
identification of such putative causal variants. An overlap between eQTL and GWAS signals
can arise from 1) independently causal variants (for GWAS and eQTL respectively) in LD
with each other, 2) a single causal variant with two independent effects on the disease
and gene expression or 3) a single causal variant that leads to the disease by its changes
on gene expression. Co-localization methods aim at estimating the probability of overlap,
identifying variants such that this probability is more than what is expected by chance, and
distinguishing between the aforementioned scenarios. For example, Giambartolomei et al.
developed a method called COLOC [59] that for each locus having an eQTL and disease
(GWAS) association calculates colocalization odds as probability estimated via a Bayesian
approach. The method tests the alternative hypothesis of the observed scenario arising
from the effect of a single shared SNP versus the null hypotheses of i) no association
with either eQTL or disease, ii) only associated with the disease, iii) only associated with
an eQTL, iv) associated with both but due to independent variants. Although being a
reference method for co-localization, it is 1) constrained to assuming a single SNP in each
locus as causal and 2) it solely tests GWAS - gene expression mechanisms without the
inclusion of molecular traits such as epigenetic phenotypes. To solve the second issue,
an extension called MOLOC [61] was developed that included a third eQTL mechanism
(methylation) that significantly increased the power to connect variants to genes. On the
other hand, because one locus can include multiple causal SNPs for both gene expression
regulation and disease association, Hormozdiari et al. proposed a method called eCAVIAR
[58], from the fine-mapping strategy CAVIAR [31]. eCAVIAR is based on an integration
of the fine-mapping arising from GWAS and eQTL results by defining a probability of
colocalization as the product of the two fine-mapping posterior probabilities, thus losing
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the assumption of a single variant per locus while accounting for LD. Nevertheless, these
methodologies are only observational and cannot discern actual consequential causality
from pleiotropy mechanisms, in which a single variant influences disease pathogenesis and
gene expression or another molecular trait independently. Indeed putative colocalization
should be further biological validated for example via gene-editing technologies.
Finally, gene expression is not only mediated via cis-eQTL but also via variants distantly
located for their TSS (trans-eQTL). For this reason, He at al. [60] proposed a method
called Sherlock that compared a gene QTL signature (both cis- and trans-) and GWAS
result genome-wide instead of one locus at the time. Their methodology allowed them
to identify four candidate genes mediated by GWAS variants for T2D, among which two
could only be identified via the integration of trans-eQTL effects.

2.2.3 Transcriptome-wide association studies

The integration of GWAS and eQTL results to pinpoint possible mechanisms of action via
gene expression is based on the usage of genome-wide significant variants. Nevertheless,
the identification of variants related to complex diseases has not yet reached a plateau
due to the small effect sizes that can only be detected via an adequate sample size
[5]. In addition, colocalization methods cannot discern between pleiotropy and causal
mediating effects. Thus, a recently proposed alternative to identify target genes are
transcriptome-wide association studies (TWAS) [9, 10], that test the association between
a trait and the genetically regulated component of gene expression, drastically reducing
the number of association tests performed from millions to thousands and consequently
multiple testing burden. TWAS leverage reference panels composed of matching genotype
and gene expression data such as GTEx and CMC projects to learn the gene expression
prediction models from cis-components, expressed in terms of weights, and subsequently
impute gene expression into large-scale genotype data for GWAS (possible both at the
individual and summary-statistic level) to directly associate it with a trait [62]. The first
two methodologies developed (in parallel) were Fusion (initially called simply TWAS)
[9] and prediXcan [10]. Despite being based on the same principle, they differ in the
approach applied to model gene expression from cis-effects. In particular, a schematic
of the common principle is depicted in Fig. 2.6. Briefly, for a certain tissue, let M be
the number of samples with matched genotype and gene expression and P the number
of cis-variants for a gene g. For each gene g, Y g = (Y g

1 , . . . , Y
g
M ) and X = [X1| . . . |XP ]

denote the vector of observed expression and the genotype matrix of dosages for imputed
variants across M samples, respectively. The gene expression is modeled via additive
genetic components as

Y g =
P∑︂
p=1

wgpXp + ϵ (2.1)

with ϵ representing additional factors contribution to gene expression independent from
genetic components. The problem in (2.1) that estimates optimal weights wg modeling
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gene expression is solved via elastic-net regression [63] in prediXcan [10] and using
the best performing model among single most significant cis-eQTL, BLUP (best linear
unbiased predictor) [64], BLSMM (Bayesian sparse linear mixed models) [65], LASSO
(least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) [66] and elastic-net models in Fusion
[9].

Fig. 2.6.: Transcription-wide association studies workflow, figure from prediXcan method [10]. Top panel:
reference transcriptome studies such as GTEx are used to derived gene expression prediction models
and fit tissue-specific model coefficients (weights) w for each gene and SNP. Bottom panel: PrediXcan
is applied to a GWAS dataset, imputing expression levels on the whole transcriptome based on model
weights. These levels are then correlated with trait of interest via linear, logistic or Cox regression.

Once the gene expression prediction model is created and weights ŵg are estimated,
imputed gene expression on large-scale genotype-only datasets X̃ = [X̃1| . . . |X̃P ] is
obtained as

T g =
P∑︂
p=1

ŵgpX̃p. (2.2)

Finally, the imputed gene expression is tested for association with the trait in the same way
as GWAS, for instance via generalized linear models correcting for additional covariates.

Of note, the prediction of gene expression based on cis-genetic information, i.e. SNPs
around the gene TSS, is possible due to the high heritability (explained variance) of gene
expression that can be attributed to variants in proximity of genes [67]. On the one hand,
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TWAS methodologies allow to test the association of gene expression with a trait in a
tissue-specific manner, avoiding the profiling of expression in the large-scale GWAS co-
hort(s), especially difficult for hard to collect tissues such as brain-related regions. On the
other hand, the imputed gene expression solely model the heritable component attributed
to cis-genetic effects, hence minimizing the confounding induced by changes in gene
expression caused by the presence of the disease. Most importantly, the single variants
that would be associated with a trait in a GWAS study are now aggregated in a unique
value that represent gene expression, regardless their level of trait-related significance
and without applying any p-value based filtering strategy. Finally, the resulting TWAS
output (in the same form as GWAS) inform in the directionality of the effect, namely the
increase of gene expression is associated to trait presence or vice-versa, that is otherwise
not possible in a simple "closest gene" analysis or hard to retrieve from a colocalization
approach. This gene directionality can aid at nominating successful drug targets and can
be integrated with post-perturbation gene expression screenings [68] to direct towards
the development of new therapies and drug repurposing [69].
The described framework presumes the availability of individual-level genotypes X̃, never-
theless both methodologies were extended to the usage of GWAS summary statistics in
order to exploit publicly available GWAS results from a large sample collection, achiev-
ing comparable results [9, 70]. In addition, Fusion methodology was integrated with
epigenetic data in the form of chromatin marks (H3K27ac, H3K4me1 and H3K4me3)
to identify genes whose association with the disease was mediated via gene-chromatin
interaction in the context of schizophrenia [71]. Moreover, due to the relevance and
overlap of regulatory regions both for GWAS and detected eQTLs [50], an extension of
prediXcan called EpiXcan [69] was proposed that included epigenetic annotations such as
DNA methylation and histone modifications in a Bayesian hierarchical model, weighting
SNP regression coefficients by the overlap with gene regulatory elements.
Although being a powerful tool to reveal mediating effect via gene expression, TWAS
results are still affected by LD structure similarly to GWAS and additionally confounded by
gene co-expression network that can lead to spurious associations and false positive results
[62]. This issue was attenuated by an extension of Fusion that included a fine-mapping
approach called FOCUS [72] and modeled the correlation among TWAS signals creating a
posterior probability of credibility for each gene in a loci via a Bayesian approach.
In general, TWAS methodologies highlighted that the majority of disease-associated genes
were not the nearest gene of a significant GWAS result [9]. Moreover, genes-trait signif-
icant association were found mostly tissue-specific across a variety of phenotypes and
tissues [70], indicating the need to collect and predict gene expression in disease-relevant
cell types [62]. Recently, an extension of TWAS was proposed by Zhang et al. [69] that
integrated epigenetic information to model gene expression. Their method called EpiXcan
increased the number of genes accurately predicted and thus tested for trait associations,
being particularly relevant for tissues with restricted sample size [69]. Hence, TWAS
approaches are assisting in revealing target tissues and genes affected in complex diseases
such as schizophrenia (SCZ) and coronary artery disease (CAD). Application of TWAS
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strategies on SCZ and CAD are discussed in section 2.6.

2.3 Pathway-based strategies to decipher variants
roles

Many complex diseases such as schizophrenia [73] and coronary artery disease [74]
have proven to be highly polygenic, with hundreds of variants associated and thousands
of additional SNPs only carrying a small effect. Although the entire mechanistic pattern
leading to the etiology of a complex disease is still not clear, polygenic signals from GWAS
can be linked to biological processes and molecular functions, highlighting a convergence
on specific pathways.

2.3.1 Pathway and functional gene-set databases

The term pathway refers to a collection of interactions between molecules in a cell
that brings to a new product or specific modifications in the cell itself. Laboratory studies
led to the identification of pathways in human and model systems, nevertheless the
complete picture and collection are far from complete. The current knowledge on biological
pathways is available to the entire community via databases among which Reactome
[75], Gene Ontology (GO) [76] and WikiPathways [77]. Reactome [75] derivation is
based on reactions and the corresponding players such as proteins, nucleic acids, small
molecules, and complexes. These entities participating in a certain reaction are grouped
together to form a pathway i.e. a network of biological interactions. The pathways
are supported by literature citations, experimental verification and inferred from non-
human experimental details additionally confirmed by expert biologists. In addition,
pathways in Reactome are hierarchically organized such that related detailed pathways
are combined into larger domains, for instance potassium channels and protein-protein
interactions at synapses are categorized under neuronal system class. Gene Ontology
collection [76] instead aims at unifying the representation of gene and gene product
attributes focusing on their function and covers three domains: cellular component (parts
of a cell and the extracellular environment), biological process (molecular events related to
cells, tissues, organs, and organisms) and molecular function (activities of a gene product
at the molecular level). In addition, GO is structured as a directed acyclic graph with
each term having defined relationships to one or more other terms. The ontology is often
updated with additions, corrections, and alterations suggested by members of the research
and annotation communities and those in the GO project. Finally, WikiPathways [77]
incorporates the joint knowledge of the scientific community in biological pathways, with
a contribution from any user that is monitored by the database admins. Initially focused
on genes and protein products, it recently included an annotation on metabolites and their
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interactions, with an ever-increasing in size and accuracy.

2.3.2 Pathway analysis tools

To interpret GWAS results and identify enriched biological pathways towards which
GWAS results converged, genetic variants are first aggregated into genes and then to
biological pathways in form of gene-sets. The definition of gene-sets and their annotation
accuracy is hence critical as randomly selected genes do not carry the information of shared
biological meaningful mechanisms. Among the available tools to assess pathway relevance
in a trait etiology, MAGENTA [78] was one of the first methods developed. MAGENTA
first transforms GWAS significant results to gene scores based on genome location overlap
considering only the most significant associated variant, then corrects for gene size and
LD structure and finally applies a non-parametric test for Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
(GSEA) to discover enrichment of genes in biological pathways based on a predefined
gene-score cut-off. Similarly, INRICH [79] finds enriched pathways by overlap of the most
significant SNP within a gene region (interval) and tests the number of interval obtained
combining all the genes from a pathway compared to the empiric null distribution that
matched interval size, gene overlap and LD structure. Other methods instead do not rely
on the most significant SNP in a locus. For example, PASCAL [80] creates a gene score
and subsequently a pathway score from GWAS summary statistics by the merging of SNPs
and genes in the same locus, leveraging LD structure from reference population, thus
calculating a pathway significance not subject to a prior defined gene-score threshold. For
example, these last two methodologies were used in conjunction in multi-trait analysis
to detect enriched pathway from GWAS summary statistics across 25 traits finding shared
functional mechanisms for example between the immune and the psychiatric group [81].
Another widely used method called MAGMA [82] first builds a gene score considering
mapped SNPs using a linear regression framework that test against the phenotype (or
a combination of SNPs summary statistics if the individual phenotype is not available),
and then computes gene-set score by including the correlations among genes in a linear
regression framework.
The methodologies mentioned so far do not take into consideration the tissue specificity of
the mapped gene and hence of the biological pathway. In addition, gene-set annotation is
manually created or assessed from molecular evidence but is in general biased towards well-
studied genes. Thus, DEPICT [83] address these issues starting from the hypothesis that
relevant genes for a disease should share functional annotations and identify functional
gene sets enriched in genes within associated loci. From GWAS summary statistics, it
first define disease independently related loci from a p-value predefined cut-off and
corresponding mapped genes. Then, from co-regulation derived from gene expression it
predicts a gene function, defines "reconstituted" gene sets and computes the probability
of a gene to belong to that gene sets. Finally, it searches for reconstituted gene sets
enriched by genes in the associated loci as well as tissue cell type of interest by considering
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genes in associated loci that are over-expressed in a certain tissue. Finally, a recently
developed method called PoPS [84] uses the same assumption of "causal genes share same
functions" to create a prioritization score for each gene based on a generalized linear model
that consider as feature the membership to a biological pathway or expression in tissues
disease-relevant. In this way, the authors could inspect the biological pathways with higher
relevance in assigning gene priority and for example identified chromatin organization and
lipid biosynthesis as the pathways with highest feature score for schizophrenia and LDL
traits respectively. Nevertheless, their gene prioritization starts from MAGMA application
and hence relies on GWAS summary statistic initial cut-off as well as variants mapping to
genes based on genomic location.
The strategies aforementioned rely on genes alignment to disease-relevant loci rather than
their tissue-specific functional consequences on gene expression. Other methods instead
work in the context of additionally leveraging eQTL results or TWAS in pathway analysis.
For instance, Wu et al. [85] integrated eQTL SNP-gene weights, GWAS summary statistic
and LD information to identify disease-related pathways in a self-contained manner i.e.
having as null hypothesis that no gene in the pathway is associated with the disease. When
applied to SCZ summary statistic and with gene weights built from dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex in CMC, they identified GABA receptor complex as a novel disease-relevant pathway
that does not include any TWAS significant gene. In addition, the same authors also
used a competitive gene-set analysis approach, considering TWAS significant results and
testing for enrichment via hyper-geometric test (DAVID [86]), as practice in pathway
analysis from differentially expressed genes. However, this two-step approach identified
only 1 pathway relevant for SCZ ("sequence-specific DNA binding") compared to 15 of
their proposed methodology, possibly due to an aggregation of signal from small effect
genes that cannot be detected in a competitive gene-set analysis.

Moreover, an implementation of GSEA for TWAS output was developed (TWAS-GSEA)
that uses a similar strategy of MAGMA methodology [87]. TWAS-GSEA builds a linear
mixed model regression from TWAS Z-score summary statistic on gene set membership,
while considering the gene correlation from LD structure. However, this method still
relies on an a predefined cut-off for disease-associated genes. When applied to depression,
TWAS-GSEA revealed 7 enriched pathways such as macro-molecular complex binding [88].
Finally, the methods mentioned so far are based on aggregation of variants/genes signals
from summary statistics results that are usually public available to the community and
hence easier to retrieve. However, sample-based pathway analysis can highlight disruption
of a certain pathway specific for each affected individual. For example, this has been
optimized in the context of transcriptional signatures for cancer [89] where individual
enrichment scores are calculated from gene expression for each patient and used to detect
pathways potentially functioning as prognostic biomarkers. In connection with GWAS
instead, individual pathway levels were proposed in form of pathway-specific polygenic risk
scores (see section 2.5 for details on PRS) for Alzheimer’s disease [90], focusing solely on
SNPs mapping pathway related genes. The authors associated pathway-specific PRS with
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cognitive performances and found Aβ Clearance and cholesterol pathways significantly
associated with working memory, Aβ deposition and neurodegenerative biomarkers, with
the majority of the strength in associations driven by the inclusion of APOE genotype.
Similarly, Choi et al. [91] (preprint) argued against the direct usage of PRS as due
to information loss compared to an informed individual risk scores based on biological
pathways. Hence they developed a software called PRSet that for each individual builds a
PRS across multiple biological pathways. This individual-level pathway score was tested
for enrichment in a competitive manner accounting for pathway size using permutation
but has lower power in a small target sample size setting when compared to MAGMA and
LDSC methods. Nevertheless, this method was developed focusing on disease stratification
other than pathway identification and will be further discussed in section 2.5. Of note,
computing individual-level pathway scores provides a unique opportunity to untangle
individual risk mediated by a biological mechanisms, nevertheless the methods mentioned
here are based on associated variants from GWAS to which genes are then mapped by
location, hence missing their regulatory effect in gene expression.

In conclusion, the state-of-the-art methods for post-GWAS pathway analysis mostly
rely on a p-value cut-off decided a priori (either at the SNP or gene level). On the one
hand, a loose cut-off increases the noise introducing false positive results, on the other
hand a stringent threshold can remove small effect but still relevant information. Indeed,
not genome-wide significant results can still explain the majority of complex diseases
heritability [7]. A focus on the actual gene regulation can aid to narrow down functional
consequences of the associated SNPs, while avoid removing small effect variants. It is
important to note that, the polygenic nature of complex diseases hampers the discovery of
disrupted biological mechanisms and small effects variants can still have functional conse-
quences when converging on a common molecular mechanism. In addition, an elevated
polygenicity implicates that each affected individual has a unique allelic variation and
SNP configuration [92] that can converge to different biological mechanisms and possibly
change treatment results and intermediate phenotypes relevant for the disease. Hence,
individual pathway levels represent a unique opportunity to understand the functional
consequences and pathway disruption in each patient.

2.4 Genetic correlation and causality between complex
traits

GWAS results highlighted that complex traits are associated with a number of variants
going from hundreds to thousands, suggesting that some of these variants can be shared
and related to multiple traits [5]. This phenomenon is also known as pleiotropy in which
a single variant can affect two different and seemingly unrelated traits. Indeed, it was
confirmed that the majority of trait-associated loci overlap for multiple traits [93]. This
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relationship between two traits can be inferred from genetic correlation i.e. the degree in
which the variants responsible for a trait are also relevant in another trait. Understanding
the genetic correlation between complex traits can elucidate shared etiological mechanisms
and point to putative causal relationship. Tools such as cross-trait LD score regression,
estimate genetic correlation between traits solely using GWAS summary statistics and
providing a frame-work that is unbiased with respect to the possible sample overlap [94].
With this method, the authors showed a positive correlation between psychiatric disorders,
even in case of one trait being under-powered such as schizophrenia and anorexia, or
coronary artery disease and LDL/triglyceride level traits. Nevertheless, the observed
genetic correlation does not imply a causality between two traits but only a possibility of
existence of causal effects. In particular, genetic correlation can be a consequence of 1)
vertical pleiotropy, i.e. causality, in which a trait causes the other, 2) horizontal pleiotropy
with the associated variants connected to the two traits independently or horizontal
pleiotropy induced by LD where variants are in high LD and still related to the two traits
independently, and 3) pleiotropy induced by polygenicity in which the influence on traits
arise from a mixture of the aforementioned configurations [95]. To understand whether
the genetic correlation observed is a consequence of a causal relationship, Mendelian
Randomization (MR) strategy is preferred [37]. MR is an epidemiological technique to
obtain unbiased estimates of a phenotype being a risk factor for another trait without the
establishment of a traditional randomized control trial and instead considering genetic
variants as instrumental variables. Because variants alleles are randomly inherited from
the parents they are regarded as similar to the assignment of randomized treatment. In
addition, being variants fixed at conception, they are supposedly not related to additional
environmental factors that can imply confounding. In the MR approach, the two considered
traits are divided in exposure and outcome with exposure representing a risk factor for
the outcome, while the outcome being the disease of interested (e.g. blood pressure risk
factor for hypertension). MR methodology can thus test the causality of the exposure on
the disease via genetic variants considered as instrumental variables (Fig. 2.7).

Fig. 2.7.: Figure from [96] "Diagram of instrumental variable assumptions for Mendelian randomization. The
three assumptions (i, ii, iii) are illustrated by the presence of an arrow, indicating the effect of one
variable on the other (assumption i), or by a dashed line with a cross, indicating that there is no
direct effect of one variable on the other (assumptions ii and iii)."
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However, the validity of the test depends on the validity of three strong assumptions: i) the
genetic variants are associated with the exposure, ii) the same genetic variants considered
are not associated with any confounders either of the exposure nor of the outcome and
iii) those genetic variants are only related to the outcome via the exposure [96]. Some
of the assumptions are not fully testable such as the non association with confounders
of risk factor and outcome as it is improbable that all confounders are measured or even
known. In the case of the risk factor being a protein biomarkers, variants within the gene
region can be used as being the most informative proxies of the risk factor. Nevertheless,
using multiple genetic variants encompassing more than one gene region is particularly
suited for risk factors that are complex diseases and hence polygenic in being caused my
multiple variants. In addition, the usage of genome-wide variants can enhance MR power,
despite the drawback of inflating false positive when the assumption of valid instrumental
variables are not satisfied even for a single variant. If outcome association is in accordance
among all the genetic variants considered, a causal association between exposure and
outcome would be reasonable, even for some instrumental variables that are not satisfying
the assumptions [96].
Multiple methodologies have been proposed so far, the majority of which do not require
individual level data and are built on GWAS summary statistics, known as two-sample
Mendelian Randomization. Examples of widely used methods are inverse-weighted vari-
ance (IWV) with fixed or random effects [97], weighted median and mode estimator
[98] and MR-Egger regression [99], some of which allow for weaker hypothesis such
as possibility of horizontal pleiotropic effects (MR-Egger and IWV random effects) or at
least half of the genetic variants being valid instrument (median and mode estimator).
In addition, two-sample MR methods are based on the assumption that summary-level
variant-exposure and variant-outcome associations are estimated from two different pop-
ulations. Nevertheless, it was shown that some of these methodologies can be reliably
applied from summary statistics coming from the same population when the sample size is
large enough [100]. Details and formulation of IWV method are provided in section 3.2.3.
In general, the comparison of estimates among a range of methods providing a similar
results is the preferred strategy to pinpoint towards putative causal effects [96].
Of note, MR strategies have been also developed in the context of gene expression with
the aim of estimating the causal effect of genes on the complex trait considered. This
strategy is indeed another alternative to TWAS and colocalization studies and exemplar
methodology is SMR (summary data-based Mendelian randomization) [101], where ge-
netic variants are regarded as instrumental variables and the effect size of a gene for a
disease is approximated via the ratio of GWAS summary statistics and eQTL effect sizes
for the top cis-variant, considering only the variant related to the expression of the gene
and in a tissue-specific manner. Similarly to TWAS, SMR allows to test for the association
of a gene to a trait through genetic mechanisms, nevertheless only considering top eQTL
variant (most significant) and hence requiring a large sample size of eQTL catalogs to
overcome polygenicity as well as limiting the gene regulation to a unique genetic factor
without accounting for the more complex interplay of cis-variants in gene expression
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regulation. Recently an extension called transcriptome-wide summary statistics-based
Mendelian Randomization approach (TWMR) was developed by Porcu et al. [102] that
uses multiple variants as genetic instruments and multiple genes expressions regulated
by the same variants as exposures. The multi-variable setting can address horizontal
pleiotropy (violation of assumption iii. Fig. 2.7) in case mediators are additionally genes
regulated by the same variants and mitigate bias via a joint estimation of exposures effect
on the outcome disease.
Established results arisen from MR application in the context of coronary artery disease
and schizophrenia will be discussed in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 respectively.

2.5 Patients stratification

Being complex diseases highly polygenic, each affected individual carries a unique
combination of alleles in the associated loci, representing a background liability that can
be pushed into the emergence of the disease via environmental interactions or rare variant
configurations [103]. To define individual risk liability from common additive effects,
polygenic risk score (PRS) methodology was soon introduced after the advent of GWAS
[38]. Effect sizes of selected independent variants associated with a diseases from GWAS
output are considered as weight and multiplied by the genetic dosage (reflecting the
allele configuration) of each individual, finally summing across all loci and creating a
unique score (Fig. 2.8). Prediction model built on PRS are not particularly informative
in accurately separating the space of cases and controls, with a variability dependent on
the polygenicity architecture of the disease, its genetic heritability and variants effect
sizes [16]. Nevertheless, PRS can be used to identify individuals with highest and lowest
risks and suggest specific prevention strategies [104]. For instance, PRS identified a
subset of individuals with more than three times the risk of developing coronary artery
disease (CAD), atrial fibrillation, type 2 diabetes, inflammatory bowel disease, or breast
cancer. In case of CAD, the 8% of the population was 20-fold bigger than the population
having rare monogenic mutations of familial hypercholesterolemia, carrying a similar
disease risk [105]. Interestingly, it was also shown that polygenic background of an
individual for a diseases can modify the risk given by monogenic variants (e.g. CAD
and familial hypercholesterolemia), indicating that individuals with low polygenic risk
score and carrying a monogenic mutation have a risk similar to the average of non-
carrier individuals, and hence highlighting an interplay between monogenic mutation and
complex disease polygenic predisposition [106]. Although PRS development encourages
a clinical application especially in the context of prevention, challenges remain in term
of accuracy decreasing when ancestries of GWAS discovery and target cohorts differ,
thus particularly for non European populations [107]. On the other hand, most causal
variants are supposed to be in common across populations, especially those that are related
to functional consequences and overlap with functional annotations [108], and indeed
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transferability can be improved with the inclusion of binding transcription factors and
gene regulatory region information into PRS computation [109].

Fig. 2.8.: Figure from [16] "Overview of the steps necessary for calculating PRSs. Step 1: genome- wide
association studies (GWAS) summary statistics are obtained, which detail the effect of each single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) on the phenotype of interest. Step 2: genotype data for a set of
individuals are referenced against GWAS summary statistics. Here, genotype data for four SNPs are
shown for four individuals. Step 3: polygenic risk scores (PRSs) can be calculated for each individual
by summing up the effect sizes of all risk alleles for each individual. Step 4: linear regression
analysis is performed on the calculated PRS to assess the effect of the PRS on the outcome measure"

Aside from defining an overall disease liability, attempts have been made to understand
whether individuals affected by complex diseases are formed by subgroup of patients
more similar to another disease from a genetic point of view. In this direction, BUHM-
BOX methodology tested whether the pleiotropy observed in autoimmune and psychiatric
diseases reflects a specific subgroup of individuals genetically more similar to another
disease/trait [110, 111]. The authors consider the variants associated with a trait A (e.g.
major depressive disorder) and obtain the dosages for affected and control individuals
on another trait B (e.g. schizophrenia). BUHMBOX calculates the correlation of trait B
dosages (corrected for confounders) considering only trait B cases or trait B controls and
then computes a delta-correlation z-score matrix representing the differences in correlation
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among the cases and controls. Finally, it computes an overall statistic representing the
weighted sum of correlations differences that under the null hypothesis of no subgroup
heterogeneity follows a normal distribution. Hence, BUHMBOX tests for excessive positive
correlation among trait B risk alleles in trait A cases, specifically searching for hetero-
geneity arising from a subgroup that includes another a priori known trait. However, this
methodology did not detect any subgroup heterogeneity among 11 autoimmune diseases
[110] nor found a subset of individuals affected by depression more genetically similar
to individuals affected by other psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and autism
spectrum disorder [111].
Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of complex diseases is clearly exhibited from the diversity
of symptoms and characteristics that define a certain disease as well as the diversity in
terms of endophenotype spectrum i.e. measurable entities genetically determined having
a variability concordant with the disease variability [8]. Endophenotype can be seen
as an intermediate manifestation of the actual disease for example at the biochemical,
anatomical or psychological level, possible but not necessarily causal, that provide an
additional diagnostic level which can be leveraged for a proper and more effective treat-
ment strategy. For instance, the general diagnosis of asthma can be divided according the
underlying inflammation mechanisms, distinguishing between subtypes with increased
levels of neutrophilic and eosinophilic [112]. In term of CAD, it was possible to cluster
individuals that experienced heart failure in six subgroups via unsupervised clustering
based on 92 cardiovascular biomarkers, with the partition showing clear differences in
term of clinical profile, prognosis and therapy response [113]. In a recent study [114],
Nguyen et al. investigated the genetic heterogeneity of major depression (MD) performing
subtype-specific GWAS of 16 MD subtypes in eight comparison groups defined from the
symptomatology (vegetative symptoms, symptom severity, co-morbid anxiety disorder,
age at onset, recurrence, suicidality, impairment, and postpartum depression). Clinically
demanding subtypes such as recurrent, suicidal and early-onset had a higher genetic
correlation with other psychiatric diseases, e.g. schizophrenia and bipolar disorder and es-
timated SNP-heritability via LDScore [52] was divergent across subtypes, generally higher
for more severe manifestations. They also identified 47 genome-wide subtype-specific
loci of which only 22 are significant in the most recent MD GWAS (with a 5 to 10-fold
higher sample size). Together, these findings suggest a phenotypic characterization of
MD that partially depends on a subtype-specific genetic liability. The already mentioned
pathway PRS methodology developed by Choi et al. [91] outperformed genome-wide
PRS in supervised disease stratification tasks, highlighting the relevance of independent
pathways that can discriminate disease subtypes, in contrast to genome-wide PRS led by
variants with a similar effect across subtypes. Nevertheless, pathway PRS failed to recog-
nize well-characterized inflammatory bowel disease sub-classification in a unsupervised
manner. Another study on complex disease genetic heterogeneity was recently performed
in the context of Alzheimer disease (AD) [115]. The authors analyzed four forms of
genetic risk, namely APOE-ϵ4 and APOE-ϵ2 alleles, polygenic risk computed via PRS and
familial risk related to parental history of AD, associating them with 273 phenotypes in UK
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Biobank cohort (e.g. blood biochemistry, psychological health and cognitive functions).
Different forms of AD risk were associated with different traits, such as APOE alleles and
lipid metabolism, APOE-ϵ4 and C-reactive protein, familial risk with psychological health
and AD PRS with 16 traits among blood biochemistry, blood cell traits, metabolic health
and general health classes.

In summary, complex diseases are characterized by an heterogeneity in endopheno-
types and pathophysiology, however their connection to genetic profiles has been an
object of study only of recent years and represent a promising goal towards personalized
treatments.

2.6 Case studies: coronary artery disease and
schizophrenia

We describe here the major findings from a genetic point of view obtained in a GWAS
framework for two complex diseases, Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and Schizophrenia
(SCZ), as they will be the focus of the application Chapter 4.

2.6.1 Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is caused by the narrowing of coronary arteries due to
an increase of fatty material and plaque formation inside the arteries, with a consequential
reduction of the bloodstream to the heart muscle. Despite the progress in identifying
reductable risk factors such as smoking, sedentary life style, and obesity, CAD is still the
leading cause of deaths worldwide [116]. Much of the disease etiology is rooted in the
genetic component, with CAD heritability estimated between 40 to 60% from family and
twin studies [117] and cumulative explained heritability from GWAS studies around 40%
[74, 118]. Since the first GWAS focusing on CAD in 2007, an increasing in sample-sizes
and an improvement in sequencing power together with detailed phenotyping have led
to the discovery of up to 321 CAD risk loci [119]. Post-GWAS analyses made possible
gene prioritization and the connection to molecular pathway at the causal loci [74, 118,
120] (Fig. 2.9) with the latest characterization obtained from the largest GWAS in term of
sample size in an unpublished study under review [74] that included more than 1 million
participants and 180, 000 affected individuals. In GWAS context, the tendency moved
from a Bonferroni genome-wide correction with a significant threshold of 5× 10−8 being
very stringent and increasing false negatives results (owing to the genome LD structure)
to a False Discovery Rate (FDR) thresholding strategy [74, 120]. An FDR value of 0.05
correspond to an expected percentage of 5% of false positives in rejected null hypothesis
(i.e. associated variants) and is less conservative than a family-wise error rate correction
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such as Bonferroni (see section 3.2.2). Interestingly, the majority of variants identified as
significant at an FDR level of 0.05 [120] became then significant at the genome-wide level
of P ≤ 5× 10−8 in a recent study with increased sample size [74], highlighting that many
FDR significant results are indeed true association from small effect variants.

Fig. 2.9.: Figure from [119] "Genes mapped to 321 coronary artery disease (CAD) risk loci and related
pathophysiological pathways of atherosclerosis"

Similar to other complex diseases, the genetic architecture of CAD is characterized by
a large heritability explained by common variants with small effect sizes, the majority
of which are located in non-coding regulatory regions [118]. The strongest association
to date was already identified in the first GWAS in 2007 in 9p21 region, connected
to the alteration of non-coding RNA ANRIL expression and nearby cyclin dependent
kinase inhibitors CDKN2A and CDKN2B [121, 122] involved in cell cycle mechanisms and
vascular remodeling. With the naive strategy of connecting relevant loci to genes based on
genomic location, it was still possible to identify genes related to core CAD mechanisms
such as metabolism of LDL, triglycerides or lipoprotein, blood pressure [123]. Among
putative casual genes from GWAS, one striking and mechanistically understood example
is represented by the association at 1p13 locus increasing CAD risk, connected to SORT1
decreased expression and consequential LDL increase via experimental validation. In
particular, this locus contains a variant (rs12740374) associated both with CAD occurrence
and LDL cholesterol levels [124] that was shown in in-vivo experiments to create a novel
transcription factor binding site increasing the affinity to a enhancer-binding protein that
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boosted the expression of SORT1 [25]. An increase of SORT1 expression regulates in turn
LDL catabolism and APOB secretion and hence causes a decrease in LDL levels in plasma
[125]. The relevance of lipoprotein blood circulating values emerged also from other
CAD-loci associated positions. Indeed, 20% of associated loci are located in the proximity
of genes involved in LDL, triglyceride or lipoprotein(a) metabolism [123]. Other than
SORT1, GWAS pointed to genes such as LPA, LDLR, APOB, PCSK9, LPL, ANGPTL4, APOA5
and APOC3 some of which represent a promising therapeutic target, with on-going clinical
trials [126] and additionally supported by family-based exome-sequencing studies. For
example, mutation in coding genes PCSK9, LDLR and APOB are additionally identified as
causes of familial hypercholesterolaemia [127], a genetic inherited disorder characterized
by high LDL. Interestingly, a recent study investigated the interplay between monogenic
risk variants in the aforementioned genes for familial hypercholesterolaemia and polygenic
risk in CAD patients and found that the likelihood of CAD by age 75 years varied from
17% to 78% for carriers and from 5% to 30% for non-carriers with increasing range of PRS
[106]. This interplay is consistent with the theory that the penetrance of a pathogenic
variant in causing a certain disease and its manifestation is influenced by the accumulated
genetic risk of the individual, i.e. polygenic background. Finally, LDL cholesterol was
long identified and continuously validated by Mendelian Randomization (MR) studies as
a functional component through which genotypes increased CAD risk [128], and hence
represented a risk factor that can be modulated to reduce CAD risk. Moreover, MR studies
together with epidemiological studies identified over the years many causal factor for CAD
such as blood pressure, obesity, type 2 diabetes, alcohol and smoking [119]. Nevertheless,
MR applications and epidemiological results were not always concordant. For instance,
C-reactive protein (CRP), that is found related to the subsequent CAD risk in a log linear
manner from observational epidemiological studies ([129]), was not causally related
to CAD from MR studied [130]. This scenario was similar for HDL, for which a well-
established reduction of HDL in CAD patient did not translate into protective role from
a causal point of view estimated via MR studies [131], using as genetic instruments 14
common variants exclusively associated with HDL. Other than pathomechanisms related
to lipid metabolisms, genes nearby CAD associated loci detected so far are also connected
to blood pressure, immune response and inflammation, and vascular remodeling, however
the functions and consequences of the majority of genes located near a significant loci
remains unknown [119] (Fig. 2.9). An example of genes with functionally validated role
is ADAMTS7, with knock-out mice showing a lower cellular proliferation and increased
vascular remodelling and cell repair after vascular injury [132] as well as reduced aortic
lesion formation indicating lower atherosclerosis burden [133].
Focusing on gene expression regulation from associated variants, Zhang et al. [69] applied
a TWAS extension called EpiXcan to 58 traits among which CAD. In particular, the tissue
specific expression allowed to identify pathophysiologically relevant tissue for CAD such as
mammary artery and artery aorta together with related phenotypes such as liver for LDL
and total cholesterol. Gene-set enrichment analysis of the corresponding CAD associated
genes (not tissue-specific) identified known mechanisms, e.g. apolipoprotein binding and
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cell proliferation Gene Ontology pathways. A recent TWAS applying EpiXcan on a larger
cohort of CAD affected individuals and controls [134], identified 114 transcriptome-wide
significant genes (via Bonferroni correction) of which 18 were outside previously reported
significant loci. Among the novel putative genes, two genes detected in liver with possible
effects on lipid metabolism (RGS19 and KPTN) were additionally functional validated via
CRISPR-Cas9 knockdown in human liver cells, with a consequent reduction in cholesterol
levels and leading to dysregulated expression of genes enriched in lipid metabolism
mechanisms. Moreover, gene-set enrichment analysis from the overall TWAS hits detected
cholesterol metabolism and regulation of lipoprotein levels as putative mechanisms as well
as regulation of blood pressure and vascular remodeling. Finally, in a recent (unpublished)
study, Aragam et al. [74] conducted a GWAS with the so far largest sample size that
surpassed one million of individuals including more than 180, 000 affected by CAD and
further implemented a systematic approach that prioritized variants as well as genes
from multiple line of evidence. Combining 8 locus-based and similarity-based criteria
including nearest gene to the most significant variant, causing a monogenic disorder,
relevant phenotype in knock-out mouse, being an eQTL in relevant tissue and being
prioritized by PoPS methodology [84], 94 genes with at least 3 concordant predictors were
established among the 241 genome-wide significant and independent variants, with PCSK9
and NOS3 at the top of the list having 7 concordant line of evidence. In addition, PoPS
methodology applied to find putative genes allowed also to identify related biological
mechanisms as most informative features and detected as most relevant mechanisms
lipoprotein homeostasis, endothelial cell proliferation, collagen matrix formation as well
as less established signaling pathways involving cell cycle.
In the context of precision medicine for CAD, polygenic risk scores represents the disease
risk that is predicted at the individual level aggregating the individual’s genetic variation
weighted by the GWAS strength of association. PRS can differentiate and inform of low and
elevated risk, for example identifying 8.0% of the population with higher than three-fold
increase of CAD risk [105]. As previously mentioned, rare monogenic conditions such as
familial hypercholesterolaemia interplay with the common genetic background increasing
the overall CAD risk compared to non-carriers [106], nevertheless common variants still
play the major part in accumulating CAD risk [123]. The putative causal genes identified
from GWAS pointed to different mechanisms of actions and plausible consequential
differences in endophenotypes for the disease. Indeed, CAD is an heterogeneous disease
in clinical manifestations [135]. For instance, patients affected by heart failure were
clustered in a unsupervised manner via cardiovascular biomarkers, leading to different
clinical profiles, prognosis and response therapy [113]. Genkel et al. [8] proposed a
classification of endophenotypes for CAD and the corresponding genetic connection from
GWAS including LDL, hypertension, inflammation and diabetes mellitus. Although these
clinical manifestations are not mutually exclusive, understanding they role in CAD etiology
from a genetic point of view is essential to provide the proper therapy in a personalized
manner.
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In summary, recent advancement in genotyping technology and cost reduction has led
to an increasing number of associations and hypotheses generation of genetic targets and
disease etiology mechanisms that can help, together with the reduction of environmental
risk factors, to treat and prevent such widespread and mortal disease. Nevertheless, there
is a need in understanding novel pathways on which genetic effect converge, even of
small sizes, regardless the well established lipid metabolism as well as the phenotypic
consequences of individual genetic configuration with the final goal of assigning the proper
treatment at the individual level.

2.6.2 Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a devastating disease with an average lifetime prevalence of
1% that varies for different geographic regions up to 5% [136] and charactherized by
an hetereogneity of symptoms divided in positive, negative and cognitive. In particular,
positive symptoms include recurrent psychosis such as hallucinations, delusions and disor-
ganized behaviour; negative symptoms are typical of amotivational syndrome and include
anhedonia, social withdrawal and reduced energy; cognitive symptoms are observed as a
widespread range of congitive dysfunctions. The illness onset is usually in the adolescence
phase with a typical decline of cognitive and social functions and psychotic episodes
emerging later on. Individuals affected by SCZ have a life expectancy drastically reduced
by 20 years compared to the overall population, with suicide being the largest contributor
connected to impairments in everyday life like maintaining social relationship, employment
and personal independence [137]. Anti-psychotic medications treat positive symptoms
and are the first line of action, increasing the quality of life and personal independence.
Nevertheless, functional behaviours are related to negative and cognitive symptoms, be-
coming nowadays target outcomes for drug therapy [138].
From a etiology point of view, SCZ is a complex disease arising from the interplay of both
environmental (e.g. prenatal maternal conditions, paternal age, urban environment, drug
addiction and childhood adversities [139]) and genetic risk factors, with an heritability
estimation from twin studies around 80% [140]. Indeed, in the past years GWAS have led
to great advancement in revealing the genetic architecture of this complex disease [73,
141, 142], with an increasing sample size that reached more than 300, 000 individuals
in the latest study and identified 342 independent common variants associated with SCZ
in 287 loci [73]. In particular, this study confirmed the strong heritability of the disease
from common variants (MAF ≤ 1%) estimated at 24%, nevertheless still impractical at
the clinical level. Indeed, PRS assessment showed a median area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve of solely 0.72. On the other hand, PRS still informed on the
extreme scenarios of disease risk score, with the highest percentile having an odds ratio
for SCZ of 39 compared to the lowest percentile. In addition, Trubetskoy et al. leveraged
gene expression data from multiple brain regions and identified an enrichment in genes
with increased expression for excitatory glutamatergic neurons in cerebral cortex and
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hippocampus and for cortical inhibitory interneurons. These significant associations were
computed via LDSC method [53] and MAGMA [82] and became observable only in the
latest GWAS as compared to the previous ones thanks to the increased sample size and
hence power. Pathway enrichment analysis identified mechanisms related to neuronal
functions such as synaptic transmission and cellular components such as ion channels,
synapses, axon and dendritic annotations. This was also confirmed from previous less
powered GWAS studies that additionally pointed to immune mechanisms and histone
methylation processes being enriched in associated risk loci [143]. In the latest GWAS
[73], the authors also applied a gene prioritization strategy to understand the effects
of genetic associations to changes in gene expressions via SMR [101], FINEMAP [33]
and chromatin conformation analysis (Hi-C) data, obtaining a putative causal set of 120
genes. A concurrently study [144], focusing on ultra-rare damaging mutation having large
effect on SCZ risk and likely to disrupt a protein function, identified 32 genes comparing
whole-exome sequencing of > 110, 000 individuals among people with schizophrenia and
healthy controls. Interestingly, this gene-set is enriched for common variant associations as
well as genes with variants in the FINEMAP credible set, indicating a convergence between
rare and common variants that are likely to disrupt shared mechanisms in SCZ [73]. These
two studies hint at 4 prioritized genes in both contexts, STAG1, FAM120A, GRIN2A and
SP4. The first two genes are related to regulatory mechanisms of expression and post-
transcription, whereas the second two are connected to N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor biology. The latter represent supporting evidence for one leading hypothesis of
SCZ, N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) hypofunction, namely being related to the
hypofunctional glutamatergic neurotransmission via NMDA receptor and connected to
dysfunction of parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the cerebral cortex and hippocam-
pus. The NMDAR hypofunction hypothesis was formulated from observations of drugs
classified as NMDA receptor antagonists (e.g. ketamine) that induce SCZ-like positive
symptoms and cognitive deficits [145]. The interplay between common and rare variants
was also already hypothesized leveraging previous GWAS and exome-sequencing studies
[146, 147]. For instance Chang et al. [147] discovered that genes having common SNPs
significant for SCZ were more inclined to be connected to genes with de novo mutations
via protein-protein interaction network and identified NMDA receptor interactome being
connected to multiple types of genetic risk factors.
Ever since the first GWAS on SCZ was conducted [148], the strongest association reside
in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) [141]. This strong effect as well as addi-
tional ones connected to immune related genes residing outside MHC locus highlighted
the relevance of inflammatory processes, in accordance with the occurrence of aberrant
inflammatory mechanisms from epidemiological studies [149]. Despite the challenge
of gene prioritization in MHC locus due to high LD effect, complement factor 4 genes
C4A and C4B were identified as relevant in SCZ etiology due to their role in synapse
elimination validated by differential expression for brain related genes [150] and in in-vivo
experiments showing a reduced cortical synapse density and altered mouse behaviour [150,
151]. Nevertheless, MHC locus contribution cannot simply be reduced to complement
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factor 4 genes, with plausible candidates further identified in NOTCH4 gene encoding
a transmembrane protein involved in neurodevelopmental processes and connected to
cognitive traits in SCZ or TRIM26 encoding for a protein of unknown function but further
supported by differential gene expression in case-control setting [152].
More recently, TWAS allowed to integrate GWAS signal effect to tissue-specific expression
modulation to pin-point directly affected genes [71, 153, 154]. Focusing on brain, blood
and adipose tissues, Gusev et al. [71] identified 157 significant genes, 35 of which not
overlapping with at the time GWAS significant loci. The authors excluded genes in MHC
locus due to its complexity but specifically validated C4A gene, confirming a strong associ-
ation. This approach was additionally extended to epigenetic data via the integration of
imputed gene expression with chromatin marks observed in lymphoblastoid cell lines and
identified 42 genes out of the 157 also associated with epigenetic changes. The showcase
MAPK3 gene was validated in in-vivo zebra fish model, highlighting its involvement in
neuro-proliferation. In a extended effort including 11 brain regions plus thyroid from
GTEx and Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPC) from CommonMind Consortium reference
panel, Huckins et al. [153] imputed gene expression applying prediXcan method [10]
and retrieved 413 significant associations across 256 genes, of which 67 outside MHC
locus were prioritized as independent associations via a stepwise forward conditional
analysis and 19 representing novel target with respect to previous GWAS results. The
associated genes highlighted implicated 33 molecular mechanisms identified via MAGMA
[82] such as porphyrin metabolism whose dsyfunction might lead to psychiatric symptoms,
hexosaminidase activity with deficiency resulting in mental problems, and Ras and Rab
signaling as well as GTPase activity related to neuronal cell differentiation and migra-
tion. Owing to the developmental nature of SCZ, the 67 independent genes were further
investigated for developmental expression pattern, obtaining 4 clusters of genes being
expressed in four different spatiotemporal regions including early pre-natal and post-natal
expressions. This supports the hypothesis that SCZ is originated in early life from the
specific genetic architecture and emerge later on in adolescence possibly due to changes
in cortical biology and alterations in cortical synaptic arrangement [139]. Similarly, Hall
et al. [154] applied TWAS methodology developed in [9] (Fusion) in DLPC tissue from
CommonMind Consortium, identifyng via MAGMA two significant pathways after FDR cor-
rection: antigen processing and presentation of peptide antigen via MHC class I and Abnormal
CNS synaptic transmission, the latter including six TWAS significant genes. Interestingly,
they investigated the increase in identified molecular pathways using summary statistics
from GWAS instead of TWAS, reasoning that the discrepancy arise from a lower power
with less genes included in TWAS (genes must be significant and explained by cis-genetic
effect in TWAS compared to all genes overlapping an identified significant loci in GWAS)
and a lower signal due to smaller background set considered.
The genetic association from GWASs permits also the identification of other complex
traits or endophenotypes correlated with SCZ from a genetic point of view. For instance,
cross-trait LD Score regression [94] was developed to compute genetic correlation solely
via GWAS summary statistics and confirmed a genetic correlation of SCZ with bipolar
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disorder, long hypothesized due to the shared genetic background [148], and highlighted
novel hypotheses to be further investigated such as the association with anorexia nervosa.
A recent study by Reay et al. [155] tested for both correlation and casual effect between
10 psychiatric diseases and the blood-based biomarker collected in UK Biobank from a
genetic point of view. The genetic correlation estimated via LD Score regression detected a
significant positive correlations between SCZ and multiple blood measurements such as
lymphocyte count, sex hormone binding globulin and mean sphered cell volume and a
negative correlation with C-reactive protein (CRP). Applying Mendelian randomization
methods, the authors found a protective causal role of CRP towards SCZ, even after
conditioning for IL-6 signaling and body mass index, indicating a discrepancy with observa-
tional study that require further investigation. Finally, SCZ was also negatively correlated
with cognitive function [156] and performance intelligent quotient [157] from a genetic
perspective, consistent with cognitive disturbances as being one of its core symptoms and
regarded as independent clinical phenotype, underlying the need to develop treatment
strategies that target and improve cognition impairments.
Taking into consideration the heterogeneity of SCZ in pathophysiological manifestation,
treatment approaches relying on anti-psychotic medication are a reductive one-fits-all
strategy and might only be appropriate for specific genetic sub-groups (however not yet
identified). Thus, there is a need for retrieving genetically homogeneous cohorts with spe-
cific endophenotypic manifestations on which optimal treatment strategies can be tailored.
In that direction, Ruderfer and et al. [158] considered 28 sub-phenotypes collected among
SCZ and bipolar disorder (BD) patients and investigated the relationship with disease
specific PRS, finding a positive correlation between BD PRS and manic symptoms in SCZ
patients, BD PRS and psychotic features in BD patients as well SCZ PRS and SCZ patients
with increased negative symptoms.

In summary, GWAS technology has revolutionized genetic understanding of SCZ, point-
ing at impaired mechanisms such as synaptic biology. Despite having identified multiple
target genes, we still lack a comprehension of their roles as well as the consequences of
small variant effect and their possible convergence onto other biological pathways. In
addition, precision strategies targeting a genetically homogeneous sub-group that address
different disease manifestations are still lacking.
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3
Methods

To disentangle genetic mechanisms that lead to disrupted biological processes and reveal
patient stratification with clinically relevant phenotypic manifestations, we develop a
novel comprehensive pipeline for complex diseases called CASTom-iGEx available at
gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/luciat/castom-igex. The three modules of the pipeline (Fig. 3.1) are
explained in detail in this chapter divided per section.

Section 3.1: First, tissue-specific gene expression prediction models are estimated from reference
panel data sets such as GTEx and CMC that are composed of matched genotype
arrays and RNA-seq data. Instead of using state-of-the-art methods such as Fusion
[9] and prediXcan [10], we developed a new strategy called PriLer that integrates
variants biological annotation to improve the selection of regulatory variants.

Section 3.2: Second, gene expression is imputed on genotype-only cohorts and combined into in-
dividual level pathway-scores leveraging gene-sets and biological pathway databases
such as Gene Ontology and Reactome. Afterward, TWAS (transcriptome-wide associ-
ation study) and PALAS (pathway level association study) are performed to test the
associations of computed genes and pathways with the disease or trait of interest.
We additionally apply Mendelian Randomization (MR) methodology and use these
associations to study the causal role of multiple traits and endophenotypes (e.g. LDL
levels) that can contribute to the disease of interest (e.g. CAD) and identify the cor-
responding genes and molecular pathways mediating this contribution. The code for
systematic MR analysis can be found at gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/luciat/castom-igex_mr.

Section 3.3: Third, patients are stratified based on imputed gene expression. The differences in
clinical features and endophenotypes are investigated together with cluster-specific
differences in biological pathways. When additional clinical data is not available
for a certain disease (such as SCZ data from PGC cohorts), we derive a risk-score
mimicking the actual endophenotype based on imputed gene expression (gene-RS)
to find plausible different trajectories in comorbidities and disease characteristics.
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Fig. 3.1.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) CASTom-iGEx modules. Module 1: creation of gene expression
prediction models via PriLer. The top colored array represent different prior information on
variants, e.g. from GWAS or open chromatin tissue-specific regions. Module 2: inference of gene
expression on genotype-only cohorts, conversion to gene T-scores, computation of pathway scores
and association with trait of interest (TWAS and PALAS). Module 3: clustering of patients based on
imputed genes followed by characterization of pathway, endophenotypic differences and differential
treatment responses.

3.1 PriLer: prior learned elastic-net regression

In order to create tissue-specific gene expression prediction models from genotype
data, we developed a new method called PriLer (Prior learned elastic-net regression).
Similarly to previously developed methods such as Fusion [9] and prediXcan [10], PriLer
estimates gene expression based on genetic cis-effects i.e. SNPs and indels surrounding a
gene’s transcription starting site (TSS), in a reference panel cohort composed of matching
genotype and gene expression data. Our new method further integrates biological evidence
of single genetic variants defined as prior, e.g. cell type specific open chromatin states
or GWAS association. The relevance of these prior features in assisting the selection of
tissue-specific regulatory variants is unknown a priori and it is automatically learned by
the algorithm in a iterative procedure via nested cross-validation. Our new method is
inspired by Lirnet algorithm [159], also learning regulatory potential of variants to gene
expression (see section 3.1.5 for further discussion).
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3.1.1 Problem formulation and solution

For a certain tissue, we denote with M the number of individual with matched genotype
and gene expression, N the number of genes expressed for that tissue, P the number
of variants (SNPs and indels) across all genome and K the number of prior features
considered for that tissue. We shortly indicate with SNPp the pth variant ordered according
genomic location. For n in 1, . . . , N , let Y n = (Y n

1 , . . . , Y
n
M ) be the vector of observed

expression for gene n and X = [X1| . . . |XP ] the M × P genotype matrix of dosages for
imputed variants with values between 0 and 2, where 0 indicates homozygous reference
(REF/REF), 1 heterozygous (REF/ALT) and 2 homozygous alternative call (ALT/ALT).
Generally, an entry of the matrix X referring to sample m and variant p is indicated with
the notion Xm,p. Since we only model cis-effects on gene expression, we denote with
Xn = [Xn1 | . . . |XnP ] the M × Pn genotype matrix specific for gene n with n1, . . . , nP

referring to the indexes in correspondence of gene n cis-variants.
We define as prior information A = [A1| . . . |AK ] the P ×K binary matrix where each
column represents the intersection between a prior feature and the variants included.
We derive prior features using cell-type and tissue-specific open chromatin regions from
ChIP-seq H3k27ac or ATAC-seq data, from here on denoted as gene regulatory elements
(GREs), and GWAS results converted to a binary format (p-value lower than a certain
threshold). For instance, if prior feature k is the collection of GREs found in certain
cell-type, then Ap,k = 1 indicates that the genomic position of SNPp is located in at least
one of those GREs. Full details of prior information construction are in section 4.1.1.
Finally, let ∥ · ∥2 : Rn −→ R be the Euclidean norm of a vector defined as ∥a∥2 =

√︂∑︁n
i=1 a

2
i

and ∥ · ∥1 : Rn −→ R the Manhattan norm equivalent to ∥a∥1 =
∑︁n
i=1 |ai|.

PriLer is an extension of elastic-net regression that incorporates weights for variants
in order to give a lower penalty to SNPs and indels that are more likely to be casual
from external evidence. For each gene n, elastic-net without prior information (enet)
aims at find the optimal vector of regression coefficients (βn0 ,βn) solving the following
minimization problem:

min
(βn

0 ,β
n)∈RPn+1

[︃ 1
2M ∥Y

n − βn0 −Xnβn∥22 + λn

(︃1− αn
2 ∥βn∥22 + αn∥βn∥1

)︃]︃
(3.1)

The first term minimizes the distance between the actual gene expression and the predicted
one. The second term instead represent the elastic-net penalization of the regression
coefficient that is built as a combination of Ridge penalty (∥ ·∥2) and LASSO penalty (∥ ·∥1).
The Ridge penalty encourages highly correlated variants to be averaged exhibiting the
grouping effect, while the LASSO penalty leads to a sparse solution in the coefficients of
these averaged variants [63]. The elastic-net penalization term in (3.1) can be briefly
expressed as

Pn∑︂
p=1

λn

(︃1− αn
2 βnp

2 + αn|βnp |
)︃

=:
Pn∑︂
p=1
L(βnp , λn, αn), (3.2)
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with L indicating the elastic-net penalty function for each variable. The hyper-parameters
couple λn ≥ 0 and αn ∈ [0, 1] control the amount of shrinkage towards zero and the
Ridge/LASSO contribution respectively, with the optimal configuration estimated via a
5-fold cross-validation strategy (see section 3.1.2).

Our PriLer extension of the baseline elastic-net model described in (3.1) is built on
the evidence that eQTLs are enriched within promoter, open chromatin and enhancer
regions of their associated genes [160]. Hence, we assume that variants carrying biological
prior information such as GREs location are more likely to be involved in gene expression
regulation. To facilitate the selection of these variants as regulatory, i.e. βnp ̸= 0 for at
least one gene n (denoted as reg-SNPs), in PriLer the penalty term of each variant p
(L(βnp , λn, αn)) is multiplied by a prior coefficient vp derived as a non linear combination
of prior information A:

vp = 2
(︄

1− 1

1 + e−
∑︁K

k=1 γkAp,k

)︄
(3.3)

with γ = (γ1, . . . , γK) ∈ RK+ a vector prior weights associated to each prior feature. The
prior coefficient vp relieves the individual variant penalty term L(βnp , λn, αn) in (3.1). As
shown in Fig. 3.2, vp reaches is maximum value of 1 when there are no prior informa-
tion that support SNPp as regulating any gene and hence the shrinkage should only be
determined by the actual association with considered gene expression. Instead, vp will be
close to zero when the linear combination of prior features

∑︁K
k=1 γkAp,k is considerably

> 0, meaning there are additional evidences that SNPp is regulatory for certain genes.
In that case, the penalty term applied will be lower compared to variants without any
prior information, encouraging but not forcing the selection of SNPp as regulating a gene
expression, thus will be more likely an estimation of βnp ̸= 0.
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Fig. 3.2.: Prior coefficient function depending on the linear combination of prior information

Prior coefficient formulation in (3.3) depends on a sigmoid function which introduces
a saturation effect so that the penalty term will smoothly and boundedly decrease to zero.
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The prior weight γk represents the contribution of prior feature k to the overall prior
coefficient, namely high γk indicates that the presence of feature k increases the chance of
having reg-SNPs. The constrain of γ being non-negative reflects the assumption that prior
features can only increase the overall relevance of a variant.
Prior information matrix A is provided from external references but the relevance of each
feature γk is automatically learned by the algorithm together with the variants effect on
gene expression βn solving the PriLer problem:

min
(βn

0 ,β
n)∈RPn+1 ∀n;
γ∈RK

+

⎧⎨⎩
N∑︂
n=1

⎡⎣ 1
2M ∥Y

n − βn0 −Xnβn∥22 +
P∑︂
p=1

vpL(βnp , λn, αn)

⎤⎦+ E∥γ∥22

⎫⎬⎭
(3.4)

where the last term E∥γ∥22 is a Ridge regularization term for prior weights to avoid
unbounded increase and is controlled by hyper-parameter E ∈ R+. Note that γ estimation
is not gene specific but consider the regulatory effect of cis-variants across all genes. Hence,
the optimization problem (3.4) is an extension of (3.1) that includes individual weights for
each variant, considers N genes simultaneously and iterates over all P variants, formulated
by setting βnp = 0 for SNPp not in TSS cis-window of gene n.

Solution of (3.4)
Suppose hyper-parameters λn, αn and E are fixed. The optimization problem (3.4) is
solved in a 3-step iterative procedure based on coordinate descent algorithm as shown in
Fig. 3.3. Coordinate descent methods are a typical approach for solving convex problems
and they work optimizing the objective function over each parameter with the others fixed
and repeating cycles until convergence. In particular, for PriLer

Step (0) individual variant prior coefficients are computed based on (3.3), with an initial
prior weights status set to zero (γ1, . . . , γK) = (0, . . . , 0);

Step (1) problem (3.4) is then solved with respect to (βn0 ,βn) for each gene n separately
having prior coefficients vp with p = 1, . . . , P fixed;

Step (2) the same objective function is minimized with respect to γk for each prior feature k
keeping regression coefficients (βn0 ,βn) fixed.

These 3 steps are repeated until convergence is reached, namely the improvement in
objective function’s decreasing is not relevant anymore and lower than a certain threshold.
In details, prior coefficients vp for all variants P are computed based on (3.3) in Step (0).
Afterward, PriLer optimization problem is solved with respect to regression coefficients
(β0
n,βn) in Step (1). In particular, the optimization problem described in (3.4) reduces to

N independent elastic-net problems with variant-specific penalties (prior coefficients):

min
(βn

0 ,β
n)∈RPn+1

⎡⎣ 1
2M ∥Y

n − βn0 −Xnβn∥22 +
P∑︂
p=1

vpL(βnp , λn, αn)

⎤⎦ forn = 1, . . . , N (3.5)
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The N optimization problems are solved in parallel using glmnet R package that uses
again a cyclical coordinate descent algorithm [161]. Omitting gene n notation, the optimal
value of βp is determined subsequently the estimation of β̃0 and β̃j with j ̸= p as

β̃p :=
S
(︂

1
M

∑︁M
m=1Xm,p

(︂
Ym − Ỹ

(−p)
m

)︂
, λαvp

)︂
λ(1− α)vp + 1

M

∑︁M
m=1X

2
m,p

(3.6)

with S(z, w) the soft-thresholding operator

S(z, w) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
z − w if z > 0 and |z| > w

z + w if z < 0 and |z| > w

0 if |z| ≤ w

and Ỹ (−p)
m := β̃0 +

∑︁P
j=1;
j ̸=p

Xm,j β̃j the current fitted value for gene expression in sample m

having excluded the contribution of Xm,p.
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Fig. 3.3.: Step (0) Variants prior coefficients are initially computed as a combination of prior weights w and
prior matrix A with the initial weight state set as 0. Step (1) Then, regression coefficients β are
estimated for each gene n with variant penalty given by prior coefficient: the lower the more likely
is the variant to be selected in a regression model. Step (2) Afterward, prior weights are updated
based on the previously found regression coefficients so that weights are higher for prior features
intersecting more reg-SNPs. These 3 steps are repeated until convergence is reached.
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Once regression coefficients (βn0 ,βn) are estimated, PriLer objective function is minimized
with respect to prior weight vector γ in Step (2). Hence (3.4) reduces to

min
γ∈RK

+

⎧⎨⎩
N∑︂
n=1

⎡⎣ P∑︂
p=1

vpL(βnp , λn, αn)

⎤⎦+ E∥γ∥22

⎫⎬⎭ (3.7)

This problem is solved via globally-convergent method-of-moving-asymptotes (MMA) [162]
implemented in nloptr R package [163] with the option “algorithm” = “NLOPT_LD_MMA” .
This type of algorithm is guaranteed to converge to some local minimum from any feasible
starting point and can solve inequality-constrained nonlinear programming problems based
on conservative convex separable approximations [162]. The general formulation is

min
x∈Rn

f(x)

subject to gi(x) ≤ 0 i = 1, . . . ,m

xminl ≤ xl ≤ xmaxl l = 1, . . . , n

where x = (x1, ..., xn) is a real value vector of variables, xminl and xmaxl are given real
numbers, and f , g1, ..., gm are given real-valued functions twice continuously differentiable.
In our case, we do not have additional inequality constraints (gi functions) and γ vector is
only upper bounded by 0 (γk ≥ 0 ∀k). In order to apply this method, 1) we need to prove
that the objective function in (3.7) is continuous and that the first and second derivatives
exist and are continuous as well; 2) the explicit formulation for the first derivative must
be provided in nloptr to be used as eval_grad_f argument. As a proof of the two
previous points, let f : RK −→ R be the objective function in (3.7), f is continuous in
γ being a linear combination of continuous functions, namely the squared linear norm
operator and the sigmoid function in vp (3.3). The gradient of f is a real-valued function
∇f : RK −→ RK where each component is the partial derivative ∂f

∂γk
for k = 1, . . . ,K,

and has the following form (see Appendix A.1 for computation)

∂f

∂γk
= 2Eγk +

N∑︂
n=1

⎡⎣ P∑︂
p=1

Ap,kvp

(︃
vp
2 − 1

)︃
L(βnp , λn, αn)

⎤⎦ . (3.8)

Thus, the gradient ∇f is again continuous in all its components as a product and linear
combination of continuous functions. The same conclusion can be proven for the Hessian
K ×K matrix of the second derivative ∇2f in each entry ∂2f

∂γh∂γk
(see Appendix A.1).

These steps allow for an interactive change of prior coefficients based on genes regression
coefficients and vice-versa. A small prior coefficient vp implies that regression coefficients
for SNPp across all N genes βnp will be less shrink to zero. Consequently, SNPp has a higher
relevance in the overall gene expression regulation, despite not forcing its selection that
will depend on specif genes. On the other hand, the weights for prior features γk will
increase with the fraction of reg-SNPs intersecting that feature and making even more
likely the selection of those SNPs as regulatory. However, if the decrease given by the mean
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squared error for predicted gene expression to approximate Y n is not convenient enough,
that SNPp will not be selected and the associated prior features weight will not increase.

Next section gives details on the implementation to solve problem (3.4) and the nested-
cross validation procedure applied to find the optimal hyper-parameter configuration.

3.1.2 Implementation and hyper-parameters search

PriLer problem (3.4) is solved in K +
∑︁N
n=1(Pn + 1) variables keeping a total of

2N + 1 hyper-parameters fixed: λn gene-specific sparsity, αn gene-specific Ridge/LASSO
contribution for n = 1, . . . , N and E limiting the variance of prior weights. In order to
find an optimal space of hyper-parameters that would reduce model overfitting and best
perform on external data, we apply a nested 5-fold Cross-Validation (CV) strategy [164]
to find a configuration leading to minimal average Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the
test-folds. As clarified below, optimal solutions for both elastic-net and PriLer are computed
simultaneously, which consequentially allows to assess the improvement in integrating
prior information in gene expression modelling.
In the scenario of a single-CV, M samples are split into L = 5 equal sized parts (folds)
such that L− 1 folds are combined in a set called train set on which gene expression model
is fitted, whereas the prediction error is calculated fitting this model on the remaining lth

fold called test set.

We denote with Ml and IDl the number of samples in lth fold and the corresponding
sample indices, respectively. Let X(m, ·) = (Xm,1, . . . , Xm,P ) the vector of sample m

dosages referring to cis-SNPs for a certain gene and β̂
−l

the solution of elastic-net (3.1) or
PriLer (3.4) problems having excluded the lth fold. The CV estimate of prediction error for
a certain gene is defined as the average across folds MSE between true and predicted gene
expression, with the latter derived from the model fitted on all sample but lth fold:

CVerr = 1
L

L∑︂
l=1

⎡⎣ 1
Ml

∑︂
m∈IDl

(︃
Ym −X(m, ·)T β̂

−l
)︃2
⎤⎦ . (3.9)

Since PriLer approach consider all genes simultaneously, we will refer to the overall CV
error as the sum across all genes included CV tot

err :=
∑︁N
n=1CV

n
err.

In implementing PriLer, we both use nested-CV and single-CV strategies to evaluate
prediction performance and create final gene expression prediction model, a summary
of the entire procedure is depicted in Fig. 3.5. Different from single-CV described above,
nested-CV adds a second layer of partitioning (inner folds) to the external division (outer
folds) as outlined in Fig. 3.4. At each step of the outer loop, nested-CV randomly divide
the train set of M −Ml samples in J = 5 equally sized parts creating inner folds such that
a model is built on J − 1 inner folds and prediction is performed for the left out jth part.
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Usually, the inner-CV division is used to find optimal hyper-parameter so that CVerr (3.9)
is minimum. That parameter is then used to build the model on the corresponding outer
training L− 1 folds and evaluated on the outer test fold. This procedure is repeated for
each lth fold in the outer loop and in order to derive CVerr averaging on the external folds.
Generally, nested-CV is preferred to single-CV scenario in which both hyper-parameter
selection and model performances are estimated since it avoids optimistically biased
estimates [165]. However, PriLer is built on a nested-CV due the nested configuration
of hyper-parameters (as explained below) as opposed to a grid-search that would have
been unfeasible in terms of time and resources. Hence, in the nested external loop PriLer
both finds the optimal E hyper-parameter and evaluate the final model. An more unbiased
strategy would have required a 3-level nested-CV and a consequential increase in the
minimum number of samples in the reference panel and computational time. Thus, we
used a 2-level nested-CV, while remaining aware of possible biases in the final performance
evaluation.

training set (optimal α) test set

test set training set 

hyper-parameter 
tuning α

Inner fo
lds

Outer fo
lds Model evaluation

Fig. 3.4.: Nested-CV comprehends two loops, an internal one that searches for optimal hyper-parameters
and an external one that based on the corresponding optimal model evaluates the result on the
remaining samples (test set).

Before describing the actual strategy to search for an optimal Priler solution, we first
highlight the following points.

(a) Prior weights γk are derived from reg-SNPs selection across all genes. It is hence
critical to obtain prior weights and corresponding prior coefficients based solely
on genes whose expression depends on genetic effects. We define this set of genes
as cis-heritable genes. Following Fusion convention [9], cis-heritable genes are
those whose proportion of gene expression variance is explained by cis-genetic
variation. These gene are selected based on a likelihood ratio test implemented in
GCTA software [32] that tests the genes cis-genetic heritability h2

cis being equal to 0
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(see section 4.2 for derivation). Nevertheless, a gene expression prediction model
will be estimated for each gene (also not cis-heritable genes), leveraging the prior
coefficients vp assessed from the cis-heritable ones (see below).

(b) In glmnet package, the solution for each gene n of elastic-net problem (3.1) is
computed for a decreasing sequence of λn that starts from the smallest value for λn
such that the entire vector βn is zero [161]:

λmaxn = max
l=1,...,P

|⟨Xnl ,Y
n⟩|

Mαn
. (3.10)

The smallest tested value is λminn = ϵλmaxn with ϵ equal to 0.01 or 0.0001 if M > Pn or
M ≤ Pn respectively. The search space for λn is then constructed as the decreasing
sequence of 100 values from λmaxn to λminn in log scale:

Λn :=
{︃
c = 99, . . . , 0 | λminn · s, s = ec

log(λmax
n )−log(λmin

n )
99

}︃
.

(c) In case of variable-specific penalties such as prior coefficients, the denominator
of (3.10) is also multiplied by vl. However, due to the interactive update of prior
coefficients, the search space Λn would also change at each step of PriLer iteration,
leading to a different hyper-parameter set that should be instead fixed for the entire
iterative procedure, as an initial fixed set of hyper-parameters. To overcome this, we
initially compute a fixed Λn space from elastic-net without any variant penalty.

(d) As shown in (3.10), Λn in glmnet depends on the choice of αn. Thus, regularization
hyper-parameters are derived sequentially, with αn assuming 9 possible values in
(0, 1) interval (i.e. 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9) and Λn(αn) path consequentially derived. We
excluded αn extreme values 0 and 1 as the first corresponds to LASSO penalization
that would only selects a variant among correlated ones and the latter corresponds
to Ridge penalization that does not directly set any variable to zero.

(e) In elastic-net, αn,Λn(αn) search space are independent for each gene n, contrary
to PriLer in which genes are considered simultaneously. Suppose the number of
E ≥ 0 parameters tested is C, to perform a hyper-parameter search that consider
all the potential combinations, we would need to evaluate C · (9 · 100)N possible
configurations, which is unfeasible for computational time and resources even only
including around 3000 cis-heritable genes. Instead, we find the optimal combination
of α̂n, λ̂n(α̂n) for elastic-net (3.1) separately for each gene n from a total of 9 ·100 ·N
tests that can be parallelized over N . These optimal values are then directly used in
PriLer that now need only to be optimized over the possible E parameter values.

We will now explain the pipeline in detail as depicted in Fig. 3.5. This is divided in
4 steps that correspond to R implementation in castom-igex/Software/model_training.
We indicate with ·̂ notation the optimal hyper-paramter choice and Nh the number of
cis-heritable genes.
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STEP 1 Elastic-net regression without prior is built in a nested-CV setting for each cis-
heritable gene, with both inner and outer loop having a 5-fold partition. This
step is used for two purposes. The first is to find optimal α̂n, λ̂n configuration
for each gene n in the inner loop. The results are thus specific for each outer
fold (2 × Nh × 5 tensor) and will be applied in PriLer step as mentioned in point
(c). The second is to evaluate elastic-net regression based on average coefficient
of determination R2

CV on outer test folds (R2 derivation section ). As previously
explained in point (b) and (d), λ̂n is chosen among Λn sequence that depends on αn
initial choice. Hence, for each value of αn ∈ {0.1, . . . , 0.9}, we first find λ̂n(αn) such
that CV n

err(λ̂n(αn)) = CV n
err(λ̂n(0.1)), . . . CV n

err(λ̂n(0.9)) is minimum in each entry
and α̂n as the one for which CV n

err(λ̂n(α̂n)) reaches the lowest value. Practically, this
is achieved using cv.glmnet function for each possible value of α.
From an implementation point of view, step 1 can be parallelized on two levels:
chromosome-wise and gene-wise with the actual time depending on the number of
cores provided and the number of genes/samples.

STEP 2 PriLer is applied combining all cis-heritable genes in the same outer loop division
elastic-net was built. Optimal hyper-parameters α̂n, λ̂n derived from previous step
are used in (3.4), leaving only E parameter to be customized. This is reached
solving PriLer problem for each chosen value of E = {e1, . . . , eC} ∈ RC+ in all the 5
outer training sets and computing the average MSE on the test folds. The optimal
Ê parameter is the one minimizing CV tot

err . This step is additionally performed to
evaluate PriLer performance on the same sample division of elastic-net based on
average test R2

CV and MSE, as well as obtain for each outer fold the model prior
coefficients vp (3.3) to be directly used for not cis-heritable genes. In this case,
we use a single-CV configuration (that has the same sample division of the outer
fold for the previous nested-CV) to both find the optimal hyper-parameter E and
evaluate PriLer performances with a possible increase of biases in the actual error
estimation [165]. As previously mentioned, the creation of an additional layer into
the nested structure, although possible, would be unfeasible due to a decrease in the
sample size for the model training and an increase in computational time. From an
implementation point of view, this step can be parallelized with respect to E possible
values.

STEP 3 A final model for elastic-net and PriLer for all cis-heritable genes is built using all M
samples. Since in step 1 the optimal αn, λn where specific for nested-CV strategy,
we now need to find optimal hyper-parameters for this enlarged set of samples via
single-CV. Similarly to step 1, α̂n, λ̂n are then used for PriLer together with the
optimal E parameter found in step 2. In addition, an overall R2 is computed based
on all samples for both elastic-net and PriLer that underlies the general performance.
Finally, prior coefficients vp are stored to be directly used as prior for not cis-heritable
genes. This step can be parallelized over Nh genes.

STEP 4 Lastly, the entire procedure is repeated for N − Nh not cis-heritable genes, with
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αn, λn parameters still customized for each gene but prior coefficients vp fixed
and already computed from step 2 and 3. First, a total gene expression prediction
model is built for both elastic-net and PriLer as explained in step 3 (single-CV) and
performance is overall evaluated based on R2. Then, nested-CV is repeated both
for elastic-net and PriLer (with fixed prior coefficients) to evaluate prediction on
external folds based on R2

CV .

In summary, with our implementation we solve PriLer problem in (3.4) for all genes N
having cis-variants in a predefined window (default is 200kb window as maximum distance
from TSS), creating gene expression prediction models that are optimized with respect
to hyper-parameters. Furthermore, an equivalent elastic-net regression model for each
gene is also built to investigate the differences in performances and model selection when
introducing prior information on variants.
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Fig. 3.5.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) PriLer implementation is divided in 4 different parts. In step1
elastic-net for only cis-heritable genes is performed in a nested-CV setting. The optimal αn,λn

gene-specific combinations found in step 1 are used in step 2 to build PriLer model, with the same
outer fold from nested-CV configuration considered to find the optimal E parameter. In step 3, a
single-CV is applied for elastic-net to find the optimal αn,λn selection for the entire set of samples
and the same pairs together with the optimal E parameter are used to build PriLer on the entire set.
Finally, step4 repeats step 1 to 3 for not cis-heritable genes, with fixed prior coefficients previously
derived.
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3.1.3 Additive confounder effects

Until now, we took into consideration only genetic effects modeling gene expression.
As in a eQTL analysis, when modeling this interaction is important to correct for possi-
ble confounders such as hidden batch effects, ancestry differences and sex information
[166]. Namely, being Y the response variable of gene expression, X genotype matrix
and Z covariate matrix, accounting for confounders effects on genotype-gene expression
interactions means to model

Y = β0 + βX + µZ + ϵ (3.11)

with ϵ error vector. One option that is sometimes considered is to regress out these
confounders from the response variable and use the residuals as a new response. However,
this version is equivalent to solving (3.11) only in the situation of genetic and covariate
effects being orthogonal which is highly unlikely when ancestry derived from genotype
data are among the covariates. For this reason, we implement in Priler the possibility
to model confounder and genetic effects to gene expression together, assuming linear
interaction. Let Z be the M ×D matrix of D covariates for each individual and unique
to all genes. We model gene expression as a linear combination of both genetic and
confounder effects, transforming Priler problem in (3.4) as

min
(βn

0 ,β
n)∈RPn+1 ∀n;

µn∈RD ∀n;
γ∈RK

+

⎧⎨⎩
N∑︂
n=1

⎡⎣ 1
2M ∥Y

n − βn0 −Xnβn − Zµn∥22 +
P∑︂
p=1

vpL(βnp , λn, αn)

⎤⎦+ E∥γ∥22

⎫⎬⎭
(3.12)

Note that we do not add additional penalty term for confounders in (3.12), forcing the
regression model to approximate the corresponding regression coefficients different than
zero and only shrinking to null the effects referring to genotype. This is practically
achieved with the penalty.factor term in glmnet R package and setting to zero those
in correspondence of confounders. Hence, the only difference with respect to previous
formulation in (3.4) is the gene expression approximation error term.

3.1.4 Performance estimation

For model performance estimation, we utilize the coefficient of determination R2 equiv-
alent to dev.ratio from glmnet output, indicating the fraction of deviance explained
by the model. For a certain gene, R2 can be expressed as

R2 = 1− ∥Y − Ŷ ∥22
∥Y − Y ∥22

= 1− ∥Y − Ŷ ∥22
Mσ2

Y

(3.13)
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where we dropped gene notation, indicated with Y := 1
M

∑︁M
m=1 Ym the mean of gene

expression, with Ŷ := β̂0 + Xβ̂ + Zµ̂ the imputed gene expression by the model and
with σ2

Y = 1
M

∑︁M
i=1(Yi − Y )2 the population variance of Y . Note that, when predicting

on the same samples the model was estimated (in-sample prediction) as in step 3 and 4
(Fig. 3.5), R2 is bounded between 0 and 1 with 1 reached when the real and predicted
gene expression is almost identical and 0 achieved in case the best estimate is actually
the average expression value and there is no advantage in introducing genotype nor
confounders to model genes.
Since we are mostly interested by the effect of genotype on gene expression, we decompose
R2 in (3.13) in three parts, in order to differentiate between solely genotype contribution,
confounders contribution or interaction of these two components to explained variance.
We define with ˆ︂W := Xβ̂ the predicted gene expression based solely on genotype effects,
with W := Y − β̂0 − Zµ̂ the gene expression removed of the confounder effects and
supposedly carrying only the genotype contribution and with ˆ︁V := Zµ̂ the imputed gene
expression due to confounders. We also indicate with W and ˆ︂V the sample mean of
vectors W and ˆ︂V respectively. It is possible to decompose R2 in (3.13) as

R2 = R2
g +R2

c +R2
g,c

with R2
g := ∥

ˆ︂W −W∥22 + 2⟨W − ˆ︂W , ˆ︂W −W ⟩
Mσ2

Y

R2
c := ∥

ˆ︂V − ˆ︁V ∥22
Mσ2

Y

R2
g,c := 2⟨W −W,ˆ︂V − ˆ︁V ⟩

Mσ2
Y

(3.14)

where ⟨·, ·⟩ : Rn × Rn −→ R is the Euclidean inner product defined as ⟨x,y⟩ =
∑︁n
i=1 xiyi.

The explicit derivation of (3.14) is in Appendix A.2. Thus, we deconstruct R2 in three
parts representing the variance in gene expression that is due to genetic contribution (R2

g),
the one related to confounders (R2

c) and the variance that is due to the joint effect of
confounders and genetic plus any other contributor of Y not acknowledged (R2

g,c). Note
that none of the component is bound to be lower than 1 and only R2

c is higher or equal
than 0, however the sum is restricted in the interval [0, 1] for in-sample estimation.

In PriLer pipeline, we use R2 both to measure the in-sample and out-of-sample model
performances, the latter referring to a prediction on external data that was not considered
to build gene expression regression model. This particularly applies for cross-validation
strategies, indicated with R2

test. The average estimation on L test folds is constructed as
(see also (3.9))

R2
test = 1

L

L∑︂
l=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣1−

∑︁
m∈IDl

(︃
Ym − β̂

−l
0 −X(m, ·)T β̂

−l −Z(m, ·)T µ̂−l
)︃2

∑︁
m∈IDl

(︂
Ym − Y

l
)︂

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.15)
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with Y
l = 1

|IDl|
∑︁
m∈IDl

Ym the sample mean for test fold l and |IDl| the cardinality of
corresponding fold l. In this case, R2

test is not bounded to [0, 1] and can be also negative
when the estimates from the fold average value is better (e.g. lower Euclidean distance)
than the model prediction built on all the other sample but that fold. Similarly to in-sample
performance, it is possible to estimate R2

g, R
2
c and R2

g,c as average across fold performance
following (3.14), with the regression model built on all the samples but test fold and
prediction computed on that test fold.
Finally, we also use Pearson correlation other than R2 to evaluate model performances, in
particular when comparing PriLer with previously developed methods (see section 4.2.4).
Focusing on the genetic contribution to gene expression, we define the correlation between
predicted and adjusted gene expression as

corr :=

⟨︂
W −W, ˆ︂W − ˆ︂W⟩︂

⃦⃦⃦
W −W

⃦⃦⃦
2

⃦⃦⃦ ˆ︂W − ˆ︂W ⃦⃦⃦
2

(3.16)

which can also be estimated in a CV setting (indicated as corrtest) as average for each
model fold similarly to R2

test, or concatenating all predictions on test folds together to
cover all M samples (referred as corrctest).

3.1.5 Discussion

The first module of CASTom-iGEx pipeline is a novel method to predict gene expression
from genotype data that integrates biological prior information on variants. The relevance
of these biological priors is automatically learned and takes into account additive effects
from hidden and explicit confounders, formulated in a comprehensive pipeline that in-
cludes hyper-parameter optimization to avoid overfitting.
It is worth noting that we assume prior information matrix A to be binary, nevertheless
prior can be continuous (but non-negative), representing different degrees of importance
for a certain variant specific information. In this case, an initial scaling for prior is necessary
to uniform the starting point of the algorithm with respect to prior features. Furthermore,
a prior feature that overlaps with a considerable number of variants will be assigned a high
prior weight simply because thosr variants will intersects more reg-SNPs by coincidence.
Nonetheless, when a prior feature intersects many variants but is not actually relevant for
the considered tissue-regression model, the corresponding weight remains stable during
the iterative procedure (Fig. 3.3) as will be shown in details in section 4.2.
The approach of adding individual feature penalties (in our case variant prior coefficient)
in a shrinkage regression setting has been long investigated. For instance, an extension of
LASSO with adaptive weights was proposed in [167] and penalizes coefficients in the L1
penalty (Manhattan Norm). The new method called adaptive LASSO chooses weights in
a data-dependent way as the reciprocal of ordinary least square solutions and it enjoys
the oracle property i.e. performing as good as if the true underlying model was previously
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provided.
Our new methodology PriLer is inspired by the Lirnet algorithm described in [159] that
learns the regulatory potential of an individual SNP together with the regulatory network
from gene expression and matched genetic data. Different from Lirnet which was applied
to maximum 112 samples, our method is adapted to large reference data of combined gene
expression and genotype. The maximum number of samples we tested is around 600 but
potentially PriLer usage is still feasible for an higher number, depending on the available
computational resources. Compared to Lirnet, we also simplify the prior coefficient formula
using only individual prior for each variant without summing up the contribution of a
certain region and not based on the gene regulation information. In addition, the problem
(3.4) compared to Lirnet considers an individual penalty for both Ridge and LASSO terms
instead of only for LASSO part and provides gene-specific elastic-net hyper-parameters λn,
αn optimization rather than forcing the same sparsity across all genes.
Finally, a recent method that also integrates prior information and works well in a large
cohort scenario is EpiXcan [69]. EpiXcan also uses tissue-specific epigenetic information
from ROADMAP to derive variant relevance and applies variant weights in elastic-net
regression. The prior coefficient for each variant in a tissue is computed using the qtlBHM
method [168], a Bayesian hierarchical model that measures SNP causality and incorporates
eQTL and variant annotation. Afterward, prior are converted to penalty factors based on
best model performance improvement with respect to prediXcan and a subset of genes that
is representative of a certain variance explained level. Instead, in PriLer priors are initially
defined from epigenetic (or other relevant) information and subsequently adapted in the
iterative procedure based on elastic-net results, instead of external eQTL as in EpiXcan.
Hence, prior feature relevance and consequently prior coefficients are learned iteratively
by the algorithm itself, while estimating joint genotype causality to gene expression.

3.2 Transcriptome-wide association studies and
Pathway activity level studies

Once tissue-specific gene expression prediction models are built via Priler on matched
reference panels, the next step of CASTom-iGEx is to impute gene expression on cohorts
having only genotyping data available, subsequently agglomerate this information to
pathway level and test for association with a certain disease or trait of interest (Fig. 3.1
Module 2). Gene expression can be inferred on large cohorts (e.g. UK Biobank [17]) or
smaller multiple cohorts (e.g. PGC cohorts) followed by a meta-analysis to summarize the
overall associations. Hence, the TWAS analysis performed after gene imputation becomes
similar to GWAS in term of test applied to discover associated genetic features (in case
of TWAS genes), nevertheless the number of tests go from million when testing variants
to only thousands when testing genes, drastically reducing the multiple testing burden.
Furthermore, we move forward the gene expression imputation and associations and
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aim at integrating the single SNP information to meaningful entities such as biological
pathways, from an individual level point of view. The individual level information on
pathways give the possibility to perform pathway-wide associations (PALAS), similarly
to TWAS and GWAS, with the advantage of investigating the aggregation of small effects
variants, impossible to detect via a p-value threshold filtering approach.
Because genes and pathways can be tested across multiple phenotypes, we finally use
TWAS and PALAS summary statistics to deconstruct endophenotypes contribution to
complex disease etiology through shared genes and molecular pathways via Mendelian
Randomization approach.

3.2.1 Conversion of imputed gene expression into gene T-scores
and pathway-scores

First of all, it is necessary to identify the set of genes whose variance can be explained by
the corresponding cis-variants in PriLer. Let G = {g1, . . . , gN} be the set of genes expressed
in a tissue for which a PriLer model is built, we consider the decomposition of R2 in (3.14)
and the corresponding definition in CV setting (3.15) and define the set of reliable genes
Grel as those satisfying

Grel =
{︂
g ∈ G |R2

g ≥ 0.01 and R2
g(CV ) > 0

}︂
(3.17)

i.e. genes whose variance explained by genetic component is detectable in the final model
(built on all samples available) and is not zero in the external CV validation. The final
number of reliable genes per tissue depends mostly on the number of available samples
in the reference panel to build PriLer model but can be influenced also by the number of
included prior features (see section 4.2).
Suppose X̃ is a M̃ × P matrix of variant dosages for M̃ new individuals in the genotype-
only data set and P SNPs matching the ones available in reference panel. The common set
of SNPs that have the same REF/ALT annotation and similar allele frequency is identified
during pre-processing for PriLer model (see section 4.1), such that gene expression models
are built on the same set of variants that will be used for imputation. For a reliable gene g
in a tissue, let β̂

g
be the PriLer coefficients estimated solving (3.12) and associated with

Pg cis-variants, then the imputed gene expression on M̃ new individuals is computed as

˜︂W g := X̃
g
β̂
g

with g ∈ Grel (3.18)

Note that we reduce at minimum confounders effects since the contribution of cis-variants
on gene expression is performed accounting for covariates information hence adjusting for
those. The computed ˜︂W g will be different from a null vector because we only consider
reliable genes (3.17) and the genotype-only data includes the same set of variants used to
estimate the model. Nevertheless, the variability of the imputed expression can deviate
greatly among genes depending on R2 estimates. Hence, to test for association of a gene
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with a certain trait as well as to subsequently compute pathway-scores, we converted
imputed gene expression to gene T-scores for each individual (briefly T-scores). T-scores
are based on the differences in distribution between a bootstrapped reference set (usually
a subset controls for the trait of interest) and all the other samples, thus enhancing the
possible differences between cases and controls and rescaling genes in a similar space,
regardless the original explained R2. We compute genes T-scores using two different
strategies depending on the cohort sample size for computational feasibility: if sample size
is lower than 10, 000 (e.g small multiple cohorts in CARDIoGRAM or PGC-SCZ), T-scores
are computed via moderate t-statistic from eBays function in limma R package [169];
otherwise (e.g. large-genomic single cohort UK Biobank) a ordinary t-statistic is computed
being more computationally efficient since it does not require to estimate prior for variance
from the overall gene distribution.
In both cases, suppose the trait of interest is binary with M̃0 controls and M̃1 cases in a
certain cohort made of M̃ samples. Controls are bootstrapped L times to randomly select
a reference sets for each repetition l = 1 . . . , L composed of Q% of M̃0 controls indicated
with S lref . The remaining control samples together with all the cases form instead a
comparison set for each repetition S lcomp of dimension M̃1 + 100−Q

100 M̃0. The computation
of T-scores is based on the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Gene T-scores computation

Ensure: M̃0 n. of controls, M̃1 n. of cases
for l = 1, . . . , L bootstrap repetition do

Q% of M̃0 controls as reference S lref set;
remaining (100−Q)% of M̃0 controls plus M̃1 cases as comparison S lcomp set;
for s ∈ S lcomp do

for g ∈ Grel do
in gene g compute t-statistic of sample s versus all samples in S lref : T l(s, g)

end for
end for

end for
Average scores across repetition T (s, g)← 1

L

∑︁L
l=1 T

l(s, g)

The output is a matrix T of dimensions M × |Grel|, having in each column the converted
T-scores across all samples for a certain gene. With this strategy, T-scores are also computed
for controls since in each bootstrap iteration a certain amount of controls is included in
the comparison set. We set as default number of repetition L = 40 and the percentage of
retained controls for the reference set Q = 80, specifics of each analysis are described in
section 4.1.
The central step in algorithm 1 differs depending on the magnitude of M̃ :

• Case M̃ ≤ 10, 000: T-scores are computed as moderate t-statistics via limma
package comparing each sample s ∈ S lcomp with all individuals in S lref . The derivation
of moderate t-statistic is explained in detail in [170]. It was originally developed
to detect differentially expressed genes in designed micro-array experiments with
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arbitrary number of treatments and uses an empirical Bayes approach to shrinkage
the estimation of sample variances to a pooled estimates based on the overall gene
distribution, leading to more stable results. In our case, the derivation of T-scores
from moderate t-statistic is achieved via the following steps:

1. a binary design M̃ × |S lcomp|+ 1 matrix (De) is created with the first column
indicating all the samples in the reference set S lref and any other column
pointing to each sample in the comparison set S lcomp.

2. lmFit function is applied to the overall imputed gene expression matrix
M̃ × |Grel| that fits for each given gene a linear model based on the afore-
mentioned design matrix. This step assumes E(˜︂Wg) = Deαg and the linear
model estimates the regression coefficients α̂g, the sample variance s2

g as ap-
proximation of residual variance σ2

g and obtain the covariance matrices as
var(α̂g) = s2

g(DeTDe)−1.

3. The coefficients for a specific contrast are extracted via contrasts.fit func-
tion with contrasts being a vector of length |S lcomp| and each entry indicating
the difference between a sample in the comparison set and all samples in
the reference set. Practically, the contrast matrix considered C is of dimen-
sion M̃ × |S lcomp| with each column being 1 in correspondence of the con-
sidered sample s ∈ S lcomp, −1 for all the samples in S lref and 0 otherwise.
The coefficients for a specific contrast (i.e. sample s difference to the refer-
ence set) are extracted as β̂g = CT α̂g and the estimated covariance matrix is
var(β̂g) = s2

gC
T (DeTDe)−1C.

4. eBayes function is applied to compute moderate t-statistics for a contrast
referring to a sample s and a gene g as

T (s, g) =
β̂gs

s̃g
√
vgs

with s̃2
g =

d0s
2
0 + dgs

2
g

d0 + dg

(3.19)

where vgs are the diagonal entry of CT (DeTDe)−1C matrix also referred to
unscaled standard deviations and s̃2

g being a modification of the sample variance
that assumes an inverse χ2 prior distribution for the σ2

g with mean s2
0 and

degrees of freedom d0. s̃2
g is then the posterior values for the residual variances

where dg is the residual degrees of freedom for gene g (in our case M̃−|S lcomp|−
1). The hyper-parameters s2

0 and d0 are estimated based on residual sample
variances from all genes (see [170] for details).

• Case M̃ > 10, 000: Let Rl bet the cardinality of reference set S lref . For a gene
g ∈ Grel we denote with µgl and σgl the mean and standard deviation respectively of
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imputed gene expression for all samples in S lref :

µgl = 1
Rl

∑︂
r∈Sl

ref

˜︂W g
r

σgl =
⌜⃓⃓⎷ 1
Rl − 1

∑︂
r∈Sl

ref

(︂˜︂W g
r − µgl

)︂

T-score for a sample s ∈ S lcomp and gene g is defined as

T l(s, g) =
˜︂W g
s − µ

g
l

σgl /
√
Rl

(3.20)

From an implementation point of view, we used a nested parallelization for this step,
parallelizing externally over genes in Grel (since the combined information is not
required) and internally over individuals in S lcomp, making it particularly efficient for
UK Biobank data set composed of ∼ 340, 000 individuals.

Regardless M̃ magnitude, gene T-score gives the information of how much a sample s in
comparison set is deviating from the overall distribution of the samples in reference set. Of
note, the usage of contrasts to indicate a difference with samples from a control group (i.e.
S lref obtained as a subset of non-affected individuals for a certain trait) is not mandatory,
although preferred to enhance differences connected to disease presence. Indeed the entire
methodology can be extended to a scenario of no case/control separation (e.g. a data set
with deep phenotyping as UK Biobank) in which reference/comparison separation would
be randomly defined from all the individuals. In addition, T-scores computation with
known phenotype can be extended to continuous trait dividing in individuals in having
"low" values and "high" values (see section 3.2.4).

Finally, to derive individual level pathway-scores, suppose DBPa is a database of
pathways where each entry is a group of genes being part or having a role in a meaningful
biological entity. We used as default pathway databases Reactome [75] and Gene Ontology
(GO) [76] collections (see section 2.3.1).
For each pathway P in a collection, individual level pathway-scores are derived for all
samples as the mean across gene T-scores for genes that belong to a certain pathway
and are reliably imputed via PriLer. Namely, let nP be the number of genes belonging
to pathway P and nP,G the number of genes also being reliably predicted in the tissue
considered (nP,G ≤ nP), we then define

PaSc(m,P) = 1
|P
⋂︁
Grel|

∑︂
g∈P

⋂︁
Grel

T (m, g)

with m = 1, . . . , M̃

P ∈ DBPa andP
⋂︂
Grel ̸= ∅

(3.21)
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Note that no filtering is required for the inclusion of genes such as a certain significance
level of association with the phenotype of interest. However, to obtain a pathway score we
require that the gene-set is built on more than 2 genes (nP,G ≥ 2), meaning pathways do
not need to be complete with nP,G = nP to have an associated a score. Additionally, we
avoid redundant pathways derived from the exact same genes (nP,G = nQ,G) by selecting
the ones that overall are built on the lower amount of genes, i.e. if nP < nQ then pathway
P is retained. In this way, a gene-set more specific and closer to the complete information is
retained, being nP,G

nP
>

nQ,G
nQ

. The output of (3.21) is then a matrix of dimensions M̃ ×˜︃DB
with ˜︃DB being the final set of pathways that satisfy the aforementioned conditions.
Pathway-scores can be completely agnostic to the trait they will be tested, in case T-scores
are computed without the cases-controls information or they are computed using the info
of a specific trait but then tested for associations with other phenotypes (see section 4.1
for application). Hence, a unique derivation leads to individual level pathway-scores that
can be tested in a systematic way for a range of traits. As already explained, T-scores
usage in the computation of pathway scores is crucial as it allows each gene to have a
similar contribution in the pathway computation due to the new scaling space. This would
otherwise not be possible in the case of imputed gene expression because the resulting
gene variance depends on the one explained by PriLer model.

3.2.2 Genes and pathways association with a phenotype

Consider gene T-scores and pathway-scores matrices matrices, we indicate with T g =
(T (1, g), . . . , T (M̃, g)) and P aScP = (PaSc(1,P), . . . , PaSc(M̃,P)) the vector of T-scores
for a gene g ∈ Grel and pathway-scores for a gene-set P ∈ ˜︃DB respectively, across M̃
samples in the new cohort, corresponding to the columns of matrices T (algorithm 1) and
PaSc (formula (3.21)). Let y = (y1 . . . , yM̃ ) a trait of interest measured in the new cohort,
we separately test the dependency between a gene/pathway (briefly called x) with trait
y via Generalized Linear Model (GLM) while correcting for possible covariates such as
ancestry, sex and age (Fig. 3.1 Module 2). Note that although PriLer model account for
known covariates, some effects can still be present especially due to ancestry differences
in train reference panel and imputed cohorts, hence an additional correction while testing
for association is required. GLM are a generalization of ordinary linear regression allowing
the response variable (trait) to have an error distribution different from the normal one
and the relationship between response and independent variables to be not linear [171].
Let Z̃ = [Z̃1| . . . |Z̃D̃] be the M̃ × D̃ matrix of known covariates.
GLM hypotheses require 1) the existence of an invertible function, named link function
g, such that g(µm) = xmβ + (Z̃α)m with µm = E(ym) the expected value of response
variable; 2) y distribution being in the exponential family i.e., the density function can be
expressed in the following form

f(ym|θm, ϕ) = exp
(︃
ymθm − b(θm)

a(ϕ) + c(ym, ϕ)
)︃

(3.22)
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where b(·), c(·, ·) and a(·) are specified functions determined by the distribution, ϕ ∈ R+

is the so called dispersion parameter and θ ∈ R is the natural parameter. The regression
coefficients are estimated using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) via iterative least
reweighted least square and computed applying glm R function.
Depending on trait nature, we account for three possible scenarios.

• (y1 . . . , yM̃ ) is a continuous vector being a realization of y response variable that
follows a normal distribution with

E(y) = µ = xβ + Z̃α,

V ar(y) = σ2I.

Although the problem reduces to a linear regression, this formulation still goes under
GLM class with link function being the identity function. Indeed, it can be shown
that the normal density function can be written in form (3.22)

f(ym|µm, σ2) = exp

(︄
ymµm − 1

2µ
2
m

σ2
+
[︄
−1

2

(︄
x2

σ2 + log(2πσ2)
)︄]︄)︄

Regression coefficients estimates are found via glm function with family = "gaussian"
and link = "identity" in R obtaining an estimate for regression coefficients
(β̂, α̂). Note that also the dispersion parameter (equivalent to σ2 variance), is un-
known a prior and it is estimated from the data. Focusing our attention on regression
coefficient β̂ from gene/pathway feature, the estimation of corresponding standard
error S.E.(β̂) depends on the estimated variance σ̂2. Consequently, p-value testing
H0 : β̂ = 0 is computed based on β̂

S.E.(β̂) that follows a Student’s t-distribution with

M̃ − D̃ − 2 degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis, also known as t-statistic.

• (y1 . . . , yM̃ ) is a binary vector e.g. 0 for non affected and 1 for affected individuals.
Let p ∈ [0, 1] be the probability of an individual being affected, we assume that y

response variable follows a Bernoulli distribution such that

E(y) = p,

g(p) = log

(︃
p

1− p

)︃
,

with g : [0, 1] −→ R an invertible link function. This scenario is part of GLM family
because the probability mass function (equivalent to the density function for discrete
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variable) of a Bernuolli distribution can be expressed in the following form

f(ym = k|θ, ϕ) = pk(1− p)1−k = exp
(︃
kθ − b(θ)
a(ϕ) + c(k, ϕ)

)︃
with θ = log

(︃
p

1− p

)︃
,

b(θ) = log(1 + eθ),

c(k, ϕ) = log

(︄
ϕ

k

)︄
,

a(ϕ) = 1/ϕ,

ϕ = 1.

The problem also known as binary logistic regression is solved again using glm
function with family = "binomial" and link = "logit" . Note that, different
from the Gaussian case, the dispersion parameter ϕ is known and equal to 1. This
corresponds to the hypothesis that the variance of the response variable does not
exceed the nominal variance p(1− p), implying that the actual variance σ2 is known.
In this case, under the null hypothesis H0 : β̂ = 0 the ratio β̂

S.E.(β̂) (called Z-statistic)
follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1 from which
p-values are extracted. In addition, from regression coefficient β̂ the odds ratio of
having a certain trait for a one-unit increase in T-score/pathway-score is extracted as
OR = exp(β̂).

• (y1 . . . , yM̃ ) is a ordinal categorical vector of classes from 1 to K, namely it assumes
integer values on an arbitrary scale for which only the relative ordering among them
is significant, for instance the output of a cognitive test with 0 indicating individuals
failing the test, 1 individuals passing the test at the second attempt and 2 individuals
passing the test at the first attempt. For simplicity we assume y is non-decreasing
in order with ym ≤ ym+1. Ordinal regression can be performed using a GLM that
fits both a coefficient β for gene expression, coefficient vector α for covariates and a
set of thresholds θ1, . . . , θK to a data set. Let P(y ≤ i) be the cumulative response
probability having observed gene expression vector x and covariate matrix Z̃. The
ordinal logistic regression solves

P(y ≤ i) = σ(θi − xβ + Z̃α)

with σ the inverse link function. We specifically use a ordered logit model in which
σ is the standard logistic function, hence

σ(θi − xβ + Z̃α) = 1
1 + exp−(θi−xβ−Z̃α)
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Note that the problem can be also formulated in the following form

log

(︃P(y ≤ i)
P(y > i)

)︃
= θi − xβ − Z̃α

with the log odds of the observed variable being less or equal than a particular
category defined as linear combination of intercept term for that class and the
considered gene and covariates. This model follows the parallel line assumption
(proportional-odds model) in which the intercepts θi are different for each class but
the slopes (β and α) all equal and independent from it.
Practically, the ordered logistic regression is solved via polr function from the
MASS package with specific Hess=TRUE to retrieve the observed Hessian matrix
computed from the optimization procedure, then used to get standard errors. P-
values testing H0 : β̂ = 0 is computed via coeftest function of lmtest package
assuming β̂

S.E.(β̂) follows the normal distribution under the null hypothesis (z-test)
and hence defining the ratio as Z-statistic.

Regardless the origin of the response variable, we broadly refer to Z-statistic as the ratio
between the coefficient and its standard error estimation

Zst = β̂

S.E.(β̂)
(3.23)

that on the one hand represents a measure of the precision with which the regression
coefficient is not null, on the other hand gives information in term of gene/pathway
direction effect i.e. whether an increase in T-scores or pathway-scores lead to an increase
in observed trait or vice-versa.

The availability of large data set composed of a single cohort is very rare. Commonly
genetic data focusing on a certain trait are composed of multiple cohorts collected at
different sites, for instance PGC 36 cohorts for SCZ and CARDIoGRAM 9 cohorts for CAD.
Under this circumstance, we apply a meta-analysis approach implemented in R following
GWAMA method for GWAS results [22] to summarize the evidence of association coming
from all the available cohorts. There is no need of additional alignment procedure at
this stage because all the cohorts considered are already aligned for variant/strand/allele
frequency in the pre-processing step (see section 4.1) and hence harmonized.
Let C be the number of cohorts, β̂

c
and S.E.(β̂c) for c = 1, . . . , C the effect and standard

error of a certain gene/pathway (notation dropped for simplicity) with the trait of inter-
est. The combined effect across all cohorts is computed via fixed effects meta-analysis
combining genes effects weighted by the inverse of their variance:

B̂ =
∑︁C
c=1 β̂

c
wc∑︁C

c=1w
c

(3.24)
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with wc = 1
(S.E.(β̂c))2 and S.E.(B̂) =

√︃
1∑︁C

c=1 w
c

the standard error of combined effect. The

overall association of gene/pathway with the trait of interest is tested based on B̂
S.E.(B̂)

following a normal standard distribution under the null hypothesis. In addition, to test for
consistency of effects across cohorts, we compute Cochran’s statistic as

Q =
C∑︂
c=1

wc(B̂ − β̂c)2 (3.25)

with Q ∼ χ2(C − 1) under the null hypothesis of consistency. If Q associated p-value is
lower than a certain threshold (default 0.001), then we reject the consistency hypothesis
and reformulate combined estimate using a random-effect model. In particular, we
substitute wc in (3.24) with w̃c = 1

τ2+(S.E.(β̂c))2 and

τ2 = max
[︄
0, Q− (C − 1)∑︁C

c=1w
c − (

∑︁C
c=1(wc)2/

∑︁C
c=1w

c)

]︄

being the random-effect variance component used to inflate the standard error of the
estimated effect in each cohort. The corresponding overall effect divided by its standard
error

√︃
1∑︁C

c=1 w̃
c

still follows a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis of

no effect [172], hence we perform a similar test of the fixed-effect meta-analysis while
accounting for heterogeneity across studies.

Since we are testing all reliable genes or all detected pathway in a database for a
certain tissue, we perform multiple testing corrections to adjust p-values and correct
for the occurrence of false positives. In particular, we apply Benjamini-Hochberg (BH)
procedure [173] to control for False Discovery Rate (FDR) i.e. the expected proportions of
detected associations that are false (type I error). We chose as default threshold to define
an association significant FDR ≤ 5% guaranteeing that among all associations called true
only 5% are truly null. Note that, we decide to control for FDR and not family-wise error
rate (FWER) for example via Bonferroni procedure for two main reasons. Firstly, FWER
procedures control for the probability of having one or more false positives out of all the
hypothesis tests conducted leading to more conservative results and less type I errors,
however at the expense of higher rate of false negative hence less power. Secondly, the LD
structure of the genome implies a correlation among imputed genes located in the same
loci as well as correlation among imputed pathways for gene-sets sharing a high number
of genes or even genes in the same loci. FWER procedure such as Bonferroni correction
is even more conservative in the presence of correlated tests and hence increases false
negative rates [174], contrary to BH procedure that was shown to still control for FDR
under positive regression-dependency conditions [175], and conserved theoretical FDR in
GWAS simulation under linkage disequilibrium presence [118].

In summary, in each tissue we obtain individual scores reflecting genes and pathway
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activities (T and PaSc matrices respectively) and for each phenotype available on the
cohort(s) we separately tested the association with detected genes or pathways, hence
performing TWAS or PALAS respectively and corrected for multiple tests via BH procedure.
In addition, in case of a multiple-cohorts study the results are summarized via meta-
analysis. Let Ph be the number of phenotypes tested, the outcome can be indicated with
4 genes and 4 pathways matrices of dimensions |Grel| × Ph or |˜︃DB| × Ph respectively,
being

1. B: effect sizes of association derived from GLM regression,

2. SE: standard errors for the aforementioned regression coefficients,

3. Zst: Z-statistics as defined in (3.23),

4. PV : nominal p-values testing gene/pathway effect of the phenotype.

3.2.3 Genetic correlation and Mendelian randomization

Besides evaluating the relationship of genes and pathways with trait of interest (CAD
or SCZ), we also leverage the rich collection of UK Biobank phenotypes to investigate
the correlation and causality of endophenotypes related to the trait with the trait itself
based on genes/pathways mediation. Indeed, we are interested in answering the following
questions:

1. is there any connection between the genetic basis of a trait (such as CAD) and an
endophenotype characteristic of that trait (such as LDL)?

2. is endophenotype presence casual or protective of the trait and viceversa via imputed
genes/pathways genetic instruments?

To achieve this goal, we first compute a correlation based on Z-statistics for associa-
tions (3.23) and for the correlated endophenotype-trait pairs we additionally performed
Mendelian Randomization [37] to investigate causal mechanisms. This follow-up analysis
is not part of the CASTom-iGEx Module 2 github repository and is further available at
gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/luciat/castom-igex_mr.

In details, for a certain tissue we initially remove redundant genes and pathways in
order to avoid a spurious result only based on usage of the same relevant variant across
genes, LD structure or gene co-regulation as well as pathways composed of a similar
set of genes [62]. Genes whose TSS is distant less than 250kb are randomly pruned to
ensure that they are not regulated by the same set of variants with filtered set denoted
as Gpr ⊂ Grel. For pathways instead, Reactome and GO databases are combined together
(briefly indicated as ˜︃DB) and pathways are pruned based on the Jaccard index of shared
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genes reliably imputed for that tissue:

JI(P,Q) = |(P
⋂︁
Q)
⋂︁
Grel|

|(P
⋃︁
Q)
⋂︁
Grel|

(3.26)

with P,Q ∈ ˜︃DB. The final set ˜︃DBpr ⊂ ˜︃DB is composed of randomly pruned path-
ways such that JI(P,Q) ≤ 0.3 for each possible combination. Note that in both cases,
correlation among genes/pathways scores is still possible due to LD structure and gene
co-regulation that goes beyond the gene proximity and it then propagates to pathways
that do not share the same set of genes. However, this dependency will be additionally
accounted for in MR analysis via an estimate of Pearson correlation from a subset of
randomly selected individuals (e.g. 5, 000 controls for CAD from UK Biobank data set).
Suppose Zst is the vector of length |Gpr| or |˜︃DBpr| containing Z-statistic associations
for pruned genes or pathways and with the trait of interest (e.g. CAD or SCZ). For the
same set of genes/pathways, let Ph be the number of endophenotypes considered (e.g.
LDL, Lymphocyte count, etc.) and Zstp for p = 1, . . . , Ph a column of overall association
matrix as described in 3.2.2. The first goal is to understand whether genetic contribution
in form of genes or pathway lead to a relationship between trait and endophenotype. This
is achieved via Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient

rp = cov(rg, rgp)√︁
var(rg)

√︁
var(rgp)

p = 1, . . . , Ph (3.27)

with rg and rgp the rank i.e. relative position label within Zst and Zstp respectively,
cov : Rn × Rn −→ R sample covariance operator cov(x,y) = 1

n−1
∑︁n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)

and var : Rn −→ R+ sample variance var(x) = 1
n−1

∑︁n
i=1(xi − x)2. To test the significance

of observed correlation, a permutation test [176] is performed shuffling Zstp vector
N = 10, 000 times and computing rpi for each permutation i to obtain a p-value of observed
Spearman correlation as the frequency of observing an higher correlation under null
hypothesis of no association:

p-valuep = |{i = 1, . . . , N | rpi < −|rp| ∨ r
p
i > |rp|}|

N
p = 1, . . . , Ph (3.28)

Note that we use Spearman correlation instead of Pearson correlation to capture rela-
tionship that are not linear but still monotonic. In the event of a significant correlation
between trait and endophenotype determined by p-valuep ≤ 0.05, the next step is to
examine whether the relationship is causal or not, meaning whether an increase in en-
dophenotype due to changes in genetic variables leads to higher likelihood of developing
that trait and vice-versa.

Mendelian Randomization (MR) technique is thus applied to answer these questions,
practically via MedenlianRandomization R package [177]. Multiple strategies have been
proposed to perform MR analysis [37], nevertheless the common aim is to estimate the
causal effect of an exposure E on an outcome O using possibly multiple instrumental
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Fig. 3.6.: Mendelian Randomization diagram showing the causal and parametric relationship between in-
strumental variable IVi, exposure E and outcome O. Solid line define IVi as satisfying H1-H3
assumptions and dashed lines indicate a violation of those. U refers to unmeasured confounders
that influence both outcome and exposure.

variables (IV s) for E. Different from so far MR applications that regard SNPs as IV s
leveraging GWAS summary statistics or individual dosages, we consider the effect of
genes and pathways to the corresponding exposure/outcome pair estimated via TWAS and
PALAS. Among the possible MR techniques, we use inverse-variance weighted (MR-IVW)
method [11] that combines the ratio estimates of casual effect of E on O using each IV in
a meta-analysis model. In order to asses the causal role of an exposure, MR-IVW method
relies on the following assumptions for IV s:

H1: IV s are associated with the exposure,

H2: IV s are independent of the outcome given the exposure (exclusion restriction),

H3: IV s are independent of the additional factors that confound exposure-outcome
relationship.

Fig. 3.6 shows an illustrative diagram for a single IVi with U combining all unmeasured
confounders, solid lines indicating IVi satisfy the aforementioned hypothesis and dashed
lines representing a violation. In particular, assumptions on IV s will be not satisfied in
the presence of horizontal pleiotropy i.e. IVi affects the outcome via multiple phenotypes
not related to the exposure with the effect indicated as αi (violation of H2) or IVi af-
fects exposure-outcome confounders with strength ψi (violation of H3). Conversely, if
assumptions H2 and H3 hold for all variants, their pleiotropic effect on the outcome is null.
Nevertheless, MR-IVW with multiplicative random-effects still leads to a consistent estima-
tion of the causal effect if the pleiotropy is independent of the IV-exposure associations,
also known as Instrument Strength Independent of Direct Effect (InSIDE) assumption,
meaning ψi = 0 but αi can be different from zero as long as sample covariance between αi
and γi is zero or tends to zero for an increasing number of considered variants [97]. Thus
we use MR-IVW with multiplicative random effect version [97] that partially correct for
pleiotropy in order to preserve the validity of MR method. In general, MR-IVW technique is
suited for two-sample analysis in which the estimation of IV s-exposure and IV s-outcome
effects come from two non-overlapping data sets and are assumed not to be independent.
However, it has been shown that it can be safely applied to one-sample studies, where
same samples are used to estimate IV s-exposure and IV s-outcome effects, with large
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sample size such as UK Biobank, even in presence of substantial correlation between
exposure and outcome as a result of confounding [100]. Due to the presence of correlated
genes/pathways and the possible bias in the result, we use a multiplicative random-effect
MR-IVW extension that takes into account correlation of IV s via generalized weighted
linear regression [178], all implemented in mr_ivw function.
Briefly, let N be the number of genes or pathways included in the analysis (|Gpr| or

|˜︃DBpr|), let β̂E =
(︃
β̂
E
1 , . . . , β̂

E
N

)︃
and β̂O =

(︃
β̂
O
1 , . . . , β̂

O
N

)︃
be their estimated effects on

exposure E and outcome O respectively, from TWAS or PALAS. Fixed-effect IVW method
can be regarded as a weighted linear regression of β̂O on β̂E with no intercept term using
as weights the variance and correlation estimate matrix Ω with each entry defined as

Ωi1,i2 = SE

(︃
β̂
O
i1

)︃
SE

(︃
β̂
O
i2

)︃
ρi1,i2 and ρi1,i2 the estimated correlation between IVi1 and

IVi2 [178]:

Γ =
(︃(︂

β̂E
)︂T

Ω−1β̂E
)︃−1 (︂

β̂E
)︂T

Ω−1β̂O

SE(Γ) =

√︄(︃(︂
β̂E
)︂T

Ω−1β̂E
)︃−1

(3.29)

Random-effect IVW extension allows for balanced pleiotropy i.e. it assumes pleiotropic
effects across genes/pathways are random (

∑︁N
i=1 αi = 0) and InSIDE assumption of

independence between pleiotropy and IV-exposure effects (cor(γi, αi) = 0) [97]. Hence,
SE(Γ) is modified to account for heterogeneity of ratio estimates due to pleiotropy based
on Cochran’s Q statistic, similarly to (3.25):

SE(Γ) =

⌜⃓⃓⎷(︃(︂
β̂E
)︂T

Ω−1β̂E
)︃−1

(︂
β̂O − Γβ̂E

)︂T
Ω−1

(︂
β̂O − Γβ̂E

)︂
N − 1 (3.30)

The second term in (3.30) allows the variance of Γ causal effect to increase when hetero-
geneity is detected.
As already mentioned, we systematically test for causal association in a tissue between
a trait and ˜︃Ph related endophenotypes that are correlated with each other at a nominal
p-value threshold of 0.05, obtaining Γp causal estimate and SE(Γp) standard error for
p = 1, . . . ,˜︃Ph. The significance of MR estimate is then assessed via Z-test assuming

Γp

SE(Γp) follows a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis of no association.
Finally, the resulting p-values are adjusted for multiple test correction via BH procedure
independently for each tissue.

3.2.4 Discussion

In the second step of CASTom-iGEx, we use PriLer prediction models to impute tissue-
specific gene expression on large-scale genotype-only cohorts, convert the imputed expres-
sion into gene T-scores in order to rescale genes in a common space as well as enhance
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differences among cases and controls, and collapse these scores into pathway information
for each subject in a study. As a result, genes and pathways can be singularly tested for
association with traits of interest using GLM (TWAS and PALAS respectively). Finally,
these associations are exploited via correlation analysis and Mendelian Randomization
technique to reveal candidate mechanisms in endophenotypes that mediate the occurrence
of a certain trait due to aggregation of genetic signals into multiple genes and pathways.
As already pointed out, the conversion of imputed gene expression into T-scores is crucial
to transform the available data into a space that does not depend on the variance explained
by the model and gives the same relevance to all genes. In 3.2.1 we only define T-scores in
the eventuality of a binary trait, however a natural extension for continuous traits (e.g.
Fluid Intelligence score) would be to assign as "controls" individual inside the interquartile
range (IQR) of 25 − 75 percentiles distribution and as "cases" the more extreme cases
outside IQR.
Of note, the approach we employ to compute individual level pathway-scores averages the
information coming from singular genes without using specific gene weights nor taking into
consideration the interaction among genes such as co-expression. An improvement of such
an approach would then be an integration with tissue-specific information of co-expression
or transcription factors regulation among those. On the other hand, pathway-scores can be
also derived as targeted polygenic risk scores, weighting genes by strength of association
with a certain trait. This approach was recently developed in a method called PRSet [91]
that computes PRS across multiple biological pathways from variants. The major advan-
tage of our method with respect to previously developed techniques for pathway discovery
is the creation of individual-level scores, not only for a systematic association with traits
but also for subsequent investigations such as case stratification. Different from MAGENTA
which uses a hyper-geometric test for gene enrichment overlapping with GWAS hits [78]
or more sophisticated methods that even include co-expression databases such as DEPICT
[83], we do not require any p-value cutoff neither on SNPs nor on genes but rather give
the opportunity to even small effect genes to contribute to pathway composition. Likewise,
a method relying on GWAS summary statistics, PASCAL [80], does not impose any p-value
threshold. However, it maps considered variants into genes based on their position rather
than the corresponding regulation and does not provide insights on the sign of association
or tissue specificity. Our PALAS methodology follows into the category of "self-contained"
tests (i.e. testing the null hypothesis of no gene in the pathway is associated with the
trait) compared to "comparative" methods (i.e. testing the null hypothesis of genes in the
pathway being as strongly associated with the trait as other genes), and are generally more
powerful [179].
As regards TWAS and PALAS analyses, it is important to stress that the p-value threshold
we will refer to is only used to report significant results and to compare SNP dosages, gene
T-scores, and pathway-scores associations from the same pool of individuals to study the
aggregation mechanisms. In addition, when using gene T-scores and pathway-scores for
patient stratification, we include all the available information without any filtering based
on the p-value. A cut-off is only used for Mendelian Randomization application to ensure
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H1 requirement is met for all instrumental variables (section 3.2.3).
For subsequent correlation and causality analyses, the comparison among a trait and its
related endophenotypes can be performed both in a one-sample (same set of individuals to
estimate exposure- and outcome-IVs associations) or two-sample scenario (two different
data sets with no or very few overlapping individuals). In the second case, the optimal
solution would be to work with previously harmonized data sets in terms of variants
when performing correlation and MR analysis. In this scenario, the considered SNPs and
indels are available in both data sets with the same REF/ALT annotation and similar ALT
allele frequency. However, it is still possible to apply these methods to summary statistics
TWAS and PALAS for two not harmonized data sets that have been filtered to retain genes
and pathways exhibiting similar behavior. In particular, suppose two PriLer models on a
reference panel such as CMC are separately trained, independently harmonizing variants
of data set 1 and data set 2 with the reference panel and leading to PriLer models 1 and
2. We subsequently predict gene expression and pathway-scores on the reference panel
based on models 1 and 2 and keep only common reliable genes and common detected
pathways with Pearson correlation higher than 0.8 among the 2 PriLer models. In this way,
we ensure that imputed expression and pathway information do not drastically differ even
under the circumstance that the prediction models are based on different SNPs.
Note that, the approach we adopt to estimate correlation from imputed expression and
pathway information is a naive one and does not take into consideration any additional
correlation due to LD structure or pathway composition, although an initial pruning
of genes/pathways regulated by the same entities is performed. Indeed, from GWAS
summary statistics different methods have been developed that account for LD structure
and are not biased by sample overlap, for instance LD score [94]. Nonetheless, our
aim in deriving correlation from T-scores and pathway-scores is mainly a pre-processing
step for Mendelian Randomization analysis, compared to the general aim of detecting
endophenotypes potentially causal to the trait of interest.

As already mentioned, in the past years multiple approaches have been proposed
to perform MR analysis. Among all, MR-IVW with multiplicative random-effects has
been suggested for primary analysis being able to account for variant heterogeneity in
causal estimates and for its efficiency under valid IVs [37]. In order to guarantee H1
hypothesis and avoid weak instrument inclusion, we only consider genes/pathways that
are significantly associated with the exposure E at 0.05 FDR threshold. However, ensuring
H2 and H3 to be satisfied is more complicated. In general, multiplicative random-effect
MR-IVW method still give unbiased estimate when H2 is violated but InSIDE and balanced
pleiotropy assumptions are met. Under H3 violation or directional pleiotropy, estimates for
Γ are biased, increasing with the correlation among instrument strength and direct effect
due to pleiotropy (see [97] for details). Other developed methods can lead to unbiased
estimator under certain hypotheses violations. For example, Mendelian Randomization
through Egger regression (MR-Egger) [99], can still give proper estimates under balanced
as well as directional pleiotropy, meaning

∑︁N
i=1 αi ̸= 0, fitting a linear regression of β̂O on
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β̂E but with intercept different from zero that estimates the actual pleiotropy observed.
Nevertheless, this methodology was not recommended in the scenario of large one-sample
application, i.e. exposure-IV and outcome-IV estimates from the same data set, since it
was biased in the presence of correlation due to confounding that can not be accounted
for, different from MR-IVW with random-effects [100]. Because this scenario will happen
when considering UK Biobank for CAD analysis and to maintain consistency, we decide
to only apply MR-IVW with random-effects for each tested causal trait-endophenotype
pair, while cautioning on the exploratory nature of this analysis. Indeed, this type of
analysis was more recently defined as a "Joint association study" rather than Mendelian
Randomization study, including genome-wide associations without restricting to specific
genes or pathways [180]. Despite its exploratory nature, it was argue that this type of
approach is still able to provide "a suggestive evidence of a causal effect" in the presence
of a non-null finding. The usage of genes and pathways instead of variants as instrumental
variables drastically increases the interpretability of the results, identifying shared genes
and mechanisms between a trait and an endophenotype that can exploit a causal role. On
the other hand, we also increase the possible pleiotropy for IVs, as it is unlikely to imagine
a pathway not being associated with any other confounder of exposure or outcome, unless
extremely specialized and composed of few genes. MR-IVW with random-effects can
control for a pleiotropic scenario when balanced, and integrated with an approach that
accounts for IVs correlation, represented the most reliable and suitable choice for our
application.

3.3 Genetically informed patient stratification

After having characterized genes and pathways associated to a certain disease as well
as identified endophenotypes contributing to the disease etiology, the last module of
CASTom-iGEx aims at stratifying patients leveraging tissue-specific gene T-scores (Figure
3.1 Module 3). In particular, input data used to cluster patients is solely derived from
genetic information and intelligently rescaled based on Z-statistic association of genes
with the disease to avoid ancestry or high variance phenotypes such as height to drive the
stratification. Additionally, this clustering module detects differences in clinical variables
and endophenotypes (if available) or derives gene risk-scores (gene-RS) imitating the
actual endophenotype to suggest possible differences in disease features. Finally, these
differences can be connected to changes not only of genes characterizing patients groups
but also biological pathways taking advantage of the individual pathway-scores. To validate
and use these results on new cohorts, we also implemented in CASTom-iGEx the possibility
to project new individuals on existing clustering structure. Thus, our pipeline can be
used to infer the likelihood of a new patient to be in a certain disease group that is then
connected to specific endophenotypes trajectory and biological pathways activity.
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3.3.1 Clustering via community detection

In order to stratify patients, we apply a graph-based clustering technique inspired from
PhenoGraph approach [181] which was developed for single-cell data and it is suited for
large scale data sets. This strategy was used both in the context of a large-scale single
cohort such as CAD cases from UKBB and multiple cohorts combined such as SCZ cases in
PGC cohorts.
Let Mc be the number of patients, a patient graph is indicated with the notion G = (V,E),
with V = {xi|i = 1, . . . ,Mc} the set of vertices or nodes representing affected individuals
and E the set of edges E ⊂ {(xi, xj)|xi, xj ∈ V ∧ i ̸= j} representing unordered pair of
nodes to which is assigned a weight S(i, j), i.e. the similarity between patient xi and xj .
The considered genes from which clustering is derived are imputed from genetic infor-
mation, hence during pre-processing step we aim at reducing ancestry contribution and
remove redundant information of co-localized genes due to LD structure. Thus, for each
tissue the following pre-processing steps are performed:

1. genes T-scores correlation among considered patients in computed (Pearson’s corr.)
and genes are clumped at 0.9 based on TWAS p-value with the trait of interest (e.g.
CAD or SCZ). In particular, clumping procedure is performed sorting the reliably
imputed genes from the most to the least significant. The first gene in this list
("current list") is considered and all the other genes with an absolute correlation
higher than the desired threshold (0.9) are added to the "remove list", updating the
"current list" of genes to be considered removing both the most significant gene and
the correlated ones. This procedure is repeated until "current list" coincide with an
empty list, hence all the genes have been considered, and the final set of genes is
reached subtracting those in "remove list" from the initial set. This procedure ensures
to maintain the most significant associations and no other genes correlated with
those at a predefined threshold.

2. Let Gcl be the set of filtered genes, we standardize each T-score g ∈ Gcl subtracting
the average and dividing per sample standard deviation across cases, namely

Rg := T g − µg
σg

(3.31)

with µg = 1
Mc

∑︁Mc
i=1 T (i, g) and σg =

√︂
1

Mc−1
∑︁Mc
i=1(T (i, g)− µg)2 sample mean and

standard deviation.

3. Each standardized gene T-score Rg is then corrected for L principal components
(PCs) to reduce ancestry contribution in the derived clustering structure, considering
the residuals (Eg) of the following linear model

Rg ∼ PC1 + · · ·+ PCL. (3.32)
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4. Finally, each corrected gene T-score Eg is multiplied by gene g Z-statistic derived
from TWAS of the trait of interest (Zstg), leading to corrected and rescaled T-score

˜︁T g := Zstg ·Eg. (3.33)

The final object is then a matrix ˜︁T of dimension Mc × |Gcl| with columns composed of
PCs-corrected and TWAS-rescaled T-scores and vector rows for each affected individual
indicated with ˜︁Ti. Thus, i) we enhance differences between patients via normalization, ii)
we adjust ancestry information in the form of PCs in each gene T-score and iii) we give
higher priority in defining clustering structure to genes that are more associated with trait
of interest via TWAS-rescaling. Note that, PCs correction does not entirely remove their
association with the final clustering structure but drastically reduces it (see section 4.3.7).
In addition, TWAS-rescaling ensures a higher modularity and more defined and densely
connected clusters compared to the same pre-processing procedure without rescaling (see
section 4.3.8).
In the SCZ application composed of multiple cohorts, the different data sets are combined
together via juxtaposition. The pre-processing steps are similar are described before
for the joint gene T-score matrix, even PCs correction since they were estimated from
the merged cohorts. However, we add an additional initial step to control for cohort
heterogeneity, i.e. outliers removal. In particular, all cases across cohorts are combined
together using juxtaposition and steps from 1 to 4 are performed, outliers are then detected
as individuals that deviate beyond median ±6 standard deviations in the first 2 Uniform
Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [182] components of the newly derived
T-score matrix ˜︁T . These individuals are then removed from further clustering analysis and
pre-processing steps are repeated on the new set of samples.

After pre-processing steps, a sparse similarity matrix for each pair of samples is built
based on Shared Nearest Neighbor (SNN) set derived from exponential similarity kernel of˜︁T . In particular, for each pair of patients (xi, xj)

1. the euclidean distance of transformed gene T-scores is computed

E(i, j) =
√︄∑︂
g∈Gcl

( ˜︁T (i, g)− ˜︁T (j, g))2, (3.34)

2. a custom scaling parameter is derived that takes into consideration the local density
structure and sparsity of the data derived from previously computed euclidean
distance

σi,j =
E(i, j) + 1

K

∑︁
xl∈EK

xi
E(i, l) + 1

K

∑︁
xm∈EK

xj
E(i,m)

3 (3.35)

with EKxi
the set of closest K patients to sample xi based on (3.34),

3. using the proper scaling parameter (3.35), exponential similarity kernel is computed
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H(i, j) = exp

(︄
−E

2(i, j)
µσi,j

)︄
, (3.36)

giving an initial similarity matrix among xi and xj that is not sparse but it already
takes into consideration the local density of the data. Exponential similarity kernel
was already used for similarity network fusion strategy that clustered cancer patient
based on an integration of data modality [183]. This measure was shown to be
robust to hyper-parameters settings µ and K, hence we decided to fix µ = 0.5 and
K = 30.

4. In order to retrieve only local interactions information and create a sparse similarity
matrix, exponential kernel (3.36) is used to find the set of K nearest neighbour for a
patient xi indicated with HKxi

. The fraction of SNN between patient xi and xj is then
computed as the Jaccard Index between the two patients nearest neighbours, i.e.

S(i, j) =
|HKxi

⋂︁
HKxj
|

|HKxi

⋃︁
HKxj
|
. (3.37)

We fix again K = 30, on the one hand to be consistent with previously defined
exponential kernel hyper-parameter, on the other hand because it gives a good com-
promise between being small enough to prevent large neighborhoods and sufficiently
large to valuate local geometry.

Sparse similarity defined in (3.37) represents the weights for edges set E in the unordered
patient graph G, with an edge between patient xi and xj only present if they share at least
one neighbour and maximal if neighbours are exactly the same.
Finally, clustering based on the aforementioned graph structure is performed via Louvain
method [184] implemented in the igraph R package [185], that detects communities
maximizing the graph modularity. The Louvain method adapts well to our sparse graph
structure with a reasonable computational time for our large patient network. Briefly,
community detection involve the partition of a graph into community of densely connected
nodes, leaving the nodes between different communities only sparsely connected. The
quality of this partition is measured via modularity Q, a scalar between −1 and 1 that
assess the density of connection inside the communities compared to between communities.
In our case, being S(i, j) the weights of unordered patient graph G, we define with
ki =

∑︁Mc
j=1 S(i, j) the sum of weights edges attached to patient xi, m = 1

2
∑︁Mc
i=1

∑︁Mc
j=1 S(i, j)

total weights edges sum and Ci the community to which patient xi is assigned. Then, the
modularity of a partition is determined as

Q = 1
2m

Mc∑︂
i=1

Mc∑︂
j=1

(︃
S(i, j)− kikj

2m

)︃
δ(Ci, Cj) (3.38)

where δ is the Kronecker function being 1 when xi and xj are assigned to the same
community and 0 otherwise. In Louvain clustering, the modularity is the objective function
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to be optimized via a hierarchical and agglomerative algorithm. It consists of two phases
repeated iteratively, with the starting point the assignment of a community for each node
of the graph (i.e. patient).

phase I : For each node xi and its neighbours xj , the gain in modularity when removing xi
from its community and by placing it in the community of xj is evaluated. Algorithm
efficiency partly reside on the simplicity in modularity difference formula when
moving a node xi to community C. Indeed, let ki,in =

∑︁
xj∈C S(i, j) be the weights

sum for edges from node xi to any other node in C, then the gain is computed as

∆Qxi→C =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∑︁
xj∈C

kj,in + 2ki,n

2m +

⎛⎜⎝
∑︁
xj∈C

kj + ki

2m

⎞⎟⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎦+

−

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∑︁
xj∈C

kj,in

2m −

⎛⎜⎝
∑︁
xj∈C

kj

2m

⎞⎟⎠
2

−
(︃
ki
2m

)︃2

⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
If there is a community for which this gain is positive, the node xi is reassigned to
the community with maximum gain, otherwise it stays in the original one. The first
phase is concluded after considering repeatedly and subsequently all nodes and no
further improvement is achieved, leading to a local maximum in modularity.

phase II : A new graph is built whose nodes are the communities found in phase I and weights
among two new nodes are given by the sum of weights for edges between nodes in the
corresponding two communities i.e. Supdated(1, 2) =

∑︁
xi∈C1

∑︁
xj∈C2 S(i, j), while

edges between nodes of the same community give self-loops for the corresponding
community in the new network.

These two phases are iterated until no further improvement is achieved in term of modu-
larity. Hence, the number of final communities detected is not decided a prior but detected
by Louvain method in a unsupervised manner. However, hyper-parameter K of number of
nearest neighbour can still influence the final number of groups detected since it defines
the initial structure of the graph decided by the sparsity in the similarity measure.

In order to validate and extend our clustering structure to new patients, we implement
a projection method similarly to PhenoGraph [181] that uses the percentage of SNN to
predict groups on external cohorts not used to derive communities. This projection method
is applied when predicting clustering on CARDIoGRAM cohorts based on UK Biobank for
CAD or on scz_boco_eur cohort in PGC when clustering based on all the other cohorts for
SCZ (see chapter 4). Note that, pre-processing steps 2 to 4 are initially performed in the
new cohort in which a computed clustering structure is projected, excluding step 1 of gene
filtering since the same gene set of the computed clustering is retained. Practically, we
projected European cohorts onto a clustering structure based on the same ethnicity (or
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a subset of that) as we initially filtered per ancestry (see section 4.1). Theoretically, this
method can be extended to multi-ethnicity structure but remaining ancestry discrepancies
should be investigated.
As previously mentioned, for a new cohort only genes used in the clustering model (Gcl) are
considered and subsequently standardized, corrected for PCs and rescaled across patients,
using the same TWAS Z-statistic applied in the model clustering but mean and standard
deviation as well as PCs adjustment computed from the new cohort. Let G = (V,E) the
be graph composed of V = {xi|i = 1, . . . ,Mc} nodes on which P communities C1, . . . , CP

have been detected based on S similarity matrix. Cluster assignment is also expressed as
a Mc × P matrix H such that H(i, p) = 1 is patient xi belongs to community Cp and 0
otherwise. We define with Vu = {xi|i = Mc + 1, . . . ,Mc +Nc} the new patient cohort to
which community have not been assigned. For each new patient, a class label is determined
based on the likelihood that a random walk originated from that sample will arrive first
at a labelled sample of community Cp. In order to do that, a new graph G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ) is
built for all Mc + Nc patients and applied in a series of random walk simulations that
spread the label information from clustered nodes V to unclustered Vu. The solution to
this problem is based on discrete potential theory and the probability of a new patient
to be assigned to a community Cp is computed as the solution of linear equations [186].
In short, for the partially labelled graph G̃, we define the (Mc + Nc ×Mc + Nc) sparse
weighted adjacency matrix S̃ as in (3.37) and the diagonal degree matrix D̃ with entries
D̃(i, i) =

∑︁Mc+Nc
j=1 S̃(i, j). Hence, we can compute the graph Laplacian of the enlarged

sample network
L̃ = D̃ − S̃

that can be decomposed as

L̃ =
(︄
L B

BT Lu

)︄

where L and Lu refer to the clustered nodes V and to be labelled ones Vu respectively.
Finally, the probability of a random walk starting from a node in Vu to first arrive at a
certain node in V is computed through the solution of

LuP = −BTH (3.39)

where P is the solution Nc × P matrix representing the probability for each new in-
dividual xi in Vu of being assigned to a community Cp. Hence, we assign the new
individual xi to the community Cp̂ such that the inferred probability is maximal, i.e.
p̂ = argmaxp=1,...PP(i, p).
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3.3.2 Characterization of genes and pathways different
trajectories

After the detection of cases communities, we investigate which genes are driving and
involved in clustering structure as well as find differences in pathway scores, not only for
the tissue used in detecting the clustering but also across all available tissues. In order to
test this, we use a tissue-specific one-vs-all group approach comparing the distribution
of a certain gene/pathway in a group versus the remaining patients. Namely, we apply
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) via rstatix R package [187], a widely applied non-
parametric method that tests the probability of two random variables being greater than
each other. The advantage in using rstatix package is the computation of estimates for
each test as well as confidence interval (briefly explained below). Prior to WMW testing,
each gene T-score is standardized and corrected for PCs, as described in pre-processing
step 2 and 3 of section 3.3.1, to test effects that have been already accounting for ancestry
and to give comparable WMW estimates, whereas the TWAS-rescaling step is not necessary
since each gene is considered separately.
Let C be the cluster partitioning patients in V composed of P groups: C1, . . . , CP such

that Cp
⋂︁
Cq = ∅ when p ̸= q and

P⋃︁
p=1

Cp = V . We briefly denote with Fq the vector of

gene T-score for a gene g or pathway-score for a pathway P across samples in Cq cluster,
hence

Fq := T g
q = {T gi |xi ∈ Cq}

or

Fq := P aScP
q = {PaScP

i |xi ∈ Cq}.

Similarly, we indicate with F−q the same feature across all the other patients not in Cq

group, for instance F−q = {T gi |xi ∈ V \ Cq}. WMW is a non-parametric test having as
null hypothesis that two populations come from the same distribution, in particular the
probability of one being greater than the other is the same as the opposite case probability.
In our setting, we are hence testing

H1 : P(Fq > F−q) ̸= P(Fq < F−q).

This test is suited for continuous response but can be still applied to ordinal variables.
However, if responses are continuous and the alternative hypothesis is reduced to a location
shift, WMW test detects whether medians of the two distributions are different. Thus,
the estimates computed via rstatix package (Hodges–Lehmann estimate) represents
the median of all possible differences between a sample in Fq and F−q. When shape
and dispersion of Fq and F−q distributions are different, WMW can still give a significant
p-value showing a difference in distribution that it would not be related to a difference in
medians [188]. We choose WMW test and not most commonly used t-test because not all
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the imputed genes have a normal distribution as this depends on the number of regulatory
SNPs decided via PriLer.
Since we are testing all reliable genes and detected pathways in a tissue, for each group
Cp p-values from WMW are subsequently corrected for multiple comparison to control
for FDR via Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. In order to obtain a cluster-specific summary
of associated genes based on genomic location, for each group we combine significant
genes detected among all tissues into loci based on physical location, i.e. TSS window
is enlarged to 200kb each side and 2 genes are merged if their distance of TSS window
is lower than 1Mb. For pathways instead, we perform an additional filtering step prior
to WMW testing. In particular, for each tissue we only consider pathways composed
of at least 3 genes and no more than 200 genes, both for the original gene-set P and
the gene-set obtained intersecting with reliable tissue-specific genes P ∩ Grel. Pathways
are then clumped, similarly to what is described in pre-processing step 1 of clustering
(see section 3.3.1), in decreasing order according pathway coverage (|P ∩ Grel|/|P|) and
number of genes considered to compute the pathway (|P ∩ Grel|) and obtaining a final set
of pathways having pairwise Jaccard Index not exceeding 0.2 (see formula (3.26)).
Finally, when projecting the clustering on new cohort, we are interested in internally
validating the results based on cluster-relevant genes signature. Thus, for each detected
patient group q

1. we consider only genes that are cluster-relevant (FDR≤ 0.01) in the model composed
of V patient nodes, namely Gq;

2. we compute WMW vector estimates of length |Gq| separately for patients in the
model clustering and external cohort (Vu new patients): W q and W q

new respectively;

3. we compute Spearman correlation for those two estimate vectors derived from model
and new cohort: cor(W q,W q

new).

Furthermore, to make sure that cluster-specific gene signature is not only based on a single
locus, we compute the number of reproduced loci in the new cohort using previously
described loci summary of cluster-relevant genes. In particular, for each relevant locus
we only retain the most cluster-specific and significant gene g and consider it replicated
when the sign of WMW estimate coincide among the two data sets W q

g ·W q
new,g > 0 and

additionally at the nominal level when significance of gene g for group q in the new data
sets exceed 0.05.

3.3.3 Detection of differences in endophenotypes and treatment
responses

Similarly to the investigation of differences in genes and pathway, we aim at under-
standing whether the detected group of patients have different trajectories in disease
characteristics and treatment responses. Provided that endophenotype and clinical vari-
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ables are available on the same data set the clustering was performed (or projected to) e.g.
for UK Biobank, we apply again a one-vs-all comparison strategy to detect group specific
differences via generalized linear models. Among the provided phenotypes, we use the
following filter and transformations:

• phenotypes registered on less than 100 individuals are removed;

• binary and ordinal phenotypes being not zero in less than 50 individuals are removed;

• continuous phenotypes are standardized, subtracting mean and dividing by standard
deviation (P h−µ

σ );

• ordinal phenotypes with less than 10 individuals in the base category in either the
considered group Cp or the remaining samples C−p are removed.

Let P h = (Ph1, . . . , PhMc) the phenotypes to be tested available for the clustered patients,
Hp a binary Mc-vector that represents membership of patients to cluster Cp and Z =
[Z1| . . . |ZD] the matrix of D known covariates usually including principal components
from genotype data, age, sex and phenotype-specific confounders (specifics for CAD and
SCZ application in Tab. B.6, B.7, B.11). The family used in GLM depends on the nature
of P h, i.e. continuous, categorical ordinal or binary. Thus, for each endophenotype
considered P h and group Cp we are testing

P h = βpHp + γ1Z1 + · · ·+ γDZD + E (3.40)

with E error vector of assumed distribution depending on P h data type and GLM solution
computed as described in TWAS and PALAS 3.2.2 section via glm or polr functions.
The estimated regression coefficient associated with Hp, β̂

p
, gives the impact of cluster p

compared to all other patients in the considered endophenotype distribution after adjusting
for possible covariates. For each cluster Cp, derived p-values are then corrected for multiple
testing via BH procedure across all considered endophenotypes.

When treatment annotation is available together with phenotype information for pa-
tients, we examined whether patient groups show different treatment outcome based on a
certain response phenotype, for example different LDL reduction rate due to cholesterol
lowering medication. In order to test that, let P h(Cp) be the vector of response phenotype
evaluated on samples in Cp cluster, standardized if continuous and excluded if less than
300 values were available.
Firstly, for each group Cp the medication effect on response endophenotype is estimated
via the following GLM:

P h(Cp) = βpMeMe(Cp) + γ1
pZ1(Cp) + · · ·+ γDp ZD(Cp) + E

with Me(Cp) the binary vector of treatment Me indicating whether an individual is
assuming that medicine and restricted to patients in Cp. Similarly as before, Zd are
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additional covariates evaluated in that group that include also other treatment binary
categories. Hence, we define with β̂

p
Me the regression coefficient estimated via GLM

delineating the effect on phenotype Ph of medication Me in group Cp.
Secondly, we apply Z-test to evaluate differences in responses between each pair of patient
groups Cp and Cq based on previously computed regression coefficients [189]

Z(p, q) = β̂
p
Me − β̂

q
Me√︃(︂

S.E.β̂
p
Me

)︂2
+
(︂
S.E.β̂

q
Me

)︂2
(3.41)

that follows a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis of no differences.
Resulting p-values are then corrected for multiple testing across all endophenotypes but
separately for each pairwise comparison (Cp, Cq) and medication Me considered.
For instance, a significant difference between two patient groups with Z(p, q) > 0 and
β̂
p
Me, β̂

q
Me > 0 indicates that among cases in group Cp individuals taking medications Me

will have an increase in term of response phenotype (compared to cases in Cp not taking
it) higher than the response to the medication observed in cases group Cq.

3.3.4 Risk scores computation to mimic not available
endophenotypes

It is common for large-scale genotype-only data set to not include any additional
endophenotype information or clinical variable besides the trait under study, such as PGC
cohorts for SCZ. Although clustering of patients can still be achieved, it would be impossible
to test the hypothesis of different endophenotype trajectory lacking additional data on
individuals. Hence, we establish a strategy to assign to each patient a endophenotypic
specific score derived from genetic data using tissue-specific imputed gene expression
called gene risk score (gene-RS).
Suppose two data sets composed of genomic information are available, the first one
includes only genotype-data and a trait of interest (e.g. PGC for SCZ) and the second
one is composed of genotype and additional endophenotypes related to the trait in
the first one (e.g. UK Biobank deep phenotyping including fluid intelligence score or
lymphocyte counts). After PriLer tissue-specific models have been estimated and gene
T-scores computed on the two data sets, for each tissue gene-endophenotype association
is estimated on the second data set via TWAS (as described in section 3.2.2) obtaining
for each gene g ∈ Grel and endophenotype Ph the association Z-statistic ZstPhg . To
avoid redundant information and control for LD structure, genes are clumped at squared
Pearson correlation of 0.1 with genes decreasingly ordered according R2 PriLer imputation
estimation (resulting set of genes indicated with G̃rel). To estimate correlation among
imputed genes, we used UK Biobank subset of samples as described in section 3.2.3.
Gene T-scores are then separately corrected for PCs via a linear model, similarly to the
pre-processing step 3 of clustering (section 3.3.1). Afterward, for a certain endophenotype
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gene-RS is computed on the first data set samples as the weighted sum of gene T-scores
T g multiplied by TWAS estimated in the second data set

RSPh =
∑︂

g∈G̃rel

ZstPhg T g (3.42)

Suppose M is the total number of samples in the first data set, we then obtain an individual
risk score that imitate the not provided endophenotype. It is now possible to use the same
strategy deployed in section 3.3.3 to test group-specific difference in RSPh, prior to a
standardization of each gene-RS across the considered samples giving mean zero and
standard deviation of one.
In case of multiple cohorts such as PGC and CARDIoGRAM, we used two different strategies.
In the first scenario (i.e. PGC) we perform clustering combining all cohorts together and
correcting for PCs that have been computed merging all samples. Hence, the gene-RS
are computed in a similar way correcting for PCs and standardizing after all cohorts
combination, and cluster differences are tested as usual (section 3.3.3). In the second
scenario (i.e. CARDIoGRAM), gene-RS are computed and standardizing separately as well
as cluster differences tested separately for each cohort, having PCs computed independently
for each cohort and cluster assignment obtained as a projection to validated CAD partition
on UK Biobank. A summary result to estimate patient group-specific differences based
on gene-RS for a certain endophenotype is then obtained via meta-analysis, same as in
section 3.2.2.
Because RSPh is only an estimate of the actual endophenotype, we also define a measure
of confidence of the observed group-specific difference besides p-value significance from
(3.40). The confidence of group-specific effect to be possible on the actual endophenotype
depends on

1. the reliability on gene-RS to predict the actual phenotype which depends on the
number of samples in the second data set available to estimate ZstPhg as well as
variance explained by genetic components (in our case imputed gene expression)
with respect to the total variance of Ph, also known as genetic heritability;

2. the effect size of the group-specific difference.

Hence, we define a non-negative Cluster Reliable Measure (CRM) for a endophenotype
Ph and a cluster Cp as

CRMPh(p) = FPh · |βp̂| (3.43)

where βp̂ is solution of (3.40) estimating group-specific effects on gene-RS and FPh is the
F-test statistic that indicate gene-RS performance when modeling the actual phenotype.
F-test is computed entirely on the second data set (e.g. UK Biobank) and estimates the
improvement of adding gene-RS as predictor of the actual endophenotype instead of the
covariates only. In particular, suppose P h is the phenotype vector across M available
samples, RSPh is the gene risk-score based on (3.42) with gene T-scores T g and Z-statistic
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ZstPhg computed on the same data set (e.g. UK Biobank) and Z is the matrix of D
covariates (usually PCs, age and sex). We apply the same pre-processing used on an
external cohort and correct each gene T-score via linear regression for PC1-10 across all
UK Biobank samples available for a certain phenotype, compute gene-RS and perform
standardization. Consider the two nested models

Model 1: P h ∼ RSPh + Z

Model 2: P h ∼ Z

Partial F-statistic comparing linear model 1 against linear model 2 is obtained via anova
R command computing

FPh = (RSS2 −RSS1)/(D + 2−D − 1)
RSS1/(M −D − 1)

that follows a F-distribution with (D + 2−D − 1,M −D − 1) degrees of freedom under
the null hypothesis of model 1 not providing a significantly better performance than model
2 and with RSS indicating the residual sum of squared of a linear model. It is important
to note that we use F-statistic and not simply the coefficient of determination of R2 given
by R2

model1 −R2
model2 since it is inflated for phenotype available for a reduced number of

samples (see Fig. 4.60A-B and section 4.4.7).

In summary, CRM is an unbounded score that represents the level of confidence we
can assign to each group in trusting that group-specific endophenotype difference would
still hold if given the chance to measure the actual phenotype. As we do not know a
priori a threshold for CRM above which we can consider a group-specific association
reliable, we validate our approach using as ground-truth the UK Biobank clustering and
actual endophenotypes detected and as prediction the projected clustering structure onto
CARDIoGRAM cohorts and gene-RS differences for the same endophenotypes. We hence
calibrated a cut-off of 610 that gives a precision ≥ 0.85 and it is subsequently applied for
SCZ gene-RS results (see section 4.3).

3.3.5 Discussion

The third step CASTom-iGEx involves the actual clustering of patients based on ge-
netically derived features i.e. gene T-scores. Our pipeline additionally detects genes
and pathways responsible for the obtained tissue-specific clustering structure, creating
a summary of associated gene loci and considering a set of highly informative and non-
redundant pathways. When additional endophenotype information on the same patient set
is available, the detected groups are tested for differences in those endophenotypes or even
treatment responses. Otherwise, large-scale genomic data sets with deep phenotyping such
as UK Biobank can be leveraged to build gene-RS, mimicking the actual endophenotype
to investigate plausible differences and endophenotype trajectories. Finally, our pipeline
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allows predicting group membership on external cohorts, with the final aim of suggesting
affected pathways and pharmaceutical strategies based on relevant phenotype trajectories
in new patients.
The clustering strategy that we apply is built on TWAS-rescaled gene T-scores that gives
more relevance to genes related to the trait of interest. We would like to stress that, UMAP
methodology is not used to group patients into a new embedded space but exclusively to
1) represent data in a lower dimensional space, 2) detect outliers when multiple cohorts
are concatenated in a unique data set.
Note also that, our endophenotype detection strategy based on gene-RS is built on two
different data sets: one used for Z-statistic estimation and another one for risk score
prediction. With a similar approach used in Mendelian Randomization, in case these two
data sets are not harmonized per variants, imputed gene expression based on the two
different sets of variants still needs to be correlated, therefore we once more filter genes
with a correlation lower than 0.8 (see section 3.2.4).
Regardless of the subsequent analyses, we perform as initial pre-processing the exclusion
of genes that are highly correlated via clumping (see section 3.3.1). The threshold we
fixed of 0.9 only removes genes that are actual repetition, for instance due to LD structure.
Different values can be investigated and we also explore an almost no correlation setting
with 0.1 threshold for SCZ (see section 4.4.6 for details). Specifically in that situation,
outlier detection due to multiple cohorts combination is performed as a union across all
the tested tissues and filtering options, to make possible the comparison of clustering
structures.
Since our clustering strategy is solely based on genetically derived information, one can
expect patient partition to be driven by the largest source of variation i.e. ancestry or
baseline endophenotype differences such as height or blood type. However, the rescaling
of gene T-scores based on TWAS disease associations gives higher priority to genes diseases
related, reducing the contribution from the aforementioned sources. Indeed, we show that
ancestry information is not driving the clustering structure compared to gene contribution.
Nevertheless, there can still be a significant difference in PCs distribution, despite being
reduced via gene T-score PCs correction. In this scenario, we additionally show that
the overlap between tissue-derived and ancestry-derived clustering is minimal and does
not influence the observed group-specific endophenotype differences (see section 4.3.7
and 4.4.8). As a matter of fact, highly cluster-relevant genes can be detected based on
WMW test p-value, expecting values equivalent to zero. However, additional genes (and
pathways) significant in a certain cluster at FDR ≤ 0.01 give insights into clustering further
trajectory and contributors.
As regards the actual clustering strategy we applied, building a graph based on local
density structure via shared nearest neighbor is also the core of the PhenoGraph approach
[181]. Different from Levine et al., we define the set of neighbors based on Gaussian
kernel (3.36) and not simply euclidean distance (3.34) which computes a sample similarity
using its local density via customized standard deviation. The only hyper-parameter for
clustering is the number of nearest neighbors considered K. As already mentioned, we
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set K = 30 because is a good compromise to evaluate local geometry but avoid large
neighborhoods, on top of the fact that PhenoGraph was shown to be robust for the choice
of K.
Finally, we would like to stress that over the past 15 years, personalized medicine has been
a target of multiple studies and method development, in particular for complex diseases
(see section 2.5). The majority of techniques applied for patient stratification rely on
polygenic risk scores that combine SNP specific association from GWAS with a disease
and individual dosages. It is worth noting that, for complex diseases such as SCZ and
CAD, so far PRS failed to separate cases and controls distribution, with an accuracy that
cannot be applied at the clinical level [73, 74]. Indeed, we also do not aim to separate
affected and not affected individuals based on a gene-RS but to give relevant informa-
tion on group-specific trends to aid a treatment therapy decision for different patient
groups. Finally, an example of detecting clustering evidence for complex diseases based on
GWAS has been recently developed in [110]. However, there are core differences between
BUHMBOX and CASTom-iGEx method. BUHMBOX does not cluster a priori patients but
tests whether observed heterogeneity in individuals with complex diseases is driven by a
subgroup of individuals having a certain genetic correlation only from SNPs associated
with a related endophenotype. Instead, CASTom-iGEx investigates whether actual (or
predicted) endophenotypes vary among genetically-derived clusters, not based solely on
SNPs but on aggregated regulatory effects for gene expression.
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4Application of CASTom-iGEx

In this section, we show the potential of our newly developed pipeline CASTom-iGEx in
identifying possible biological mechanisms underlying complex diseases, decomposing it
to putative endophenotype intermediate mechanisms, and retrieving groups of patients
associated to specific pathway and endophenotypic trajectories. After presenting the
advantages and reliability of our improved gene expression modeling strategy (PriLer) in
inferring genetically based genes distribution, we apply CASTom-iGEx to two differently
characterized complex diseases having in common an inherited polygenicity: coronary
artery disease (CAD) and schizophrenia (SCZ). These results are additionally validated
on external cohorts both in terms of genes/pathways identified and clustering structure
results. This chapter is divided as follows:

Section 4.1 Initially, we describe the data sets included in this thesis. In particular, we outline
the pre-processing steps performed, the rationale behind data sets harmonization
and matching for each trait under investigation, and the phenotype definition as well
as normalization in the UK Biobank cohort.

Section 4.2 We then describe PriLer results built on GTEx and CMC reference panels, evaluate
tissue-specificity of selected prior weights, compare the results with elastic-net and
previously developed methods in terms of prediction performances and robustness,
and show the impact of sample size in selecting reliable genes and shaping explained
variance.

Section 4.3 Afterward, PriLer models built on GTEx reference panel harmonized with UK Biobank
as well as CARDIoGRAM cohorts are leveraged across 11 CAD related tissues to
impute gene expression and pathway scores. CASTom-iGEx application to CAD
allowed to

1. retrieve existing knowledge and highlight new putative mechanisms based on
variants aggregation;

2. investigate type 1 error calibration for our TWAS and PALAS strategy as well as
the effect from correlated genes in pathway association;

3. indicate possible intermediate endophenotype contributing to disease etiology
and pointing at putative relevant genes and pathways;

4. cluster CAD cases from UK Biobank and find differences in terms of endophe-
notypes possibly related to disruption into specific genes/pathways and group-
specific differences in treatment responses;
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5. compare our gene derived clustering structure to stratification obtained from
principal components only, hence investigating ancestry contribution to patient
stratification

6. assess the genes, pathways, and endophenotype associations under the null
hypothesis of no genetically derived partition via randomized clustering.

Section 4.4 Similarly, we applied CASTom-iGEx to PGC cohorts for SCZ, building PriLer
models across 10 SCZ related tissues on harmonized reference panels (CMC or
GTEx) with 36 European PGC cohorts variants. As before

1. we identified potentially dis-regulated pathways and differentially predicted
genes;

2. we performed bidirectional Mendelian Randomization leveraging UK Biobank
TWAS and PALAS summary statistics on SCZ related endophenotypes to under-
stand putative causal ones as well as phenotypes variability due to SCZ genetic
predisposition;

3. we jointly clustered 35 cohorts based on gene-level T-scores applying two
filtering strategies (clumping at 0.9 and at 0.1 correlation to reduce MHC
contribution) and identified group-specific pathways;

4. we used CAD UK Biobank and CARDIoGRAM as a proof of principle in defining
cluster-reliable measures (CRM) for gene-risk score (gene-RS) differences as a
proxy of endophenotype changes and defining a reliable cut-off to be applied
for SCZ.

5. we built gene-RS on clustered cohorts leveraging SCZ related endophenotypes
and we detected differences in derived phenotype-specific gene-RS, defining
reliable ones based on CRM cut-off, with the goal of creating cluster-specific
phenotype profile for each group;

6. we compared our gene derived clustering structure with partition derived from
PCs, showing a minimal overlap.

4.1 Data description and pre-processing

We differentiate between two types of data sets: reference panels used to build PriLer
models and genotype-only data sets to impute gene expression. In Fig. 4.1 it is summarized
how reference panels and genotype-only data sets are matched and harmonized for each
trait analysis. In particular, with the harmonization of genotype data, we indicate that
variants for two or more data sets are filtered to include only SNPs and indels in common
(i.e. same position and REF/ALT annotation) and such that the ALT allele frequency
among all possible data sets pair is not bigger than 0.15. We hence ensure that the
genetic data considered among different cohorts have a uniform allele frequency as well
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as configuration.

TWAS/PALAS
CAD related
endopheno

GTEx
33 tissues

CMC
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UKBB and
9 CARDIoGRAM cohorts

UKBB 36 PGC cohorts

CAD T-scores

TWAS/PALAS
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Coronary Artery Disease

Not-specific
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SCZ related
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TWAS/PALAS
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Fig. 4.1.: The diagram describes for each disease under investigation, which reference panels are used to build
PriLer models and how different data sets are combined. First level block in light blue indicates
reference panels, second level block in grey indicates genetic-only data sets. Each arrow among the
two levels symbolizes an harmonization in terms of SNPs and indels between data sets. The last level
is trait-specific and give insights in binary phenotype (if any) used to compute T-scores from which
associations with genes/pathways are derived. CAD: coronary artery disease, SCZ: schizophrenia,
PGC: Psychiatric Genomic Consortium, UKBB: UK Biobank, CMC: CommonMind Consortium

CAD analysis is based on the genetic harmonization of GTEx reference panel with
UK Biobank (UKBB) cohort (used for discovery) and 9 CARDIoGRAM cohorts (used for
replication). After PriLer model derivation from 11 CAD-related tissues in GTEx, genes
are imputed on UKBB and CARDIoGRAM cohorts and T-scores are separately computed
for each cohort. Due to the high number of participant in UKBB, we used the "large
sample size" scenario as described in section 3.2.1 to compute gene T-scores and included
as reference set 30% of the non-affected individuals by CAD with a total size of 92, 784
samples, bootstrapping across 10 folds. Gene T-scores so derived are also used to perform
TWAS and PALAS analysis for CAD-related endophenotypes from UKBB, necessary in the
Mendelian Randomization application. Instead for the CARDIoGRAM cohorts, we use the
"small sample size" scenario creating a reference set composed of 80% of controls and
randomly repeating the partitioning 40 times.
SCZ analysis instead relies on the harmonization of 36 PGC cohorts with GTEx or CMC
reference panels (separately) in order to create a total of 10 tissue-specific gene expression
models. T-scores are then computed separately for each cohort with 80% of controls used
as reference set and 40 bootstrap repetitions. Since in SCZ analysis we leveraged UKBB
rich phenotype collection, UKBB genotype-only data set is separately harmonized with
GTEx or CMC (not jointly with 36 PGC cohort, see Fig. 4.1), imputing gene expression
on the same SCZ-related tissues and converting it into gene T-scores that are built in a
trait non-specific manner. Hence in this case, reference sets to compute gene T-scores are
obtained randomly sampling 20% of the UKBB individuals across 10 repetitions, with each
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of the repetition including 68, 190 participants.

4.1.1 Reference panels

PriLer prediction models for gene expression (section 3.1) are built on matched data sets
of genotype individual dosages and gene expressions, shortly referred as reference panel.
In particular, we used GTEx v6p [166] composed of 449 donors for a total of 7051 samples
across 44 non-diseases post-mortem tissues and cell lines, and Common Mind Consor-
tium (CMC) Release1 [54] composed of 592 individuals with RNA-Seq data extracted
from post-mortem Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPC) tissue. GTEx project, launched
by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in September 2010, is an ongoing effort that
provide open-access data to build a comprehensive public resource to study tissue-specific
gene expression and regulation. GTEx genotype, RNA-sequencing and additional covariate
information was obtained via dbGaP accession number phs000424.v7.p2 including data
for v7, however we applied PriLer to v6p in order to leverage SNPs Array data for genotype
that was only available for that release. Similarly, CMC is a public–private partnership that
collected autopsies of individuals with and without severe psychiatric disorders such as
schizophrenia in order to create functional genomic data in specif brain region. Data for
this publication were obtained from NIMH Repository & Genomics Resource, a centralized
national biorepository for genetic studies of psychiatric disorders. Although GTEx included
around 100 individuals having samples in 11 brain regions, we also used CMC in creating
gene expression models being the largest existing collection of collaborating brain banks.
Next, we briefly describe genotype pre-processing for the two reference panels. For GTEx,
we started from GTEx_Analysis_2015-01-12_OMNI_2.5M_5M_450Indiv_chr1to22_
genot_imput_info04_maf01_HWEp1E6_ConstrVarIDs.vcf.gz VCF table including geno-
typed and imputed SNPs and indels for 450 GTEx individuals using 1000 Genomes Project
I vs3 as imputation panel. Among 450 individuals, 182 were genotyped on Illumina’s
HumanOmni5-Quad array and 268 on the HumanOmni2.5-Quad array. This given VCF
file was already filtered for variants with minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.01, impu-
tation INFO score < 0.4 and Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) p-value < 0.000001
(see supplementary information [166]). The CMC genotype data instead, is obtained
via Synapse portal at the controlled access data location https://www.synapse.org/#!
Synapse:syn3275221. It was performed on the Illumina Infinium HumanOmniExpressEx-
ome 8 v1.1b and 668 samples were imputed with 1000 Genomes Phase I integrated panel
(see Online Methods [54]). For both reference panels, we performed the following QC
steps using PLINK software [19]:

1. we consider only 22 autosomal chromosomes,

2. REF and ALT alleles for both SNPs and indels are aligned to human reference genome
hg19,

3. position with more than 1 alternative allele option are removed,
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4. variants with INFO score < 0.8 are filtered,

5. non-common variants with MAF < 0.05 are filtered,

6. variants deviating from HWE with a p-value < 0.00005 are filtered.
Reference Panel Tissue Tissue short name n. individuals n. QCed genes n. QCed variants

CMC Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex DLPC 478 15578 6491178

GTEx

Adipose Subcutaneous AS 242 25971

6486416

Adipose Visceral Omentum AVO 164 25139
Adrenal Gland AG 105 23624
Artery Aorta AA 185 24274
Artery Coronary AC 99 23880
Artery Tibial AT 239 24335
Brain Caudate basal ganglia BCbg 90 24512
Brain Cerebellar Hemisphere BCH 77 23762
Brain Cerebellum Bce 93 24570
Brain Cortex BC 81 24110
Brain Frontal Cortex BA9 BFCB 77 23765
Brain Hippocampus BHi 74 23723
Brain Hypothalamus BHy 72 24426
Brain Nucleus accumbens basal_ganglia BNabg 81 24386
Cells EBV-transformed lymphocytes CE 94 21779
Colon Sigmoid CS 118 24051
Colon Transverse CT 145 25354
Esophagus Gastroesophageal Junction EGJ 115 23575
Esophagus Mucosa EM 224 25038
Esophagus Muscularis EMusc 199 24360
Heart Atrial Appendage HAA 151 23666
Heart Left Ventricle HLV 172 22681
Liver L 94 22158
Lung Lu 241 27372
Muscle Skeletal MS 297 22942
Pancreas P 132 23153
Skin Not Sun Exposed Suprapubic SnotSun 173 25922
Skin Sun Exposed Lower leg SSun 252 26582
Small Intestine Terminal Ileum SITI 74 25010
Spleen Sp 79 24354
Stomach S 144 24861
Thyroid T 233 27305
Whole Blood WB 280 22805

Tab. 4.1.: Overview reference panels as input for PriLer after QC steps, matching with GWAS summary
statistics and including only individuals with European ancestry.

In addition, because we included GWAS summary statistics as optional prior information
in PriLer for disease-related tissues, genotype data of GTEx was matched with GWAS results
for CAD from [118] and SCZ from [141]. As regards CMC instead, we matched imputed
genotype with GWAS for SCZ due to its only usage in SCZ analysis (Fig. 4.1). In particular,
matching GWAS summary statistics with a reference panel was performed by retaining
solely SNPs having same position as well as REF/ALT annotation and indels having same
position and length, when the latter is available. Finally, genotype imputation probability
(oxford format) for each allele combination was then converted to a unique dosage value
in [0, 2] range where 0 refers to homozygous REF, 1 to heterozygous REF/ALT and 2 to
homozygous ALT configurations. The final number of variants used in PriLer models
after quality control steps and GWAS matching was respectively 6, 486, 416 for GTEx and
6, 491, 178 for CMC (see Tab. 4.1).
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As regards, RNA-sequencing (RNAseq) pre-processing, we applied similar QC steps
in the context of eQTL analysis from GTEx and CMC consortia respectively. In particular,
for GTEx we started from phe000006.v2 data i.e. gene reads counts and Reads per Kilobase
Million (RPKM)
(GTEx_Data_20150112_RNAseq_RNASeQCv1.1.8_gene_reads.gct.gz and
GTEx_Data_20150112_RNAseq_RNASeQCv1.1.8_gene_rpkm.gct.gz) that include gene
expressions across 54 tissues for a total of 551 individuals. We excluded poor quality
samples from v7 that were annotated with SMAFRZE == ’EXCLUDE’ , considered only
samples included in genotype data and excluded tissues annotated having less than 70
samples as well as sex-specific tissues (Testis, Vagina, Ovary, Uterus, Prostate) reducing to
39 tissues in 441 individuals. Afterward, following GTEx guidelines for eQTL analysis in
v6p release [166], for each tissue

1. genes having RPKM > 0.1 in at least 10 individuals and number of reads ≥ 6 in at
least 10 individuals were kept,

2. gene RPKM expression values were quantile normalized to the average empirical
distribution observed across samples, and for each gene expression was inverse
quantile normalized to a standard normal distribution across samples.

In addition, we excluded 4 tissues (Breast Mammary Tissue, Cells Transformed Fibroblasts,
Nerve Tibial and Pituitary) due to the lack of matching with available prior information
(see below for prior acquisition).
For CMC data instead, we used the already processed RNAseq data available at
https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn5607698 that correspond to “SVA corrected
excluded ancestry” format for 592 individuals. Briefly, gene reads count were normalized
with voom R package [190] without covariates to compute log Counts per million mapped
reads (CPM) and only genes with at least 1 CPM in at least 50% of the samples were
kept. Next, known and hidden covariates computed via surrogate variable analysis
(SVA) are considered and voom is applied again to estimate confidence weights for
each normalized observed read count by residualizing on the covariates. Finally, gene
expression is adjusted for those hidden and known covariates by weighted-linear regression
and adjusted expression is obtained as corresponding residuals. Note that we used the
specific version “SVA corrected excluded ancestry” meaning that gene expression has been
already adjusted for surrogate variables but not for ancestry that is included as covariates
in PriLer model (see below), as Fromer et al. suggest for CMC eQTL analysis (see Online
Methods [54] for details).
Finally, for both GTEx and CMC filtered genes were annotated via Ensembl on GRCh37
with biomaRt [191] to retrieve transcription starting site position (TSS) of each gene
obtained as the starting site of the first transcript. Therefore, TSS corresponds to start
position or end position, depending on forward/reverse strand location of that gene. The
retrieved number of genes across all considered tissues is shown in Tab. 4.1.
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As regards covariates included in PriLer models, we adhered to the guidelines of
eQTL analysis in GTEx and CMC respectively. For GTEx reference panel, the following
features were used as covariates in gene expression models: sex, genotype array platform,
PEER components and first 3 principal components (PCs) derived from genotype data. In
particular, PEER (probabilistic estimation of expression residuals) method [192] detects
hidden batch effect and other potential confounders explaining the majority of gene
expression variability and is computed independently for each considered tissue from
normalized expression matrices. The number of PEER factors (F ) must be decided a prior
and we determined it as a function of tissue sample size (Mt) following GTEx approach
that aimed at maximizing cis-eQTL discovery:

F =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
15 if Mt < 150,

30 if 150 ≤Mt < 250,

35 if Mt ≥ 250.

Instead, PCs are directly provided from GTEx, being computed on the 450 donor using
EIGENSTRAT [193] implemented in Ricopili. The number of top PCs added as covariates
was a priori set to 3 as they captured the majority of the population structure among GTEx
individuals.
For CMC reference panel instead, since gene expression is already corrected for known
and hidden cofactors, we only used as covariates in PriLer models 5 ancestry components
directly provided which were computed via GemTools [194] on a set of high quality
autosomal SNPs from pre-imputation genotype data. The number of components was
suggested from CMC eQTL analysis in [54] as it was sufficient to describe the ancestry
space.

Furthermore, we focused our analysis on individuals with European ancestry. Specifi-
cally, we build PriLer models on 377 donors from GTEx with reported race “white” and
478 donors (212 controls and 266 patients diagnosed with SCZ and schizoaffective disor-
ders) from CMC with “Caucasian” reported ethnicity, see Tab4.1 for tissue specific sample
distribution.

As regards variant-specific prior information to be incorporated in PriLer model, we
used GWAS summary statistics for CAD and SCZ as well as epigenetic open-chromatin
region information. In particular,

• GWAS summary statistics for CAD [118] and for SCZ [141] are binarized using
0.05 and 0.01 nominal p-values respectively. Two different thresholds are applied in
order to obtain a comparable number of SNPs having GWAS specific prior (Fig. 4.2).
This caution is taken since the initial number of variant intersecting a certain prior
increases the prior weight starting value, although relevant prior will be eventually
associated with an higher prior weight (see section 4.2.2).
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• One-hot encoded open chromatin regions derived form ATAC-seq and ChIP-seq
H3k27ac and specific for cell lines and tissues are used as epigenetic prior. ChIP-seq
H3k27ac data is obtained from ENCODE and Epigenome Roadmap Project, ATAC-Seq
profiles for heart related related tissues are obtained from [195] (GSE72696) and
ATAC-Seq profiles for brain related tissues are extracted from human postmortem
prefrontal cortex neuronal cells in [196] (GSE83345). The full sample list and GEO
accession number is shown in Tab. B.1 and all these annotations can be downloaded
from gitlab.mpcdf.mpg.de/luciat/castom-igex (refData/prior_features/).

Among all the prior features, we additionally modified 2 ATAC-Seq brain related prior
features FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2 and FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4 because of their reduced
number of putative genome-wide gene regulatory elements (GREs) in comparison to
H3K27ac features, specifically 44, 475 and 34, 883 versus mean number of GREs 128, 817.3
across all cell types in H3k27ac prior. Thus, each GRE of the ATAC-Seq brain related prior
features is enlarged by median length of GREs in H3k27ac data (i.e. 1, 192 bp). As a
consequence, the number of variants intersecting those priors increases, becoming more
comparable with H3k27ac data and hence suffering less of a lower prior weight assignment
at the initial step (see section 4.2.2).
The resulting tissue-specific binary prior matrix contains column-wise prior features con-
sidered for that tissue, and has entry 1 in correspondence of a variant that intersects an
open chromatin region for a certain cell type or passes a nominal p-value GWAS threshold
(see section 3.1.1). The complete table with tissue-specific selection of priors is shown in
Tab. B.2.
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Fig. 4.2.: Number of GWAS hits for different p-value thresholds for CAD and SCZ, the number of variants
passing a certain threshold is comparable in CAD for p-value = 0.05 and in SCZ for p-value = 0.01

Finally, as explained in section 3.1.2, prior weights are computed on a subset of
all expressed genes called cis-heritable genes and estimated from GCTA software [32].
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This list is obtained from http://gusevlab.org/projects/fusion/ database of TWAS
method [9] both for GTEx and CMC reference panels. We used the at the time latest
results on GTEx involving genes with heritability p-value ≤ 0.01 estimated from GTEx v7
(http://gusevlab.org/projects/fusion/weights/GTEX7.txt).

4.1.2 Genotype-only data sets

Imputation of gene expression on genotype-only cohorts based on tissue-specific PriLer
model first requires

1. a quality control step on genotype-only cohorts,

2. harmonization with a reference panel in order to build gene expression models on a
set of variants available for both data sets.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, we used and separately pre-process 3 genotype-only data sets: UK
Biobank (UKBB) cohort that contains a large collection of phenotypes for circa 500, 000
individuals, 9 CARDIoGRAM cohorts composed of patients and controls for CAD and 36
European cohorts from PGC including patients and non-affected individuals for SCZ (Tab.
4.2).

Data set Data set usage N. cohorts N. samples N. cases
Reference panel
matched with

N. final variants

UK Biobank SCZ related phenotypes 1 340,939 -
GTEx 5,728,140
CMC 5,774,100

UK Biobank
CAD/
CAD related phenotypes

1 340,939 19,026/-
GTEx 4,257,718

CARDIoGRAM CAD 9 26,681 13,279

PGC SCZ 36 55,419 24,764
GTEx 5,912,207
CMC 5,934,252

Tab. 4.2.: Specifics of genotype-only data sets for which gene expression is imputed, n. of final variants refers
to final set of SNPs and indels after QC steps and harmonization with reference panels.

In details, UK Biobank is a large long-term prospective biobank study that collected
(at the time of writing this thesis) genetic and deep phenotyping data on approximately
500, 000 individuals at 22 sites in United Kingdom of age between 40 and 69 at recruitment
[17]. For our analysis, we had access under application numbers 34217 and 25214 and
downloaded imputed data from the 3rd release as described in Resource 668. Similarly
to reference panels QC steps, we first aligned REF/ALT allele to hg19 considering only
autosomal chromosomes. We then excluded individuals that withdraw consent and with
non-white British ancestry (info retrieved from ukb_sqc_v2.txt file). As regards post-
imputation QC steps, variants to be excluded were found via QCTOOL v2 based on the
following criteria:

1. call rate < 0.98,
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2. INFO score < 0.8,

3. non-common with MAF < 0.05,

4. deviating from HWE with p-value < 10−6,

5. multi-allelic positions.

Afterward, already computed kinship matrix (ukbA_rel_sP.txt file) was used to detect
relatives up to 3rd degree and the largest amount of not related individuals was retained
following UKBB guidelines [17]. Finally, individuals with not concordant genotypically
inferred and submitted sex as well as poor quality samples due to heterozygosity and miss-
ing rates detected as outliers were excluded (info stored in ukb_sqc_v2.txt file, Resource
531). On this set of high-quality variants, allele combination probabilities were then con-
verted into dosages via PLINK, similarly to reference panels. In order to harmonize UKBB
high-quality variants with after QC variants in GTEx and CMC, matched SNPs and indels
having ALT frequency differences > 0.15 were excluded. The resulting set is composed of
340, 939 individuals with imputed genotype dosages for 5, 728, 140 and 5, 774, 100 variants
when matching with GTEx and CMC panels respectively.

CARDIoGRAM consortium, is a collaborative effort that combines data from multiple
large scale genetic studies to identify risk loci for coronary artery disease and myocardial
infarction. We used a subset of 9 case/control cohorts of European ancestry among the
available ones which could be accessed through the collaboration with Prof. Dr. med.
Heribert Schunkert (a PI of the consortium). In the following list it is indicated the number
of cases/controls in each cohort:

• German Myocardial Infarction Family Studies I (GerMIFSI) [197]: 622/1521,

• German Myocardial Infarction Family Studies II (GerMIFSII) [198]: 1188/1238 ,

• German Myocardial Infarction Family Studies III (GerMIFSIII) [199]: 1048/1419,

• German Myocardial Infarction Family Studies IV (GerMIFSIV) [118]: 940/1128,

• German Myocardial Infarction Family Studies V (GerMIFSV) [200]: 2392/1537,

• LUdwigshafen RIsk and Cardiovascular Health Study (LURIC) [201]: 2085/591,

• Cardiogenics (CG) [202]: 366/401,

• Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) [202]: 1884/2871,

• Myocardial Infarction Genetics Consortium (MIGen) [202]: 2827/2909.

The following quality steps before imputation on the genotype data were performed
separately for each cohort:

1. samples with call rate < 0.98 were excluded,

2. variants with call rate ≤ 0.98 were excluded,
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3. variants with MAF < 0.01 were excluded,

4. samples with discordant recorded and genotype-derived sex were excluded,

5. samples detected as outliers based on two top dimensions from multidimensional
scaling (MDS) i.e. deviating beyond mean ±5 standard deviation were excluded,

6. individuals with relatives up to the fourth-degree based on identity-by-descent (IBD)
matrix where excluded (PI_HAT ≥ 0.0625),

7. samples with heterozygosity rate beyond mean ±3 s.d. were excluded,

8. variants with HWE p-value < 10−6 were discarded.

Afterward, for each cohort imputation was performed using Haplotype Reference Con-
sortium panel on the Sanger Imputation Server (https://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/
tools/sanger-imputation-service). We then performed the following post-imputation
QC steps independently for each cohort:

1. variants with call rate ≤ 0.98 were excluded,

2. variants with MAF < 0.05 were excluded,

3. variants with HWE p-value < 10−6 were excluded,

4. variants with INFO imputation score < 0.8 were excluded,

5. variants having multi-allelic positions were excluded,

6. related samples with PI_HAT ≥ 0.0625 based on IBD analysis were discarded.

Since individuals could overlap among cohorts, we performed IBD analysis inter-cohorts
using pre-imputation QCed set of variants and removed individuals with up to forth degree
relatives (PI_HAT ≥ 0.0625) favouring samples annotated as cases and/or with a lower
SNPs missing rate. This yielded to a total of 26, 681 non related and high quality samples
among which 13, 279 were affected by coronary artery disease. The final set of variants
instead was extracted as the harmonized set across all 9 cohorts, also matching with UKBB
and GTEx data sets and for which ALT frequency differences for any possible pair of data
sets in 9 cohorts plus UKBB plus GTEx did not pass 0.15 threshold. Hence, the number of
variants harmonized across CARDIoGRAM cohorts, UKBB and reference panel GTEx used
to study CAD is composed of 4, 257, 718 SNPs and indels.

Finally, as regards PGC cohorts, we request access to wave 2 composed imputed
genotype data for 36 European ancestry cohorts with phenotypic information of SCZ
affected individuals and controls [141]. We adhered to PGC guidelines and performed the
following post-imputation QC steps for each cohort:

1. excluded variants with MAF < 0.01,

2. excluded variants with INFO imputation score < 0.6,
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3. excluded variants in multi-allelic position,

4. excluded variants missing in at least 20 samples, i.e. genotype certainty < 0.8,

5. removed individuals with not available diagnosis and having related and/or dupli-
cated samples.

MAF and INFO filtering threshold were lowered compared to previous data sets to not
excessively penalize variants filtering due to matching of high number of heterogeneous
cohorts. Hence, we also increase the set of variants for reference panels (CMC and GTEx)
to be harmonized with PGC cohorts including SNPs and indels with INFO ≥ 0.6 and
MAF ≥ 0.01 computed on Caucasian individuals only. After harmonization and including
only variants with ALT frequency differences among each possible pair of data set plus a
reference panel ≤ 0.15, the final set is composed of 5, 912, 207 and 5, 934, 252 SNPs and
indels when matching with GTEx and CMC respectively, across 55, 419 individuals.

A summary of number of variants used to build and impute gene expression PriLer
models, number of individuals and data set usage for genotype-only data set is shown in
Tab. 4.2.

4.1.3 Phenotypes in UK Biobank

Different from CARDIoGRAM and PGC data sets that include only the phenotypic
information related to the disease under investigation, UK Biobank (UKBB) contains deep
phenotyping resources about lifestyle and health conditions. Leveraging this rich collection,
we used UKBB in 3 different contexts: to define CAD phenotype, to extract CAD related
endophenotypes and to extract SCZ related endophenotypes (Fig. 4.1).
Coronary artery disease diagnosis was determined using the stricter definition (CAD
HARD) as described in [120] which combines self-reported questionnaire answers (data
field 20002) on heart attack/myocardial infarction, percutaneous transluminal coronary
angioplasty (PTCA) +/- stent, coronary artery bypass grafts (CABG) and triple heart
bypass as well as hospital episodes ICD10 or ICD9 coded (data fields 41270 and 41271) on
myocardial infarction and ischaemic heart diseases (I21-I24 or 410-412), old myocardial
infarction (I25.2) and OPCS-4 codes (data fields 41272) for procedures as CABG (K40-K46)
and PTCA (K49-K50, K75).
All the other phenotypes available under application numbers 34217 and 25214 were
instead processed using PHESANT software [203]. PHESANT is a tool specifically tailored
for UK Biobank that performs phenome scans testing the association of a trait with a
comprehensive set of phenotypes. We use PHESANT to process UKBB phenotypes in an
automatic manner via a rule-based system that determine the appropriate coding and
consequently conversion of each phenotype. Specifically, UKBB categorizes phenotypes
as either continuous, integer, categorical (single) or categorical (multiple) and according
to this initial state and actual data distribution, PHESANT converts them as continuous,
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ordered categorical, unordered categorical or binary after an initial filtering step that
removes constant phenotypes or recorded ones in less than 500 samples. Continuous
variables and integer ones with more than 20 distinct values are inverse-rank normalized
and annotated as continuous. Integer variables with less than 20 values, categorical single
variables with a natural ordering and continuous ones with more than 20% of individuals
having the same value are annotated as ordered categorical. Categorical single without a
natural order are annotated as unordered categorical and integer as well as categorical
single with 2 distinct values and categorical multiple are converted into a binary variable
per category and annotated as binary. Based on PHESANT assignment, we applied the
correct GLM during trait association of genes and pathways i.e. Gaussian when trait
is continuous, ordinal logistic regression when trait is ordinal categorical, and binary
logistic when trait is unordered categorical or binary (section 3.2.2). Hence, PHESANT
processed UKBB phenotypes are used in the subsequent analysis, unless differently stated
such as in the hypothesis-driven endophenotype analysis for CAD clustering (see section
4.3.6). Finally, blood biochemistry phenotypes Lymphocyte-to-Monocyte ratio (LMR),
Platelet-to-Lymphocyte (PLR), Neutrophil-to-Lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and Eosinophil-
to-Lymphocyte ration (ELR) were derived by us from the original lymphocyte (data-
field 30120), monocyte (data-field 30130), platelet (data-field 30080), neutrophil (data-
field 30140) and eosinophil (data-field 30150) counts transforming them in the proper
phenotypes ratio and processing the output via PHESANT.

The complete list of UKBB phenotypes used in this thesis for correlation and Mendelian
Randomization analysis are in Tab. B.4 (CAD) and Tab. B.8 (SCZ). For cluster-specific
endophenotype analysis, details can be found in Tab. B.6, B.7 (CAD) and Tab. B.11 (SCZ).
The tables include UKBB data-field of the considered phenotypes and the covariates applied
to correct for.

4.2 PriLer benchmark and validation

We initially created PriLer gene expression models across 34 tissues (Tab. 4.1) without
intersecting with additional genotype-only data set to evaluate and benchmark our new
methodology. First, we observe the variance captured by PriLer models and its dependency
from sample size and number of priors. Then, we investigated the relevance of inferred
prior features weights via simulation of random prior features using as example artery
coronary GTEx tissue. Furthermore, we benchmarked our new methodology against elastic-
net regression (directly built in PriLer pipeline, Fig. 3.5) also estimating the robustness
of PriLer in selecting reg-SNPs via re-sampling. Finally, we compare our results with two
widely used methods for gene expression cis-effects modeling: Fusion [9] and prediXcan
[10].
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4.2.1 PriLer explained gene expression variability

After applying PriLer pipeline as described in section 3.1 to 34 tissues, we defined for
each tissue t a set of reliable genes Gtrel based on R2 estimation from genetic component
that should explain at least 0.01 on the final model and more than 0 variability on the
test folds from cross-validation (see def. (3.17)). We observed that the cardinality of
Gtrel largely depends on the number individuals in the tissue-specific model (Fig. 4.3A)
with a Pearson correlation of 0.8538 (P = 1.4−10) that becomes even more emphasized
when considering the fraction of reliable genes with respect to the total number of QCed
genes (Fig. 4.3B, corr.= 0.9485, P = 1.6−17). Instead, there is no evidence of relationship
between number of training samples and number of SNPs regulating at least 1 gene (i.e. not
null regression coefficient), from now on referred as reg-SNPs (Fig. 4.3C, corr.=−0.0720,
P = 0.69).
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Fig. 4.3.: Across 34 tissue-specific PriLer models, comparison of n. of individuals in the model and (A) n. of
reliable genes, (B) fraction of reliable genes with respect to total number of QCed genes, (C) n.
of reg-SNPs. The dot size refers to the number of prior in a tissue-specific model and dot color to
macro tissue categories
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Details on tissue-specific models from PriLer can be found in Tab. 4.3

Tissue n. individuals n. prior
n. QCed
genes

n. reliable
genes

n. reg-SNPs
fraction reg-SNPs
with prior

DLPC_CMC 478 15 15578 6854 366706 0.367

Adipose_Subcutaneous 242 3 25971 6058 423635 0.259

Adipose_Visceral_Omentum 164 3 25139 3910 386744 0.277

Adrenal_Gland 105 1 23624 3027 377947 0.235

Artery_Aorta 185 7 24274 5277 402688 0.385

Artery_Coronary 99 7 23880 2298 343528 0.392

Artery_Tibial 239 7 24335 5918 364109 0.419

Brain_Caudate_basal_ganglia 90 15 24512 2635 349538 0.396

Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 77 15 23762 2941 393519 0.391

Brain_Cerebellum 93 15 24570 3788 429782 0.365

Brain_Cortex 81 15 24110 2501 368497 0.386

Brain_Frontal_Cortex_BA9 77 15 23765 2041 372502 0.38

Brain_Hippocampus 74 15 23723 1671 313967 0.432

Brain_Hypothalamus 72 15 24426 1565 342292 0.373

Brain_Nucleus_accumbens_basal_ganglia 81 15 24386 2290 341053 0.369

Cells_EBV-transformed_lymphocytes 94 2 21779 2706 372078 0.262

Colon_Sigmoid 118 8 24051 2925 379960 0.331

Colon_Transverse 145 8 25354 3522 374357 0.305

Esophagus_Gastroesophageal_Junction 115 8 23575 3030 346204 0.286

Esophagus_Mucosa 224 8 25038 6107 381943 0.31

Esophagus_Muscularis 199 8 24360 5754 379200 0.295

Heart_Atrial_Appendage 151 7 23666 2733 511496 0.338

Heart_Left_Ventricle 172 7 22681 3628 294768 0.451

Liver 94 2 22158 2215 306512 0.33

Lung 241 1 27372 5749 399559 0.204

Muscle_Skeletal 297 2 22942 5566 292706 0.337

Pancreas 132 1 23153 3631 361244 0.227

Skin_Not_Sun_Exposed_Suprapubic 173 1 25922 4740 407576 0.134

Skin_Sun_Exposed_Lower_leg 252 1 26582 6614 427755 0.138

Small_Intestine_Terminal_Ileum 74 8 25010 1594 500251 0.286

Spleen 79 1 24354 2556 442687 0.199

Stomach 144 8 24861 3215 339228 0.297

Thyroid 233 1 27305 7447 434307 0.184

Whole_Blood 280 6 22805 4644 279175 0.357

Tab. 4.3.: Summary of PriLer output on 34 tissues

To investigate the relationship between sample size and final set of reliable genes without
the tissue-specific complexity, we additionally performed a down-sampling analysis on
DLPC tissue creating a total of 5 different models built on randomly extracted 50, 100, 150
non-affected individuals (Control50, Control100, Control150), the entire set of non-affected
individuals (ControlAll) and all the available samples (All). The number of reliable genes
increases with sample size, although not linearly and possibly reaching a plateau (Fig. 4.4
A). Instead, the number of reg-SNPs is relatively stable except for Control50 being based
on almost double the amount of reg-SNPs compared to the other DLPC models (Fig. 4.4
B), probably due to an overfitting in model selection when sample size is too small. Note
that 50 samples is an extreme case that implies PriLer model inside the inner-CV is built on
only 32 samples. However, we never reach this situation since we initially filtered tissues
with less than 70 samples.
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Fig. 4.4.: Down-sampling of DLPC, comparison of n. of individuals across 5 PriLer models with increasing
sample size and (A) n. of reliable genes, (B) n. of reg-SNPs

As regards the variability captured by PriLer model for each reliable gene, we are inter-
ested in R2

g metric representing the variability of gene expression explained by genetic
components (see def. (3.14)), from now on simply indicated as R2. In particular, Fig.
4.5 shows R2 distribution for reliable genes in a certain tissue considering the final gene
expression model (A) and out-of-sample R2 estimated as average across test folds in
the CV setting (see def. (3.15)) (B). As expected, estimates of R2 on test folds, R2

test)
are lower than the ones built on final model. In addition, R2 evaluation from the final
model tends to increase with a decrease in sample size (Pearson corr. between n. samples
and median R2 = −0.6469, P= 3.5−5), possibly showing an overfit in model evaluation
nonetheless attenuated when estimating on test folds (corr= −0.4062, P= 0.02). Note
that, R2 estimates exceed 1 for a small number of genes, indeed R2

g computation does not
assure an upper bound to 1 that however is satisfied when summing all the 3 components
in def. (3.14).
As before, we investigated R2 distribution when PriLer model has a varying sample size
in the context of DLPC tissue. This down-sampling analysis confirms an over estimate in
R2 when reducing sample size, particularly in the limit case of 50 individuals (Fig. 4.6
A), that is attenuated for R2

test (Fig. 4.6 B). In addition, when only considering the 264
genes simultaneously reliable across all 5 models, the overfit in final model due to lower
sample size is still observable (Fig. 4.6 C), however in this case PriLer better captures gene
expression variability when estimated on test folds with increasing in sample size (Fig. 4.6
D). Hence, the higher R2

test distribution that we observed when including all reliable genes
(Fig. 4.6 B), is related to the different gene set that increases in size with the number of
individuals and hence includes more genes with lower cis-SNPs variability.
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Since the final set of reliable genes is composed of both cis-heritable and non cis-heritable
genes a priori defined via GCTA software (see section 3.1.2), we explicitly observed the
differences in predictive performances of the two gene classes (Fig. 4.7). As explained
in section 3.1.2, prior weights and consequentially variant-specific prior coefficients are
estimated solely based on cis-heritable genes but a gene expression prediction model is
built also for non cis-heritable ones imposing the already computed prior coefficients. As
expected, the predominant class among reliable genes is the cis-heritable one (Fig. 4.7B)
and the variance explained by the genetic component for non cis-heritable genes (R2

test) is
significantly lower across all tissues (Fig. 4.7A, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney P ≤ 2.21−49).
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Fig. 4.7.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) For each tissue-specific PriLer model, (A) R2
test distribution

of reliable genes divided per cis-heritable and non cis-heritable status and (B) the corresponding
number of genes. Tissues are sorted per sample size in descending order (also shown in brackets).

4.2.2 Prior weights validation via simulation

In each tissue-specific PriLer model, prior weight γk associated with kth prior feature
(e.g. intersection with a tissue specific open chromatin region) are automatically learned by
the algorithm (section 3.1.1). A high value assigned to γk indicates that feature k increases
the likelihood of variants intersecting that feature to be regulatory for gene expression.
Hence, prior weight resulting values and intermediate ones from iterative steps provide
additional knowledge in tissue-specific regulatory mechanisms. To validate this notion, we
considered artery coronary tissue as example that includes 7 baseline priors (Tab. B.2) and
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we randomly simulated prior features emulating open chromatin cell-type specific prior
heart_left_ventricle in two contexts: randomly selecting variants and randomly selecting
gene regulatory elements (GREs). In the first case, we aim at resembling a prior that is
not biologically meaningful but contains the same amount of information or twice of an
existing one. In the second case, we aim at resembling ChIP-Seq H3k27ac data used to
build the baseline prior information in order to capture intrinsic genome structure such as
LD.
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Fig. 4.8.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Two prior features Var_random and Var_random2x are
simulated 50 times in the same size/twice of prior heart_left_ventricle (pink). PriLer model for
artery coronary tissue is created incorporating the other 6 baseline prior features. (A) Mean ± SD
computed prior weights for each prior feature, (B) mean percentage of variants in random priors
features that are in common (shared) or do not overlap (unique) with baseline features, (C) mean
± SD number of variants intersecting a prior features, (D) mean ± SD prior weight update at each
iterative step.

Initially, we created two random prior features choosing n variants in the same size or
twice of heart_left_ventricle, called with suffix Var_random and Var_random2x respectively,
repeating the process 50 times. The overall count of variants intersecting a certain prior
feature is shown in Fig. 4.8C. The resulting prior weights (Fig. 4.8A) were always
lower than the baseline heart_left_ventricle (mean ± s.d = 0.109 ± 4.01−4) and close
to zero, however not significantly different from it (mean ± s.d = 0.0145 ± 2.04−3 and
0.0317 ± 3.22−3 for Var_random and Var_random2x respectively). Indeed, we observed
that the intersection among randomly selected variants and variants having at least one
baseline prior was not null and on average 20% were shared (Fig. 4.8B). It becomes evident
that the initial estimate of prior weight for a feature that intersects even a reduced amount
of reg-SNPs will not be precisely zero. Instead, the more variants a prior feature intersects
(prior size), the higher the likelihood to cross a reg-SNPs just by chance, leading to the
extreme case of maximum weight assigned to a prior that cover the entire genome. On the
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other hand, weights for not relevant priors do not increase in the iterative procedure, as is
shown in Fig. 4.8D where Var_random and Var_random2x remained stable after a slight
growth at iteration 1 instead of a 3-fold increase that can be observed for the original
heart_left_ventricle. We conclude that variants in heart_left_ventricle open chromatin region
led to a better performance in predicting gene expression contrary to the ones intersecting
the randomly generated priors.
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Fig. 4.9.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Open chromatin regions (i.e. gene regulatory elements
GREs) are randomly extracted 50 times among ChIP-Seq H3k27ac, in the same number or twice
as heart_left_ventricle and intersected with variants to create Epi_random and Epi_random2x re-
spectively. In addition, Epi_random_noint is created sampling 50 times GREs among the ones not
in 6 baseline priors for artery coronary tissue in the same size as heart_left_ventricle (pink). We
additionally include a brain tissue related prior Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger (blue). (E) Mean ± SD
computed prior weights for each prior feature, (F) mean percentage of variants in random priors
features and brain related that are in common (shared) or do not overlap (unique) with baseline
features, (G) mean ± SD number of variants intersecting a prior features, (H) mean ± SD prior
weight update at each iterative step.

Secondly, we randomly extracted open chromatin regions (i.e. GREs) from ChIP-Seq
H3k27ac data across all tissues and cell-type origin and repeated the selection 50 times. To
maintain the comparison with heart_left_ventricle prior, we selected n and 2n GREs with n
being the number of open chromatin region in the original heart_left_ventricle, and then
intersected them with variant position to create the binary prior features Epi_random and
Epi_random2x respectively. Additionally, we introduced a prior feature used in PriLer brain
tissue models Ctrl_150_allPeaks. Because the percentage of variants of these 3 additional
priors shared with the baseline ones was higher than 65% (Fig. 4.9F), we also generated
a random prior called Epi_random_noint selecting GREs among the ones not used in the
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baseline prior features but still in the same number as heart_left_ventricle, reducing the
overlap to 20% (Fig. 4.9F). In simulating GREs, the number of variants with Epi_random
or Epi_random_noint prior was similar to the original heart_left_ventricle and twice for
Epi_random2x across 50 repetitions (Fig. 4.9G), however not precisely the same as in
random variant simulation scenario. As expected from the high percentage of shared
variants, the prior weights estimates for Epi_random, Epi_random2x and Ctrl_150_allPeaks
were very different from zero (mean ± sd = 0.06 ± 0.005, 0.096 ± 0.004, 0.052 ± 0.001)
and even close to the actual one (0.095 ± 0.002) in 2x case (Fig. 4.9E). On the other
hand, Epi_random_noint that shares only 20% of variants with baseline priors had esti-
mated prior weight close to zero (0.01± 0.0004, Fig. 4.9E), remaining stable during the
iterative process (Fig. 4.9H). In addition, despite Epi_random2x having twice size and
consequentially higher prior weight assignment at iteration 0, it converges to the same
value of heart_left_ventricle (Fig. 4.9H). Finally, we observe that the learned relevance for
brain-related prior Ctrl_150_allPeaks achieved high values (mean ± sd = 0.05± 3.33−4)
even showing an incremental growth in the iterative updates (Fig. 4.9H). However, this
evidence of relevance was confounded by the high percentage of shared variants with
baseline priors (82%, Fig. 4.9F).
We can conclude that prior weights are representative of tissue-specific gene expression
regulation but weights could be inflated when priors are composed of a similar variant
set than the actual relevant features. Nonetheless, with a marginal sharing of variants,
weights for non relevant priors are close to zero both in a complete random sampling (Fig.
4.8) and when LD structure is accounted for (Fig. 4.9).

4.2.3 Comparison of PriLer with elastic-net

As explained in section 3.1, our new methodology PriLer is an extension of elastic-net
regression that includes prior information on single SNPs and indels. Hence, a natural
benchmark is a comparison between PriLer and the built-in elastic-net (enet) regression
models from PriLer pipeline (Fig. 3.5) across the 34 GTEx and CMC tissues.
The cardinality of the tissue-specific set composed of reliable genes Gtrel was similar
between the two methods but always higher in PriLer (Fig. 4.10A) with an average of
85.94 more genes per tissue (SD 47.39) and a total of 2, 992 additional genes. As pointed
out in section 4.2.1, the number of reliable genes depends on training tissue sample size.
However, the increase in the number of reliable genes in PriLer was not determined by
sample size (Pearson correlation= 0.20), nor by the number of priors included in PriLer
models (corr.= 0.16).
Considering only reliable genes in PriLer, we compared model performances based on
out-of-sample variance explained by genotype as average across test folders R2

test (3.15)
and we recorded the number of genes with better performances in PriLer (Fig. 4.10B).
Across all tissues, more than 50% of the genes had significantly better performances in
PriLer, with a range going from 61% for small intestine (one-sided sign test P= 1.55−17) to
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53% for skin not exposed (P= 2.11−4), and overall better performance for 56.9% of genes
across all tissues (P= 1.48−323). Part of this improvement is explained by the number of
prior features used in a tissue model (correlation between the fraction of improved genes
in PriLer and n. of prior features= 0.48) but only marginally inversely dependent on the
number of training samples (corr.= −0.28).
When looking at the extent of differences for explained variance R2 between PriLer and
enet, we noticed similar ranges for the two methodologies both for R2 on the complete
training samples and on test folders from CV (Fig. 4.11). Better performances were
more pronounced on the final model and tended to increase as the training sample size
decreased (Fig. 4.11A), reflecting an advantage in using PriLer when the sample size
is limited. An increase in R2

test was less evident (Fig. 4.11B), nevertheless significantly
different from zero when testing via WMW paired test (P< 5−12 for all tissues).
Beyond model performances in terms of variance explained, we noticed that the number
of reg-SNPs across all genes detected in PriLer was always lower than those from elastic-
net with an average of 43, 014 fewer variants (SD 14, 530) for a total of 1, 462, 466 (Fig.
4.10C). This decrease was also connected to the number of prior features in a tissue
model (corr.= −0.68). As expected, reg-SNPs selected in PriLer were composed of a higher
fraction of variants intersecting any prior information for prior features in corresponding
tissue model (Fig. 4.10D, mean ± SD= 11%± 3.32%).
Lastly, we examined PriLer robustness in selecting reg-SNPs compared to the built-in
elastic-net, down-sampling whole blood tissue (n.samples = 280) 10 times to create new
reference panels made of 100 individuals. To evaluate the results, we computed the Jaccard
index (JI) between each possible pair of repetition of reg-SNPs selection using a binary
representation of all variants with 1 indicating the variant regulates at least a gene and 0
otherwise. We observed that PriLer JI distribution was significantly increased representing
a better agreement in selecting regulatory variants (WMW P= 2.8−14).

In conclusion, when comparing PriLer to the built-in elastic-net without prior informa-
tion, our new methodology achieves better results in terms of prediction performances
evaluated via cross-validation with a smaller selection but more biologically meaningful
and robust variants.
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Fig. 4.10.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) Comparison of PriLer and elastic-net regression across 34 tissues in
GTEx and CMC reference panels. (A) Number of reliable genes (R2

test > 0 and R2 > 0.01); (B)
number of genes among the reliable ones for PriLer tissue-specific models with better prediction
performance measured in CV test folders (R2

test) in PriLer compared to elastic-net (blue, percentage
shown) and vice-versa (grey) with tissues ordered by decreasing percentage of genes with better
performances in Priler; (C) number of reg-SNPs (variant that regulates at least one gene in a certain
tissue model); (D) fraction of reg-SNPs intersecting at least 1 prior feature for that tissue-specific
model; (E) reg-SNPs robustness in whole blood tissue measured via Jaccard index of down-sampled
models composed of 100 individuals 10 times (via bootstrapping), comparing each pair of repetition
for PriLer and elastic- net models (p-value on top: Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test).
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Fig. 4.11.: For genes reliable in PriLer model, Y-axis indicates the tissue-specific model considered in decreasing
ordered with respect to their sample size; X-axis shows the difference between PriLer and elastic-net
in term of (A) R2 in final gene-expression models and (B) average R2

test across test folders

4.2.4 Comparison of PriLer with Fusion and PrediXcan

Ultimately, we compared PriLer results in terms of model performances and regulatory
variants selection with state-of-the-art methods developed to infer gene expression from
cis-genetic features: TWAS [9] and prediXcan [10]. In this section we refer with TWAS
method to what is now called Fusion. The authors changed subsequently the name of
their method [9] to avoid ambiguity with the now called TWAS referring to genome-wide
gene-trait testing.
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We directly downloaded summary results of TWAS built on GTEx v6p and CMC public avail-
able at https://data.broadinstitute.org/alkesgroup/FUSION/WGT/GTEx.ALL.tar and
https://data.broadinstitute.org/alkesgroup/FUSION/WGT/CMC.BRAIN.RNASEQ.tar.
bz2 respectively. For prediXcan, we downloaded results built on GTEx v6p from https://
s3.amazonaws.com/predictdb2/deprecated/download-by-tissue-HapMap/1 and on CMC
from https://github.com/laurahuckins/CMC_DLPFC_prediXcan/blob/master/DLPFC_
oldMetax.db.tar.gz which refers to a study of Huckins et al. [153] building gene expres-
sion models on DLPC in CMC via prediXcan.
PriLer, TWAS, and prediXcan methodology were built on the same tissue and databases
versions (GTEx v6p and CMC release 1), nevertheless differences in pre-processing steps
led to a different set of samples and variants, although overlapping. Having restricted
our analysis to Caucasian individuals only, the number of training samples building PriLer
models is generally lower (Fig. C.1, C.2) with an average decrease of 19 (SD=18) and 22
(SD=17) samples with respect to TWAS and prediXcan, thus reducing the overall power.
To compare gene expression model performances between PriLer and previously devel-
oped methods, we evaluated PriLer prediction results via squared Pearson correlation
between actual gene expression adjusted for covariates and predicted gene expression from
genotype information only (see def. (3.16)) across cross-validation test folders combined
together (corrctest). We used squared corrctest instead of previously reported R2

test to apply
the same strategy considered in TWAS and prediXcan to evaluate model performances.
For each tissue, we filtered for genes having at least two variants in the 200kb TSS gene
cis-window that were also available in TWAS or prediXcan summary statistics. Comparing
PriLer and TWAS (Fig. 4.12A), PriLer achieved better prediction performance in 76.6%
of genes out of 68, 891 across all tissues, although 80.5% of gene expression models in
PriLer were built on more reg-SNPs than those built on TWAS. The increase in both model
prediction performances and n. reg-SNPs was consistent across all tissues (Fig. 4.13), with
percentage of improved genes for squared corrctest ranging from 60.5% of small intestine
terminal ileum (73.3% genes using more reg-SNPs) to 91.8% of whole blood (83.6% genes
using more reg-SNPs). Observing squared corrctest tissue-specific distribution (Fig. C.3),
PriLer model performances were always significantly higher than TWAS, with paired WMW
p-value ≤ 10−5 across all tissues. As already pointed out, better prediction performances
are also at the expense of a significantly higher number of reg-SNPs in PriLer (Fig. C.5,
paired WMW p-value ≤ 10−5). Since TWAS results are obtained from the best model
between 5 different ones among which "best eQTL", the decrease in reg-SNPs selection for
TWAS can be related to a not null number of models defined via "best eQTL", predicting
gene expression solely from one cis-variant with most significant association to gene
expression variability.

1link originally used in 2019 now deprecated, corresponding results can be found at https://zenodo.org/
record/3572842/files/GTEx-V6p-HapMap-2016-09-08.tar.gz?download=1
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Fig. 4.12.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Comparison of PriLer to TWAS and prediXcan methods
built on 33 tissues from GTEx v6p and DLPC tissue from CMC. (A-B) Number and percentage of
genes with better performances in PriLer in terms of CV squared correlation (computed combining
test folders) and higher number of reg-SNPs in final gene expression models across all tissues,
with respect to TWAS (A) and prediXcan (B). Genes included are those in common between the
two methods considered and having at least two variants in 200kb TSS window. (C) Fraction of
reg-SNPs having at least a prior information for the tissue-specific prior features selected for PriLer
model, across PriLer, TWAS, and prediXcan.

We noticed a similar scenario when comparing PriLer to prediXcan: combining all
tissues 64.6% of genes out of 158, 249 reached a higher corrctest in PriLer yet, different from
the comparison with TWAS, only 50.1% of those gene expression models were based on
a higher number of reg-SNPs in PriLer (Fig. 4.12B). As shown in Fig. 4.14, in almost
all tissues more than half of the genes achieved better performances in PriLer with the
maximum reached by 71% in cells EBV transformed lymphocytes and the only exception
being small intestine terminal ileum with 48% of genes being improved in PriLer. On the
other hand, only 11 out 34 tissues had more than 50% of gene expression models built on a
higher number of reg-SNPs in PriLer, varying from 65.7% of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
to 38% of hypothalamus. These results were congruent with the tissue-specific distribution
of corrctest and n. of reg-SNPs: PriLer showed significantly better model estimates with
paired WMW p-value ≤ 10−5 for almost all tissues. The only exception was small intestine
terminal ileum for which WMW P = 2.2−5 and the median of correlation differences
(PriLer minus prediXcan) was lower than zero (Fig. C.4), indicating an overall better
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performance in prediXcan. In addition, the same 11 tissues having more than half of gene
expression models based on a higher number of reg-SNPs, had also a reg-SNPs distribution
not significantly lower in PriLer than prediXcan (Fig. C.6).
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Fig. 4.13.: Comparison of PriLer with TWAS results built on GTEx v6p and CMC. Left barplot: across each
tissue (y-axis), x-axis shows the number of genes with better performances in PriLer (blue) or
TWAS (orange) in terms of CV squared correlation (computed combining test folders). Right
barplot: x-axis shows the number of genes with higher number of reg-SNPs in final gene expression
models in PriLer (blue) or TWAS (orange). Labelled percentage text refers to percentage of genes
with better performances in PriLer. Genes included are those in common between PriLer and TWAS
and having at least two variants in 200kb TSS window.
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Fig. 4.14.: Comparison of PriLer with prediXcan results built on GTEx v6p and CMC. Left barplot: across
each tissue (y-axis), x-axis shows the number of genes with better performances in PriLer (blue)
or prediXcan (red) in terms of CV squared correlation (computed combining test folders). Right
barplot: x-axis shows the number of genes with higher number of reg-SNPs in final gene expression
models in PriLer (blue) or prediXcan (red). Labelled percentage text refers to percentage of genes
with better performances in PriLer. Genes included are those in common between PriLer and
prediXcan and having at least two variants in 200kb TSS window.

Furthermore, the fraction of reg-SNPs that intersected prior features used in the corre-
sponding tissue-specific PriLer model was always higher in PriLer, followed by TWAS and
then prediXcan (Fig. 4.12C). This improvement in biological relevance was similar to what
we observed in the comparison with elastic-net (Fig. 4.10D).
Therefore, we showed that PriLer generally exceeds both TWAS and prediXcan in terms of
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prediction performances. In addition, when PriLer used a number of reg-SNPs systemically
higher such as in the comparison with TWAS, there was an even higher improvement in
prediction performances. Finally, the selected reg-SNPs by PriLer were more relevant from
a biological regulation perspective than those identified by TWAS and prediXcan, showing
evidence of an higher intersection with gene regulatory elements (GREs).

D
Distribution of number of DNase I hypersensitive sites biosamples intersecting reg-SNPs 
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Fig. 4.15.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (D) Enrichment of reg-SNPs in DNase I hypersensitive
sites (DHSs) from external sources not used as prior features. The cumulative distribution (y-axis)
of reg-SNPs intersecting with a certain number of DHS biosamples (x-axis) is shown for all the 4
methodologies: PriLer, elastic-net, TWAS and prediXcan. Distribution differences between PriLer
and the other methods are tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test (p-value shown).

The GREs considered to investigate biologically meaningfulness of reg-SNPs were
the same used to train PriLer models. Thus, we also externally validated reg-SNPs
selection to examine the location in biologically relevant portions of the genome using
DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs). We leveraged the recently annotated map of DHSs
across 733 human biosamples covering 438 tissue and cell types described in [204].
Comparing PriLer with elastic-net, TWAS, and prediXcan, we considered reg-SNPs of
reliable genes for the first two methods and reg-SNPs from summary statistics of the
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last two methods and we intersected their genomic location with annotated DHSs. For
each variant regulating at least one gene, we considered the DHS that the reg-SNP
overlapped with and counted the number of biosamples sharing that DHS. The percentages
of reg-SNPs intersecting at least one biosamples were systematically higher in PriLer
compared to elastic-net across all tissues but never compared to TWAS and only for
3 tissues compared to prediXcan (Tab. B.3). We then explored the actual number of
biosamples rather than the intersection with at least one, and observed the cumulative
distribution of reg-SNPs intersecting more than a certain number of biosamples with
pairwise differences between PriLer and the other methodologies, tested via Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff ( alternative="greater" , nominal p-value reported in each tissue-specific
box), as shown in Fig. 4.15D. PriLer reg-SNPs intersected an overall higher number of
biosamples DHSs than elastic-net across 23 out 33 tissues (BH corrected p-value ≤ 0.05).
Relaxing the corrected p-value threshold to 0.35, PriLer leaded to a significant improvement
also when compared to prediXcan in hippocampus, left ventricle and muscle skeletal
tissues (nominal p-value ≤ 0.03). These 3 tissues also reported the most significant
differences in TWAS comparison, although not passing the after correction threshold
(nominal p-value ≤ 0.13). Consistently with this result, we observed that hippocampus,
left ventricle and muscle skeletal tissues are among the top 4 tissues with strongest
improvement in the fraction of reg-SNPs with prior information in PriLer versus the other
methodologies, specifically with elastic-net differences > 0.16 (Fig. 4.10D), TWAS and
prediXcan differences > 0.11 and > 0.15 respectively (Fig. 4.12C). Thus, the superiority
of PriLer in selection biologically meaningful variants is externally validated compared to
elastic-net but only for a reduced number of tissues compared to the other two methods,
possibly due to a particularly appropriate inclusion of prior features.

To sum up, our newly developed gene expression imputation method leads to an
improvement in term of explained gene variance, in the majority of the cases reducing
the number of reg-SNPs although more biologically relevant, is more robust in selecting
regulatory variants and gives insight into gene regulation via prior features assigned
weights.

4.3 Coronary Artery Disease

We first applied CASTom-iGEx to coronary artery disease. In particular, we built PriLer
gene expression models on GTEx for 11 CAD related tissues after variant matching and
harmonization with UKBB, composed of 19, 024 cases and 321, 916 non-affected individuals,
and 9 CARDIoGRAM cohorts, composed of 13, 279 cases and 13, 402 non-affected individ-
uals (Fig. 4.1, Tab. 4.2). The CAD related tissues were obtained from GTEx reference
panel and included 2 adipose tissues (subcutaneous and visceral omentum), adrenal gland,
2 artery tissues (aorta and coronary), 2 colon tissues (sigmoid and transverse), 2 heart
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tissues (atrial appendage and left ventricle), liver, and whole blood. Across this study we
considered UKBB as the discovery set and CARDIoGRAM cohorts as the replication set.

4.3.1 Associated genes and pathways

After converting imputed gene expression to gene T-scores and pathway-scores, TWAS
and PALAS analyses were performed as described in section 3.2.2. In particular, we
included in the logistic regression sex and the first 10 PCs as covariates. The PCs were
computed separately for UKBB and each CARDIoGRAM cohorts.
TWAS output testing genes association with CAD can be observed in Fig. 4.16A, explicated
in the form of genome-wide Z-statistics (see def. (3.23)). We identified 383 significant
genes across 11 tissues at the tissue-specific FDR threshold of 0.05, corresponding to 180
unique genes of which 163 outside the extended major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
(chr6:26Mb-34Mb). The majority of the CAD associated genes were detected in only one
tissue (Fig. 4.16B), with aorta and left ventricle showing the highest number of significant
genes (Fig. 4.16C). This was related to the initial number of PriLer reliable genes tested,
thus a consequence of the number of samples in GTEx reference panel, showing a Spearman
correlation with the number CAD associated genes of 0.69. Nevertheless, when considering
tissue-specific genes (i.e. CAD related genes only detected in a tissue), aorta and liver
exhibited the highest percentage (> 40%, Fig. 4.16D). In addition, we observed a high
concordance in terms of Spearman correlation of gene Z-statistics for closely related tissues
such as atrial appendage and left ventricle or aorta and artery coronary (cor> 0.85, Fig
4.16E red heatmap), although based on the limited shared subset of genes as measured via
Jaccard index (Fig. 4.16E green heatmap). Importantly, the same genes across 11 tissues
were also imputed on replication CARDIoGRAM cohorts based on the same harmonized
SNP set and then tested for association combining the results via meta-analysis. To test the
replicability of the findings built on UKBB, we evaluated the fraction of associated genes
in UKBB having the same direction effect in CARDIoGRAM meta-analysis. With positive or
negative direction effect for a gene we refer to an increase or decrease (respectively) of the
genetically predicted gene expression being associated with higher susceptibility to CAD.
The significance of this fraction is assessed via one-sided sign test under the null hypothesis
of replication fraction equal to 0.5. All tissues were significant at least at the nominal level
of 0.05 (Fig. 4.16F), with replicability of 82% (P = 4.35−38) when combining all tissues
together. In addition, 50% of the genes detected from UKBB were at least significant at
the nominal level in CARDIoGRAM, with tissue-specific percentages varying from 34% of
atrial appendage to 57% of artery aorta.

Taking a closer look at CAD associated genes, many of the detected association were in
loci already identified from GWASs.
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Fig. 4.16.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Manhattan plot showing Z-statistic across 11 tissues,
colored dots indicate genes significant at tissue-specific FDR level of 0.05. (B) Number of significant
genes detected in one or more tissues. (C,D) Number of CAD significant genes versus (C) number
of tested reliable genes (predicted in PriLer) or (D) fraction of significant genes uniquely detected
in a tissue, dot size refers to the number of PriLer training sample in the GTEx reference panel.
(E) Lower-triangular (green): percentage of imputed genes that are in common between 2 tissues
(Jaccard index), upper-triangular (orange): Spearman correlation of CAD Z-statistics among shared
genes. (F) Reproducibility of gene levels T-scores with discovery UKBB samples and replication from
the meta-analysis of CARDIoGRAM cohorts. X-axis shows the fraction of significant genes in UKBB
that have the same effect sign (Z-stat) in CARDIoGRAM meta-analysis, p-values are computed from
one-sided sign test (∗ = P ≤ 0.05, ∗∗ = P ≤ 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = P ≤ 0.001 , ∗ ∗ ∗∗ = P ≤ 0.0001). The
bar in yellow represents the fraction of genes concordant that are also significant at the nominal
p-value threshold of 0.05.
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In particular, we combined TWAS summary statistics across all tissues in loci, recursively
merging significant genes with [TSS− 200kb,TSS + 200kb] window distant less than 1Mb.
The 200kb threshold is related to the cis-window applied for building gene expression
model in PriLer, whereas 1Mb distance is chosen to combine significant genes possibly
arising from LD structure. In this way, the 383 significant genes merged into 83 loci. In
addition, we compared these significant loci with two GWAS summary statistics:

case (1) a meta-analysis of UK Biobank SOFT CAD GWAS (includes individuals with fatal or
nonfatal myocardial infarction, percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty or
coronary artery bypass grafting, chronic ischemic heart disease and angina) with
CARDIoGRAMplusC4D 1000 Genomes-based GWAS and the Myocardial Infarction
Genetics and CARDIoGRAM Exome [120] downloaded from
www.CARDIOGRAMPLUSC4D.ORG;

case (2) custom GWAS performed via logistic regression implemented in PLINK2 software
[205] ( plink2 –glm option) using the same case/control individuals, covariates,
and variants as considered is our TWAS and PALAS analysis, from now own defined
as "matched GWAS".

While case (1) allowed to compare our results with the (at the time) state-of-the-art CAD
genetic associations, the case (2) GWAS analysis was built on the same individuals and
set of variants in our analysis. This enabled the comparison in prediction performances
among GWAS, TWAS and PALAS and the investigation of aggregation effects of variants
into meaningful biological entities such as genes and pathways. Since we used an FDR
correction strategy in our TWAS and PALAS analysis, GWAS p-values were adjusted with
the same Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure [173], both in case (1) and (2). Among the
83 loci we identified in our TWAS analysis, 33 loci did not intersect any FDR significant
SNP of case (1) amounting to 92 genes. Of these genes, 59 were also replicated in the
CARDIoGRAM cohorts in term of effect size sign concordance and 23 additionally at the
nominal 0.05 significance, merging into 11 loci (details in Tab. 4.4).
Conversely, the remaining 50 loci out of 83 that intersected a significant GWAS result,
included many well-known CAD risk genes (Fig. 4.16A), among which sortilin 1 (SORT1,
same locus as CELSR2 shown in figure), Cyclin Dependent Kinase Inhibitor 2B (CDKN2B)
and Phosphatase And Actin Regulator 1 (PHACTR1), that corresponded to the top 3
significant genes in our analysis. These associated genes were highly tissue specific as
SORT1 and PHACTR1 are only imputed in liver and aorta tissues respectively while
CDKN2B is predicted in colon sigmoid and whole blood but only significant in the former
(Z-stat= −14.81, P=1.26−49 in colon sigmoid, Z-stat= 2.47, P= 0.01 in blood). SORT1
implication for CAD has been functionally validated via in-vivo experiments and connected
to LDL clearance [206]. In addition, the region 9p21 of CDKN2B was long identified as a
GWAS hit and a decrease in CDKN2B has been connected to proliferation of vascular cells
and increased mortality in mouse models [207], however the exact mechanisms remain
unclear. From our analysis, CDK2NB PriLer gene expression model in colon sigmoid
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assigned a non zero coefficient to 51 variants, with the strongest influence from rs597816
variant (β = −0.076, Fig. 4.17A) that also showed a GWAS p-value (from the case (2)
matched setting) < 10−20 and partially explained the high level of significance reached in
TWAS. Nevertheless, the same was not observed in whole blood (Fig. 4.17B), in which the
variants with top PriLer coefficients were not GWAS significant and the aforementioned
rs597816 was not included in the model (β = 0), thus indicating that the tissue-specific
regulation influence the phenotypic association. Interestingly, in both tissues the top
relevant variants in PriLer model did not intersect any gene regulatory region (GRE) used
as prior, indicating that the prior information did not force the intersecting variants to
have strongest impact on gene expression.
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Fig. 4.17.: PriLer models for CDKN2B in colon sigmoid (A) and whole blood (B) and PHACTR1 in artery aorta
(C), with each dot representing a variant with PriLer regression coefficient different from zero
and the corresponding genomic position shown in the x-axis. Panel from the bottom to the top:
1) genomic position of considered gene with dashed lines representing TSS ±200kb window, 2)
regression coefficient from PriLer gene expression model, 3) number of GREs in the PriLer model
that a variant intersects (tissue-specific selection in Tab. B.2), 4) -log10 p-value from our GWAS
summary statistics with matched individuals and variants. The color code of each dot reflects
PriLer coefficient values and the labelled SNPs correspond to the top 4 in PriLer coefficient absolute
values.

In addition, PHACTR1 was identified from previous GWAS as overlapping gene with
rs9349379 associated variant [120], hypothesizing that PHACTR1 changes might lead to
impairments in vascular pathobiology. In our TWAS analysis, the same variant rs9349379
showed the strongest impact on PHACTR1 regulation, that also overlapped with
CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC epigenetic prior (Fig. 4.17C) and induced a decrease in imputed
gene expression for CAD patients.

Regarding the newly identified genes (Tab. 4.4), among those replicated at the nominal
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level in the CARDIoGRAM meta-analysis we identified Nucleoside diphosphate kinase 7
(NME7) and Iron-Sulfur Cluster Scaffold (NFU1). Despite being a reliable gene in 8 tissues
(excluded whole blood and atrial appendage), NME7 reached significance only for aorta
and the two colon tissues, with a decrease of imputed gene expression in CAD patients.
Variants in NME7 (and ATP1B1) locus where recently identified in a trans-ancestry GWAS
[208] and NME7 was further prioritize in the largest CAD GWAS to date that included more
than a million participants [74]. This gene is a γ-tubulin ring complex component that
facilitate microtubule nucleation of this complex and is involved in ciliary signaling and
protein trafficking to primary cilia [209]. Instead, NFU1 is only reliably imputed in adipose
visceral in which the increase was significant in CAD patients. NFU1 is a mitochondrial
iron-sulfur scaffold protein implicated in iron-sulfur assembly and transfer to lipoic acid
synthase. Mutation in NFU1 were linked to mitochondrial dysfunction and pulmonary
hypertension in patients as well as CRISPR-Cas9 rat models [210]. For both showcase
genes, their role in the context of cardiovascular disease needs further investigation and
experimental validation.

UKBiobank (Discovery) CARDIoGRAM (Replication)
Chrom Gene Loci Tissue

P-value Z P-value Z

chr1 ATP1B1 chr1:168.9-169.5Mb Adrenal_Gland 3.134178e-04 3.603950 6.782846e-03 2.707322
chr1 NME7 chr1:168.9-169.5Mb Artery_Aorta 8.315375e-05 -3.935124 3.383281e-03 -2.930582
chr1 NME7 chr1:168.9-169.5Mb Colon_Sigmoid 4.248872e-04 -3.524123 3.826846e-03 -2.892093
chr1 NME7 chr1:168.9-169.5Mb Colon_Transverse 8.488568e-05 -3.930170 4.136809e-03 -2.867537
chr2 MAP3K2 chr2:127.7-128.3Mb Artery_Aorta 4.979708e-04 3.481846 8.391695e-06 4.454939
chr2 BIN1 chr2:127.7-128.3Mb Colon_Transverse 6.926833e-05 3.978785 1.034511e-02 2.564075
chr2 ERCC3 chr2:127.7-128.3Mb Heart_Atrial_Appendage 5.738399e-04 -3.443687 3.874994e-05 -4.114809
chr2 NFU1 chr2:69.5-69.9Mb Adipose_Visceral_Omentum 3.145251e-05 4.162687 2.532944e-02 2.236341
chr3 ALG1L chr3:125.4-126Mb Adrenal_Gland 1.435744e-04 -3.801928 1.423083e-02 -2.451383
chr3 ALG1L chr3:125.4-126Mb Artery_Coronary 6.725689e-05 -3.985787 1.205337e-02 -2.510578
chr3 ALG1L chr3:125.4-126Mb Colon_Sigmoid 3.044326e-05 -4.170125 1.855013e-02 -2.354450
chr3 RP11-124N2.1 chr3:125.4-126Mb Colon_Transverse 3.808274e-04 3.553026 2.454542e-02 2.248483
chr3 ALG1L chr3:125.4-126Mb Heart_Atrial_Appendage 1.201518e-04 -3.845816 7.904283e-03 -2.656131
chr3 ALG1L chr3:125.4-126Mb Heart_Left_Ventricle 1.097006e-04 -3.868069 1.130471e-02 -2.533136
chr3 RP11-666A20.3 chr3:125.4-126Mb Heart_Left_Ventricle 4.708662e-04 -3.496805 3.572013e-02 -2.100099
chr3 ALG1L chr3:125.4-126Mb Whole_Blood 2.867626e-04 -3.626974 2.947294e-02 -2.177102
chr3 FNDC3B chr3:171.6-172Mb Artery_Coronary 9.041403e-05 3.914974 3.722798e-02 2.083255
chr7 IGFBP3 chr7:45.8-46.2Mb Artery_Aorta 4.427863e-04 -3.513175 4.022620e-02 -2.051419

chr12 OR7E47P chr12:52.3-52.7Mb Heart_Left_Ventricle 1.380409e-04 3.811652 3.040734e-02 2.164743
chr15 CTD-2262B20.1 chr15:85.8-86.2Mb Adipose_Subcutaneous 2.504570e-04 3.661792 7.969579e-03 2.653356
chr16 RP11-407G23.4 chr16:57.1-57.5Mb Adipose_Subcutaneous 2.064329e-05 -4.257817 9.554376e-03 -2.591553
chr17 FAM20A chr17:66.3-66.8Mb Adrenal_Gland 1.070258e-05 4.402469 2.738668e-02 2.205962
chr20 OSER1 chr20:42.6-43Mb Whole_Blood 2.784586e-04 -3.634557 4.683332e-02 -1.987804

Tab. 4.4.: Tissue specific significant genes for CAD in discovery cohort UKBB grouped into loci with overlapping
variants from GWAS [120] not significant at FDR 0.05 threshold and replicated in the external
cohort (CARDIoGRAM) in terms of concordance of sign and nominal p-value ≤ 0.05

We then aggregated the tissue-specific gene T-scores into pathway-scores for each
individual and performed PALAS to detect the pathways associated with CAD phenotype
(see section 3.2). In particular, we considered 3 biological pathway databases: Reactome
[75], Gene Ontology [76] and WikiPathways [77] and corrected p-values separately for
each tissue and pathway database, considering as significant those with FDR ≤ 0.05.
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Fig. 4.18.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Number of significant pathways associated with CAD
(tissue-specific FDR≤ 0.05) for each tissue, with the bar color coded according to the number of
genes in the pathway also reliably predicted in that tissue (T-score genes). (B) Reproducibility of
pathway scores associations with discovery UKBB samples and replication from the meta-analysis
of CARDIoGRAM cohorts. X-axis shows the fraction of significant pathways in UKBB that have the
same effect sign (Z-stat) in CARDIoGRAM meta-analysis, p-values are computed from one-sided
sign test (∗ = P ≤ 0.05, ∗∗ = P ≤ 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = P ≤ 0.001 , ∗ ∗ ∗∗ = P ≤ 0.0001). The bar in
yellow represents the fraction of pathways concordant in that are also significant at the nominal
p-value threshold of 0.05. (C) Number of significant pathways (FDR≤ 0.05) that include at least
one gene more significant than the pathway (ivory), all genes in the pathway less significant but
with at least one gene having FDR ≤ 0.05 (green), and all genes in the pathway less significant and
not passing FDR 0.05 threshold (light blue). (D) For each significant pathway, the central panel
shows the difference of −log10(P ) between the pathway and the most significant gene included,
sorted from the smallest to the highest on the x-axis and color coded according the number of
T-score genes for that pathway. Top and bottom panels refer to pathway and most significant
gene −log10(P ) respectively, with the color referring to pathway classification as in (C). Dashed
horizontal line on top and bottom panels correspond to P = 0.001. (E) Among pathways more
significant than any included gene (green and light blue from (C)), prioritization of more reliable
ones that include more than 5 genes or more than 2 when the coverage of the total pathway
genes is ≥ 10%, less than 200 genes in both original genes and T-score genes pathway and p-value
≤ 0.0001. X-axis shows the PALAS Z-statistic color coded by tissue origin, with each pathway
barplot including the gene pathway coverage. The pathway name in bold indicate those without
any significant gene at the FDR 0.05 level and the acronym in brackets refers to the initials of the
tissue considered. The square next to each pathway name is color coded according the comparison
of pathway significance with matched GWAS result, similarly to (C), where a SNP in a pathway
means that the SNP was included from PriLer model on a gene in that pathway. (F) Similar to (E),
pathways with at least one gene more significant (ivory in (C)) filtered using the same prioritization
criteria as in (E) and showing only one exemplar pathway per most significant gene (number
of pathways including per gene on the right), with the showcase selected as having the highest
coverage.

This procedure identified a total of 567 significant pathways across all tissues, 351 from GO,
143 from Reactome, and 73 from WikiPathways, with artery aorta reporting the highest
number of associations followed by colon sigmoid (Fig. 4.18A). The majority of significant
pathways were built upon less than 5 genes. Pathways are defined as a collection of
genes regardless of their tissue of origin and we refer to these genes as "original genes"
(indicated with P in section 3.2.1). Nevertheless, the individual scores are tissue-specific,
depending on which genes were reliably imputed in that tissue (referred to as "T-score
genes", P

⋂︁
Gtrel) as well as the gene tissue-specific prediction. Of note, the high number of

significant pathways in artery aorta is connected to a large number of significant genes in
that tissue (Fig. 4.16C), and not due to the single strongest hit (PHACTR1) being included
in 4 only pathways. On the other hand, out of 92 significant pathways in colon sigmoid
38 included CDKN2B, the most significant gene from TWAS. Similarly to genes, pathways
detected in UKBB discovery cohort were replicated on CARDIoGRAM, with 86% of the
results reproduced in terms of the direction of effect size (one-side sign test P = 10−63)
and 36% significant at the nominal level in the replication cohorts, with tissue-specific
percentages varying from 54% of colon sigmoid to 22% of adrenal gland (Fig. 4.18B) and
generally lower than gene T-scores percentages of replicability at the nominal level.
Because CASTom-iGEx computes sample-level scores for pathways and tests for association
with the same procedure as TWAS, it is now possible to compare p-values between a
pathway and the genes included (T-score genes). In this way, we can now discern whether
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association signals from many genes (even weak ones) cooperate together and boost the
effect size observed in the aggregated pathway (Fig. 4.18C,E), or contrarily the aggregation
into pathway includes noisy and/or discordant information, and a single gene (or few)
in that pathway reaches a better significant driving the disruption (Fig. 4.18C,F). We
found that 312 (55%) of significant pathways included at least one gene more significant
than the level reached by the pathway itself (class I pathways), with the remaining 255
(45%) showing an aggregation effect (class II pathways). Class II can be further split into
pathways containing at least one gene FDR significant from TWAS (79) and those that are
entirely composed of small effect non significant genes (176) that would be missed in a
significant cut-off strategy. Comparing the actual level of significance between pathways
and the corresponding best (most significant) T-score gene (Fig. 4.18D), we observed that
the differences in significance was wider for pathways in class I, because of the disruption
induced by genes in CDKN2B or SORT1 loci. This difference was more pronounced in
pathways consisting of an higher number of T-score genes, possibly due to a discordant
effect between the "leading" gene and the other genes in the pathway, nevertheless reaching
significance. On the other hand, small effect genes aggregated for class II pathways led to
an increase in pathway significance generally higher when composed of genes not passing
FDR 0.05 threshold (Fig. 4.18D).
In order to inspect the nature of the detected CAD-associated pathways, we further
prioritized our results selecting only those pathways including > 5 T-score genes or ≥ 3
in case of a ≥ 0.1 coverage, with the coverage for a pathway referring to the fraction of
original genes in that pathway being also reliably imputed in the tissue considered and
referred to as T-score genes (nP,G

nP
, see section 3.2.1). In addition, we considered only

pathways with less than 200 genes in both original and T-score genes and having PALAS
P ≤ 10−4, thus focusing on more reliable associations. Applying this filtering strategy to
class II significant pathways, we prioritized 45 pathways (Fig. 4.18E), of which 21 (with
text in bold) can be considered as "novel" as they did not include any FDR significant
gene. Thus, we can assume that the observed effect on CAD phenotype arise from a
mechanism of aggregation that would missed via a p-value gene filtering approach. Some
of these pathways are related to well-known CAD pathomechanisms such as LDL-clearance
in liver [211], collagen formation [212] and neovascularisation processes in artery aorta.
Of note, the neovascularisation process from WikiPathways was also externally replicated
at the nominal level (Z-stat = −2.878, P= 0.004). In addition, we applied the same
filtering prioritization strategy to class I pathways. Here the underlying hypothesis is that
the pathway disruption is operated by a single highly significant gene, not necessarily
cooperating with other genes in altering the pathway activity. This strategy led to 63
reliable associations due to the dysregulation of 23 highly significant genes for which a
pathway exemplar is shown in Fig. 4.18F, selected as the one with highest coverage. As
already noticed, CDKN2B highly significant gene accounted for the majority of dysregulated
pathways (> 20), implicated in mechanisms such as the epithelial cell differentiation (Fig.
4.18F) and oxidative stress induced senescence. Similarly, we observed a significance in Golgi
to endosome transport pathway related to SORT1 decreased expression in liver and lipid
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metabolism pathways due to well-known LPA, LIPA, LPL CAD-associated genes both in liver
and whole blood. Additionally, gamma-carboxylation pathways in multiple tissues were
associated with CAD due to GGCX gene, a gene located in a already identified CAD GWAS
locus (2p11.2), related to vitamin K-dependent coagulation [213]. Moreover, actomyosin
structure organization was altered by PHACTR1 decrease and cytochrome-c oxidase activity
in adipose visceral omentum was related to COA6 increase. Interestingly, COA6 gene was
located in a novel loci not detected by a recent GWAS [120] nor the matched GWAS analysis
we performed, but it was not replicated at the nominal level in CARDIoGRAM cohorts (Z-
stat= 0.52, P= 0.6). Nevertheless, impaired activity of cytochrome-c oxidase was connected
to myocardial insufficiency and dilated cardiomyopathy via a reduction in mitochondrial
respiration [214], hence showing possible connections to CAD mechanisms.
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Fig. 4.19.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Selection of pathways more significant than single genes:
(A) Reactome Death Receptor Signaling in artery aorta, (B) GO peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation in
adipose subcutaneous, and (C) Reactome G1/S DNA Damage Checkpoints in heart atrial appendage.
Each panel shows −log10(P ) from TWAS of the genes included in that pathway (colored squares)
and from matched GWAS of SNPs regulating those genes (dots, color reflecting PriLer regulatory
coefficients on the bottom). The dashed line corresponds to −log10(P ) of the considered pathway
from PALAS

Taking a closer look to pathways arising from an aggregation of effects, we observed three
examples for which the pathway significance greatly exceeded the single gene level (Fig.
4.19), namely death receptor signaling in artery aorta, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation
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in adipose subcutaneous and G1/S DNA damage checkpoints in atrial appendage. The
Manhattan plots in Fig. 4.19 also includes the level of significance from the matched
GWAS, depicting only those variants that are used in the PriLer gene expression model of
the T-score genes in the considered pathways. Death receptor signaling was constructed
from 25 genes and reached a level of significance almost twice as the most relevant gene
ARHGEF26. Nevertheless, the variants regulating ARHGEF26 were more significant than
the gene itself and reached a level close to the PALAS p-value (Fig. 4.19A). Interestingly,
ARHGEF26 did not pass FDR 0.05 significance level (Z-stat= 2.86, P= 4.2e-03, FDR= 0.15),
but it was prioritized in the most recent CAD GWAS supported from multiple predictors
and not simply based on its genomic location [74]. On the other hand, peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation and G1/S DNA damage checkpoints pathways greatly exceeded the level of
significance of both genes and variants related to the pathway (Fig. 4.19B-C), revealing an
aggregation of small effects into these pathways and suggesting possible pathomechanisms
related to cell growth.
Since we considered the same set of individuals and variants, we can compare the 3
strategies GWAS, TWAS and PALAS, going from the single SNP association to aggrega-
tion effect on meaningful biological entities (Fig. 4.20). In particular, we hierarchically
investigated pathways compared to the included genes (Fig. 4.20A), genes compared to
SNPs in corresponding PriLer models (Fig. 4.20B) and pathways compared to SNPs in
PriLer models of the corresponding genes (Fig. 4.20C). In particular, we found that the
majority of the significant pathways included both genes and SNPs more significant (295,
Fig. 4.20D), as well as the majority of the genes was less significant than the corresponding
variants. This highlighted a limitation of our strategy that entirely rely on cis-regulation
for predicting gene expression, while SNP can affect the phenotype via trans-regulatory
mechanisms that are not captured in PriLer gene imputation and hence pathway scores.
Nevertheless, we highlighted 104 pathways that are more significant than both genes and
SNPs and included not significant FDR corrected genes and variants, thus indicating an
aggregation mechanism. Examples of these latter class of pathways not detectable both
from genes or SNPs filtering strategy are indeed the aforementioned peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation and G1/S DNA damage checkpoints (Fig. 4.18E).
In summary, these results demonstrate that some of the significant pathomechanisms are
driven by many variants with small effect that aggregate into individual pathway levels.
On the other hand, pathway dysregulation is also observable at the individual level due
to a single gene effect, that still perturbs the entire mechanism although it might be not
collaborative with the other genes in the pathway, .
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Fig. 4.20.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Comparison of significance between (A) TWAS and
PALAS, (B) matched GWAS and TWAS, (C) matched GWAS and PALAS. (A) Number of significant
pathways that include at least one T-score gene more significant (ivory), all genes less significant
and at least one passing FDR 0.05 threshold (green), and all genes less significant and not passing
multiple-testing correction (light green). (B) Same as (A) but between SNPs and genes, with SNPs
associated to a gene as those having a non-zero coefficient in the PriLer gene expression models.
(C) Same as (A) but between SNPs and pathways, with SNPs associated to a pathway as those
regulating (PriLer coeff. non-zero) the T-score genes included in the pathway. (D) Contingency
table for significant pathway division in (A) and (C).

Before moving on towards the genetic relationship of CAD with related phenotypes,
we show in the next paragraph that our CASTom-iGEx approach is well calibrated under
null-hypothesis of no associations and that the pathways significance are not driven by
gene correlation nor LD structure.

4.3.2 P-value calibration under null-hypothesis

To observe whether our approach provided well-calibrated p-values both at the gene
and pathway-score levels, we considered whole blood as exemplar tissue that included
3, 840 genes, 902 Reactome pathways and 2, 803 GO pathways and we simulated random
phenotypes 50 times. In detail, we created binary vectors that resembled CAD phenotype
keeping the same case/control size, i.e. 19, 026 cases and 321, 913 controls. To create
random phenotypes that included as much as possible the same confounders of the actual
CAD classification, we selected the same number of females/males and the same age as
what was observed in the actual CAD phenotype among the case/control classes. We
then performed TWAS and PALAS and tested for associations between the randomly
created phenotype and gene T-scores and pathway-scores previously computed for CAD
(i.e. considering as reference set a subset of individuals non-affected by CAD, see section
3.2.1). Finally, multiple-testing correction is performed via BH procedure, correcting
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for each simulation separately. Combing all the simulations, we observed that p-value
distribution approximates a uniform distribution in (0, 1) range (Fig. 4.21A-C), validated
also via Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test that compared a random uniform distribution with
the simulated one form gene associations (P= 0.17), pathway associations in Reactome
(P= 0.87) and pathway associations in GO (P=0.52). The same conclusions can be drawn
from quantile-quantile plots in Fig. 4.21D-F, with the expected distribution of p-value
extracted from a uniform one. It is possible to observe that the association with the actual
CAD phenotype greatly diverged from the simulated ones, and that few genes/pathways
passed FDR 0.05 threshold in the simulated phenotypes (blue points), nevertheless they
remained in the 95% confidence intervals of the standard uniform order statistics that
follows a beta distribution. We can then conclude that CASTom-iGEx strategy for TWAS
and PALAS returns well-calibrated p-values.
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Fig. 4.21.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) P-value distribution from TWAS and PALAS (Reactome and GO
databases) in whole blood for random phenotype across 50 simulations matching cases/controls
sizes and age/sex distributions. (A-C) Count of p-values in binned intervals for associations with
random phenotypes of (A) gene T-scores, pathway-scores in (B) Reactome and (C) GO. (D-F)
Expected and observed distribution of p-value for CAD (dot) and random phenotype simulations
(triangle) associations with dashed line indicating the diagonal and shaded green area representing
95% confidence interval from beta distribution for (D) gene T-scores, (E) pathway-scores in
Reactome and (F) GO. Blue points indicates genes that are significant at 0.05 FDR level, correcting
CAD and each simulation separately.
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4.3.3 Gene correlation effect on the improvement of pathway
significance

Next, we investigated whether genes correlation and LD structure were connected to
the increase observed in pathway-score significance. To this aim, we performed three
analyses:

Study 1 Simulation of gene T-scores with correlated genes and consequential simulation of
pathway-scores and phenotype. Here the aim was to understand to what extent
the correlation among genes, supposedly all relevant in the phenotype etiology, is
affecting the level of significance in the pathway analysis.

Study 2 Simulation of pathway structure from actual gene T-scores in whole blood, creating
gene-sets composed of 3 or more genes located in the same loci, for a total of 46
simulated pathways. In this case, the goal was to understand how the loci structure
can influence the pathway significance.

Study 3 Estimation of relationship between pathway significance increase and average gene
correlation across all detected pathways with nP,G ≥ 2, to observe the actual rele-
vance and extent of genes correlation in pathway significance.

For Study 1, we simulated N = 10 gene T-scores for M = 10, 000 samples (T1, . . . ,TN )
following a multivariate normal distribution N (0,Σ). The covariance N ×N matrix Σ was
defined a priori with diagonal variance entries set to 1 and Σi,j (namely the correlation
between gene i and j) randomly assigned either from a uniform distribution in varying
ranges (Fig. 4.22A), or fixing the uniform distribution interval to [0.9, 1] but varying the
number of correlated genes from none to all (Fig. 4.22B). Consequentially, pathway-scores
across M samples where computed as described in (3.21), considering a single pathway
as composed of the 10 simulated genes. Finally, a binary phenotype was simulated across
the M samples from gene T-scores via a Bernoulli distribution with probability p from

log

(︃
p

1− p

)︃
= β0 + β1T1 + ...+ βNTN ,

equal effect sizes β = (0.15, . . . , 0.15) and intercept

β0 = log

(︃
pCAD

1− pCAD

)︃
,

with pCAD the number of fraction of CAD cases in the UKBB cohort. Keeping the same
number and parameters, we repeated this simulation 100 times. Note that, the decision
to keep effect sizes fixed as β = (0.15, . . . , 0.15) implies that all the genes are always
relevant to the phenotype, even when they are correlated and that the effect size is always
concordant in the direction, and hence not canceling out the effects between relevant
genes in the pathway-score computation (see section 4.4.2 for details). With the variation
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of the correlation ranges consistent across all the gene pairs, we observed that the average
improvement of significance for pathway-scores with respect to the genes in the pathway
decreased with the increase of the correlation intervals (Fig. 4.22A), reaching a peak when
a mild correlation is observed across genes (0.1 ≤ corr ≤ 0.2).
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Fig. 4.22.: Simulations of 10 gene T-scores from a normal distribution N (0, Σ), phenotype simulated from
a logistic regression model with all genes contributing equally βm = 0.15 and pathway-scores
simulated as individual-level means of T-scores, repeated 100 times. (A) Covariance matrix
defined from a uniform distributions with values extracted between the ranges on the x-axis and
y-axis showing average differences of Z-statistics between simulated pathway and gene. Each
dot represent a simulation with color code indicating pathway Z-statistic. (B) Similar to (A) but
number of correlated genes showed on the x-axis with values extracted from a uniform distribution
in [0.9, 1].

Despite the Z-statistic increase for higher ranges, the improvement is minimal and close
to zero when genes T-scores are almost identical (0.9 ≤ corr ≤ 1). In addition, the
improvement in pathway significance quickly decreased when keeping the same correlation
sampling range (0.9 ≤ corr ≤ 1) but varying the number of correlated genes from 5 to
10 while it slowly increased between 0 and 5 (Fig. 4.22B). Having assumed that all the
genes have impact in the phenotype distribution, there was an increase in the pathway
significance with respect to the singular genes when the correlation was mild or limited to
few ones, that however was close to zero when all the genes included are highly correlated.
For Study 2, we only considered actual genes in whole blood that were showing a certain
level of significance i.e. nominal TWAS p-value ≤ 0.01 and created simulated gene-sets
from those genes that were also in the same loci and had the same effect size sign in CAD
associations (all Z-stat genes > 0 or < 0), again to avoid a compensatory effect for gene
relevance. This procedure led to a total of 46 simulated pathways with the number of genes
included varying from 3 to 7. Although all the genes were in the same loci, the increase in
pathway significance was dependent and inversely proportional to the estimated average
genes correlation (Fig. 4.23A), with almost no increase for pathways that included highly
correlated genes, in accordance to Study 1. This resulted in a general lower significance
of pathways composed of correlated genes (Fig. 4.23B). We can then concluded that the
gene correlation due to the regulation from the same variants (or in LD with them) rather
than the vicinity of genomic coordinates is relevant in the observed pathway significance
and that genes in the same loci not correlated do still lead to an improvement in the
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information captured by the pathway scores.
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Fig. 4.23.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Simulation of pathway structure using genes in whole
blood from the same locus, having effect size sign concordant and TWAS nominal p-value < 0.1 for
a total of 46 pathways. (A) Each point represent a simulated pathway with color code indicating
the number of genes. X-axis indicates the average differences in Z-statistic between pathway and
included genes and y-axis shows the absolute value of mean correlation among genes in a pathway.
(B) Similar to (A) but with x-axis showing -log10(P ) from PALAS

For Study 3, we finally considered the actual pathway-scores and increase or decrease
in pathway association level compared to the average genes correlation included in the
pathways. Across all the pathways databases, there was no rank correlation between
average differences of significance in pathways versus genes and genes correlation (Fig.
4.24, absolute Spearman corr. < 0.045).
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Fig. 4.24.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Relationship of pathway significance improvement with
respect to the included gene depending on gene correlation. Each point represents a pathway
in (A) GO, (B) Reactome and (C) WikiPathways with color code indicating the number of genes
included in the pathway-score calculation. In all the panels, x-axis shows the average differences
in Z-statistics between a pathway and the corresponding genes and y-axis shows the mean gene
correlation for those genes.

Indeed, we observed that pathways with highly correlated genes (> |0.5|), usually including
less than 4, showed only marginal improvement in pathway significance. In contrast,
pathways with a striking effect of increased significance were those formed by more than
10 genes and having and average correlation around zero.
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Hence, we conclude that the increase in pathway relevance with respect to single genes
became maximal when the correlation among genes was minimal. Overall, genes correla-
tion due to LD structure did not increase pathway significance nor pathway improvement
compared to single genes. Finally, observing actual pathway structures, the gene-sets with
best improvement were formed by not correlated genes.

4.3.4 Phenotypic interpretation of genes and pathways

In the next step, we sought to pinpoint disease relevant endophenotypes and clinical
features associated with the specific biological pathways subject to excessive CAD genetic
liability. To that end, we leveraged the rich collection of phenotypes with potential
relevance to CAD within UKBB (316 in total, Tab. B.4) and performed tissue-specific
correlation analysis and Mendelian Randomization (MR) with respect to CAD associated
genes or pathways (see section 3.2.3).
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Fig. 4.25.: Correlation and causality of CAD and CAD related phenotypes from combined GO and Reactome
(randomly pruned based on Jaccard index < 0.3). Heatmap on the left shows tissue specific
Spearman correlation of Z-statistics between CAD and selected phenotypes (rows), white cells
indicate nominal permutation p-value > 0.05. Heatmap on the right shows -log10 p-value with
the sign indicating the direction of estimate from MR-IVW for correlated phenotypes (not grey
cells), white cells indicate nominal MR-IVW p-value > 0.05, * in correspondence of 0.05 FDR
p-values (tissue specific correction). (A) CAD effect and endophenotype effects both from UKBB.
(B) Replication with CAD effect from CARDIoGRAM and endophenotype effects from UKBB.
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Here the aim is to understand which endophenotypes are genetically similar to CAD and
among those identify endophenotypes that exhibit a causal or protective role via MR,
with endophenotype regarded as exposure (e.g. LDL), CAD as outcome, and genes or
pathways as instrumental variables. In Fig. 4.26 and 4.25 is shown the estimated Spear-
man correlation and signed MR significance from MR-IWV method for a selection of CAD
related endophenotypes using genes T-scores or pathway-scores are instrumental variables,
respectively.
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Fig. 4.26.: Correlation and causality of CAD and CAD related phenotypes from gene T-scores (randomly
pruned based on TSS > 250kb). Heatmap on the left shows tissue specific Spearman correlation of
Z-statistics between CAD and selected phenotypes (rows), white cells indicate nominal permutation
p-value > 0.05. Heatmap on the right shows -log10 p-value with the sign indicating the direction
of estimate from MR-IVW for correlated phenotypes (not grey cells), white cells indicate nominal
MR-IVW p-value > 0.05, * in correspondence of 0.05 FDR p-values (tissue specific correction).
(A) CAD effect and endophenotype effects both from UKBB. (B) Replication with CAD effect from
CARDIoGRAM and endophenotype effects from UKBB.

This analysis identified multiple well-established physiological parameters associated with
CAD, such as LDL cholesterol ("LDL direct" [211]), apolipoprotein B [215], blood pres-
sure ("systolic/diastolic, automated reading") and hypertension ("ICD10 : I10") [216].
The aforementioned examples were consistent across genes and pathways, replicated via
CARDIoGRAM CAD estimates and indicating both a positive correlation effect as well
as a significant causal role in CAD etiology, with the only exception of diastolic blood
pressure that exhibited a reduced consistency of association across all tissues, at least
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for replication in CARDIoGRAM via pathway-scores (Fig. 4.25B). Moreover, a protective
role of HDL cholesterol was identified in whole blood, adipose subcutaneous and colon
transverse tissues from pathway levels estimated in UKBB (MR-IVW estimate P= 5.9−4,
2.5−4 and 0.021, Fig. 4.25A). A similar trend, however not significant was observed when
considering CARDIoGRAM CAD replication data as outcome (Fig. 4.25B). HDL protective
role was also observed in gene T-scores across all tissues, however replicated passing FDR
0.05 significance only in colon transverse and atrial appendage (Fig. 4.26). The effect of
increasing HDL as CAD therapeutic are still controversial [217] and further investigation
should go toward the direction of multi-variable analysis to account for the pleiotropic
effect of genes and pathway in the lipid landscape [218].
In addition, this analysis supported the notion of a partially genetically mediated inflam-
matory contribution to CAD, based on elevated C-reactive protein levels as an endpoint
of genetically increased susceptibility to the activation of inflammatory processes [129].
In particular, we detected a significant causal effect on CAD from C-reactive protein us-
ing pathways as genetic instruments in multiple tissues (Fig. 4.25A), with the strongest
effect in whole blood (P= 7.83e-06) that included 311 pruned pathways associated with
C-reactive protein. Importantly, this causal effect was also replicated for adipose visceral
from 266 pathways using UKBB and CARDIoGRAM CAD estimates (P discovery= 6.83e-05,
P replication= 5.58e-03, Fig. 4.25). This association in adipose visceral could still be
observed from genes variation, although with a smaller effect and not significant for CAD
estimated from UKBB (P discovery= 0.028, P replication= 0.020, Fig. 4.26). Importantly,
our strategy allowed to identify underling pathways and genes that regulate both CAD and
a mediating endophenotype. Indeed, key molecular gene-sets influencing both C-reactive
protein and CAD in adipose visceral were lysosome, inflammatory response and post-
translation protein modification pathways (Fig. 4.27A) and driver genes of the observed
causal effect could be identified in LIPA, VPS13C and RPM6 (Fig. 4.27B). Similarly, for
a established effect such as LDL and CAD in liver, we identified as exemplar pathways
clathrin-coated pit, neuropeptide signaling, and endosome membrane (Fig. 4.27C), and
among pivotal genes SORT1, PCSK9, and AGPAT4 (Fig. 4.27D). Of note, the heterogeneity
in CAD-endophenotype relationship tested via Cochran’s Q statistic was always significant
in all 4 panels of Fig. 4.27 (Q-stat P < 10−6), indicating a pleiotropic effect that require
further investigation.
Interestingly, we also found intermediate phenotypes that, despite being genetically cor-
related through pathway association levels with CAD, did not show a casual significant
effect in CAD etiology such as loneliness or glycated hemoglobin (Fig. 4.25A). In addition,
this analysis identified a causal effect between time spent in television watching and CAD
through pathway effects, which was also replicated in artery aorta (P discovery= 6.3e-03
and P replication= 1.2e-02, Fig. 4.25) and recently supported by SNP-based genetic studies
[219]. Surprisingly, a protective role for cheese consumption in artery coronary was
found from pathways (P discovery= 6.84e-05 and P replication= 2.68e-03), and confirmed
from genes (P discovery= 0.05 and P replication= 2.38e-03). This was in accordance
with a detected non-linear inverse association with cardiovascular disease risk from a
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meta-analysis of prospective studies [220].
In summary, these analyses identified key disease relevant endophenotypes associated
with CAD and connected them to the underlying genes and pathways. Thus, these results
exemplify the utility of the CASTOM-iGEx approach to directly identify and interpret the
(endo-) phenotypic impact of disease associated genes and pathways.
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Fig. 4.27.: Scatter plots of the effect sizes with 95% confidence interval for (A-B) C-reactive protein in adipose
visceral omentum or (C-D) LDL direct in liver from UKBB (x-axis) and CAD from UKBB (y-axis).
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red line represents the causal estimate using the IVW with 95% confidence interval, in black and
gray pathways/genes with association concordant and discordant in sign respectively between CAD
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4.3.5 Patients stratification from imputed gene expression

Coronary artery disease is characterized by a heterogeneity both at the genetic and
symptom levels [135]. With the last module of CASTom-iGEx methodology (Fig. 3.1), we
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aim at testing the hypothesis of clinical features of a patient being connected to differences
in genetic liability. Hence, we stratified CAD patients using the imputed gene expression
profiles, with a strategy that gives higher relevance to CAD associated genes, partitioning
cases in the genetic disease context.
We primarily focused on CAD UKBB cohort as it includes the majority of individuals,
nevertheless we further show that the pipeline is extendable to predict clustering status
to external cohorts (of similar ancestry), e.g. cases from CARDIoGRAM cohorts. In
particular, we considered gene T-scores and applied the clustering pipeline described in
section 3.3.1 to cluster individuals (n = 19, 024), separately across the 11 CAD related
tissues. The clustering detected 3 to 5 groups across tissues, with a variety of patients
distribution per group that went from 278 in adrenal gland to 8642 in visceral omentum
(Fig. 4.28A). We also observed differences in Louvain modularity, representing a internal
quality metric of the density of connection inside the groups compared to between groups
(details in eq. (3.38)), with the best result achieved in liver (0.41). In addition, clustering
structure largely overlapped across tissues (Fig. 4.28B) with the only exception of colon
sigmoid. Indeed, the clustering in that tissue was largely influenced by the strongest genes
associated with CAD i.e. CDKN2B that is nevertheless only imputed in colon sigmoid.
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Fig. 4.28.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Proportion of CAD cases from UKBB in each tissue-specific
grouping (left) and modularity from Louvain clustering (right). (B) Pairwise normalized mutual
information (NMI) for each tissue combination of tissue-specific clustering.

Due to the relevance of liver in CAD pathophysiology, the strongest separation metric
for clustering, and a good concordance in clustering structure with the other tissues, we
focused on the stratification arising from liver for the investigation of genetic features and
endophenotype liability characteristic of each group.

4.3.6 Patients stratification in liver

The clustering was performed on 19, 024 individuals affected by CAD in UKBB using
1, 892 gene T-scores from liver that are clumped at 0.9 correlation, standardized, corrected
for the first 10 PCs and multiplied by CAD Z-statistic obtained via TWAS (see section 3.3.1
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for details). Of note, the PCs correction step was essential to reduce the impact of ancestry
in the final clustering structure (see section 4.3.7), whereas the multiplication of each
gene by CAD Z-statistic conferred a higher relevance to CAD-related genes as well as a
better community partition in terms of density (see section 4.3.8).
This procedure identified 5 distinct groups (Fig. 4.29A) as a result gene combination from
multiple loci. In particular, we investigated the predicted gene expression differences
across all tissues (not simply the tissue considered for clustering) via Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney (WMW), testing one group at a time versus the remaining patients and correcting
for multiple testing for each tissue and each group separately (see section 3.3.2).
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Fig. 4.29.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) First 2 components of uniform manifold approximation and
projection (UMAP) from gene T-scores in Liver normalized across CAD patients corrected for PCs
and multiplied by Z-statistic CAD associations. Each dot represents a patient colored by the cluster
membership. (B) WMW estimates (capped) for the most group-specific significant gene in the
16 associated loci, parenthesis refers to the tissue considered (acronyms refer to the initial of the
tissue name). Row annotation on the left indicate the corresponding CAD Z-statistics from TWAS.
(C-D) Number significant genes and loci (tissue specific FDR ≤ 0.01) associated with each group
from Mann-Whithney-Wilcoxon test of group id versus remaining patients (C) combing all tissues
and (D) tissue specific.

We considered as cluster-specific genes those satisfying FDR ≤ 0.01, using a more stringent
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threshold to reduce false positive associations (see section 4.3.9). Out of the 36, 397
tested genes, we identified 887 cluster-specific ones which collapsed into 50 tissue-specific
loci (Tab. B.5), and 236 unique genes across all tissues which merged into 16 loci (Fig.
4.29B). The highest number of genes and loci was detected in gr1, followed by group gr4

and gr2 both at the overall and tissue-specific level (Fig. 4.29C-D). On the other hand,
gr3 and gr5 were mostly driven by genes in SORT1 locus (chr1:109.3-110.5Mb) apart
from chr17:73.7-74.1Mb locus that is associated with gr3 in whole blood. The specific
configuration of imputed gene expression leads to the resulting clustering structure, thus
even correlated genes in a locus can have an independent impact in the final clustering
structure (see section 4.4.5). Nevertheless, to provide a general overview, we reported in
Fig. 4.29B a single exemplar for each of the 16 cluster-specific loci across all tissues. The
most prominent differences are CELSR2 in liver (similar trend as SORT1, P < 1e-258 for
all groups), HLA-B in MHC locus in atrial appendage for gr4 and gr5 (P = 0) and ADAM1B
in chr12:110.1-113.8Mb for gr2, gr1 and gr4 (P < 2e-132). Interestingly, SORT1 in liver
had a positive WMW estimate in gr5 and gr3 but higher in the former (WMW estimates
= 3.41 and = 1.74 respectively). Decrease in SORT1 are associated with an increased risk
of CAD (Fig. 4.29B row annotation), that thus conferred a lower severity to gr3 and gr5, as
we will investigate in detail in the endophenotype analysis.
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Fig. 4.30.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Distribution of UKBB PCs from 1 to 10 for each CAD
liver cluster (p-values from Kruskal-Wallis test). (B) Distribution of age and sex for each CAD liver
cluster (p-values from Kruskal-Wallis and Chi-squared test respectively).

As regards genes with smaller effect sizes, we found TRIM47 in whole blood associated
with gr3 (P = 1.96e-05), EMC9 in adrenal gland and SAT2 in colon transverse for gr1 (P
= 1.2e-04 and 5e-05, respectively). TRIM47 intersects variants associated to LDL from
GWAS [221] as well as from our methodology (FDR = 0.12, Z-stat = 2.36 for LDL in whole
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blood), suggesting that gr3 is characterized by differences in LDL metabolism not only
driven by SORT1 locus. Moreover, the clustering structure was not a consequence of age
and sex among CAD patients (Fig. 4.30B-C) and a mild association was only detected
with PC4 and PC5 (Fig. 4.30A). Note that, adjusting gene T-scores for PCs was essential
in drastically reducing PC4 and PC5 association with clustering structure (Fig. 4.35),
nevertheless a mild effect persisted. Thus, we additionally clustered patients solely based
on PCs to investigate the overlap with the liver tissue-specific clustering. Despite the two
patients partitions not being completely independent, cluster-specific endophenotypes
observed in each clustering were divergent and we concluded that patients ancestry was
not driving the observed clustering structure, nor the pathophysiological consequences
(more details in section 4.3.7).

To evaluate the reproducibility of our clustering structure, we projected the gene-level
T-scores from 9 CARDIoGRAM cohorts into the partition built on UKBB (see section 3.3.1).
After having predicted the grouping label for each cohort separately, we computed the
fraction of CAD affected individuals in CARDIoGRAM that were attributed to each cluster
and compared it to the actual fraction in the UKBB clustering, finding a concordant
partition (Fig. 4.31A).
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Fig. 4.31.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) For each cohort in CARDIoGRAM, prediction of liver
clustering structure on 9 external cohorts. (A) Y-axis indicates the fraction of CAD patients
assigned to each group in UKBB data set and each CARDIoGRAM cohort for which the clustering
structure was projected. (B) For each group, Spearman correlation of WMW estimates in UKBB
and each external cohort using genes that are significantly associated with that group in UKBB. (C)
Reproducibility of group-specific loci on predicted groups in external cohorts, the x-axis shows the
number of loci across all tissues associated with each group in UKBB, the y-axis shows how many
of these loci have the same sign and are significant at the nominal level of 0.05, using as exemplar
the strongest association of the WMW estimates in the predicted clustering structure.

In addition, confronting the gene expression profiles from WMW group-specific estimates
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for cluster significant genes, we found that the structure predicted in CARDIoGRAM was
concordant with UKBB across all the cohorts (Spearman correlation > 0.7, Fig. 4.31B).
Finally, this significance was not driven by a single locus, but consistency in terms of
WMW estimates was observed in multiple cluster-specific loci detected in UKBB (Fig.
4.31C). These analyses highlight the possibility to generalize the identified CAD patient
stratification even among cohorts of variable European ancestries genotyped with different
platforms, as the case of CARDIoGRAM cohorts.
Apart from individual genes, we additionally investigated the differences in biological
processes characteristic of the 5 identified groups, testing group-specific distribution in
pathway-scores. To avoid redundant information, for each tissue we first reduced the
tested pathways, clumping genes-sets in GO and Reactome with Jaccard similarity > 0.2,
while giving priority to gene-sets with highest coverage and number of gene T-scores (see
section 3.3.2). We thus tested 7, 978 filtered pathways across 11 tissues via WMW with
the same strategy used for genes (see section 3.3.2). This resulted in 1, 321 significant
associations across all groups and tissues. Because pathways in different tissues could
potentially include different genes, we then removed significant pathways shared among
tissues but having a non concordant WMW estimation sign. This led to 1, 140 significant
results (gr1 = 482, gr2 = 58, gr3 = 56, gr4 = 488, gr5 = 56) for a total of 271 unique
pathways, with artery aorta and liver showing the highest number of associations (Fig.
4.32A). In addition, the cumulative number of group-specific associations increased faster
when decreasing the p-value threshold for gr1 and gr4 (Fig. 4.32B) since these groups
are more heavily affected by changes in the MHC-locus, hence including a high number
of genes and consequentially gene-sets. In details (Fig. 4.32C), we observed an increase
in pathway-activity levels for Golgi Associated Vesicle Biogenesis in liver driven by the
increase in SORT1 expression for gr3 and gr5 (estimates= 0.92 and 1.62 respectively, P =0
for both) and a significant lower distribution for the other groups. In the next paragraph
we will show that this increase in golgi associated vesicles was connected to a relative
reduction in term of LDL circulating in blood, concordant with the notion that vesicles
filled with LDL are taken up by the cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis mechanisms.
In addition, N-acetyltransferase activity pathway was increased solely in gr3 (P=5.5e-05,
estimate = 0.064) from the cumulative aggregation of the single genes (ELP3, NAT10,
SAT2, NAGS) that reach a group-specific significance (genes P≥ 2.84e-04, estimates ≤ 0.03)
and none of them is in proximity of the SORT1 locus, highlighting a different mechanism
characteristic of that group that only arises as a cumulative effect. Of note, 41 pathways out
of the total group-specific associations achieved a higher significance than the single genes.
Moreover, we found that gr2 was significantly decreased in alcohol metabolic process in
left ventricle (estimate= −0.62, P= 2.64e-173) due to ALDH2 gene (locus chr12:110.1-
113.8Mb) whereas gr1 and gr4 showed an opposite significant effect (estimates> 0.14,
P< 1.91e-14). Interestingly from our PALAS analysis, this pathway decrease was mildly
associated with LDL increase in liver (Z-stat= −1.47, P= 0.14) but with a stronger effect
in other tissues such as artery aorta (Z-stat= −4.16, P= 3.10e-5). Indeed, we will show in
the next paragraph that this was actually reflected in a increase in terms of measure LDL
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for gr2. Finally, group-specific pathways only in gr1 and gr4 were of opposite effect, mostly
related to inflammatory mechanisms and lipid metabolisms. These pathways conferred a
general higher risk to gr1 due to an association sign mostly concordant to CAD risk (4.32C),
nevertheless with some exceptions such as 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase activity
(CAD Z-stat= 1.23). We thus demonstrated that differences in genetic variants converged
and impaired specific molecular mechanisms in non-overlapping group of patients.
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Fig. 4.32.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Number of significant pathways (tissue specific FDR
≤ 0.01) associated with each group from WMW test of group id versus remaining patients. The
included pathways are both from Reactome and GO and filtered such that Jaccard Similarity ≤ 0.2,
retaining the pathways with highest coverage and removing significant pathways having discordant
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the WMW p-value threshold (x-axis). (C) WMW estimates (capped) for 271 significant pathways
(rows) in each group versus the rest test (column), considering only the most significant tissue per
pathways when repeated. The names on the row are a selection of significant pathways, parenthesis
refers to the tissue considered (acronyms indicates the initial of the tissue name). Row annotation
on the left refers to the corresponding CAD Z-statistics from PALAS. Names in bold indicate that
the pathway reaches a higher significant than any of the genes in it, for at least one group.

Subsequently, we investigated whether the observed differences in genetic liability
distribution did actually have an impact on measured endophenotypes and hence had
a connection to different pathomechanisms in CAD patients. To test this hypothesis,
we leveraged again the deep phenotypying available for UKBB data set and tested 637
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collected endophenotypes across 19 categories (Tab. B.6) as well as 33 hypothesis-driven
endophenotypes that correspond to clinical phenotypes (Tab. B.7) using the original
value not processed by PHESANT tool [203] (see section 4.1.3). The cluster-specific
differences in endophenotypes were detected via GLM testing gri versus all remaining
affected individuals and correcting for PCs, age, sex as well as medications depending
on the phenotype class (see Tab. B.6 for details) as described in section 3.3.3. We thus
identified 22 significant cluster-specific endophenotype associations (FDR ≤ 0.05) in a
total of 14 phenotypes (Fig. 4.33A).
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Fig. 4.33.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Among 637 tested endophenotype from UKBB, forest
plot shows significantly different ones (FDR ≤ 0.05 or p-value ≤ 0.001) in at least one group
(gri versus remaining patients) using Generalized Linear Model (GLM), indicating regression
coefficient (βGLM ) with 95% Confidence Interval (CI). Full dot means that βGLM is significant
after BH correction performed separately for each group across all the endophenotype. (B) CAD
severeness across projected clusters in German5 based on percentage of patients with a certain
number of vessel affected. (C-D) Percentage of patients with certain comorbidities/severeness in
UKBB clustering, nominal p-values from group-wise GLM shown on top, - means nominal p-value
> 0.05. (E) Mean value of selected group-specific endophenotype in each group rescaled to 0-100
range.

In accordance with pathway score and gene T-score distributions, CAD patients in gr3 and
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gr5 showed an overall decrease in LDL levels (βGLM = −0.07,−0.22 and P= 2.13e-09, 6.33e-14
respectively), together with cholesterol and apolipoprotein B. This tendency was in general
stronger for gr5 and it was also reflected in a significant lower assumption of CAD related
medications (ORGLM = 1.70, P= 0.0006) and comorbidity of lipoprotein metabolism
disorders (ORGLM = 0.75, P= 9.45e-05), reflecting a healthier status. Note that, evening
primrose oil medication can have an impact in reducing the observed LDL values in gr5,
but the significant increase in odds ratio was based on a total of 98 individuals assuming
that medication, of which 12 in gr5, hence not sufficient to explain the observed overall
decrease. On the other hand, LDL values were significantly increased for gr1 and gr2, with
stronger effects in the latter (βGLM = 0.046, 0.076 and P= 4.99e-04, 5.19e-06 respectively).
This was consistent with the decrease in alcohol metabolic process and its inverse relation-
ship to LDL explained before. Finally, gr1 was characterized by an increase in inflammation
related phenotypes such as leukocyte (βGLM = 0.062, P= 2e-04) and lymphocyte counts
(βGLM = 0.062, P= 2e-04), hence connected to impaired immune related pathways. In-
terestingly, gr1 was also characterized by a shorter height tendency (βGLM = −0.054,
P= 1.37e-05) proven to be inversely related to CAD risk increase [222]. This together with
LDL increase and inflammation phenotype highlighted a higher phenotype severity in gr1.
We then specifically focused on 33 clinically established CAD connected features among
the detected groups (Tab. B.7) as well as available CAD clinical phenotyping on GerMIFSV
cohort from CARDIoGRAM. In particular, the clustering structure on GerMIFSV cohort
was projected from the UKBB model as previously described (Fig. 4.31). We thus found
that gr1 exhibited an increase in term of number of vessel affected (Fig. 4.33B) and thus
confirming a severity also detectable from projecting clustering structure into an external
cohort. In the hypothesis-driven endophenotype analysis from UKBB, we focused on results
nominal at P < 0.01 and considered as reliable those results passing a permutation p-value
threshold of 0.1 among 50 random clustering repetition (see section 4.3.9), identifying
two cluster-specific comorbidities: hyperlipidemia (Fig. 4.33C) and pheripheral vascular
disease (Fig. 4.33D). The former (hyperlipidemia) was significantly less frequent in gr5

(ORGLM = 0.75, P= 9.5e-05), showing evidence of decrease also in gr3 (ORGLM = 0.92,
P= 1e-02) and an opposite effect in gr2 (ORGLM = 1.1, P= 2.6e-02), concordant with
the previously observed LDL differences. The latter (pheripheral vascular disease) was
instead indicating a significant co-occurrence in gr4 (ORGLM = 1.46, P= 8.36e-04), point-
ing toward a possible pathomechanisms for that subset of samples. Overall, these results
suggested that gr1 and gr5 represent two extreme in term of CAD severity from most to
least severe in term of endophenotype manifestation (summary in Fig. 4.33E).

Lastly, we took advantage of the medication information available from UKBB deep
phenotyping and investigated whether the response to a certain treatment was variable
across the groups (see section 3.3.3). In this case, we considered 87 endophenotypes
included in 8 macro categories as response (namely Arterial stiffness, Blood biochemistry,
Blood count, Blood count ratio, Blood pressure, Body size measures, Hand grip strength
and Impedance measures) and observed the group-specific variability comparing patients
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with and without prescription of 17 medications, accounted simultaneously (Aspirin, Blood
pressure medication, Calcium, Cholesterol lowering medication, Folic acid or Folate (Vit
B9), Glucosamine, Ibuprofen (e.g. Nurofen), Insulin, Iron, Paracetamol, Selenium, Vitamin
A, Vitamin B, Vitamin C, Vitamin D, Vitamin E, Zinc). First of all, we focused on LDL
response to cholesterol lowering medication as a well-known mechanism and observed
that indeed CAD patients assuming these medications exhibited a great decrease in LDL
values across all groups (Fig. 4.34A-B). Although, only significant at the nominal level,
we observed that the reduction in gr5 was less pronounced, especially when compared to
gr4 or gr2 (Z-test comparison P= 0.015, 0.027 respectively, Fig. 4.34A). This finding was in
accordance with results from pharmacogenomic studies that connected minor allele T of
rs646776 in SORT1 locus to a higher reduction of LDL induced by statin medications [223].
Indeed, the higher expression of SORT1 characteristic of gr5 was connected to decreases
in T allele dosages of rs646776 via PriLer gene expression model (PriLer β = −0.25) and
hence explaining the lower LDL reduction after statin usage. Note that the lower reduction
of gr5 was compensated by a general decrease of LDL values regardless the medication
assumption and that anyway stabilized to similar values as the other CAD patient groups
(Fig. 4.34B).

Fig. 4.34.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Treatment response showing the effect of glucosamine
(right) and cholesterol-lowering medications (left) in each group for selected phenotypes. X-axis
shows regression coefficient with 95% CI from GLM in each group, full dots indicate groups that are
significantly different in a pairwise comparison after BH correction (pairwise comparison-specific
and treatment-specific), tested using Z-test for comparing regression coefficients. (B-D) Treatment
response of a medication on a endophenotype in each group. On the right of each panel, it is shown
the distribution of original endophenotype values in each group when taking or not the medication,
y-axis is cropped at 98 percentile values. (B) Cholesterol lowering medications effects on LDL
direct, (C) glucosamine supplements on C-reactive protein, (C) cholesterol lowering medications
effects on C-reactive protein.
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We then took into consideration the most significant group-specific treatment response
i.e. C-reactive protein changes due to glucosamine assumption (Fig. 4.34A,C), with
CAD patients in gr5 showing a significant decrease after assumption, especially when
compared to gr2 (Z-test comparison P= 9.68e-05). In particular, our strategy detected a
sub-population of CAD patients with an estimated reduction in CRP levels after glucosamine
assumption of 30% (1− e−βGLM ), higher than what is observed in other groups and even
more than what was previously estimated in regular users (17%, [224]). Interestingly, the
well-known CRP reduction effect from statin [225] was observed in all groups but gr5 (Fig.
4.34A,D), thus suggesting a tailored precision medicine strategy to reduce inflammation
and CAD predisposition.
In conclusion, CASTom-iGEx patient stratification methodology detected distinct patient
groups exhibiting different genetic liabilities that then translated into divergences in
clinical parameters as well as medication responses.

Before moving forward to CASTom-iGEx application to schizophrenia, we discuss in
detail the ancestry contribution in clustering definition (section 4.3.7), the usefulness
of TWAS scaling for phenotype Z-statistic (section 4.3.8) and the calibration of p-values
and control for false positives in detecting cluster-specific genes and pathways as well as
endophenotypes.

4.3.7 Ancestry contribution to clustering

Because gene T-scores were directly computed from genotype dosages, we investigated
whether the clustering structure was emerging from ancestry differences. In our pre-
processing strategy prior to grouping patients, we specifically corrected each gene for
PCs via linear regression. This correction greatly reduced the association between the
final clustering and PCs as well as assessment centre, which is related to the individuals
population of origin (Fig. 4.35). Indeed, we observed PCs associations passing from highly
to barely significant nominal p-values in almost all tissues via Kruskal-Wallis and χ2 test.
Nevertheless, PCs 4 and 5 still showed a nominal level of association with the patient
stratification on adipose subcutaneous, artery coronary and liver tissues.
Thus, we further investigated the ancestry contribution to the tissue grouping comparing
the detected liver clustering with the clustering output from the available PCs in UKBB,
i.e. from 1 to 40 (Fig. 4.36). In this case, we simply standardized each PCs to have
mean 0 and standard deviation 1 and applied the PhenoGraph algorithm based on shared
nearest neighbours as described in 3.3.1. We thus detected 7 different groups (Fig. 4.36A).
When compared to the clustering obtained from tissue-specific imputed gene expression,
as expected we found a minimal significance, nevertheless with p-value > 0.05 for the
adipose tissues, liver and whole blood (Fig. 4.36B, left).
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Fig. 4.35.: Differences in confounders association between cluster with correction for PCs preprocessing and
TWAS-rescaled (corrPCs zscaled) and solely TWAS-rescaled (zscaled) across all tissues. X-axis
shows -log10(p-value) from Kruskal-Wallis test (PCs from 1 to 10 and Age) and χ2 test (Sex and
Assessment Centre). The red dashed line in each plot correspond to nominal p-value = 0.05.

Indeed, we estimated the overall extent of overlap in clustering structure via Normalized
Mutual Information (NMI) (Fig. 4.36B, right), being consistently lower than 0.00071,
although reaching the highest value in liver. We then created 10, 000 random partitions
of samples, keeping the same number of patient in each group as liver, to compare
the NMI between PCs and the actual liver clustering to the NMI between PCs and the
random assignments. We actually observed that the PCs-liver NMI was higher than
random clustering-PC NMI in 97.2% of the simulations (Fig. 4.36C), hence sharing some
minimal structure that would not emerge by chance. In order to understand which
groups from the two configuration would share a number of individuals higher than
by chance, we then computed for each pair of group in liver and PCs clustering the
odds ratio from Fisher’s Exact test (Fig. 4.36D), building a contingency table of gri and
not gri in liver and grj and not grj in PCs for each combination of i = 1, . . . , 5 and
j = 1, . . . , 7). A significant enrichment was exclusively detected between gr1 in liver
and gr7 in PCs (OR= 1.12, P= 0.0006), possibly due to a high number of individuals
coming from Reading and Birmingham surroundings (Fig. 4.36E). Finally, we investigated
whether this reduced overlap and ancestry contribution to liver clustering was affecting the
observed endophenotype differences. In this case, we considered for each endophenotype
tested for a group-specific effect the best p-value result across all liver groups and all
PCs groups (Fig. 4.36F). To perform cluster-specific endophenotype analysis in PCs
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clustering, we used the GLM approach as described in section 3.3.3 but only corrected for
age and sex as covariates. Importantly, the clustering structures in liver and PCs led to
different endophenotypes significance, showing no correlation between -log10(p-value),
with "Places of birth in UK" the most significant endophenotypes in PCs clustering that
were not associated with liver structure. Nevertheless, 3 endophenotypes passed FDR
significance 0.05 in both configurations: height, comorbidity with lipidaemias and aspartate
aminotransfarase. Hence, we examined whether these common associations were due to
the mildly overlapping gr1 in liver and gr7 in PCs, observing which groups were associated
with those endophenotype differences (Fig. 4.36G). Comorbidity with lipidaemias had
opposite effects in two non-overlapping groups (gr5 in liver and gr2 in PCs), height was
different both in gr1 liver and gr7 in PCs but with opposite effect (thus discordant with
respect to the enrichment) and aspartate aminotransfarase was decreased in gr1 liver and
increased in gr3 PCs, hence the only result concordant with observed individuals depletion
(Fig. 4.36D, OR= 0.86 and P= 0.0002). We finally concluded that there was a minimal
impact from PCs on the tissue-specific clustering structure that could not be removed even
after correcting for PCs. This ancestry contribution practically translated into one group
in liver clustering having an overlaps with a group from PCs clustering more than what
would be observed by chance. However, the endophenotype differences were mostly not
affected by any ancestry background and we can conclude that what we observed in the
actual clustering was due to a genetic liability and not emerging from European ancestry
differences.
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Fig. 4.36.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) UMAP of CAD cases based on the first 40 UKBB
PCs (standardized), color refers to the assigned PCs clustering. (B) Comparison between PCs
clustering and grouping from gene T-scores corrected for PCs, standardized and TWAS-rescaled
("genes zscaled") in term of -log10 p-value of χ2-test (left, dashed line refers to nominal p-value
0.05) and NMI (right), for each tissue. (C) Histogram of NMI between cluster from PCs and 10, 000
randomly assigned groups with the same size as liver clustering, the dashed line refer to the NMI
comparing PCs and the actual liver clustering. (D) Pairwise Fisher’s Exact test between a group
detected in PCs clustering (columns) and a group detected in liver clustering (rows), heatmap
indicates the computed odds ratio with × highlighting a non-significance at the nominal level of
0.01. (E) Investigation of enrichment in assessment centre for gr1 in liver and gr7 in PCs clustering.
Considering the centre assignment versus a group assignment (gri or not gri), x-axis indicates the
fraction of (observed - expected)/expected counts as computed from the χ2 statistic across the
centres (y-axis). (F) Each dot represent a tested endophenotype and indicates the -log10 p-value of
the most significant group-specific difference in PCs (x-axis) and liver (y-axis) clustering. Dashed
lines refer to p-value = 0.001 and color reflects the FDR significance threshold. (G) Forest plot of
group-specific differences for the 3 endophenotypes significant in both PCs and liver cluster, x-axis
shows the regression coefficient from GLM testing gri vs all remaining. Not shaded dots indicate
groups with most significant association in term of p-value.
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4.3.8 Comparison genes TWAS-rescaling and non-scaling
strategies

Our clustering strategy in based on a feature pre-processing that 1) standardize each
gene separately to mean 0 and standard deviation 1, 2) correct for first 10 PCs via linear
regression and 3) finally multiplies each gene by the Z-statistic of the phenotype of
interest (here CAD) in the considered tissue obtained via TWAS. Here, we compared this
strategy (from now on called "zscaled") with the same two steps but without multiplying
per CAD Z-statistic (called "original"). First of all, we observed that the concordance in
clustering structure between these two pre-processing procedures varied across tissues,
with a reduced normalized mutual information (NMI) but still indicative of a minimal level
of overlap, especially for adrenal gland and heart atrial appendage (Fig. 4.37A). More
importantly, the number of detected groups per tissue greatly varied between zscaled and
original configuration, going from between 3 to 5 in zscaled to always higher than 10 in
original (Fig. 4.37B, left). In addition, the cluster modularity from Louvain method was
always increased for zscaled (Fig. 4.37B, right), indicative of a better defined structure
and connectivity inside a group when specifically pointing towards phenotype relevant
features.
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4.3.9 Endophenotypes and features association with random
clustering

Lastly, we explored the p-value calibration on cluster-specific genes and pathways with
the null hypothesis of no cluster structure obtained from imputed gene expression as
well as the endophenotype association when individuals are partitioned at random. To
achieve that, we randomly partitioned CAD patients 50 times, keeping the same number
of individuals in each cluster as obtained from the actual liver clustering. The random
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partitions and the actual clustering were independent (Fig. 4.38A), with the only exception
of repetition 2 showing a nominal significance (P= 0.0063) but not passing FDR correction
among the 50 repetitions (FDR= 0.32). We then considered only the first 10 random
repetitions due to computational time and resources issues and tested group-specific
differences in genes across all tissues (section 3.3.2).
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Fig. 4.38.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Random partition repeated 50 times of CAD patients
following the same structure of liver grouping. (A) X-axis shows NMI and y-axis shows -log10
p-values from χ2 statistics between actual liver clustering and random partitions. (B) Quantile-
quantile plot for group-wise specific (gri vs all remaining) testing gene T-scores association via
WMW across all tissues. The expected p-values are from uniform distribution and the dashed
line indicates the diagonal and shaded green area representing 95% confidence interval from
beta distribution. Each line refers to one of the 10 simulations. (C) For each of the 10 random
clustering, number of significant association passing FDR threshold (y-axis) at varying FDR levels
(x-axis), with correction performed tissue-wise and group-wise. (D) Same as (B) but testing
pathway-scores differences for the selected gene-sets (JS ≤ 0.2). (E) Same as (C) but testing
pathway-scores differences. (F) Volcano plot of cluster-specific endophenotype differences, x-axis
shows β regression coefficient from GLM referring to gri vs remaining cases features and y-axis
shows corresponding -log10 p-value. Each grey dot is a tested endophenotype among 637 UKBB
phenotypes for a random clustering configuration out of 50 repetitions, each black dot refers
instead to the endophenotype testing on the actual liver clustering, in both cases the size indicates
the significance after correction (FDR ≤ 0.05). The dashed horizontal line indicates 0.1 threshold
for p-value permutation correction considering the 10 random partitions, for each group separately.
(G) Same as (F) but considering the 33 raw hypothesis-driven endophenotypes and size indicates
to nominal p-value ≤ 0.01

The QQ-plot of WMW p-value distributions did not deviate from the expected one, i.e.
uniform in [0, 1] range (Fig. 4.38B), with the exception of some repetitions such as Rep9
in gr5 showing an inflated distribution. When counting the number of group-specific genes
passing a certain FDR threshold, a 0.01 FDR upper bound was identifying only 1 gene
significant in 1 out of 10 repetitions (Fig. 4.38C) and hence decided to use this stricter
threshold in defining group-specific genes, instead of the otherwise used 0.05. Similarly,
we computed WMW test to detect group-specific pathways (pruned at Jaccard Similarity
≤ 0.2) for the 10 random clustering repetitions among all tissues. P-value distribution for
pathways was again following a uniform distribution (Fig. 4.38D), with less inflation than
what was observed for genes, probably due to reduction of highly correlated pathways via
clumping. As before, we decided to fix at 0.01 the FDR threshold to call for group-specific
pathways (Fig. 4.38E), hence limiting the false discovery to 1 pathway in each group for 1
repetition (from gr1 to gr3) or for 2 repetitions (gr4 and gr5).
Finally, we considered the 50 random clustering and searched for endophenotype differ-
ences in each cluster via GLM as described in section 3.3.3 for 637 UKBB phenotypes (Tab.
B.6, Fig. 4.38F) and 33 hypothesis-driven ones (Tab. B.7, Fig. 4.38G), comparing the effect
size (βGLM) and corresponding p-value from the random clustering configurations with
the actual liver clustering. Highly significant results were only reached for the actual liver
clustering, nevertheless 7 out 158, 324 tests in the random clustering pass FDR threshold
of 0.05 (Fig. 4.38F). Having now the possibility to compute a permutation p-value from
the 50 random repetitions (dashed line in Fig. 4.38F), we observed that solely 5 out of
the 22 associations did not pass a permutation correction of P ≤ 0.1 but were significant
from FDR ≤ 0.05, among which LDL increase in gr1, increased mean cell sphered volume
in gr5 and higher percentage of people not taking any medication CAD related in gr5.
Instead, in the hypothesis-driven analysis, we could not rely on a nominal p-value ≤ 0.01
as significant results due to the high number of associations that would have been called
significant with that threshold in the random partitions (Fig. 4.38G). Thus, we considered
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as reliable significant associations the 2 results passing permutation p-value ≤ 0.1, that are
actually shown in Fig. 4.33C-D. We concluded that, our gene and pathway associations
analysis was well calibrated, however we still applied a stricter FDR cut-off of 0.01 to
reduce false positive results. In addition, the endophenotypes associations observed in
the actual liver clustering greatly exceeded the significance from the random partitions in
the general endophenotype analysis. Finally, we only regarded as significant results those
passing p-value correction via permutation of 0.1 in the hypothesis-driven endophenotypes
to reduce false positive results.

4.4 Schizophrenia

In this section, we focus on SCZ and assess genetically derived features associated with
this complex disease as well as patient stratification obtained from CASTom-iGEx appli-
cation and the corresponding credible endophenotype characterization. Conversely from
CAD, there is limited knowledge on possible pathomechanisms and genetic trajectory that
contribute to disease etiology and possible differentiate endophenotypes among patient
groups.
The application of CASTom-iGEx pipeline included an initial build of PriLer gene expression
models on GTEx for 9 SCZ related tissues (8 brain tissue regions: caudate basal ganglia,
cerebellar hemisphere, cerebellum, cortex, frontal cortex BA9, hippocampus, hypothala-
mus, nucleus accumbens basal ganglia, and 1 immune related tissue: cell EBV transformed
lymphocytes) and on DLPC from CMC after variant matching and harmonization with
36 European PGC cohorts (wave 2) for a total of 24, 764 cases and 30, 655 controls (Fig.
4.1, Tab. 4.2). We additionally considered CMC data set as replication cohort specifically
for DLPC tissue as it included 212 controls and 266 patients diagnosed with SCZ and
schizoaffective disorders.

4.4.1 Associated genes and pathways

Because PGC data set is compose of multiple cohorts, TWAS and PALAS were performed
separately for each cohort and overall associations were obtained via meta-analysis (see
section 3.2.2). For each cohort, we included as covariates in the logistic regression PCs
from 1 to 7, PC9, PC15 and PC18. This PCs choice was applied following the corresponding
GWAS publication [141] to account for the PCs referring to the highest variability and
additional ones associated with the disease status. TWAS results in form of genome-wide
Z-statistics can be observed in Fig. 4.39A. We identified 1, 274 significant genes across 10
tissues at the tissue-specific FDR threshold of 0.05, corresponding to 768 unique genes, 655
of which located outside the MHC locus. Similarly to CAD, SCZ associated genes where
mostly detected in a single tissue (Fig. 4.39B), with the highest number of significant
genes identified in DLPC (Fig. 4.39C), related to the number of reliable genes tested and
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sample training size.
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Fig. 4.39.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Manhattan plot showing Z-statistic across 10 tissues,
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of tested reliable genes (predicted in PriLer) or (D) fraction of significant genes uniquely detected
in a tissue, dot size refers to the number of PriLer training sample in GTEx reference panel. (E)
Lower-triangular (green): percentage of imputed genes that are in common between 2 tissues
(Jaccard index), upper-triangular (orange): Spearman correlation of CAD Z-statistics among shared
genes. (F) Reproducibility of gene levels T-scores with discovery PGC samples and replication from
CMC data set. X-axis shows the fraction of significant genes in PGC that have the same effect sign
(Z-stat) in CMC cohort, p-values are computed from one-sided sign test (∗ ∗ ∗∗ = P ≤ 0.0001). The
bar in yellow represents the fraction of genes concordant that are also significant at the nominal
p-value threshold of 0.05
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Indeed, there was a clear correlation between number of samples in reference panel and
number of SCZ associated genes (Spearman corr.= 0.78). In addition, DLPC together with
transformed lymphocytes exhibited the highest percentage of tissue-specific genes (> 50%,
Fig. 4.39D), namely only associated with SCZ in that tissue, reflecting immune related
expression differences with respect to brain regions. Considering Spearman correlation
of gene Z-statistics (Fig. 4.39E red heatmap), we observed a high concordance for brain
related tissues in GTEx (cor. > 0.55), with the highest concordance observed for two
replicate regions, cerebellum and cerebellar hemisphere (cor. = 0.88), also reflected in
the largest shared subset of genes (Jaccard index = 0.35, Fig. 4.39E green heatmap). On
the other hand, DLPC was less correlated with the other brain regions, possibly due to a
different reference panel. However, the tissue signature was preserved as observed from
its highest correlations with the two GTEx cortex region (cortex and frontal cortex BA9,
cor= 0.75 and = 0.74 respectively). Notably, when comparing our results with previous
TWAS for SCZ [71, 153] we found 102 genes among our 655 SCZ related ones that were
also present in at least one TWAS previous output, out of 268 detected. Furthermore, we
tested the replicability of our result considering CMC reference panel that included SCZ
affected individuals and controls, imputing gene expression from the model trained on
the same cohort and applying our TWAS methodology. In DLPC tissue, we found that 66%
of the significant genes out of 312 showed the same Z-statistic sign when tested in CMC
data set (one-sided sign test P= 1.5e-08, Fig. 4.39F). Nevertheless, only 5.4% of those
312 associated genes where also significant in CMC at the nominal level, reflecting the
critical difference in terms of sample size for discovery and replication data sets (only 478
individuals in the latter).
Many of the detected associations were in loci already identified from GWAS, considering
as term of comparison summary statistics from PGC wave 2 [141] that mostly overlaps
with the data set we leveraged for this analysis. To assess the extent of novel results
obtained via CASTom-iGEx, we first combined TWAS summary statistics across all tissues
in loci recursively merging genes with [TSS − 200kb,TSS + 200kb] window distant less
than 1M (similarly to CAD), reaching a total of 242 loci. We then adjusted GWAS summary
statistics with BH procedure to be consistent with our methodology and identified 32 genes
(30 without repetition) in 24 loci that did not intersect a GWAS significant variant (Tab.
4.5).
Generally, highly significant genes intersected well known SCZ-associated loci from GWAS
such as MHC locus, SNX19 and C2orf47 regions (Fig. 4.39A). An example of putative
gene with evidence of phenotypic impairment is indeed complement C4A in MHC locus,
for which increased expression was associated with an increased SCZ risk (4 ≤ Z-stat ≤ 9
in the 7 tissues for which is reliable, namely all but frontal cortex B49, hypothalamus
and nucleus accumbens basal ganglia). In particular, from in-vivo experiments C4A was
found to reduced cortical synapse density and to alter mouse behaviour and functions
such as social behaviour, spatial working memory and anxiety phenotypes, that resembled
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SCZ negative symptoms [150, 151]. When observing the PriLer regression coefficient
regulation for C4A in DLPC (Fig. 4.40A) we can particularly appreciate the complexity
of SNP configuration in predicting C4A gene expression that involved 98 SNPs. The top 2
regulatory variants did not correspond to the most significant GWAS associations in the
gene cis-window, and only one of the 2 was overlapping all gene regulatory elements used
as priors (rs116026314).
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Fig. 4.40.: PriLer models for (A) C4A in DLPC , (B) DDHD2 in DLPC, and (C) PKD1L1 in cerebellum hemi-
sphere, with each dot representing a variant with PriLer regression coefficient different from zero
and the corresponding genomic position shown in the x-axis. Panel from the bottom to the top: 1)
genomic position of the gene with dashed lines representing TSS ±200kb window, 2) regression
coefficient from our gene expression model color, 3) number of GREs in the PriLer model that
a variant intersects (tissue-specific selection in Tab. B.2), 4) -log10 p-value from PGC2 GWAS
summary statistics [141]. The color code of each dot reflects PriLer coefficient values and the
labelled SNPs correspond to the top PriLer coefficient in absolute values.

This underlined again that PriLer model does not force an association due to GREs presence,
rather it takes into account the best fitting configuration. Another interesting candidate we
identified as significant was DDHD2 in DLPC, cerebellum and transformed lymphocytes
with −4.23 ≤ Z-stat ≤ −3.71 (Fig. 4.40B for PriLer regulation in DLPC). This gene was
initially identified from exome sequencing as a de novo mutation in SCZ individuals [226]
and additionally detected in a recent TWAS for neuropsychiatric disorders [227], validating
the hypothesis of a common-rare variant convergence in SCZ [73].
Regarding newly identified associations (Tab. 4.5), the increase of Polycystin 1 Like
1, Transient Receptor Potential Channel Interacting (PKD1L1) in cerebellar hemisphere
was associated with higher SCZ risk via a regulation of 26 cis-variants, among which
3 indels represented the most relevant regulatory variants (Fig. 4.40C). PKD1L1 is a
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component of a ciliary calcium channel and has been identified from GWAS to overlap
with variants associated with anxiety disorders [228]. Notably, we also identified Myeloid
Leukemia Factor 2 (MLF2) in cerebellum and transformed lymphocytes whose expression
was negatively associated with SCZ. Despite not being identified so far as SCZ related, the
gene region overlaps a variant associated with response to paliperidone in SCZ treatment
in a pharmacogenomic study [229] (however not passing genome-wide significance,
P= 6e-06). For both mentioned genes, their role in the context of schizophrenia needs
further investigation.

PGC (Discovery) CMC (Replication)
Chrom Gene Loci Tissue

P-value Z P-value Z

chr2 STEAP3 chr2:119.8-120.2Mb DLPC_CMC 2.173198e-03 3.065482 0.17579658 -1.3538113
chr2 TTN chr2:179.5-179.9Mb DLPC_CMC 1.753626e-03 -3.129066 0.67446598 -0.4200267
chr3 MRPS25 chr3:14.9-15.3Mb Brain_Cortex 1.131593e-03 3.255584 NA NA
chr3 IGSF11 chr3:118.7-119.1Mb Brain_Cerebellum 2.921136e-03 -2.975917 NA NA
chr3 RP11-553K23.2 chr3:139.1-139.5Mb DLPC_CMC 1.652047e-03 -3.146558 0.91809521 -0.1028334
chr4 AC021860.1 chr4:38.5-38.9Mb Brain_Cerebellum 2.725549e-03 -2.997107 NA NA
chr4 CEP135 chr4:56.6-57Mb DLPC_CMC 1.586136e-03 -3.158444 0.47240793 -0.7185667
chr6 RP1-101K10.6 chr6:153.1-153.5Mb Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 2.344453e-03 -3.042727 NA NA
chr7 DPY19L1P1 chr7:32.3-33Mb DLPC_CMC 9.768379e-04 3.297114 0.04617969 -1.9937472
chr7 AC018641.7 chr7:32.3-33Mb Brain_Caudate_basal_ganglia 2.915439e-04 -3.622700 NA NA
chr7 AC018641.7 chr7:32.3-33Mb Brain_Frontal_Cortex_BA9 5.442828e-04 -3.457960 NA NA
chr7 RP11-225B17.2 chr7:32.3-33Mb Brain_Nucleus_accumbens_basal_ganglia 7.129961e-04 3.384532 NA NA
chr7 PKD1L1 chr7:47.6-48.2Mb Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 1.855135e-03 3.112494 NA NA
chr7 LINC00525 chr7:47.6-48.2Mb Brain_Cerebellum 2.142654e-03 3.069712 NA NA
chr8 POLB chr8:42-42.4Mb Brain_Hippocampus 2.674889e-04 -3.644907 NA NA
chr8 RP11-1023P17.2 chr8:53-53.4Mb Cells_EBV-transformed_lymphocytes 2.117321e-03 3.073263 NA NA
chr10 NMT2 chr10:15-15.4Mb Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 2.391460e-03 -3.036747 NA NA
chr10 CDHR1 chr10:85.8-86.2Mb Brain_Frontal_Cortex_BA9 1.749773e-03 -3.129713 NA NA
chr10 FRAT2 chr10:98.9-99.3Mb DLPC_CMC 2.405818e-03 -3.034942 0.20948361 -1.2549866
chr11 IGHMBP2 chr11:68.5-68.9Mb Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 1.689124e-03 -3.140061 NA NA
chr12 MLF2 chr12:6.7-7.1Mb Brain_Cerebellum 2.123934e-03 -3.072332 NA NA
chr12 MLF2 chr12:6.7-7.1Mb Cells_EBV-transformed_lymphocytes 8.473889e-05 -3.930587 NA NA
chr12 LEMD3 chr12:65.4-65.8Mb Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 2.575922e-03 3.014277 NA NA
chr14 RP11-407N17.5 chr14:39.5-39.9Mb Brain_Frontal_Cortex_BA9 2.178312e-03 3.064779 NA NA
chr15 AP4E1 chr15:51-51.4Mb DLPC_CMC 1.400150e-03 3.194620 0.44923863 0.7566850
chr17 TOB1-AS1 chr17:48.7-49.2Mb Brain_Cortex 1.662417e-03 -3.144727 NA NA
chr17 RP11-700H6.4 chr17:48.7-49.2Mb Brain_Frontal_Cortex_BA9 6.205975e-04 -3.422449 NA NA
chr19 TMEM91 chr19:41.6-42.1Mb DLPC_CMC 1.340849e-04 3.818832 0.77533413 0.2854047
chr19 EXOSC5 chr19:41.6-42.1Mb Brain_Cerebellum 2.559290e-03 -3.016242 NA NA
chr19 CCDC97 chr19:41.6-42.1Mb Brain_Hypothalamus 1.002937e-03 -3.289701 NA NA
chr21 TCP10L chr21:33.8-34.2Mb DLPC_CMC 7.324729e-04 3.377127 0.09948149 -1.6473726
chr21 BRWD1 chr21:40.5-40.9Mb DLPC_CMC 2.150610e-03 3.068605 0.77595625 -0.2845926

Tab. 4.5.: Tissue specific significant genes for SCZ in discovery cohorts PGC grouped into loci with overlapping
variants from GWAS [141] not significant at FDR 0.05 threshold, with replication only for DLPC
tissue from the external CMC cohort that includes schizo-affective and non-affected individuals.

We subsequently performed PALAS from the computed tissue-specific pathway-scores.
As before we considered 3 biological pathways databases, Reactome [75], Gene Ontology
[76] and WikiPathways [77]. We additionally included "CMC geneSet" collection obtained
as SCZ hypothesis driven gene-sets defined in [54] and hence only computed for DLPC
tissue in CMC data set. We identified 1, 578 significant pathways across all tissues (1, 080
unique) of which 255, 692 and 125 in Reactome, GO and WikiPathways respectively and
8 in CMC geneSet. The majority of these associations were detected for DLPC tissue,
followed by transformed lymphocyte and cerebellum (Fig. 4.41A) and mostly composed
on pathways with less than 5 genes, in terms of T-score genes available to compute the
pathway-score. Similarly to genes, we tested replicability in CMC data set considering
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significant pathways in DLPC from PGC for GO and Reactome collections and found that
65% out of 261 pathways were concordant in term of Z-statistic sign (one-sided sign test
P= 1.08e-06) and 4.2% were also significant at the nominal level P ≤ 0.05 (Fig. 4.41B).
Similarly to CAD, it was possible to compare p-values of a pathway with those from
genes included in that pathway. Hence, we can now identify gene-sets with an increased
significance due to the aggregation of genes relevance or vice-versa, pathways mostly
disrupted from a single gene that surpass the overall pathway significance (Fig. 4.41C). We
detected 980 (62%) of significant pathways that included at least one gene more significant
than the level reached by the pathway itself (class I pathways), while the remaining
598 (38%) showed an aggregating genes mechanism (class II pathways). Among class II
pathways, 316 contained at least one gene significant at FDR 0.05 threshold, whereas 282
were composed in their totality of small effect non-significant genes.
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Fig. 4.41.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Number of significant pathways associated with SCZ
(tissue-specific FDR≤ 0.05) for each tissue, with the bar color coded according the number of genes
in the pathway also reliably predicted in that tissue (T-score genes). (B) Reproducibility of pathway
scores associations from PGC discovery data set and replication from CMC cohort. X-axis shows the
fraction of significant genes in PGC that have the same effect sign (Z-stat) in CMC cohort, p-values
are computed from one-sided sign test (∗ ∗ ∗∗ = P ≤ 0.0001). The bar in yellow represents the
fraction of pathways concordant that are also significant at the nominal p-value threshold of 0.05.
(C) Number of significant pathways (FDR≤ 0.05) that include at least one gene more significant
than the pathway (ivory), all genes in the pathway less significant but with at least one gene
having FDR ≤ 0.05 (green), and all genes in the pathway less significant and not passing FDR 0.05
threshold (light blue). (D) For each significant pathway, the central panel shows the difference of
-log10(P ) between the pathway and the most significant gene included, sorted from the smallest to
the highest on the x-axis and color coded according the number of T-score genes for that pathway.
Top and bottom panels refer to pathway and most significant gene -log10(P ) respectively, with the
color referring to pathway classification as in (C). Dashed horizontal line in top and bottom panels
correspond to P = 0.001.

The level of significance compared to the corresponding best T-score gene included in
the pathway was strikingly wide for pathways in class I (Fig. 4.41D). Conversely, small
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effect genes aggregate for class II pathways led to an increase in significance generally
higher when including at least one significant genes and for pathways constituted of 5 to
10 genes.
To prioritize SCZ-associated gene-sets, we applied the same filtering strategies as CAD
including only pathways with > 5 T-score genes or ≥ 3 in case of a coverage ≥ 0.1 (i.e.
nP,G
nP

), less than 200 genes in both original and T-score genes and PALAS P ≤ 10−4.
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Fig. 4.42.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Significant pathways with at least one gene more relevant
than the pathway itself (ivory bar in Fig. 4.41C). Prioritization of high confidence results that
include more than 4 genes or more than 2 in case of a coverage ≥ 10%, less than 200 genes in both
original genes and T-score genes pathway and p-value ≤ 0.0001. X-axis shows the PALAS Z-statistic
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the showcase selected as having the highest coverage. In case of the same pathway present across
multiple tissue, only the most significant one is kept. (A) Selected pathways that do not include
any genes in MHC locus, (B) or include at least one gene in MHC locus.
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In addition, we distinguished between pathways including no genes in MHC locus (Fig.
4.43A, 4.42A) and at least one gene in MHC locus (Fig. 4.43B, 4.42B), to investigate
the impact of genes outside the strongest TWAS hit. For significant pathways in class I,
we prioritized 172 pathways (Fig. 4.42) of which 47 and 125 without any gene in MHC
or with at least one gene in MHC, respectively. We regarded class I pathways as those
being disrupted by a single highly significant gene and possibly not cooperating with
any other gene in the pathway. Indeed, the disrupted pathways were associated to 29
and 52 significant genes for which a pathway exemplar is shown in Fig. 4.42, selected
based on the highest coverage and uniqueness across tissues (23 and 47 respectively).
Outside MHC locus (Fig. 4.42A), MAPK3 accounted for the majority of associated pathways
(> 15 in total across all tissues), involved in mechanisms such as MAPK Cascade and FSH
signaling pathway. This was in line with the hypothesis of SCZ pathophysiology is related to
abnormalities in integration of signaling mediated by multiple neurotransmitter receptors
[230]. Interestingly, CLCN3 gene was significantly increasing ion channel activity pathway
in hypothalamus which indeed represents a long recognised hypothesis arisen from GWAS
[231]. As regards class I pathways including genes in MHC locus (Fig. 4.42B), the
majority implied immune related mechanisms with NOTCH4 and CA4 gene being the most
disruptive genes across multiple tissues. Notably, Regulation of Insulin-like Growth Factor
pathway was also significantly increased by C4A changes implying a pleiotropic effect.
In addition, we identified pathways not previously reported through GWAS nevertheless
showing evidence from additional lines of investigation, such as Oxidative Damage and
Disease associated with O-glycosylation of proteins. In particular, Oxidative Damage pathway
was perturbed in transformed lymphocytes due to C4B decrease, encoding the basic form of
complement factor 4 as C4A; whereas O-glycosylation of proteins was impaired by NOTCH4
in cortex.

As regards class II pathways arising from an aggregation of effects, we prioritized 45
and 41 gene-sets that were composed on no genes in MHC locus or at least one gene,
respectively (Fig. 4.43). Among those, 7 were regarded as novel as the did not include any
gene passing FDR significance and they were found in pathways not including any genes
in MHC locus (Fig. 4.43A). Some of these pathways were again related to well-known
SCZ pathomechanisms such as immune related pathways and complement system when
including genes in MHC locus (Fig. 4.43B). In addition, pathways such as ErbB signaling
pathway and mTOR signaling related to myelination [232] and regulation of neuronal
apoptotic process were identified from genes outside the MHC locus (Fig. 4.43A). For
instance, the latter significant pathway is connected to the hypothesis that increased
sensitivity to apoptosis might induce synaptic or dendritic neuronal loss in SCZ patients
[233]. Notably, we also find evidence of aggregation in Adipogenesis pathway. In SCZ
contest, this pathway was associated with adipose tissue dysfunction from the decrease
in adiponectin, with a consequential down-stream impairments for increased C-reactive
protein and fasting glucose [234].
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Fig. 4.43.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Pathways more significant than any included gene (green
and light blue from Fig. 4.41(C)), prioritization as described in Fig. 4.42. X-axis shows the PALAS
Z-statistic color coded by tissue origin, with each pathway barplot including the gene pathway
coverage. The pathway names in bold indicate those without any significant gene at the FDR
0.05 level and the acronym in brackets refer to the initials of the tissue considered. (A) Selected
pathways that do not include any genes in MHC locus, (B) or include at least one gene in MHC
locus.

Furthermore, we investigated 3 examples of pathways arising from an aggregation of
genes effects and hence exceeding any gene-level (Fig. 4.44), namely cell leading edge,
De Novos: SCZ loss of function (LoF) in DLPC and calcium ion transmembrane transport
in cerebellar hemisphere. The first two gene-sets were also prioritized among class II
pathways not including any genes in MHC locus, however the latter was still significant
at FDR 0.05 threshold but did not pass the prioritization strategy due to P < 10−4. The
Manhattan plots in Fig. 4.44 show TWAS results for all the genes in the tissue considered
but highlighted those also included in the pathway under consideration. Different from
CAD, we did not perform GWAS using exactly same variants and individuals but we still
compared our results to SCZ GWAS from wave 2 [141] (bottom part) and overlay on those
variants the PriLer regulatory coefficient outcome. Strikingly, cell leading edge pathway
(Fig. 4.44A) computed from 12 out 35 genes reached a level of significance more than
twice of the most significant gene in that pathway (in log10 scale), i.e. Steroid Receptor
RNA Activator 1 (SRA1), underlying a cooperative effect among genes. In addition, no but
one genes would be identified as relevant for SCZ from GWAS study (bottom panel), with
the only exception of SRA1 when using a non stringent cut-off. Notably, the leading SNP
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in SRA1 cis-regulatory region from GWAS had the highest impact in gene regulation from
PriLer coefficient.
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Fig. 4.44.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Selection of pathways reaching a better significance than
the single genes: (A) GO "cell leading edge" in DLPC, (B) CMC Gene Sets "De Novos: SCZ LoF" in
DLPC and (C) GO "calcium ion transmembrane transport" in brain cerebellar hemisphere. Each
top panel shows -log10(P ) from TWAS for all genes tested in that tissue, with colored and labelled
ones referring to those included in that pathway. The dashed line corresponds to -log10(P ) of the
considered pathway from PALAS. Each bottom panel shows GWAS p-value from [141] of SNPs
regulating those genes (color reflecting PriLer regulatory coefficients).

Moreover, de novo loss-of-function pathway in DLPC was also indicating an aggregation
mechanisms from the 37 out of 111 included genes (Fig. 4.44B). This gene-set structure
was obtained from [54] and was identified collapsing the results of rare variants exome
sequencing of multiple SCZ family studies. Despite being composed of SCZ significant
genes such as DDHD2, the level of significance reached by the pathway was still exceeding
any gene. Most importantly, this finding supports the hypothesis of agreement between rare
and common variants that affect the same genes and hence could be related to analogous
pathomechanisms [73]. The cumulative behaviour of genes effect will be investigated in
the next section using de novo loss-of-function gene-set as a case study. Finally, the novel
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identified SCZ related gene, PKD1L1 in cerebellar hemisphere, was part of calcium ion
transmembrane transport pathway (Fig. 4.44C) and contributed to increase the overall
pathway significance together with other 5 genes composing the pathway (out of 53).
Disruption in calcium ion-channel were long identified as plausible etiology of SCZ from
GWAS [141].

In conclusion, the genes and pathways identified via CASTom-iGEx are in line with
widely studied and previously reported results and suggested new possible genes and
biological mechanisms, even arising from a cooperation of effects from multiple genes.

Before moving on towards the genetic relationship of SCZ with related phenotypes, we
show in the next paragraph the mechanism of cumulative genes effect on pathway level
and its dependence from the same sign of TWAS associations.

4.4.2 Incremental effect from pathway-scores

Here, we studied the effect of aggregation of genes effect using as showcase the
significant De novo LoF gene-set in DLPC. As previously mentioned, this gene-set is a
collection of genes harboring rare variants detected in probands from multiple SCZ family
studies. In DLPC, this pathway was composed of 35 genes and reached a significance
of P = 2.92e-07, improved with respect to any gene level (genes P ≥ 2.29e-05). To
understand the impact of a single gene on the total pathway association, we sorted the
35 genes in the considered pathway incrementally with respect to SCZ Z-statistic and
added one gene at a time to the gene-set structure, computing at each increment the
gene-set association with SCZ (i.e. PALAS Z-statistic and p-value, Fig. 4.45A). First of
all, we observed that the majority of the genes in the gene-set (28 out of 35) is negatively
associated to SCZ (Z-stat < 0). Notably, an increment in the pathway level corresponding
to the best incremental gene-set configuration was achieved when adding same directional
effect genes even with very low effect (i.e. until nominal P < 0.1), arguing for the
importance of the small effect variants in SCZ architecture. In addition, significant
opposite sign association can disrupt the overall pathway signal. For instance, the overall
pathway significance drastically decreased when adding ALMS1 gene that was positively
and significantly associated with SCZ, hence with an opposite sign with respect to the
majority of genes (Fig. 4.45A). On the other hand, genes with a negative Z-statistic but
not associated with SCZ even at the nominal level contributed only to noise increase to
the gene-set signal and thus slowly decreased the overall level of significance (from NEB
to ULF1 genes). Importantly, the considered genes were independent and mostly located
in different loci (Fig. 4.45B) with only ALS2CL and NCKIPSD both in 3p21.31 and indeed
showing the highest interaction (Corr.= −0.03). Note that the gene correlation in this
case was computed as weighted average correlation across all cohorts multiplied by the
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root-effective sample size Nf , namely

Nf = 4(︂
1

Ncases
+ 1

Ncontrols

)︂
Thus, the increment in the pathway compared to the single genes that we observed
can be a consequence of different patients’ liability that converge into the same genetic
mechanism.
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Fig. 4.45.: (A) Incremental significance on pathway level from genes in "De novos: SCZ LoF", with each gene
added one-by-one to compute a pathway-score going from lowest to highest Z-statistic value. X-axis
shows the number of genes composing the incremental pathway, y-axis shows the Z-statistic level
reached with that pathway configuration and the labelled dot indicates the gene that is added at
that step. The dot color code represent the actual TWAS p-value of that added gene and the label
color code indicates the gene-specific Z-statistic sign (blue is negative and red is positive). (B)
Heatmap of the pairwise genes correlation built on PGC cohorts.

4.4.3 Phenotypic interpretation of genes and pathways

Given the pronounced heterogeneity in symptoms, clinical manifestation and disease
course of SCZ, we next sought to leverage the CASTom-iGEx pipeline to identify endophe-
notypes associated with the genetic basis of SCZ, contributing to this heterogeneity. To that
end, we once again leveraged the rich collection of phenotypes within UKBB with potential
relevance to SCZ (144 in total, Tab. B.8) and performed tissue-specific correlation analysis
and Mendelian Randomization (MR) between SCZ and the considered endophenotype
associated pathway, using a bidirectional approach for MR strategy. Namely, we aimed at
identifying endophenotypes genetically similar to SCZ and among those 1) detect endophe-
notypes that exhibit a causal or protective role via MR, with endophenotype regarded
as exposure (e.g. lymphocyte count) and SCZ as outcome or 2) detect endophenotypes
that are a consequence of SCZ predisposition, with SCZ regarded as exposure and en-
dophenotype as outcome (e.g. fluid intelligence) (see section 3.2.3). Note that, UKBB
and SCZ results were obtained from a non-harmonized set of SNPs between the two data
set and hence can present a different gene expression regulation and consequentially
pathway-score distribution. For this reason, we first restricted to genes and pathways that
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were reliable and generally available in both data set as well as with a Pearson correlation
exceeding 0.8 (Pearson) for imputed gene expression and pathway scores (Fig. 4.46), see
section 3.2.4 for details.

Fig. 4.46.: Sorted genes and pathway based on correlation between scores computed on UKBB and on
PGC data set. Connected dots by a line correspond to a specific tissue. Dashed horizontal line
corresponds to applied cut-off of 0.8 for considering genes/pathways in further analyses, i.e.
Mendelian Randomization and clustering.

In Fig. 4.47 is shown the estimated Spearman correlation and signed MR significance
from MR-IWV method for a selection of SCZ related endophenotypes using genes T-scores
or pathway-scores as instrumental variables, panel A and B respectively. Of note, the MR-
IVW methodology was here operating in a 2-sample setting, with exposure and outcome
estimated from two non-overlapping data sets.
Using this strategy, we identified the genetic predisposition to SCZ to also mediate a
reduction of fluid intelligence (Fig. 4.47). This was particularly evident from 118 pruned
pathways in DLPC associated with SCZ (P= 8.09e-07) and only significant at the nominal
level in the same tissue from 101 pruned genes associated with SCZ (P= 0.03). Of note,
a reverse effect of lower intelligence increasing the predisposition for SCZ was only de-
tected when considering pathway-scores, but less significant for DLPC than the opposite
MR direction (P= 0.005). Looking into mediating mechanisms, key molecular gene-sets
influencing both SCZ and fluid intelligence in DLPC were nervous system development,
axon terminus and folic acid binding (Fig. 4.48A) and driver genes of the observed causal
effect could be identified in C2orf47, ZSCAN23 and ALMS1P (Fig. 4.48B). Of note, the
heterogeneity in SCZ-endophenotype relationship tested via Cochran’s Q statistic was
always significant both when considering genes and pathways (Q-stat P= 2.57e-30 and
P= 1.34e-12 respectively), indicating a pleiotropic effect.
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Fig. 4.47.: Correlation and causality of SCZ and SCZ related phenotypes in UKBB from (A) gene T-score and
(B) pathway-scores association with genes pruned based on TSS> 250kb and pathways pruned
based on Jaccard similarity > 0.3. In both panels, heatmap on the left shows tissue specific
Spearman correlation of Z-statistics between SCZ and selected UKBB phenotypes (rows), heatmaps
in the middle/right show –log10 p-value from MR-IVW with the sign indicating the direction of
estimate for correlated phenotypes (not gray cells), with the middle panel referring to MR results
when SCZ is the exposure and right panel when SCZ is the outcome

In general, these results were consistent with previous GWAS based analysis [36, 235] that
report shared genetic influences of SCZ and intelligence and MR significant association in
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both directions.
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Fig. 4.48.: Scatter plots of the effect sizes with 95% confidence interval for (A-B) Fluid intelligence score
as outcome in DLPC, (C) aspartate aminotransferase as exposure in DLPC and (D) aspartate
aminotransferase as exposure in nucleus accumbes basal ganglia. (A,C) panels show MR-IVW from
pathway-scores and (B,D) from gene T-scores. In each panel, the red line represents the causal
estimate using the IVW with 95% confidence interval, in black and gray pathways/genes with
association concordant and discordant in sign respectively between SCZ and the endophenotype.

In addition, genetically mediated pathway de-regulation in SCZ had a casual effect on
increasing dysfunctions for visual memory and prospective memory with the strongest
significance increase for ’Time to complete round’ in the pairs matching test (P= 6.6e-10
in DLPC, Fig. 4.47B). Note that, this memory phenotype and SCZ were showing a medi-
ating mechanisms both using gene t-score and pathway-score, and in the case of genes
being confirmed across all tissues. These results provided further evidence for a genetic
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contribution to overall decreased cognitive performance observed even in drug-naïve SCZ
patients, confirmed at the early stage of the disease [236].
Among phenotypes with bidirectional causal effect, we identified aspartate aminotrans-
ferase (AST) in caudate basal ganglia, significant in both directions and both when
considering genes (Fig. 4.47A, SCZ exposure/outcome P= 0.0062 / = 0.0064) or pathways
(Fig. 4.47B, SCZ exposure/outcome P= 4.68e-06 / = 0.006) as instrumental variables.
Regarding AST as mediator causal effect (G→ AST→ SCZ), highly significant tissues were
DLPC when considering pathways (Fig. 4.48C) and nucleus accumbens basal ganglia when
considering genes (Fig. 4.48D). From 543 pathways associated with AST in UKBB, the
MR-IVW estimate effect (P= 0.00051) included mediating pathways with concordant effect,
among which calcium ion binding, synapse, and adaptive immune system. In addition,
from the 106 genes associated with AST in basal ganglia, mostly non-coding genes are re-
sponsible for the observed predisposition to SCZ (P= 7.4e-05). As in the previous example,
heterogeneity of genetic instruments was significant (Cochran’s Q statistic P< 3e-22), possi-
bly representative of a pleiotropic mechanisms. Although AST is considered mostly as liver
injury biomarker, it is also found in brain and catalyses aspartate and alpha-ketoglutarate
conversion to oxaloacetate and glutamate, and thus with a possible connection to the
glutamate hypothesis for SCZ [237].

In summary, these observations further underscore that polygenic risk factors for SCZ
converge onto distinct biological processes, affecting distinct endophenotypes relevant to
symptoms and clinical presentation of SCZ.

4.4.4 Patients stratification from imputed gene expression

Similarly to CAD, we searched for evidence of distinct genetic liability profiles in
individuals affected by SCZ related to their clinical heterogeneity [238], applying the third
module of our CASTom-iGEx pipeline (Fig. 3.1). In particular, we considered SCZ patients
among the 35 PGC2 cohorts (collectively called PGC2) and left out 1 cohort composed of
1, 773 cases for validation purposes (scz_boco_eur). We investigated 2 different filtering
strategies for genes, removing genes with |corr.| > 0.9 in the first scenario and > 0.1 in
the second scenario, such that the MHC locus contribution would be drastically reduced.
Before proceeding to the patient stratification, we first removed individuals that were
outliers (as described in 3.3.1) in at least one tissue and in at least one configuration,
going from 22, 991 to 22, 732 affected individuals. This strategy detected from 3 to 7
clusters across tissues and filtering strategies, with varying size from 211 to 12, 488 when
genes |corr.| ≤ 0.9 and from 7 to 13, 398 when genes |corr.| ≤ 0.1 (Fig. 4.49A). The
clustering structure largely overlapped in the permissive filtering strategy (Fig. 4.49B,
lower triangular), but greatly reduced with the strict filtering threshold (Fig. 4.49B, upper
triangular), indicative of the lower influence of MHC locus in defining the stratification and
favoring tissue-specific genes. In addition, the two filtering strategies partially overlapped
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(Fig. 4.49B, diagonal) leading to an intra-tissue NMI between 0.24 and 0.34 for all the
tissues but DLPC (NMI= 0.05).
In the next sections, we will display in detail the results obtained stratifying patients based
on DLPC tissue, as one of the most relevant tissue for SCZ and well characterized due to
the large sample size in the reference panel CMC. Different from CAD, endophenotype
and clinical information were not available in the PGC cohorts, nevertheless we detected
plausible group-specific phenotypic differences approximating SCZ related endophenotypes
via gene risk-scores (gene-RS), estimated from UKBB phenotypes (see section 3.3.4). To
ensure the reliability of group-specific differences found via gene-RS, in section 4.4.7
we validated this approach in CAD, leveraging CARDIoGRAM cohorts for which the
endophenotype was not available (as for PGC), and compared their group-specific gene-RS
results with the actual differences detected in UKBB endophenotypes.
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Fig. 4.49.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Proportion of individuals in each tissue-specific cluster among
SCZ patients considering 2 filtering strategies: genes are clumped based on imputed R2 removing
genes with Pearson correlation higher than 0.9 (left) and higher than 0.1 (right). (B) Normalized
mutual information (NMI) for each pair of tissue-specific clustering, among the 2 filtering strategies.
Lower triangular matrix refers to absolute gene correlation < 0.9, upper triangular matrix to
absolute correlation < 0.1, with the diagonal showing intra-tissue NMI between the two filtering
strategies.

4.4.5 Patients stratification in DLPC

The clustering was performed combining all the 35 cohorts together and considering
5, 678 gene T-scores from DLPC, clumped at 0.9 correlation, standardized, corrected for 10
PCs (computed merging all cohorts) and finally multiplied by SCZ Z-statistic previously
obtained via TWAS, leading to the identification of 3 clusters (Fig. 4.50A). Applying the
same FDR threshold of 0.01 as in CAD, we identified 594 cluster-specific genes out of
26, 836 tested across the 10 tissues. Among those, 92% are located in the MHC locus and
largely overlap between groups (404 in common), compared to the cluster-specific genes
outside the MHC locus that were mostly unique for each cluster (Fig. 4.50B). Of note, the
clustering was largely driven by a specific configuration of genes inside the MHC locus, as
the most significant genes with WMW p-values around 0 were located in the extended MHC
region, in contrast to the associations outside MHC locus starting from a p-value > 1e-10
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(Fig. 4.50C). Collapsing the 594 cluster-specific genes, we found 55 loci tissue-specific
that correspond to 34 overall loci (Tab. B.9). The number of associated genes was almost
constant across the groups due to the spread overlap in MHC locus, nevertheless the
highest number of loci was detected in gr1 (Fig. 4.50F), with a varying tissue specificity
that did not solely consider DLPC (Fig. 4.50G). Reducing the complexity of each locus to a
single candidate exemplar (Fig. 4.50D), we observed that the most prominent difference
is C4A in DLPC (P< 2.1e− 174), with gr1 WMW estimate of opposite direction to its SCZ
Z-statistic sign (WMW est = −2.31), indicating a down-regulation possibly preventive
of severe cognitive symptoms (see below). Among additional loci associated with DLPC
clustering, M-Phase Phosphoprotein 10 (MPHOSPH10, in 2p13.3) was associated with
gr2 and gr3 in DLPC tissue, with an opposite effect of −0.02 (P= 2.87e − 05) and 0.02
(P= 1.18e − 03) respectively. Despite MPHOSPH10 not being associated with SCZ (Z-
statistic= 0.35), variants overlapping this gene region were previously found related to
intelligence from GWAS [235]. Another example is Aldehyde Dehydrogenase 18 Family
Member A1 (ALDH18A1, 10q24.1) with differences detected in brain cerebellum solely for
gr1 (WMW est = 0.07, P= 1.1e−3), found to be negatively associated with fluid intelligence
score phenotype via TWAS in UKBB (Z-statistic= −3.58, FDR = 0.016). Both examples
suggest other mechanisms regardless MHC locus that could impact cognitive functions
manifestations. Comparing the WMW estimates with the TWAS SCZ associations across
all 10 tissues (Fig. 4.50E), it resulted that gr1 represented a group of individuals affected
by SCZ but with lower genetic liability towards it (Spear. corr. = −0.94), opposite to
individuals in gr3 with higher SCZ genetic liability (corr.= 0.89) and gr2 being in-between
having a variable concordant/discordant relation to SCZ associated genes (corr= 0.15).
Due to its relevance, we specifically zoomed into the MHC region and observed the
cluster-specific genes in DLPC at the individual level (Fig. 4.51), filtering out in the
figure genes with correlation higher than 0.7 to avoid highly redundant information. As
already mentioned, C4A plays a pivotal role in separating gr1 and the other two groups.
Because HLA-DMA is negatively correlated with C4A (corr. = −0.53), a similar pattern in
group separation can be observed for HLA-DMA, but with opposite signs in associations.
However, genes such as ZSCAN23 correlated to C4A with a lower magnitude (corr. =
−0.18) and, importantly, exhibited a different stratification criteria, with gr3 having lower
WMW estimates approximation as opposed to the other two groups and in the same
direction of SCZ Z-statistic.
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Fig. 4.50.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) First 2 components of uniform manifold approximation
and projection (UMAP) from gene T-scores in DLPC standardized across SCZ patients, corrected for
PCs, and multiplied by Z-statistic SCZ associations. Each dot represents a patient colored by the
cluster membership. (B) Pie chart representing the number and fraction of cluster-specific genes,
defined as WMW FDR ≤ 0.01 corrected in each tissue separately. Genes are divided based on their
overlap with MHC locus (chr6:26Mb-34Mb). The outer circles represent number of cluster-specific
genes in each group, color coded as in (A), showing groups overlap among associated genes. (C)
For each group, number of group-specific genes (y-axis) passing the WMW p-value threshold (x-
axis), divided per genes intersecting and outside MHC locus (top and bottom panels, respectively).
(D) WMW estimates (capped) for the most group-specific significant gene in the 34 associated loci,
parenthesis refers to the tissue considered (acronyms refer to the initial of the tissue name). Row
annotation on the left indicate the corresponding SCZ Z-statistics from TWAS. (E) Group-specific
genetic liability with respect to SCZ, each dot is a gene associated with a group (FDR ≤ 0.01).
X-axis shows SCZ Z-statistic estimates and y-axis indicates group-specific WMW estimates with
95% CI. (F-G) Number significant genes and loci (tissue specific FDR ≤ 0.01) associated with each
group from WMW test of group id versus remaining patients (F) combing all tissues and (G) tissue
specific.
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Fig. 4.51.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) DLPC differences for genes in MHC locus. Central heatmap
indicates the standardized gene T-scores with each row being a gene in MHC locus (pruned at
0.7 Pearson correlation keeping strongest Z-statistic with respect to SCZ, n. genes= 58) and each
column a SCZ patient, combining all cohorts and ordering according cluster membership. On the
left it is shown the corresponding triangular correlation matrix for the selected genes estimated
from SCZ patients. The small heatmap on the right shows a summary of group-wise differences
represented as WMW estimates when comparing gri against remaining patients and the asterisk
indicates whether the gene is significantly different in that group after tissue and group specific BH
correction.

A similar scenario was observed for BTN3A3 gene, only marginally correlated with the
aforementioned ZSCAN23 and C4A (corr. = 0.37 and −0.26). These observations underlie
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the importance of MHC locus, despite the challenges in properly estimating it via geno-
typing arrays [239] due to LD across HLA and non-HLA genes. In particular, we observed
here that the contribution to the clustering structure of the entire locus was not simply
driven by a single exemplar gene that recapitulate the entire structure, rather by almost
independent signals. Nevertheless, the proposed heterogeneity identified to which the
MHC locus also contribute needs further investigation via observed endophenotypes (here
not available) to evaluate the extent to which imputation in genotyping arrays recapitulate
an existing configuration.
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Fig. 4.52.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Prediction of DLPC clustering structure on scz_boco_eur
external cohort. (A) Y-axis indicates the fraction of SCZ patients assigned to each group in PGC2
data set and the left-out cohort for which the clustering structure was projected. (B) Reproducibility
of group-specific loci on predicted groups in external cohort, the x-axis shows the number of loci
across all tissues associated with each group in PGC2 data set, the y-axis shows how many of these
loci have the same sign using as exemplar the strongest association of the WMW estimates in
the predicted clustering structure. (C) Spearman correlation of WMW estimates in PGC2 and the
external cohort only from genes that are significantly associated with that group (considering all
tissues).

To evaluate reproducibility, we projected the gene-level T-scores from the left out
scz_boco_eur cohort into the partition built on the other 35 PGC2 cohorts (see section
3.3.1). The fraction of SCZ affected individuals assigned to each group in the left out
cohort was similar to the partition built on PGC2 (Fig. 4.52A). In addition, the percentage
of loci reproduced in the external cohort was ≥ 50% in each group (Fig. 4.52B). Here we
used as metric the concordances in WMW estimate sign and not the nominal significance
due to the reduced sample size in the left-out cohort (1, 773), thus indicating that the
projection involved multiple loci. Finally, comparing the gene expression profiles from
WMW group-specific estimates for cluster significant genes, we found that the structure
predicted in scz_boco_eur was concordant with PGC2, with Spearman corr. > 0.95 in each
group (Fig. 4.52C).
Moreover, we investigated the influence of ancestry information captured via principal
components to the clustering structure and we found PC2, PC1 and PC4 with significant
changes in the stratified patients (Fig. 4.53A), despite the PCs correction applied prior to
clustering detection (see section 3.3.1). Hence, we cannot completely exclude an ancestry
contribution to the SCZ partition, however it is clear that genes configuration rather
than PC distribution was the driven force defining the clustering structure (Fig. 4.51). In
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addition, we compared DLPC clustering with a partition obtained solely from PCs and found
non-overlapping endophenotype differences, similarly to CAD. This indicated that the
possible contribution from ancestry to the DLPC cluster was nevertheless not influencing
the group-specific endophenotypic characteristics (more details in section 4.4.8). Finally,
having combined multi-cohorts together in PGC2 clustering, we found that cohort structure
was significantly associated with clustering structure (χ2-test P= 2.83e − 15). However,
analyzing the specific group-cohort division (Fig. 4.53), we found that the fraction of
samples assigned to each group across all cohort was mostly constant, with exception in
enrichment of gr2 with individuals from scz_ajsz_eur cohort or gr1 with individuals from
scz_irwt_eur cohort, hence once again a confounder not totally removed that cannot be
regarded as the driving force providing the observed stratification.

p = 7.9e−13 p = <2e−16 p = 0.0041 p = 1.4e−05 p = 0.015 p = 0.62 p = 0.61 p = 0.1 p = 0.82 p = 0.51
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Fig. 4.53.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Distribution of PGC2 10 PCs (same as those used in
TWAS and PALAS) for each SCZ DLPC cluster (p-values from Kruskal-Wallis test). (B) Contingency
table of group and cohort structure with each square referring to the fraction of patients in a group
(rows) belonging to a certain cohort (columns). Each row sums to 1.

Subsequently, we detected cluster-specific biological processes leveraging individual
pathway-scores. As for CAD, to avoid redundant information we first removed genes-sets
with number of gene T-scores lower or equal than 3 and higher than 200 among both GO
and Reactome and collapsed the 2 databases clumping pathways with JS > 0.2 while giving
priority to gene-sets with highest coverage and number of gene T-scores. We hence tested
6, 120 pathways across 10 tissues with WMW test, resulting in 991 significant associations
(FDR ≤ 0.01) across all groups and tissues. We then removed pathways shared among
tissues but showing a non concordant association sign, which led to 900 significant results:
360, 258, and 282 for gr1, gr2 and gr3 respectively. In total, we detected 256 unique
non-tissue specific pathways, with DLPC tissue up to 239 associations (Fig. 4.54A).
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Fig. 4.54.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Number significant pathways (tissue specific FDR
≤ 0.01) associated with each group from WMW test of group id versus remaining patients. The
included pathways are both from Reactome and GO and filtered such that Jaccard Similarity
≤ 0.2, retaining the pathways with highest coverage and removing significant pathways having
discordant WMW estimates across tissues. (B) For each group, number of significant pathways
(y-axis) passing the WMW p-value threshold (x-axis), split in pathways that include at least one
gene in MHC (top panel) and no gene in MHC (bottom panel). (C-D) WMW estimates (capped)
for 241 significant pathways (rows) testing each group versus the rest (column) and considering
only the most significant tissue per-pathways when repeated. The names on the row are a selection
of significant pathways, parenthesis refers to the tissue considered (acronyms indicates the initial
of the tissue name). Row annotation on the left refers to the corresponding SCZ Z-statistics from
PALAS. Heatmap in (C) refers to pathways including at least one gene in MHC, heatmap in (D)
refers to pathways including no genes in MHC.

Similarly to PALAS analysis for SCZ, we differentiated between pathways that included at
least one gene or no genes within the MHC locus. We observed a higher significance for
the first class of gene-sets (Fig. 4.54B), as expected from cluster-specific gene associations.
In particular, a total of 20 associations referred to pathways not including any gene in MHC
locus (Fig. 4.54D), among which 15 were also more significant than the WMW association
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reached by any genes included in the pathway. For instance, glutathione transferase activity
computed from GSTM4, HPGDS, GSTT2B, GSTT2 and GSTT1 genes is decreased in gr3

(P=5.94e− 4, estimate = −0.05). Glutathione is an antioxidants able to prevent oxidative
stress and from a meta-analysis individuals affected by schizophrenia exhibited lower
levels glutathione ([240]), reinforcing the higher severity of gr3 in SCZ symptoms not
due to MHC locus mechanisms. In addition, cell projection organization tested in brain
cerebellum and composed of TTC30A, BOC, TSC1 and CLUAP1 genes showed an opposite
effect in gr2 and gr3 (estimates= 0.05 and −0.06, P =2.94e − 4 and 4.47e − 6), but no
significant difference in gr1, nevertheless whether this could be connected to differences
in axon prolongation needs further investigation. Considering pathways that include
at least one gene in MHC, the number of associations drastically increased to 880 (Fig.
4.54C), with gr1 having an overall opposite WMW estimation sign than SCZ Z-statistic from
PALAS, once again connected to a lower genetic liability in SCZ risk driven by specific gene
configuration. We detected differences in immune related pathways such as regulation
of immune response measure in DLPC, with positive estimates for gr1 (estimate= 0.5,
P= 2.57e− 189) as opposed to gr2 and gr3 (estimates < −0.16, P< 1e− 33) and similar
but with opposite sign for Notch signaling pathway. In addition, voltage-gated chloride
channel activity in cerebellar hemisphere and axonogenesis in DLPC were significantly
decreased in gr1 (estimates < −0.08, P< 4e − 7). Finally, the autophagy gene-set in
frontal cortex BA9 was associated with all 3 groups (P< 6.07e− 96) but with a different
configuration, having both gr1 and gr2 with negative estimates (estimates < −0.36) and
opposite to SCZ Z-statistic PALAS (Z-stat= 2.4). Of note, autophagy gene-set in frontal
cortex is composed of 5 genes among which only ZKSCAN3 is a cluster-specific gene
having concordant WMW estimates between gr1 and gr2 (Fig. 4.51). Autophagy is indeed
essential for neuronal survival and alterations in the mechanisms can lead to neuronal
death and neurodegeneration [241].

Subsequently, we investigated whether the detected groups of SCZ patients led to
endophenotypic changes. Different from CAD for which we were able to use the deep
phenotyping information collected from UKBB, PGC cohorts did not include any phenotype
details. Hence, we formulated a strategy to mimic the UKBB SCZ-related phenotypes into
PGC patient cohorts via Gene risk-score (gene-RS), creating an approximation of the actual
phenotype that was not collected. The gene-RS computed at the individual level was
estimated from UKBB data set with the same concept of polygenic risk-scores, however
built from imputed gene expression (see section 3.3.4 for details). Thus, we utilized gene-
RS as phenotype proxy and we tested for group-specific differences across all 35 PGC2
cohorts with the same approach used for CAD and correcting in the endophenotype model
for PCs. In section 4.4.7 details are shown on the derived Cluster Reliable Measure (CRM)
that was evaluated on CAD for which we had available endophenotypes. This measure is
devised to define a set of highly reliable endophenotype group-specific associations that
are highly likely to be observed in the corresponding measured phenotype. Thus, we tested
1, 000 SCZ-related endophenotypes in the form of gene-RS spanning 27 categories (Tab.
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B.11) and corrected for the same 10 PCs used in TWAS and PALAS analyses of SCZ. We
thus identified 72 significant (FDR ≤ 0.05) and reliable cluster-specific endophenotypes
(based on CRM) that differ in at least one group of SCZ patients (Fig. 4.55B).
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Fig. 4.55.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Number of significant gene-RS endophenotype
differences in each group with CRM higher than the threshold displayed on the x-axis. (B) Forest
plot of gene-RS endophenotypes with FDR ≤ 0.05 and CRM > 500 in at least one group, indicating
regression coefficient with 95% CI for the grouping variable (βGLM ). Full dot means that βGLM is
significant after BH correction performed separately for each group across all the endophenotype,
black dot means that the group-specific association is also reliable based on CRM threshold (610).
Top panel is specific for blood count and blood biochemistry UKBB phenotype classes. (C) Group-
specific radar chart for Metabolic Syndrome. Mean value of group-specific gene-RS endophenotype
related to metabolic syndrome across all cohorts. Grey radar chart refers to all control combined in
PGC cohorts. In each SCZ group plus controls is rescaled to 0-100 range.

In general, the choice of CRM threshold was obviously changing the final number of
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reliable cluster-specific associations, decreasing it as the CRM increased and hence was
more stringent (Fig. 4.55A). We chose 610 as the threshold leading to a precision > 0.85
when benchmarked on CAD (see section 4.4.7), which retrieved in SCZ application on
DLPC 134 associations, 67, 10 and 57 respectively across the 3 groups. Generally, patients
in gr1 showed evidence of a lower SCZ severity considering phenotypes representing
inflammatory states and cognitive functions. In particular, leukocyte counts were reliably
and significantly lower (β = −0.43, P= 4.11e− 145, CRM = 6215), and generally by any
immune system component in term of counts, from basophill to lymphocytes (Fig. 4.55B).
Nevertheless, when considering percentages and not absolute counts, neutrophill and
monocyte percentages were increased in gr1 (β > 0.09, P< 1e − 07, CRM > 1054) and
consequently the neutrophill-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR, β = 0.1, P= 1e− 9, CRM = 1197)
and platelet-to-lymphocyte ration (PLR, β = 0.25, P= 1.1e − 50, CRM = 4025). The
general lower inflammatory state of gr1 is also observed from decreased C-reactive protein
liability (β = −0.14, P= 1.9e − 16, CRM= 1812). Although still under debate, a large
meta-analysis concluded that C-reactive protein is increased in SCZ patients compared to
healthy subjects [242]. However, the same was deducted for NLR, showing evidence of
increase in SCZ compared to healthy controls [243] and a correlation with SCZ severeness
in drug-free patients [244]. However, this is in contrast with our observations. NLR
inferred score in the form of gene-RS was significantly increased in controls compared
to all the other cases (β = 0.05, P= 1.8e− 8) at the limit of the CRM imposed threshold
(CRM = 605) and gr1 distribution of NLR was not significantly different from controls
(P= 0.07). In addition, gr1 showed a decreased liability of developing depression or
anxiety related disorders despite not passing CRM threhsold (β = −0.099, P= 4.23e− 09,
CRM= 521) and better performances in cognitive tests such as higher fluid intelligence (FI,
β = 0.13, P= 1.4e − 15, CRM= 848), lower necessary time in pairs matching for testing
visual memory ("Time to complete round" β = −0.19, P= 8.94e− 30, CRM= 1260) or trail
making lower time for testing executive function ("Duration to complete alphanumeric
path (trail #2)" β = −0.16, P= 1.1e − 20, CRM= 740). Finally, despite not passing the
fixed CRM threshold, we found significant diffusion brain magnetic resonance imaging
such as "Mean FA in splenium of corpus callosum on FA skeleton" significantly increased
in gr1 (β = 0.120, P= 8.29e − 10, CRM= 436) and with an opposite effect in gr3. This
was validated by a fractional anisotropy study for different brain regions of interest that
found significantly decreased regions in SCZ compared to healthy controls such as the
aforementioned in splenium of corpus callosum [245]. Hence, we concluded that gr1

exhibited a "healthier" state reflective of the lower SCZ genetic liability (Fig. 4.50E),
nevertheless with impairment such as NLR charahcterstic of SCZ patients that require
further investigations. On the other hand, gr3 was complementary to gr1 representing
a more pathological state with higher inflammatory markers and cognitive dysfunction,
while gr2 was associated with a lower number of gene-RS endophenotypic differences and
overall represented an intermediate state (Fig. 4.55B). Furthermore, we observed that
individuals in gr1 were characterized of a higher predisposition to metabolic syndrome
(MetS) than the other groups and controls (Fig. 4.55C) with a specific configuration of
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the 5 risk factors necessary to define the disease [246]. In particular, gr1 compared to all
the other patients had reduced HDL estimates (β = 0.12, P= 4.13e − 13, CRM= 1485),
elevated glucose (β = 0.10, P= 3.8e − 10, CRM= 727) and elevated hip circumference
(β = 0.12, P= 4.13e−13, CRM= 1485) as well as BMI (β = 0.06, P= 3.1e−04, CRM= 765),
although waist circumference would be the preferred measurement for the definition. In
addition, significant impairment persisted when comparing gene-RS results on gr1 with
gene-RS across all controls for glucose and HDL cholesterol (P< 7.4e− 3) although not
passing CRM threshold (CRM> 472) and not satisfied for hip-circumferences (P= 5.7e−2).
In addition, we found a significant decrease in insulin-like growth factor-1 (β = −0.16,
P= 2e − 20, CRM= 2192) for gr1, in concordance with observed deficiency in patients
with metabolic syndrome [247]. Interestingly, SCZ patients have a two-fold risk or more
of developing MetS compared to the general population, pointing at pleiotropic genetic
factors [248].
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Fig. 4.56.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Meta-analysis of generalized linear model testing
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CRM threshold: the darkest grey, the most reliable the results. (B) Group-specific radar chart
for cognitive performance phenotypes. Mean value of group-specific (and controls) gene-RS
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refers to the cognitive test classes in (A).

Given the relevance of cognitive performances in SCZ [238], we specifically focused on
gene-RS mimicking cognitive endophenotypes registered in UKBB (Fig. 4.56). In particular,
28 cluster-specific changes were significant at FDR ≤ 0.05 but only 6 of this association
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also passed the CRM threshold of 610, mostly due to the reduced power in term of sample
size from UKBB registered phenotypes (Fig. 4.56A). As previously mentioned, gr3 showed
evidence of greater cognitive impairments compared to the other groups, for instance in
term of

• fluid intelligence: "score", β = −0.11, P= 6.5e− 15, CRM= 665;

• executive function registered in the form of trail making: "Duration to complete
alphanumeric path (trail #2)" β = 0.15, P= 1.3e− 27, CRM= 694;

• visual memory in the form of pairs matching test: "Time to complete round" β = 0.13,
P= 5.8e− 22, CRM= 860;

• prospective memory from ordinal phenotype with 1=correct at first attempt, 2=cor-
rect at second, 3=wrong, β = 0.08, P= 4.3e− 10, CRM= 339;

• complex processing speed in the form of symbol digit substitution test: "Duration to
entering the value", β = 0.08, P= 2.4e− 08, CRM= 63;

• and processing speed in form of reaction time: "Mean time to correctly identify
matches", β = 0.07, P= 5.7e− 08, CRM= 508.

Most importantly, these results were still valid when comparing gr3 with gene-RS in
healthy controls (Fig. 4.56B, P< 6.8e − 10). On the other hand, an opposite effect was
reached for individuals in gr1 in the cluster-specific comparison (P< 0.015). Similarly, gr2

had opposite but milder effects compared to gr3, with the exclusion of fluid intelligence,
pairs matching and symbol substitution tests, none of which reaching significance after
correction (P> 0.06). For these 3 specific examples, we observed that both gr2 and gr3

were impaired in the sense of lower performances when comparing with healthy controls
(Fig. 4.56B) with P< 6.7e− 10, excluding "Duration to entering value" between gr2 and
healthy controls (P= 0.3). In addition, gr2 showed lower performances in term of working
memory measure via numeric memory test ("Maximum digits remembered correctly",
β = −0.06, P= 1.37e-05, CRM= 263) and even lower than healthy subjects (β = 0.06,
P= 3.4e-06, CRM= 387). We also noticed that FI score is comparable between gr1 and
healthy controls (P= 0.66), however different performances were registered for the 13 tests
of which FI score is a summary, with controls having better performances versus all the
clusters for FI 3,4,6,7,8,10,12 (Fig. 4.56B). We hence highlighted that each of the identified
group tend to specific cognitive impairments, with gr1 and gr3 at the extremes from a
general higher to lower performances. In light of the other SCZ related endophenotypes
such as inflammatory markers, we can conclude that gr3 represented the group with
greatest liability of severeness (Fig. 4.55B). Nevertheless, gr1 patients are more at risk of
developing metabolic syndrome (with a specific configuration of symptoms) and having
higher neutrophill-to-lymphocyte ratio, whereas gr2 showed specific cognitive impairments
such as working memory not detected in any other group.

Summarising, we found distinct subgroups of SCZ patients arising from differences
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in genetic configurations that exhibited different molecular mechanisms converging to
distinct clinical endophenotypes and SCZ-related characteristics.

4.4.6 Patients stratification in DLPC reducing MHC contribution

Because MHC locus was the major driver in the DLPC clustering (92% of the cluster-
specific genes), we decided to reduce its contribution via a strict filtering strategy that
only kept genes with correlation < 0.1. In the specific context of DLPC, this led to a
clustering structure discordant but not completely different to the previous one, with NMI
= 0.05 (Fig. 4.49B). Leveraging 2571 genes with a pairwise correlation not exceeding 0.1,
the patients were now partitioned in 4 groups that included from 2% to 43% of the total
SCZ affected individuals. We identified 636 cluster-specific genes (FDR≤ 0.01) across all
tissues and (288 unique) that span 151 tissue-specific loci for a total of 59 loci, the majority
of which (47) associated to gr2 (Fig. 4.57A). Different from the previous configuration,
69% of the total significant genes were located in the MHC locus, mostly affecting gr3

and gr4 (Fig. 4.57B). Instead, gr2 configuration was dependent more significantly on
genes located outside MHC locus. Of note, this cluster of individual was the smallest in
the detected partition (composed of 525 samples) that however did not generalize when
projecting into the external cohort scz_boco_eur, as no sample was predicted to belong
to that group (Fig. 4.58A). On the other hand, the remaining group exhibited a high
consistency in the external validation, with all 6 loci associated to gr1 replicated in sign
concordance, and 6 and 5 out of 8 loci replicated for gr3 and gr4 respectively (Fig. 4.58B)
and a correlation > 0.8 in terms of cluster-specific gene effects (Fig. 4.58C). Looking
closely at genes driving the clustering structure (Tab. B.10), C2orf47 located in 2q33.1
is associated with all groups but gr2, corresponding to an increase in gr3 and gr4 and a
decrease for gr1. This gene involved in calcium import in the mitochondrion, is located in
one of most significant hit outside MHC for SCZ and was strongly negatively associated
with the disease from our TWAS analysis (Z-stat = −7.6 in DLPC). In addition, genes
in MHC locus were significantly different across all group. BTN3A3 was the exemplar
gene in the locus with strongest WMW estimates and was actually included in the DLPC
genes used to obtained the clustering structure. Being negatively associated with SCZ
(Z-stat= −8.35), the group-specific distribution of BTN3A3 were negative for all clusters
but gr3, indicating a "healthier" state for gr3 considering simply this gene and not the
general MHC locus configuration. Finally, gr2 and gr4 are significantly associated with
MPHOSPH9 in 12q24.31 and DOC2A in 16p11.2, in both cases with gr2 and gr4 individuals
showing a higher expression and lower expression respectively (Tab. B.10).These two
exemplar genes were both associated with SCZ from our TWAS (P= 4.2e− 07), but with
an opposite effect. In general, a specific configuration of genes defined the clustering
structure, located in multiple loci and without a clear direction towards SCZ "more severe"
or "more healthy-like" states.
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Fig. 4.57.: (From Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) Number significant genes and loci (tissue specific FDR ≤ 0.01)
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respectively). (C) WMW estimates (capped) for 74 significant pathways (rows) in each group
versus the rest test (column) considering only the most significant tissue per-pathways when
repeated. The names on the row are a selection of significant pathways, parenthesis refers to the
tissue considered (acronyms indicates the initial of the tissue name). Row annotation on the left
refers to the corresponding SCZ Z-statistics from PALAS. (D) Forest plot of gene-RS endophenotypes
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blood count and blood biochemistry UKBB phenotype classes.
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Fig. 4.58.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) Prediction of DLPC clustering structure with genes |corr.|
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of the WMW estimates in the predicted clustering structure. (C) Spearman correlation of WMW
estimates in PGC2 and the external cohort only from genes that are significantly associated with
that group (considering all tissues).

Of note, the individuals partition was only mildly associated with PCs distribution (Fig.
4.59A), lower than what we observed in the previous configuration with 0.9 genes cor-
relation threshold (Fig. 4.53A). This might be related to the reduced contribution from
MHC locus whose variability was partially captured in PCs. However, ancestry in form of
PCs clearly did not drive the clustering configuration compared to the genes and pathway
contributions.
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Fig. 4.59.: (A) Distribution of PGC2 10 PCs (same as those used in TWAS and PALAS) for each SCZ DLPC
cluster filtering genes at |corr.| < 0.1 (p-values from Kruskal-Wallis test). (B) Contingency table of
group and cohort structure with each square referring to the fraction of patients in a group (rows)
belonging to a certain cohort (columns).

This effect was also present in the form of cohort information, for which there was a
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significant association with clustering structure (χ2 P= 2.1e− 09) due to an enrichment
of certain groups such as gr3 in scz_ajsz_eur (Fig. 4.59B), nevertheless without being a
driver in defining patients partition.
The differences in gene expression converged into differential pathway associations, for
a total of 418 group-specific and tissue-specific significant associations (FDR ≤ 0.01),
among which 407 were concordant across tissues in case of repetition (21, 23, 214 and 149
respectively in gr1 to gr4) and finally collapsed into 180 unique pathways across tissues (Fig.
4.57C). Differences in pathways such as Processing of SMDT1 and folic acid binding, with
an increase in gr3 and gr4 and a decrease in gr1 in the same direction of SCZ liability were
related to differences in C2orf47 locus. Instead, differences in pathways like autophagy,
regulation of complement activation and regulation of immune response were related to
differences in the MHC locus, with individuals in gr3 at a lower risk considering PALAS
results. We also detected milder differences in gr4 not related to MHC locus such as
synaptic transmission, glutamatergic, with the highest contribution from ALS2 gene (WMW
est = −0.05, P= 2.5e − 06). Finally, the highly variable gene configuration of gr2 led to
two major block of pathways significantly different with respect to all the other groups:
increased effect such as in hedgehog receptor activity and a decreased effect such as in
L-ascorbic acid binding. The first example is a regulator of oligodendrocyte production as
well as dopaminergic neuron development [249], whereas the second example is related
to vitamin C absorption.

To investigate the effect at the endophenotypic level, we applied the same strategy
described before and detected gene-RS differences across groups for SCZ related endophe-
notypes (Fig. 4.57D). Similarly to gr1 in the context of 0.9 correlation threshold (sec.
4.4.5), gr3 was exhibiting a lower SCZ liability due to MHC locus genes. Conversely, this led
to lower values of inflammatory markers such as leukocyte count (β = −0.16, P= 3.2e−25,
CRM= 2314) and better cognitive performances in term of visual memory test, i.e. pairs
matching test "time to complete round" (β = −0.1, P= 6e− 10, CRM= 629). Nevertheless,
results observed before such as fluid intelligence score increase and C-reactive protein
decrease were not significant and reliable in this setting, although with a similar trend
to 0.9 configuration (β = 0.05 and −0.04, P= 0.001 and 0.01, CRM= 306 and 500 re-
spectively). In addition, gr4 represented a group at higher risk of SCZ, opposite to gr3,
with increased leukocyte count (β = 0.9, P= 8.6e− 12, CRM= 1322) and lower memory
performances however not reliable (β = 0.05, P= 3.6e-05,CRM= 364). Finally, although
showing differential genes and pathway distribution, there was no significant and reliable
endophenotype in gr1, while the discovery was limited to 3 in gr2 due to a reduced sample
size. Interestingly, we found that gr2 had a higher liability in depressive symptoms and
sleeping related dysfunctions ("Recent feelings of depression" β = 0.18, P= 3.6e − 05,
CRM= 652). Notably, L-ascorbic acid binding associated with gr2 has been found related
to negative symptoms in SCZ patients, with vitamin C administration improving the PANSS
score related to negative symptoms [250].
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In summary, reducing the MHC locus contribution we detected groups strongly driven
by genes outside that locus and consequently specific pathway configuration. Although we
found similar endophenotypic differences with respect to what was shown in the previous
paragraph, here we also detect a group with evidence of negative symptoms only, without
additional cognitive impairments.
We conclude the chapter with two benchmarks, the first related to the gene-RS strategy
to approximate endophenotype and the second to ancestry contribution to the observed
clustering structure comparing DLPC groups with the clustering obtained from PCs.

4.4.7 Gene risk-score to approximate endophenotypes

Because endophenotypes information was not available on PGC cohort, we approxi-
mated it via gene-RS as described in section 3.3.4. In particular, we leveraged UKBB deep
phenotyping and benchmarked our approach on CAD external cohorts CARDIoGRAM,
projecting the clustering results from UKBB CAD partition and comparing the found differ-
ences in terms of gene-RS with the ground truth of the actually observed cluster-specific
endophenotypes.
We first build gene-specific weights across 10 CAD tissues to compute gene-RS (i.e. Z-
statistics) via TWAS for 369 CAD-related phenotypes in UKBB. Then, to evaluate the
heritability of the phenotype in being explained by gene-RS, we computed gene-RS on the
same samples for which the actual phenotype is available and from which gene weights
were obtained (namely UKBB cohort). We finally estimated both R2 and F-statistic on
as described in section 3.3.4. Indeed, we observed that R2 estimates were inflated for
phenotypes registered in fewer samples (Fig. 4.60A, left-panel) and decided to evaluate
the goodness of the model via F-statistic (Fig. 4.60A, right-panel). The same trend was
observed for the 1000 endophenotype in 11 tissues chosen among UKBB phenotypes as
SCZ-related to test differences in PGC clusters in the form of gene-RS (Fig. 4.60B). Af-
terward, we computed gene-RS also on the 9 external CARDIoGRAM cohorts, together
with the projection of tissue-specific clustering based on UKBB CAD patients partition.
Having a patient stratification and an approximation of the phenotypic characterization in
each cohort, we were now able to estimate cluster-specific differences in term of gene-RS
and we obtained a summary result via a meta-analysis. We finally computed the CRM
for an endophenotype difference tested in a group as the product of the group-specific
regression coefficient and phenotype F-statistic (3.43). Considering all tissues together and
filtering for cluster-specific results passing FDR ≤ 0.05, we evaluated the performances
of gene-RS in finding the same results as the actual phenotype in term of precision. In
particular, having fixed a certain CRM (thr), the precision was computed as the fraction
of cluster-specific gene-RS differences concordant in regression coefficient sign with the
actual endophenotype difference, over the total number of gene-RS phenotypes passing a
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certain CRM threshold:

Precisionthr = |{pheno|sign(βpheno · βgene−RS) > 0 AND CRMgene−RS > thr}|
|{pheno|CRMgene−RS > thr}|

(4.1)
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Fig. 4.60.: (A-B) Left panel shows R2 estimates for gene-RS (y-axis) in predicting the actual UKBB phenotype
versus the number of available individuals for that phenotype (x-axis). R2 is computed from
nested model subtracting R2 evaluated on the complete model from R2 evaluated on covariates
only (phenotype specific PCs as used in TWAS and PALAS). Right panel shows F-statistic from
nested model (y-axis) compared to the number of samples (x-axis) later used as a component
of cluster-reliable measure (CRM). (A) Distribution of R2 and F-statistic for 369 CAD related
endophenotypes in 11 tissues and (B) for 1000 SCZ related phenotypes in 10 tissues. (C-D) CRM
validation in CAD: meta-analysis gene-RS differences built on (C) 9 CARDIoGRAM cohorts or (D)
UKBB, the first case being external cohorts and the second case being the same samples used
to build TWAS coefficients and to estimate R2. CRM on the x-axis is compared to the actual
endophenotypic differences detected in each tissue-specific clustering. Y-axis of the left panel
shows the precision computed as the fraction of group-specific gene-RS differences that have
the same sign of GLM regression coefficient in the actual endophenotype analysis, among all the
endophenotypes passing CRM threshold. Y-axis of the right panel shows the number of phenotypes
considered having group-specific reliable difference with that threshold. The black line represents
a summary combining all tissues.

The idea behind this strategy is to decide a cut-off above which it might be possible to trust
the results from gene-RS as reliable and likely to happen also for the actual endophenotype.
Results for varying CRM thresholds are shown in Fig. 4.60C (left panel) as well as the final
number of retrieved associations when considering that threshold (right panel). From all
tissues together, the CRM cut-off of 610 leads to a precision higher than 0.85 and a total
of 1002 reliable and significant cluster-specific associations. Nevertheless, even a much
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lower threshold of 265 would have a precision > 0.8, although increasing the number
of associations to 1828 and hence the uncertainty. Of note, we could also compare the
cluster-specific results from gene-RS and endophenotype as computed and registered in
the same set, namely UKBB (Fig. 4.60D), observing a very similar trend in terms of the
number of associations retrieved at a given cut-off.

4.4.8 Ancestry contribution to clustering

Similarly to CAD (section 4.3.7), we investigated whether the clustering structure
detected for SCZ patients was emerging from ancestry differences. Although we corrected
for PCs as pre-processing step, there still was a significantly different distribution among
groups in PCs from 1 to 4 (Fig. 4.53A). Thus, we specifically studied the overlap between
tissue-specific partitions (genes |corr.| < 0.9) and the clustering structure obtained from
the available PCs in PGC cohorts (from 1 to 20) via PhenoGraph algorithm (section 3.3.1),
prior to feature standardization of each PC to mean 0 and standard deviation 1. We thus
identified 9 groups (Fig. 4.61A) with a significant overlap to the partitions detected in
tissues (Fig. 4.61B left, χ2-test P < 1e-10). This was expected from the PCs distribution in
DLPC clustering, nevertheless we can here appreciate the extent of overlap via NMI that
was extremely reduced and did not exceed 0.005 (Fig. 4.61B right). Focusing on DLPC
tissue, the small NMI from the comparison with PCs clustering (0.002) was still always
higher than the NMI between PCs cluster and 10, 000 random partitions (Fig. 4.61C),
hence sharing a structure not emerging by chance. Pairwise odds ratio of enrichment from
Fisher’s Exact test between groups from DLPC and groups from PCs (Fig. 4.61D) found
10 pairs with significant enrichment or depletion (P< 0.01) with the strongest result for
enrichment of DLPC gr2 in PCs gr5 (P= 8.9e− 15) and consequential depletion of DLPC
gr1 in PCs gr5 (P= 1.2e− 11). Giving the evidence of a sharing structure among the two
partitions, we finally investigated whether it would imply a similarity in endophenotypic
characteristic for each group. As for CAD, we considered for each endophenotype tested
(in the form of gene-RS) the best p-value result across all DLPC groups and all PCs groups
(Fig. 4.61E). The level of associations greatly varied in magnitude between DLPC and PCs
cluster, nevertheless we identified 6 endophenotypes passing FDR 0.05 threshold in both
partitions. Relaxing the FDR threshold to 0.1, we observed in details which group had the
highest association with the considered endophenotype differences in both partitions (Fig.
4.61F). We observed that platelet crit is significantly decreased in DLPC gr1 and PCs gr2,
nevertheless there is no enrichment between these two groups, while PCs gr1, enriched in
DLPC gr1, showed an opposite effect (β = 0.02, Fig. 4.61D). LDL direct and apolipoprotein
B are decreased in DLPC gr1 as well as PCs gr3 but there is no evidence of individuals
overlap and similarly for the diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) phenotypes
"Mean L1 in fornix cres+stria terminalis on FA skeleton (left)", "Mean L3 in cingulum
hippocampus on FA skeleton (right)" and "Mean MD in fornix cres+stria terminalis on FA
skeleton (left)".
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Fig. 4.61.: (Adapted from Trastulla et al., in prep.) (A) UMAP of SCZ cases (outliers from genes excluded)
based on the first 20 PGC PCs (standardized), color refers to the assigned PCs clustering. (B)
Comparison between PCs clustering and grouping from gene T-scores corrected for PCs and
normalized ("genes zscaled") in term of -log10 p-value of χ2-test (left) and NMI (right), for each
tissue. Genes are clumped at the default threshold of 0.9 correlation. (C) Histogram of NMI
between cluster from PCs and 10, 000 randomly assigned groups with the same size as DLPC
clustering (genes corr. < 0.9), the dashed line refers to the NMI comparing PCs and the actual
DLPC clustering. (D) Pairwise Fisher’s Exact test between a group detected in PCs clustering
(columns) and a group detected in DLPC clustering (rows), heatmap indicates the calculated odds
ratio with × highlighting a non-significance at the nominal level of 0.01. (E) Each dot represents
a tested endophenotype and indicates the -log10 p-value of the most significant group-specific
difference in PCs (x-axis) and DLPC (y-axis) clustering. Dashed lines refer to p-value = 0.001
and color reflects the FDR significance threshold. (F) Forest plot of group-specific differences
for endophenotypes significant in PCs cluster at FDR 0.1 threshold, x-axis shows the regression
coefficient from GLM testing gri vs all remaining. Not shaded dots indicate groups with most
significant association in term of p-value.

The remaining dMRI phenotypes instead, included as most significant groups gr3 of both
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DLPC and PCs clusters but with opposite effect that again were not overlapping. However,
PCs gr4 was enriched in DLPC gr3 and was concordant in those phenotype associations,
similarly to "Volume of grey matter in Inferior Frontal Gyrus" but with a significantly
decreased distribution in PCs gr4 and DLPC gr3.

In conclusion, tissue clustering structures include some effect from ancestry information
that cannot be removed via PCs correction during pre-processing. This effect was stronger
than what we observed for CAD, possibly due to the higher relevance of MHC locus in
SCZ of which PCs also capture the variability. Nevertheless, the contained overlap of DLPC
stratification with PCs clustering does not drive the endophenotypic differences observed
in the form of gene-RS, and could only interfere with 6 phenotypic differences due to an
enrichment of individuals in DLPC gr3 with individuals in PCs gr4, hence here limited. We
conclude that the emerged stratification represent a genetic liability in SCZ rather than the
individuals ancestry background.
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5Discussion

The work presented in this thesis represents to our knowledge the first comprehensive
pipeline that creates cis-regulatory models to impute gene expression, converts individual
genetic associations into meaningful biological entities, and stratifies patients based on
their genetic liability profiles. These interpretable features can be leveraged to identify
putative causal or protective pathomechanisms and intermediate phenotypes, directly
suggesting testable hypotheses on the underlying biological mechanisms. Moreover, the
individual level imputed gene expression profiles are used for patient stratification and
reveal distinct molecular pathways activity profiles across the inferred patient groups and
as well as differences in endophenotype profiles and clinical outcomes.
During the application to coronary artery disease and schizophrenia, we found well-
known biological pathways involved in each disease as well as less recognized or putative
novel mechanisms. Interestingly, we revealed an aggregation mechanism of small effect
genetic variants onto specific pathways, leading to impairment at the individual level
that drives the disease association. Finally, the detected groups based on distinct genetic
liability profiles were associated with differences in endophenotype profiles and treatment
responses. These groups were also interpreted in the context of biological pathways,
decomposing each group scenario in a configuration of perturbed pathways, characteristic
of the different observed pathomechanisms.
In conclusion, this pipeline will be a valuable tool for the scientific community to obtain
insights into a complex disease pathomechanisms and propose ad-hoc treatment strategies
for genetically different groups of patients.

5.1 Integration of epigenetic information to model gene
expression

The first module of our integrated pipeline constructs tissue-specific gene regulatory
models from cis-variants. From a modeling perspective, PriLer is an extension of elastic-net
regression that additionally integrates a priori knowledge on variants, reducing the penalty
for SNPs that are more likely to be relevant from a biological point of view. Theoretically,
the prior information of variants can be from any biological source. However, we used
epigenetic information and GWAS associations due to their relevance in gene expression
regulation. The overall importance of a variant as the result of the corresponding prior
information is weighted by the relevance of each prior feature (e.g. cell type-specific
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open chromatin states). PriLer does not assign a fixed relevance to prior features but
automatically learns it in an iterative procedure that takes into account the regulatory role
of the corresponding intersecting variants in gene expression (Fig. 3.3). This methodology
is integrated into the CASTom-iGEx framework. Nevertheless, it can also be used as a stand-
alone tool for creating gene expression models from common cis-variants in matching
reference panels, with a customizable cis-window around genes TSS.

In this thesis, we initially created gene regulatory models from GTEx v6p [166] and
CMC Release 1 [54] reference panels, without harmonizing the genotype data sets with
any other target genotype-only data set, to evaluate PriLer at the best of its capability and
providing the biggest possible set of variants among which the gene expression can be
modeled. The evaluation is based on in-sample and out-of-sample R2 metrics referring
to the variance explained by the genetic component, the former computed on the entire
available set and the latter as the average across CV-folds (see 3.1.4). As expected, the
number of genes that can be reliably predicted from their cis-genetic effects (R2 ≥ 0.01
and R2

CV > 0) depended on the tissue sample size, but not the number of reg-SNPs, i.e.
SNPs that regulate at least one gene (Fig. 4.3), highlighting a complexity specific for each
tissue regardless the number of individuals available. This was indeed confirmed in a
down-sampling analysis of DLPC tissue from CMC, in which the number of reliable genes
increased with the sample size but the n. reg-SNPs remained stable, apart from a clear
overfit when an extremely low sample size was considered (50 individuals) (Fig. 4.4).
In addition, in-sample R2 increased with the tissue sample size, indicating an expected
overfit when evaluating the performance on the entire set of samples that is however not
observed in the left-out partitions (Fig. 4.5). Strikingly, out-of-sample R2

CV increased with
the sample size when considering the common set of genes in DLPC (Fig. 4.6). This further
validates that an increase in power through an increase in the number of individuals leads
to a more accurate estimation of the gene expression regulation (Fig. 4.6).

Importantly, the integration of prior knowledge in the elastic-net framework gives
insight into the (epigenetic) prior relevance in regulating gene expression in a tissue-
specific context. Indeed, when simulating prior features via the random sampling of
variants, the final correspondent weights computed by PriLer were the lowest and proximal
to zero (Fig. 4.8). In addition, a similar outcome was observed when simulating prior
features randomly sampling from observed gene regulatory regions (GREs) of different cell
types, hence keeping a plausible biological structure. However, an almost null assigned
prior weight was only registered when the considered GREs were not present in the prior
features of the baseline model, thus actually biologically relevant (Fig. 4.9). This is
connected to two critical aspects of the PriLer setup. Firstly, random prior features will
obtain approximately null weights only when the overlap of variants with an actually
relevant prior is almost null. Conversely, if the sharing is substantial, PriLer will detect
that prior feature as important to a certain extent, because some of those variants will still
regulate the expression of genes. Thus, to increase the interpretability of the results in
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revealing gene regulation mechanisms, one possibility is to create a "shared" prior feature
that includes the variants overlapping all the prior information and the complementary
cell-type specific ones, excluding the shared portion. Secondly, the higher the number of
variants intersecting a certain binary feature, the higher will be the computed weight, as
was observed when increasing the random prior sample size. This happens because of the
higher probability of intersecting a variant that is actually relevant for gene regulation
in a prior feature with higher dimensionality. A strategy for proper rescaling based on
the priors dimension can alleviate this problem. Addressing these issues is important
to gain a better understanding of gene regulatory mechanisms. Nevertheless, this was
not the focus of our study as we aimed at building improved gene expression models
via the selection of more robust and meaningful variants. Crucially, PriLer reduces the
penalization that a variant undergoes in each gene expression model based on a priori
(properly weighted) information. However, it does not force the selection of those variants
in the final gene expression model that will be determined by the specific gene context
(Fig. 4.17, 4.40). Notably, it is crucial to include plausible regulatory mechanisms in the
set of prior features. Prior feature weights will never be zero unless they do not intersect
any reg-SNPs, despite PriLer assigning to random non-meaningful features a low weight.
Hence, "non-plausible" features will still minimally contribute to the final gene expression
models. This is a consequence of the L2 penalty used to control γ size (see (3.4)). To
perform prior features selection, a natural extension is the introduction of an L1 penalty
that will shrink non-relevant feature weights to zero and possibly improve the reg-SNP
selection.

PriLer implementation includes a built-in elastic-net model for each gene, with the
primary aim of finding an optimal setting of hyper-parameters α and λ (Fig. 3.5). Re-
gardless, it can be also used to estimate the improvement reached when including prior
information in the gene expression modeling. In particular, we noticed an increase in
out-of-sample R2

CV for the majority of genes across all tissues (> 50%, Fig. 4.10B). This
highlighted that the prior features are useful overall but not for certain genes whose
regulation might be related to biological components not included as priors. Importantly,
PriLer reached better performances than elastic-net while utilizing a reduced set but more
biologically relevant of reg-SNPs (Fig. 4.10B-D). In addition, the selection of reg-SNPs
aided by external meaningful information led to a more robust selection compared to
elastic-net, as observed in a down-sampling analysis in whole-blood comparing Jaccard
similarity of reg-SNPs selection (Fig. 4.10E).

Finally, PriLer was compared against the two state-of-the-art methods for modeling
gene expression from cis-components: prediXcan [10] and Fusion [9], the latter method
also called TWAS. Both methods are based on an expression modeling separately con-
structed for each gene, with prediXcan using elastic-net and TWAS choosing between the
best performing model among cis-eQTL, BLUP (best linear unbiased predictor), BLSMM
(Bayesian sparse linear mixed models), LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection
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operator), and elastic-net (see section 2.2.3). In their application on GTEx v6p tissues
and CMC data sets, PriLer outperformed both prediXcan and TWAS in terms of average
cross-validation squared correlation, with a better variability explained by PriLer in more
than 64% and more than 76% of the total genes, respectively (Fig. 4.12A-B). However,
the higher improvement when compared to TWAS was also related to a higher number of
reg-SNPs systematically used across all tissues. Conversely, about 50% of the gene models
used a higher number of reg-SNPs in PriLer compared to prediXcan, and even less than half
of them for specific tissues such as hippocampus and hypothalamus (Fig. 4.14), underlying
an improvement in explained gene variability regardless the higher number of features
selected. Notably, the TSS window we used in PriLer was particularly smaller than the
ones used in prediXcan and TWAS, respectively 400kb size compared to 1Mb. Similarly
to elastic-net, PriLer selected a higher percentage of biologically relevant reg-SNPs (Fig.
4.12C). In this case, we considered their intersection with the tissue-specific prior informa-
tion in the form of gene regulatory regions and found prediXcan as systematically showing
the smallest percentages. Finally, reg-SNPs biological relevance was estimated using an
external gene regulatory reference not applied in the gene expression model, namely acces-
sible chromatin zones measured as DNase I hypersensitivity sites [204]. PriLer reg-SNPs
intersected an overall higher number of biosamples DHSs than elastic-net in the majority
of tissues, but not compared to prediXcan or TWAS. Indeed, better performances in PriLer
were only observed for a selection of tissues among which hippocampus, left ventricle, and
muscle skeletal (Fig. 4.15). Notably, the fraction of TWAS reg-SNPs intersecting at least
one DHSs biosample was always higher across all tissues (Tab. B.3), possibly related to
the model choice in TWAS of "best eQTL" which are particularly enriched in regulatory
regions [46].

In conclusion, our proposed methodology for gene expression modeling outperforms
existing ones, leading to increase interpretability in terms of regulatory mechanisms
and a more biologically meaningful and robust selection of variants. PriLer can be
further extended including an L1 penalty term for prior weights sparsity to increase the
interpretability of the learned prior relevance and predictions. In addition, trans-effect can
be modelled together with cis-effects introducing chromatin three-dimensional interactions
[251] and/or regulatory effects of transcription factors expression on target genes [48].

5.2 Gene expression perturbation by disease-related
genetic mechanisms

The tissue-specific gene expression models from PriLer are then used to impute gene
changes onto large-scale genotype-only cohorts. The obtained gene expression reflects the
perturbation of transcription activity that is mediated by the cis-variants alleles configura-
tion. Thus, it is possible to test the association of the genetically mediated expression with
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the disease risk and identify putative causal genes. Indeed, TWAS associations cannot be
considered as unquestionable causal genes as spurious results can arise from LD structure
or shared GWAS hits with actual causal genes [62].
Here, we tested the association of imputed genes with disease status in the context of two
complex diseases: coronary artery disease (CAD) and schizophrenia (SCZ). We identified
many well-known genes from GWAS, some of them also validated via in-vivo experiments,
underlying the fidelity of our analyses. For instance, the lower expression of SORT1
gene in the liver was significantly associated with an increased risk of CAD (Fig. 4.16A).
Functional in-vivo experiments [25, 125, 206] confirmed that an increased expression of
SORT1 gene in the liver and hence the production of sortilin protein, a lysosomal sorting
protein, boosted the clearance of LDL in blood. This mechanism was mediated by the
binding of intracellular APOB-containing particles in the Golgi apparatus and extracellular
LDL in the plasma membrane. Thus, a decrease in SORT1 expression implies a reduction
in LDL clearance and consequently a higher risk of CAD. Liver-specific SORT1 was not the
only gene significantly associated with CAD in the 1p13.3 locus. Significant decreases of
PSRC1 and CELSR2 imputed expression in the liver were as well associated with CAD risk.
PSRC1 was also reliably imputed and significantly associated with CAD in whole blood,
contrary to CELSR2 whose expression in visceral omentum, colon sigmoid and artery aorta
did not lead to changes in CAD risk. These associations in the liver were indistinguishable
from SORT1, with a correlation higher than 0.9. In future analyses, fine-mapping strategies
such as FOCUS [72] can aid in discerning causality in a locus via posterior probability
estimation. On the other hand, we also detected CAD-associated genes in well-known
risk loci but without properly understood pathomechanisms, e.g. CDKN2B and PATCHR1.
The region 9p21 of CDKN2B was long identified as a GWAS hit, with rs4977574 SNP
increasing susceptibility 1.30 times for heterozygotes A/G and 1.54 times for homozygotes
G/G configurations in Caucasian population [252]. This SNP is located in the 58-kb LD
block on 9p21 which overall confers a markedly increased risk of CAD. Deletion of the
orthologous 70-kb non-coding interval on a mouse model implied a decrease in expression
of the nearby genes CDKN2B and CDKN2A, together with the proliferation of vascular
cells and increased mortality, and pointed to an impairment in cell cycle and cellular
proliferation mechanisms [207]. Alteration of CDKN2B and CDKN2A nearby genes is also
mediated by altered expression of the non-coding RNA ANRIL, considered the target genes
of 9p21 risk variants, nevertheless the exact mechanisms remain unclear [253]. In our
TWAS analysis, both CDKN2A and ANRIL were not tested in any tissue as they were not
reliably predicted in the GTEx reference panel, hence the mediation via ANRIL could not
be proved. Instead, we found that the genetic component of CDKN2B expression mediated
by 51 variants (even outside the 58-kb region) was negatively associated with CAD. This
association was only present in the context of colon sigmoid and not whole blood, due to
a tissue-specific regulation (Fig. 4.17A-B). Finally, we identified PHACTR1 as significantly
associated in the artery aorta mediated by three cis-variants among which rs9349379,
well-known from previous GWAS (Fig. 4.17C). Nevertheless, a recent study by Gupta et al.
[254] applied CRISPR-editing technology to stem cell-derived endothelial cells targeting
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rs9349379 and detected a gene 600 kb upstream of PHACTR1, EDN1, as transcriptionally
regulated by rs9349379, whereas no effect on PHACTR1 gene expression was detected.

In the context of SCZ, we similarly retrieved associations established from previous
GWASs, some of which were experimentally validated. The most prominent one is C4A
increased expression consistent across all tissues, which was recently fine-mapped for SCZ
in the MHC locus [150]. In a mouse model with human C4A, it was found that overex-
pressing C4A diminished the cortical synapse density and increased microglia engulfment
[151]. Interestingly, the highest levels of C4 protein were observed during development,
but microglia engulfment due to C4A overexpression peaked during adolescence and a
consequential reduction in synapse density was present only after adolescence. This mech-
anism underlies a cumulative cascade of events consistent with the developmental nature
of SCZ [151]. In addition, C4A transgenic mice exhibited abnormal behaviors including
social one, deficiency of spatial working memory, and increase anxiety. These phenotypes
resembled the negative symptoms observed in individuals affected by SCZ. From a regula-
tory point of view, the cis-component change in expression was explained by an intricate
configuration of 98 alleles, including significant GWAS hits (Fig. 4.40A). Another striking
example is the association of SCZ with the decrease in DDHD2 expression. This gene was
already identified from GWASs simply based on genomic location [73]. A decrease in
DDHD2 cis-regulated expression in SCZ patients was also detected from recent TWASs
from brain models of human fetuses [227, 255]. DDHD2 is a brain triglyceride hydrolase
whose deleterious mutation is associated with complex hereditary spastic paraplegia. The
double knock-out of DDHD2 in mice showed an increase in triglycerides in the central
nervous system, with lipid droplets mostly localized in the intracellular compartments of
neurons, concomitant to an observed phenotype of impairment in motor coordination and
long-term spatial memory [256]. In the context of SCZ, DDHD2 was initially detected
as carrying de novo mutations from exome sequencing [226]. Thus, DDHD2 association
from common variants was in accordance with the convergence of common-rare variants
in SCZ. Indeed, from the latest GWAS and exome-sequencing studies [73, 144], it was
observed that genes with damaging ultra-rare mutations are enriched for GWAS associated
common variants, and vice versa fine-mapped genes from GWAS are enriched for mutated
genes [73]. Notably, this convergence indicates that the altered function of these genes
affects both individuals carrying rare mutations and those having the pathogenic common
alleles configuration. Importantly, this interplay was validated not simply via DDHD2 but
from the overall significant association of the De Novos: SCZ loss of function (LoF) pathway
(Fig. 4.44B).

The strongest signals from our TWAS analyses were already included in disease-
associated loci from GWASs with comparable sample sizes. On the contrary, novel putative
causal genes were characterized by a lower Z-statistic in absolute value but below FDR
0.05 threshold (Tab. 4.4, Tab. 4.5). In particular, we highlighted two novel associations for
CAD: a decrease in NME7 in the aorta and colon tissues and an increase of NFU1 in the
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adipose visceral omentum. As already mentioned, TWAS analysis can only point to putative
causal genes. Nevertheless, NME7 was also prioritized in the latest GWAS for CAD [74] via
fine-mapping and other complementary predictors supporting orthogonal lines of evidence.
In detail, NME7 was the closest gene to rs61806987 associated variant, it was harboring
protein-altering variants, it was a cis-eQTL and, it was assigned the highest score in the
locus via PoPs [84]. From a functional point of view, NME7 is part of the ciliome and takes
part in the control of the microtubule-organizing center. A complete knock-out of NME7 in
rats model proved to be unsustainable with life itself, leading to premature death [257].
Nevertheless, a heterozygotic state with only one copy deleted developed normally, but
affected carbohydrate and lipid metabolism increasing body weight and insulin levels and
decreasing glucose tolerance [258]. Instead, NFU1 was not mentioned as a causal gene
in the latest GWAS. However, patients with a point mutation in NFU1 and rats model via
CRISPR-Cas9 showed mitochondrial dysfunction leading to pulmonary hypertension [210].
In particular, James et al. showed that the mutation in NFU1 was linked to pulmonary
arterial hypertension through dysregulation of the antioxidant system in the mitochondria
and increased reactive oxygen species levels [210]. Further investigations are necessary
for the prioritization of this gene in the contest of CAD.
In the context of SCZ, we pointed to two newly identified genes: an increase in PKD1L1
in the cerebellar hemisphere and a decrease in MLF2 in the cerebellum and transformed
lymphocytes. PKD1L1 is part of the ciliary calcium channel controlling calcium concentra-
tion within primary cilia without affecting cytoplasmic calcium concentration. Although
it was so far not directly related to SCZ, PKD1L1 was identified as the closest gene to
variants associated with anxiety disorders from a GWAS [228]. From our PALAS analysis,
calcium ion transmembrane transport gene-set in the cerebellar hemisphere was considered
as significant mostly from PKD1L1 contribution (Fig. 4.44C). Finally, MLF2 is involved in
transcription regulation and was originally known to be associated with myeloid leukemia.
In the context of psychiatric disorders, MLF2 was found to overlap with variants mildly
associated with response to paliperidone in SCZ treatment (P > e-06) [229]. In addi-
tion, MLF2 was prioritized in a GWAS with more than 1, 200 rats [259] for novel object
interaction test, a predictor of addiction-like traits, consistent with MLF2 association with
smoking behaviors in humans.

In conclusion, the TWAS analyses performed here from PriLer gene expression models
are consistent with GWAS of comparable sample size in terms of associated genes with CAD
and SCZ. This is particularly true for strong associations such as SORT1 for CAD or C4A
for SCZ. Nevertheless, novel putative causal genes detected here, such as NME7 for CAD,
have been further prioritized in more recent GWASs with increased sample size. In the
specific example of NME7, in-vivo studies pointed out the connection between decreased
NME7 and CAD pathomechanisms. This highlights the plausibility of our findings and the
necessity to further validate new candidates in an experimental setting.
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5.3 Convergence of small effects into biological
pathways

Besides the identification of associated genes with complex diseases, one of the main
benefits of CASTom-iGEx is the possibility to measure pathway activity levels for every
single individual computing a sample-specific score. Thus, it is possible to perform PAthway
Level Association Study (PALAS) with a framework similar to GWAS and TWAS for each
computed pathway. Importantly, this allows comparing the significance reached at the
pathway level to the one observed for genes and consequentially variants involved in the
pathway. On the one hand, this strategy for pathway association bypasses any a priori
filtering based on a p-value threshold, hence maintaining all the possible effects even
those with supposedly marginal. On the other hand, the significance of the association for
pathways is comparable with the ones from involved genes or variants. This is possible
because all these associations are computed on the same set of individuals and hence
the statistical power will only depend on the effect size and sample variance rather
than changes in the sample size. In particular, we distinguished between two classes of
significant pathways: those including at least one gene more significant than the level
reached by the pathway itself (class I) and those more significant than any gene in the
pathway (class II). The first class is indicative of pathways disrupted by the genetic
perturbation of usually only one gene, the second class instead highlights a cumulative
mechanism from genes that combined increase the pathway relevance.
In the two applications of CASTom-iGEx to CAD and SCZ, we found that the majority
of pathways fell under the class I category (Fig. 4.18C, 4.41C). These pathways were
disrupted by the strong TWAS associations such as CDKN2B, SORT1, and PCSK9 for
CAD (Fig. 4.18F) or genes in the MHC locus, SNX19, and MAPK3 for SCZ (Fig. 4.42).
On the other hand, class II pathways were composed of genes with weaker effects (Fig.
4.18D, 4.41D) and they can be further divided into pathways with at least one significant
gene passing FDR 0.05 threshold (green) and those composed entirely of not significant
genes (light blue). Hence, the aggregation of effects that we observe at the pathway
level arises only from small effect genes, highlighting the importance of weak associations
usually not prioritized. In the context of CAD, we additionally performed GWAS using the
same case-control division from UKBB as well as the same variants involved in the gene
expression imputation. This further analysis allowed the comparison of the cumulative
phenomenon at multiple levels, going from variants to genes to pathways (Fig. 4.20). In
particular, we detected 104 pathways that exceeded the significance of both variants and
genes, additionally not passing the FDR 0.05 and hence solely arising from a cumulative
effect. Nevertheless, we observed that the majority of associated pathways were less
significant than both variants and genes. In addition, most of the variants were more
significant than any gene they regulated or any pathway they were involved in. This
indicates that either the estimation we performed of gene regulation does not capture
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properly the reality (for example due to biases in the reference panels), or/and the variants
might operate via additional mechanisms other than cis-regulation. Indeed, GWAS signal
of associated variants represents the joint cis- and trans- effect of that variant. Moreover, a
reduced significance at the pathway level might be indicative of a too simplistic approach
of collapsing the gene expression by taking the average. In this context, we observed
that the effect sign of genes inside a pathway contributes to the final pathway association.
In particular, genes with opposite signs cancel out the signal collapsed at the pathway
level (Fig. 4.45). Nevertheless, even genes with very weak effects contribute to the
pathway relevance increase, at least until a p-value < 0.1. Above this threshold, genes
can be considered as not involved in the complex disease and only increase the noise
collected at the pathway level, hence losing relevance. Considering this limitation, a
possible extension is to compute pathway-scores weighting genes by their Z-statistics,
similar to pathway-specific polygenic risk-score [91] but from the perspective of perturbed
genes. We did not include any disease information in the construction of pathway scores
to keep the computed pathways unbiased with respect to the disease considered, hence
giving a general estimate applicable in multiple contexts. Nonetheless, another extension
might take into consideration tissue-specific gene regulation to account for the interactions
among genes in a pathway, leveraging large measured gene-expression collections (e.g.
GTEx or Brain Atlas projects) and/or known experimental results. Notably, the example
shown in (Fig. 4.45) to study the incremental effect did not include any correlated genes.
In this context, we examined the impact of gene correlation and genomic location in
pathway significance via randomization analyses (section 4.3.3). As expected, when
genes were highly correlated with each other there was no or very little increase in the
significance of the pathway. On the contrary, a very mild correlation (between 0.1 and
0.2) or a strong one (> 0.9) but shared only in 50% of the genes led to the best increase
in pathway significance, despite being very similar to no correlation (Fig. 4.22). When
creating gene sets from relevant genes in LD, we observed that the correlation rather than
their genomic position was related to the increase in the pathway significance, with an
inverse relationship of higher correlation implying an increase in the cumulative effect at
the pathway level (Fig. 4.23). These results were finally validated by the actual increase
based on the real correlation structure of the biological pathways, with the strongest
aggregation of effects observed in pathways without correlated genes (Fig. 4.24).

The novel pathway strategy we implemented in CASTom-iGEx prioritized well-known
biological processes involved in the disease etiology as well as novel and controversial ones.
For instance, in coronary artery disease (Fig. 4.18E-F) we detected lipid-related mecha-
nisms (LDL clearance, fatty acid biosynthetic process, triglyceride homeostasis, and Plasma
lipoprotein assembly, remodeling, and clearance), neovascularisation (Neovascularisation
processes and Collagen formation) and inflammatory-related processes (adaptive immune
response and regulation of innate immune response), already detected from GWAS risk loci
(Fig. 2.9). Most importantly, these results were also concordant with clinical studies. Both
randomized genetic studies and intervention trials have proven that lowering LDL particle
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concentration diminished the risk of cardiovascular events [211]. Neovascularisation
was long studied as a post-infarct intervention to decrease the apoptosis of myocytes and
increase the survival of the myocardium [260]. The clinical evidence of a reduction in
inflammation and CAD risk is still an ongoing debate. Nevertheless, C-reactive protein
concentration was associated with risk of cardiovascular diseases [129] and recent clinical
trials with colchicine, a drug used to treat arthritic conditions that target inflammatory
pathways, have been proven successful in reducing future cardiac events and deaths [261,
262]. Interestingly, LDL pathway associations resulted in both class I and class II separation,
contrary to neovascularisation and inflammatory pathways that were only part of class
II and arose from an aggregation of effects. Indeed, significant associations in class I
correspond to gene sets whose activity is disrupted by the perturbation of (usually) a single
gene. For example, the strongest associations from CDKN2B correspond to differences
in epithelial cell differentiation and oxidative stress induced senescence pathways. Similarly
from PHACTR1, we observed a significant disruption in actomyosin structure organization.
However, the involvement of these mechanisms in CAD pathophysiology due to the re-
markable perturbation of involved genes needs further investigation. Of note, some of
the significant pathways might arise simply due to LD, hampering the identification of
putative causal mechanisms. For example, spindle and neuropeptide signaling pathways
were related to two genes located in SORT1 locus in liver, CELSR2 and PSRC1 respectively
(Fig. 4.18F). Nevertheless, spindle assembly pathway was significant in other tissues (whole
blood, artery aorta, and heart left ventricle, Fig. 4.18E) and included other genes that
were not in LD with PSRC1, hence possibly representing an actual impaired mechanism
in CAD not simply arising from LD structure. In the context of pathways resulting from
an aggregation of effects, we particularly observed 3 pathways that reached a strikingly
higher significance than any of the genes involved, namely death receptor signaling in
artery coronary, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation in adipose subcutaneous and G1/S DNA
Damage Checkpoints in heart atrial appendage (Fig. 4.19). None of the genes involved
in these pathways were significant. Nevertheless, a gene in Death Receptor Signalling,
ARHGEF26, reached significance and was prioritized in the most recent GWAS for CAD
[74]. Multiple programs such as apoptosis and necrosis signaling regulate cell death
and these actively mediated cell suicide mechanisms have been found connected to the
pathogenesis of myocardial infarction and heart failure [263]. The genetic evidence that
we found can help to develop novel drug strategies specific to the genes involved to inhibit
this signaling and reduce heart damage. The other 2 pathways highlighted (peptidyl-
tyrosine phosphorylation and G1/S DNA damage checkpoints) were as well composed of not
significant genes, not even passing nominal TWAS p-value < 0.01, and are indicative of
impairments in cell growth mechanisms that require further validation in the context of
CAD.

Regarding schizophrenia, a substantial proportion of pathways were related to immune
and inflammatory mechanisms due to the relevance of MHC locus in SCZ etiology (Fig.
4.42B, 4.43B). Apart from established results such as regulation of complement activation
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[150] or adaptive immune system and T cells involvement [264], newly identified mech-
anisms including genes in MHC locus involved Oxidative Damage and O-glycosylation of
proteins. In particular, oxidative stress parameters from abnormal serum, plasma, and
red blood cells were hypothesized to be biomarkers for SCZ course showing impairment
after the first episode of psychosis, independent of undergoing treatment [265]. Instead,
genes related to sphingolipid metabolism and N- and O-linked glycan biosynthesis were
found differentially expressed in individuals affected by schizophrenia in prefrontal cor-
tical samples [266]. Outside MHC locus (Fig. 4.42A, 4.43A), we identified pathways
related to MAPK3 impairment such as MAPK Cascade and FSH signaling pathway. This
gene was already identified in previous TWASs and functionally validated in a zebrafish
model showing consequences on neurodevelopmental phenotypes [71, 154]. Abnormal
activity of the MAPK- and cAMP-associated pathways in the frontal cortex were previously
identified, by studying the proteins involved in those pathways in terms of expression
and specific phosphorylation [230]. Interestingly, other signaling pathways for cell pro-
liferation were also detected among class II gene sets, namely ErbB signaling pathway
and mTOR signaling. ErbB receptor activation initiates a cascade of events including the
activation of PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway and Shp2/Erk/MAPK pathway and is involved in
the myelination [232]. Myelin dysfunction has been confirmed from brain imaging and
post-mortem studies and connected to abnormalities in synaptic formation and function,
with consequences at the level of cognitive performances [267]. Furthermore, we identi-
fied pathways related to ion channel mechanisms in both class I and class II categories, a
long-known hypothesis arising from GWASs. Among them, ion channel activity pathway
was associated via the perturbation of CLCN3, a gene involved in the regulation of neuro-
transmitter vesicle turnover and hypothesized to regulate synaptic plasticity from in-vivo
study [268]. Interestingly, calcium ion transmembrane transport pathway was among class
II category, exceeding the significance of all genes including the newly identified PKD1L1
(Fig. 4.44C). Recently, calcium ion-channel were found to affect macroscopic electrical
signals observed as an endophenotype in individuals affected by SCZ. In particular, the
increase in delta-oscillation power was connected to the altered calcium transporters
or voltage-gated ion channel activities [269]. Novel mechanisms arisen from class II
pathways not composed of any gene in MHC locus include Adipogenesis, cell leading edge
and De novos:SCZ Loss of Function pathways (4.43A). Despite not being directly related
to neuronal mechanisms, adipose tissue dysfunction was observed in individuals affected
by SCZ in the form of decreased adiponectin (a hormone regulating glucose levels) and
down-stream increase of C-reactive protein and fasting glucose [234]. Moreover, cell
leading edge greatly exceeded the significance level of any gene in the pathway, not even
passing FDR 0.05 threshold (Fig. 4.44A). The mechanisms of disruption in the cell leading
edge configuration and consequential differences in cell migration for SCZ patient might be
connected to irregularities in the total size and regional volume brain and requires further
investigation. Finally, De novos:SCZ Loss of Function (Fig. 4.44B) significance underlies
again the already observed agreement between rare and common variants affecting the
same genes and possibly the same mechanisms in SCZ [73, 142].
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In conclusion, we implemented a novel method for the identification of associated
biological pathways and gene sets inside CASTom-iGEx framework. The computation of
individual-level pathway scores allows testing for associations without the application
of cut-offs on genes or variants based on their significance. In the light of the same
cohort onto which genes and pathways are computed, it is now possible to compare the
significance reached at the pathway level with the one observed at the genes (or variants)
level. Hence, we can discern between pathways arising from an aggregation of effects
or those disrupted by few (very significant) genes. In the CAD and SCZ application, we
retrieved many well-established mechanisms as well as novel ones, particularly emerging
from the aggregation of individual gene effects such as Death Receptor Signaling for CAD
and cell leading edge for SCZ.

5.4 Linking changes in endophenotypes to their
underlying molecular drivers

We previously showed that TWAS and PALAS analysis retrieve meaningful results in
terms of CAD and SCZ finding associated pathways and genes. These two analyses are
directly integrated into the CASTom-iGEx framework (Fig. 3.1). The TWAS and PALAS
summary statistics can be leveraged in a downstream analysis that infers correlation and
causal relationship among genetically determined traits, e.g. a disease of interest and
related endophenotype. We refer to this type of analysis as Mendelian Randomization (MR)
with interpretable instrument variables in the form of genes and pathways. Indeed, to
assess the causal role we applied a technique used in MR studies, i.e. the inverse-variance
weighted method (MR-IVW) with random effects. [11]. This specific method was chosen
among those developed for MR since it provides unbiased estimates when the exclusion
restriction hypothesis (H2) is violated and under the presence of balanced pleiotropy. In
addition, it can be applied in large-scale one-sample setting such as among phenotypes
collected in UKBB data set [100] (see section 3.2.4). Nevertheless, this analysis was mostly
exploratory and not focused on known biological mechanisms specific to the exposure-
trait relationship investigated. Burgess et al. [180] referred to this approach as a "joint
association study" rather than Mendelian Randomization, which can still point to putative
causal effects in the presence of non-null findings. In particular, our strategy can be applied
to a wide range of related endophenotypes and a trait/disease of interest and is composed
of two steps. The first identifies a putative relationship between two traits (e.g. LDL and
CAD) via Spearman correlation, pruning genes in proximal genomic regions and pathways
sharing 30% of the genes. The second step investigates the causal role of an endophenotype
and the disease of interest (or vice versa) via MR-IVW with random effects, additionally
accounting for not removed correlation among instrumental variables. Different from the
usual MR application on GWAS that uses variants as instrumental variables, we considered
genes and pathways associations with endophenotype and the trait of interest. Thus, the
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original genetic status is converted into tissue-specific gene expression and biologically
meaningful pathways, allowing for a more interpretable outcome that directly points to
responsible biological entities in the presence of a causal relationship.

The application of this strategy to CAD or SCZ and the corresponding disease-related
endophenotypes identified medically validated results. For instance, the correlation both
from genes and pathways between CAD and LDL, apolipoprotein B or blood pressure
translated into causal endophenotype - disease relationships (Fig. 4.26, 4.25). As already
mentioned, LDL and hypertension are the primary line of intervention for CAD proven to
drastically reduce the incidence in a clinical setting [211, 216]. Instead, apolipoprotein B
was found as the predominant trait of lipoprotein lipids in CAD etiology in a multi-variable
study, resulting as the unique lipid retaining a certain relevance with CAD [215]. This
result is also plausible at the level of genes and pathways but not examined in this thesis.
Importantly, we were able to directly investigate genes and pathways responsible for these
causal effects and found genes that could be (or already are) prioritized as a drug target
in the reduction of CAD risk such as SORT1, PCSK9, and AGPAT4 (Fig. 4.27D). On the
other hand, we also identified controversial results still under debate. For instance, HDL
was detected in this study as negatively correlated with CAD risk and showing a protective
role for CAD etiology (Fig. 4.26, 4.25). This was also confirmed in a multi-variable MR
study that included HDL, LDL, and triglycerides based on the same set of variants [218].
Burgess et al. found HDL as causally protective of CAD risk in an independent manner
with respect to the other two lipid measurements. Similarly, we expect that genes and
pathways exert a pleiotropic effect among different lipid classes and hence a multi-variable
approach might elucidate possible independent relationships. Nevertheless, clinical trials
aiming at increasing HDL had only a modest effect or even failed to show a reduction in
cardiovascular events [217, 270], indicating the need for further investigations. Similarly,
we detected C-reactive protein (CRP) as having a causal role in CAD manifestation in
whole blood and adipose visceral tissues. CRP increase in CAD affected individuals and
severity has been observed from epidemiological studies [129], and inflammatory-related
interventions are already undergoing clinical trials [261, 262], proven efficacy in at least a
percentage of patients. Nevertheless, previous MR studies did not find a causal effect from
CRP marker [130]. Notably, Eiriksdottir et al. only considered 4 variants in the CRP gene to
perform MR which explained 98% of its expression variability. Instead, we included all the
genes whose cis-genetic components were associated with CRP levels, thus also considering
possible inflammatory biomarkers. Hence, CRP expression alone might not be a modifiable
exposure to reduce CAD risk, however a general inflammatory state represented by CRP
increase might lead to an increase in CAD risk. Notably, this causal relationship was
driven by biological pathways possibly involved in inflammatory mechanisms such as
lysosome, inflammatory response, and post-translation protein modification (Fig. 4.27A).
Interestingly, we also detected a causal role of sedentary lifestyle (time spent watching TV)
for CAD risk from both genes and pathways, in line with a previous GWAS-based result
[219].
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In the context of SCZ, we instead studied a bidirectional relationship: genetic features
(i.e. genes and pathways) being associated with SCZ endophenotypes mediating a causal
effect on SCZ (direct) or vice versa associated with SCZ and mediating a causal effect onto
SCZ-related traits (reverse). In particular, we detected established reduction in cognitive
performances for which SCZ risk resulted as causal in the reverse setting, such as fluid
intelligence score (FIs) and "time to complete round" in the pairs matching test (visual
memory performances) (Fig. 4.47). For fluid intelligence, the effect was present also in the
direct setting (IVs→ FIs→ SCZ) in the context of pathway-scores associations. Instead,
the "time to complete round" in the pairs matching test had a bidirectional effect. Namely,
even a lower performance in visual memory resulted in a causal SCZ predisposition. Of
note, this application allows identifying responsible genes and pathways for both FIs and
SCZ, such as C2orf47, ZSCAN23, and ALMS1P drivers (Fig. 4.48B), and nervous system
development, axon terminus and folic acid binding relevant pathways (Fig. 4.48A). In
general, additional cognitive tests resulted impaired from SCZ genetic risk, although to a
lesser extent, such as prospective memory, reaction time, and trail making (Fig. 4.47). This
is particularly in accordance with actual studies measuring cognitive performance in drug-
naïve SCZ patients that found a general decrease [236]. Notably, risk-taking phenotype
and cannabis consumption were only significant in the reverse association, considering
SCZ as exposure. On the one hand, this might be related to the reduced sample size in
these traits, hence including only a few genes and pathways in the direct analysis. On the
other hand, it might imply that these phenotypes are not genetically mediating SCZ but
rather the contrary, with SCZ predisposition leading to an increase in risk-taking behavior.
Finally, in terms of blood-related markers, our results were in accordance with an MR study
based on variants, indicating a causal role of lymphocyte count towards SCZ risk (Fig.
4.47). Notably, neutrophil percentage as well as the neutrophill-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR)
exhibited a protective role for SCZ, opposite to the observation from clinical studies [243]
that found an increase of NLR even in first-episode psychosis patients, and hence requires
further investigations. Finally, a blood biomarker with a bidirectional effect was aspartate
aminotransferase (AST). In the context of brain functions, AST catalyzes aspartate and
converts alpha-ketoglutarate to oxaloacetate and glutamate. This mechanism might be
connected to the glutamate hypothesis for SCZ that assumes the disruption of glutamatergic
signaling as core mechanisms of SCZ pathophysiology, for example through N-methyl-d-
aspartate receptor (NMDAR) hypofunction model [237] that leads to exceeding glutamate
release. Indeed, elevated levels of glutamate in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex
have also been detected in SCZ via magnetic resonance spectroscopy [271]. Whether
the hypofunction of NMDAR is caused by an exceed in glutamate due to the increased
catalyzes of aspartate by AST requires further investigation. Notably, in the examples
that we have shown (Fig. 4.27, 4.48) the heterogeneity in exposure-outcome was always
significant when tested via Cochran’s Q statistic, highlighting the need for random-effect
usage and the presence of pleiotropy. Further approaches might specifically focus on some
of the associations found and consider a subset of genes (for instance in a pathway) related
to the exposure-outcome. In addition, further MR methodology might be considered, for
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instance addressing the presence of unbalanced pleiotropy via MR-Egger [99].

In summary, we leveraged gene and pathway associations obtained via CASTom-iGEx to
identify endophenotypes having a protective or causal role for CAD or SCZ. In particular,
we investigated the disease etiology mediated by the genetic effect collapsed at the level
of genes and pathways, hence considering more interpretable instrumental variables than
single genetic variants. We found tissue-specific causal roles, some of which are well
established, such as LDL on CAD and SCZ on fluid intelligence score, and others that
are observed only at the epidemiological level and require further investigation such as
C-reactive protein on CAD and aspartate aminotransferase on SCZ. These results represent
a starting point in dissecting the molecular features responsible for these associations that
could be operationalized as possible treatment targets.

5.5 Characterization of genetically defined patient
subgroups

In the last module of CASTom-iGEx, we leveraged the imputed gene expression com-
puted at the individual level to genetically stratify patients. Our method relies on a
community detection technique called Louvain clustering [184] that has the advantage
of being particularly efficient in terms of computational time and obtaining good quality
community that optimizes modularity (see section 3.3.1). Recently, an extension has been
developed called Leiden clustering [272], overcoming the insurgence of disconnected
partitions from the Louvain algorithm and reducing the computational time required via
a fast local move approach. This novel method is already implemented in R and could
be easily integrated into our framework. In CASTom-iGEx, communities of patients are
detected based on their tissue specific gene T-scores. These are previously corrected for
PCs, standardized, and TWAS-scaled via the multiplication of each gene for the TWAS
Z-statistic of the disease of interest across all patients. Each of these pre-processing steps
is crucial in obtaining meaningful partitions: correcting for PCs reduces the ancestry
relevance and contribution to the final clustering structure (Fig. 4.35), standardization
enhances the differences among patients and TWAS-scaling gives a higher relevance to
genes associated with a certain disease, without any filtering based on p-value threshold.
Importantly, the TWAS-scaling step gives rise to better partitions in terms of modularity
and more homogeneous cluster sizes (Fig. 4.37). Our clustering strategy is different
from a simplistic stratification based on polygenic risk score (PRS) percentiles usually
performed in the context of complex diseases [104]. PRS is a unique score computed
for each individual as the linear combination of variants alleles multiplied by their effect
sizes with respect to a certain disease. We similarly weight each gene by their disease
relevance and sign via Z-statistic. However, the clustering is performed in an unsupervised
manner and considers all the genes simultaneously, without collapsing single information
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in a unique score. This allows retrieving any kind of possible configuration in terms of
genetic liability and not necessarily partitioning between low and high-risk individuals.
Most importantly, CASTom-iGEx clustering identified groups of patients with 1) distinct
cell type-specific molecular pathways distributions as well as 2) distinct endophenotype
and clinical profiles in the CAD and SCZ application. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt at unsupervised genetic stratification that converges into molecular
and phenotypic differences. A parallel but supervised approach was applied in a recent
study by Nguyen et al. [114] in the context of major depression. In particular, the authors
performed subtype-specific GWAS for 16 subtypes spanning different symptomatology
and found loci specific only to certain subgroups. This study validates again that clinical
heterogeneity arises from different genetic liabilities, however in a supervised manner. On
the other hand, another recently developed method called BUHMBOX [110] attempted to
decompose the source of genetic heterogeneity observed in complex diseases. In particular,
they tested whether complex disease genetic heterogeneity is driven by a subgroup of indi-
viduals exhibiting a higher genetic correlation with a certain trait or endophenotype, again
following a supervised approach. Instead, CASTom-iGEx does not use any information
on those endophenotypes for which the differences in stratified patients are tested. For
instance, CASTom-iGEx can still detect a distinct endophenotypic pattern when a group
is driven only by few loci. This particularly occurs if those loci impact the considered
endophenotype. On the contrary, BUHMBOX would not necessarily identify a subgroup
heterogeneity in this scenario, depending on the alleles distribution of the other variants
associated with this endophenotype. Finally, BUHMBOX does not derive an actual partition
given a set of individuals nor uses a definition of groups, contrary to our methodology
that actively divide the patient space. Another advantage of our method compared to the
previously mentioned studies is the possibility to perform a consistent comparison across
multiple observed endophenotypes. Hence, from a unique clustering, we can deduce
the downstream distinct pattern across a wide range of measured phenotypes. We also
benchmarked our clustering and group-specific endophenotype analysis showing that the
problem is well calibrated under the null hypothesis of no genetically derived groups, with
cluster-specific genes and pathways associations almost always following a uniform distri-
bution (Fig. 4.38B, D). In addition, the endophenotypes associations for random clustering
are rarely significant after FDR correction and in general with a level of significance always
lower than the actual genetically derived clustering structure (Fig. 4.38F).
The application of CASTom-iGEx clustering on CAD allowed the testing of cluster-specific
patterns across multiple CAD-related phenotypes in the UKBB data set. This was not
possible for the SCZ application composed solely of genotype and SCZ status in PGC
cohorts. To approximate plausible SCZ-related phenotypes in PGC cohorts based on their
genetic heritability, we computed for each individual in PGC a gene risk-score (gene-RS).
Similarly to PRS, gene-RS is computed as the weighted sum of associations and observed
genetic components at the level of genes. Here the considered gene associations with a
trait (Z-statistics) were estimated from UKBB deep phenotyping and used as weights in
the PGC imputed gene expression, hence to mimic the genetic component of a phenotype
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that was instead not measured in that cohort. The tested cluster-specific differences in
terms of endophenotype gene-RS were additionally associated with a measure of reliability
(CRM), with the threshold calibrated on the CAD application for which actual endopheno-
type differences were tested (Fig. 4.60). Moreover, using a label propagation approach,
CASTom-iGEx can also project on external cohorts, usually smaller, the clustering structure
observed in larger and usually better-characterized cohorts. Applying this strategy to CAD
and SCZ, we showed that the projected clusters obtained were similar to the model clus-
tering in terms of concordant genes signatures, loci and fraction of patients per group (Fig.
4.31, 4.52, 4.56). The consistent projection highlighted the generality of our method and
a perspective clinical application, training on larger more informative, and characterized
cohorts to acquire knowledge on smaller data sets of clinical nature. Finally, the patients’
stratifications we found were not defined nor driven by ancestry structure. As already
mentioned, ancestry contribution was reduced after PCs correction but not completely
removed. Observing the actual PCs across groups, we found that some of the components
were significant. However, the PCs distribution was not separating the patient space (Fig.
4.30, 4.53, 4.59), and the significance with the cluster structure was far lower than the
actual driver of the clusters i.e. molecular features in the form of genes and pathways
(Fig. 4.29, 4.50 4.57). To further validate this, we additionally compared tissue-specific
clustering structure with the one derived solely from PCs and found a minimal overlap
(NMI < 0.0052, Fig. 4.36B, 4.61B) although not null and outside a randomly assigned
clustering structure (Fig. 4.36C, 4.61C). Most importantly, the minimal overlap between
tissue-derived and ancestry-derived clustering did not influence the observed group-specific
endophenotype differences, which resulted as completely divergent among the two parti-
tions (Fig. 4.36E-F, 4.61E-F). We concluded that the minimal ancestry information still
present in the tissue-specific partitions does not compromise the findings on group-specific
endophenotypic and biological characterization.

In the application of CASTom-iGEx to CAD, we focused on liver tissue due to its
relevance in CAD pathophysiology and role in lipid metabolism. CAD patients in UK
Biobank were stratified into 5 groups associated to 236 genes (FDR 0.01) that merged
into 16 unique loci (Fig. 4.29) and led to distinct molecular pathways (Fig. 4.32). For
instance, patients in gr3 and gr5 showed increased pathway activity related to Golgi
Associated Vesicle Biogenesis, driven by differences in SORT1 imputed expression and with
a stronger effect size for gr5. This pathway perturbation was concomitant with a decrease
in LDL and apolipoprotein B measured levels (Fig. 4.33A). The observed phenotype
was in accordance with an increase in the vesicular transport of cholesterol between the
endoplasmatic reticulum and the plasma membrane through the Golgi apparatus [273]. In
addition, N-acetyltransferase activity was increased solely in gr3 for the cumulative effect
of single genes outside SORT1 locus, nevertheless with a marginal relevance compared
to the previously mentioned pathways. Interestingly, this pathway is also related to
dyslipidemia (high LDL, low HDL) from in-vivo studies [274] concordant with the lipid-
related phenotype of the group. The remaining groups exhibited an opposite effect for
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Golgi Associated Vesicle Biogenesis and a corresponding increase in LDL and apolipoprotein
B. Moreover, genetic liability of gr2 converged into decreased alcohol metabolic process
related to ALDH2 changes, whereas gr1 and gr4 showed a significant opposite effect,
hence translating in the highest increase for LDL and hyperlipidemia in gr2 (Fig. 4.33E).
Inflammatory mechanisms and lipid metabolisms were perturbed specifically in gr1 and
gr4 with opposing effect and gr1 effect signs mostly concordant with CAD risk (Fig. 4.32C).
The general higher risk observed at the pathways level for gr1 was concomitant with higher
severity from an endophenotypic perspective, with both increased inflammation and lipid
profiles (Fig. 4.32A). Interestingly, individuals in gr1 had the tendency to be shorter in
height. The genetic association between shorter height and an increased risk of CAD was
already noticed and partially explained by the pleiotropic effect of variants associated with
shorter height and an adverse lipid profile [222]. Here, gr1 had a comprehensive genetic
CAD liability rather than simply lipid distribution, highlighting additional shared genetic
mechanisms associated with inflammation. Strikingly, the higher risk of individuals in gr1

was externally validated in the GermanV CARDIoGRAM cohort in terms of the increased
number of affected vessels (Fig. 4.32B). Furthermore, the hypothesis-driven analysis
detected group-specific differences in two clinical phenotypes: reduction of hyperlipidemia
comorbidity in gr3 and gr5 (in accordance with their phenotype profiles) and increased
number of patients with peripheral vascular disease in gr4 (Fig. 4.32C-D). Finally, the
medication information available on the UKBB data set allowed us to investigate cluster-
specific medication responses, comparing individuals in a group based on their medication
assumption. As expected, statin usage generally reduced LDL values, nevertheless with a
lower effect in gr5 (Fig. 4.34A-B). This finding is consistent with pharmacogenomic studies
that found SNP rs646776 in SORT1 associated with a decreased effect [223]. However,
the diminished efficacy of statin medication was compensated by a general lower LDL
distribution of gr5 patients, hence the actual LDL values after statin assumption were
similar across all groups (Fig. 4.34B). In addition, glucosamine assumption reduced CRP
levels specifically in gr5 individuals, whereas no reduction effect was observed in the
other groups, contrary to cholesterol-lowering medication usages (Fig. 4.34C-D). The
anti-inflammatory effect of statin medications is known [275], contrary to the less studied
anti-inflammatory effect of glucosamine, a natural supplement used to alleviate pain in
people with osteoarthritis. Thus, this result highlights a possible cost-effective therapeutic
strategy to decrease CRP and inflammatory states for genetically defined sub-population
of patients that might juxtapose ongoing trials [261, 262].

In the SCZ application of CASTom-iGEx, we focused on DLPC tissue as the most reliably
imputed tissue and its implication in SCZ pathophysiology. We considered two filtering
strategies for gene correlation: genes were clumped at 0.9 (as default) and at 0.1 to
reduce MHC contribution. In the default correlation filtering, SCZ patients were stratified
into three groups and mostly driven by differences in MHC genes (Fig. 4.50). Indeed,
92% of the associated genes were located in the extended MHC locus with a striking
significance of p-value < 1e-200 (Fig. 4.50B-C). However, the MHC locus was not the
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only contributor and associated genes across the entire genome were grouped in 34 loci
(Fig. 4.50D), with certain cluster-specific genes outside MHC still related to cognitive
functions such as MPHOSPH10 and ALDH18A1. Importantly, genes configuration specific
to each cluster highlighted that the three groups were characterized by an SCZ genetic
liability from low in gr1 to intermediate in gr2 to high in gr3 individuals (Fig. 4.50E).
In a detailed analysis of the MHC locus, we found that the dense correlation structure
due to LD could at least differentiate between three cluster-specific genes with strong
effects but reduced interconnection: C4A, ZSCAN23, and BTN3A3 (Fig. 4.51). Hence, the
contribution to the clustering structure of the entire locus was not simply recapitulating
in a single exemplar gene but by marginally connected signals. We caution that these
results necessitate further validation via high-density platforms such as the Immunochip
platform that contains a dense panel of SNPs from the MHC locus [276]. Notably, both
transcription factors ZSCAN23 and ZKSCAN3 (corr.= −0.7), strongly associated with
patients stratification, were identified as druggable nevertheless unexplored targets for SCZ
that require further functional characterization [277]. The cluster-specific genes converged
into immune-related pathways, ion channels, axonogenesis, and autophagy (Fig. 4.54),
with a group-specific effect sign concordant with low-risk, intermediate, and high-risk
configuration of gr1, gr2, and gr3 respectively. Most importantly, these distinct molecular
features were concomitant with different SCZ-related phenotypic liability measured via
gene-RS (Fig. 4.55). Individuals in gr1 showed an increased genetic loading for better
cognitive performances and lower liability for inflammatory markers and risk for depression
or anxiety-related disorders. In addition, gene-RS for diffusion brain magnetic resonance
imaging such as fractional anisotropy of splenium of corpus callosum was increased in
gr1 and showed an opposite effect in gr3, in accordance with MRI studies that found this
region decreased in SCZ patients compared to healthy individuals [245]. Strikingly, while
these results were conformed to the overall lower SCZ risk of individuals in gr1, these
individuals were also associated with a higher predisposition of developing metabolic
syndrome (MetS) (Fig. 4.55C). MetS is prevalent in people with SCZ compared to the
general population, even in drug-naive patients [248]. This prevalence might arise from
an interplay between pleiotropic genetic factors and environmental exposures such as
increased smoking, unhealthy lifestyle, and obesity from anti-psychotic drugs [139]. Our
results point towards a sub-group of SCZ patients at higher risk of developing MetS for
which a specific selection of treatments should be prescribed to minimize metabolic impact.
In terms of cognitive performances, individuals in gr3 were at greater risk of impairments,
in particular regarding fluid intelligence, executive function, visual memory, perspective
memory, and processing speed, both across SCZ patients and when compared to healthy
controls (Fig. 4.56). On the other hand, individuals in gr2 had a lower working memory
liability, not observed in any other group, and even lower than the liability observed in
healthy subjects. Generally, we discover group-specific cognitive impairments with gr1

and gr3 at the extremes from high to low performances. Together with the inflammatory
markers, negative symptoms, and diffusion MRI phenotypes, we conclude that individuals
in gr3 were at the greatest likelihood of SCZ severeness.
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Finally, we stratified SCZ patients considering a lower correlation threshold for genes (0.1),
to reduce MHC locus contribution. In this case, we detected groups strongly driven by
genes outside the extended MHC region (Fig. 4.57B), for a total of 59 cluster-specific
loci. These differences converged into distinct biological pathways (Fig. 4.57C) such as
Processing of SMDT1 and folic acid binding increased in gr3 and gr4 and decreased in gr1

related to C2orf47 distribution; autophagy and immune-related pathways with opposite
effect in gr3 and gr4 from genes in MHC; synaptic transmission, glutamatergic decrease
in gr4 with the highest contribution from ALS2 gene; hedgehog receptor activity increase
and L-ascorbic acid binding decrease specific of gr2. Contrary to the previous findings, the
groups had a mixture effect size that did not lead to a clear division between healthy-like
and high-risk groups. In terms of immune-related endophenotypic liabilities, the groups-
specific profiles of gr3 and gr4 were similar to the 0.9 correlation threshold (Fig. 4.57D).
In addition, individuals in gr2 showed a higher liability of negative symptoms related to
depression but without any other cognitive impairment. Interestingly, these changes are
concomitant with a group decrease of L-ascorbic acid binding pathway that is related to
absorption of vitamin-C, whose administration was shown to increase negative symptoms
in SCZ patients [250].

In summary, individual-level genes and pathways are operationalized in the CASTom-
iGEx pipeline to stratify patients according to their composite liability. This analysis
identified distinct group-specific pathways associated with distinct endophenotype profiles,
clinical outcomes, and treatment responses. Our approach provides a direct biological in-
terpretation of responsible pathways in patient stratification and hence testable hypotheses
on potential pathomechanisms leading to the phenotypical manifestation.

5.6 Conclusions

The CASTom-iGEx framework developed here is a valuable tool to incorporate genetic
signals from large-scale studies to obtain insights into potential pathomechanisms and dis-
cover intermediate disease-related phenotypes arising from shared biological mechanisms.
Furthermore, CASTom-iGEx patients’ stratification based on their composite gene-specific
liabilities paves the way to a precision medicine strategy with consequences at the clinical
level. For instance, the stratification of SCZ patients identified a high metabolic risk group
that might be treated with specific antipsychotic drugs to reduce possible lethal comor-
bidities. The sub-group of CAD patients at higher overall risk might be advised of early
intervention in reducing external risk factors. CAD sub-group benefiting from glucosamine
administration might be treated with this supplement to reduce the inflammatory state
instead of advising for more expensive and possibly less effective treatment. The next step
in this direction would be a validation of the mentioned results via clinical randomized
control trials in terms of personalized treatments from genetic patient stratification. In
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addition, there is the need of integrating these genetic-based insights with additional deep
patient phenotyping, including multi-omic characterization, imaging, and external/en-
vironmental factors. Notably, the identified genes and pathomechanisms might serve as
a starting point for therapeutic targets and require further validation via experimental
systems such as CRISPR-Cas9. A proof-of-principle in this direction regards a viral injection
targetting hepatic CAD-associated PCSK9 via CRISPR–Cas9 that led to a reduction in
cholesterol up to 40% in a mouse model [278]. In addition, the interpretability of results
provided by biological pathways might lead to transversal therapies that would be impossi-
ble to identify by inspecting single genes, especially those with weak effects. For instance,
possible targets might act to modify the general pathway activity via a combination of
targetable genes. Finally, the results we elucidate here are consistent and reproducible
across different cohorts. Nevertheless, we specifically selected individuals of European
ancestry due to the possible differences in gene expression prediction models across popu-
lations [279]. We envision that the increasing availability of population-specific genetic
and phenotypic studies will allow the construction of ancestry-specific gene expression
models onto which CASTom-iGEx can be directly applied.
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A
Appendix

A.1 Differentiability and continuity of PriLer objective
function

In this section, we show the derivation of partial derivative with respect to prior weights
of PriLer function (see section 3.1.1). In particular, to prove the derivation of (3.8), let
first compute the derivative of the sigmoid function s(x) = 1

1+e−x

s′(x) = −
(︄
−e−x

(1 + e−x)2

)︄
= 1 + e−x

(1 + e−x)2 −
1

(1 + e−x)2 =

= 1
1 + e−x

(︃
1− 1

1 + e−x

)︃
= s(x)(1− s(x)).

(A.1)

Since prior coefficient vp (as defined in (3.3)) is equivalent to 2 − 2s
(︂∑︁K

k=1 γkAp,k
)︂
, it

follows that

s

(︄
K∑︂
k=1

γkAp,k

)︄
= 1− vp

2 . (A.2)

Hence, the partial derivative of the vp with respect to γk can be expressed as

∂vp
∂γk

= −2Ap,ks
(︄

K∑︂
k=1

γkAp,k

)︄(︄
1− s
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=

= −Ap,k
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1− vp
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vp = Ap,kvp

(︃
vp
2 − 1

)︃
.

(A.3)

Finally, from (A.3) it directly follow the gradient form of the PriLer objective function with
respect to prior weights as defined in (3.8).

To show that PriLer objective function (as defined in (3.7)) is also twice differentiable
and continuous, we explicitly derive each entry of the corresponding Hessian matrix ∂2f

∂γh∂γk
.
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From each gradient entry as computed in (A.3), we obtain

∂2vp
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(A.4)

It directly follows that (see (3.7) for f definition)

∂2f

∂γh∂γk
=

⎧⎨⎩
∑︁N
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2
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, if k = h

Hence, the Hessian matrix of f exists and is continuous in each entry as a product and
linear combination of continuous functions.

A.2 R2 decomposition for PriLer model with additive
confounder effects

Here we explicitly calculate the coefficient of determination R2 decomposition for PriLer
when modeling confounder effects, as defined in (3.14) (see section 3.1.3). First, we can
rewrite R2 definition 3.13 as

R2 = ∥Y − Y ∥
2
2 − ∥Y − Ŷ ∥22
Mσ2

Y

= ∥(Y − Ŷ ) + (Ŷ − Y )∥22 − ∥Y − Ŷ ∥22
Mσ2

Y

=

=
∥Ŷ − Y ∥22 + 2

⟨︂
Ŷ − Y ,Y − Ŷ

⟩︂
Mσ2

Y

(A.5)

where the third equality follows from Euclidean norm and Euclidean inner product defini-
tion:

∥x + y∥22 =
n∑︂
i=1

(xi + yi)2 =
n∑︂
i=1

(xi)2 +
n∑︂
i=1

(yi)2 + 2
n∑︂
i=1

(xiyi) = ∥x∥22 + ∥y∥22 + ⟨x,y⟩

Since W = Y − Zµ̂ and ˆ︂V = Zµ̂, then by definition Y = W + ˆ︂V , Y = W + ˆ︁V , and
Ŷ = ˆ︂W +ˆ︂V . It follows that

∥Ŷ − Y ∥22 = ∥ˆ︂W +ˆ︂V −W − ˆ︁V ∥22 =

= ∥ˆ︂W −W∥22 + ∥ˆ︂V − ˆ︁V ∥22 + 2
⟨︂ˆ︂W −W,ˆ︂V − ˆ︁V ⟩︂ . (A.6)
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In addition, again by definition it results that Y − Ŷ = W − ˆ︂W and from the linearity of
inner product, we then obtain⟨︂

Ŷ − Y ,Y − Ŷ
⟩︂

=
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.
(A.7)

Combining (A.6) with (A.7) and keeping in mind the symmetric property of the inner
product, we can rewrite R2 in (A.5) as

R2 =
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BAppendix Tables

B.1 PriLer
# GEO Accession Sample Name Type Name in PriLer
GSM906394 adipose ChIP-Seq H3K27ac AdiposeNuclei
GSM916066 adipose nuclei ChIP-Seq H3K27ac AdiposeNuclei
GSM896163 adrenal gland ChIP-Seq H3K27ac adrenal_gland
GSM1013126 adrenal gland ChIP-Seq H3K27ac adrenal_gland
GSM1120339 adrenal gland ChIP-Seq H3K27ac adrenal_gland
GSM1160190 adrenal gland, fetal day97 M ChIP-Seq H3K27ac adrenal_gland
GSM1273660 AFG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac H7_dAFG
GSM1273650 APS ChIP-Seq H3K27ac H7_dAPS
GSM773016 brain, angular gyrus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac angular_gyrus
GSM1112807 brain, angular gyrus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac angular_gyrus
GSM772832 brain, anterior caudate ChIP-Seq H3K27ac anterior_caudate
GSM1112811 brain, anterior caudate ChIP-Seq H3K27ac anterior_caudate
GSM773011 brain, cingulate gyrus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac cingulate_gyrus
GSM1112813 brain, cingulate gyrus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac cingulate_gyrus
GSM773020 brain, hippocampus middle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac hippocampus_middle
GSM916035 brain, hippocampus middle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac hippocampus_middle
GSM1112791 brain, hippocampus middle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac hippocampus_middle
GSM772995 brain, inferior temporal lobe ChIP-Seq H3K27ac inferior_temporal_lobe
GSM1112812 brain, inferior temporal lobe ChIP-Seq H3K27ac inferior_temporal_lobe

GSM773015
brain, mid frontal, Brodmann area 9/46,
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

ChIP-Seq H3K27ac mid_frontal_lobe

GSM1112810
brain, mid frontal, Brodmann area 9/46,
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

ChIP-Seq H3K27ac mid_frontal_lobe

GSM997258 brain, substantia nigra ChIP-Seq H3K27ac substantia_nigra
GSM1112778 brain, substantia nigra ChIP-Seq H3K27ac substantia_nigra
GSM1102782 CD14 primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD14_primary_cells
GSM1027287 CD19 primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD19_primary_cells
GSM1058764 CD3 primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD3_primary_cells
GSM772885 CD34 mobilized primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD34
GSM772894 CD34 mobilized primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD34
GSM772963 CD4 memory primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RO_CD4
GSM772997 CD4 memory primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RO_CD4
GSM772835 CD4 naive primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RA_CD4
GSM772934 CD4 naive primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RA_CD4
GSM773004 CD4+ CD25- CD45RA+ naive primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD25_CD45RA_naive
GSM997239 CD4+ CD25- Th primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD25_Th
GSM997233 CD4+ CD25+ CD127- Treg primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD25_CD127_Treg
GSM916026 CD4+ CD25int CD127+ Tmem primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD25int_CD127_Tmem
GSM997260 CD4+ CD25int CD127+ Tmem primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD25int_CD127_Tmem
GSM1027288 CD56 primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD56_primary_cells
GSM772880 CD8 memory primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RO_CD8
GSM772949 CD8 naive primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RA_CD8
GSM772976 CD8 naive primary cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD45RA_CD8
GSM1112780 colon smooth muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac colon_smooth_muscle
GSM1112779 colonic mucosa ChIP-Seq H3K27ac colonic_mucosa
GSM1112802 colonic mucosa ChIP-Seq H3K27ac colonic_mucosa
GSM1112790 duodenum mucosa ChIP-Seq H3K27ac Duodenum_mucosa
GSM1521740 ERG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac ERG
GSM1521745 ERG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac ERG
GSM906393 esophagus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dTrophoblastesophagus
GSM1013127 esophagus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dTrophoblastesophagus
GSM2199917 FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2 ATAC-Seq FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2
GSM2199919 FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4 ATAC-Seq FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4
GSM910555 gastric ChIP-Seq H3K27ac gastric
GSM1013122 gastric ChIP-Seq H3K27ac gastric
GSM1013128 gastric ChIP-Seq H3K27ac gastric
GSM1227053 gastric ChIP-Seq H3K27ac gastric
GSM753425 H1 BMP4 derived mesendoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dMES
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GSM753426 H1 BMP4 derived mesendoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dMES
GSM864035 H1 BMP4 derived mesendoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dMES
GSM864799 H1 BMP4 derived mesendoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dMES
GSM767341 H1 derived mesenchymal stem cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dMesenchymal
GSM767342 H1 derived mesenchymal stem cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dMesenchymal
GSM753429 H1 derived neuronal progenitor cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dNPCs
GSM767343 H1 derived neuronal progenitor cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dNPCs
GSM818031 H1 derived neuronal progenitor cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dNPCs
GSM896162 H1 derived neuronal progenitor cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dNPCs
GSM956008 H1 derived neuronal progenitor cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac dNPCs
GSM1273645 H7_ESC ChIP-Seq H3K27ac hESC_H7
GSM1876021 HCASMC_ATAC_Control_D1 ATAC-Seq CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM1876025 HCASMC_ATAC_Control_D2 ATAC-Seq CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM1876036 HCASMC_ChIP_H3K27ac_D1 ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM1876037 HCASMC_ChIP_H3K27ac_D2 ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM1876038 HCASMC_ChIP_H3K27ac_D3 ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM906392 heart, aorta ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_aorta
GSM1227055 heart, aorta ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_aorta
GSM906396 heart, left ventricle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_left_ventricle
GSM908951 heart, left ventricle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_left_ventricle
GSM1127173 heart, left ventricle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_left_ventricle
GSM910557 heart, right atrium ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_right_atrium
GSM1013124 heart, right ventricle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_right_ventricle
GSM1220280 heart, right ventricle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac heart_right_ventricle
GSM1112830 hESC-derived CD184+ endoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac HUES64_derived_CD184
GSM1112831 hESC-derived CD184+ endoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac HUES64_derived_CD184
GSM1112824 hESC-derived CD56+ ectoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD56_ectoderm
GSM1112829 hESC-derived CD56+ ectoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD56_ectoderm
GSM1112825 hESC-derived CD56+ mesoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD56_mesoderm
GSM1112832 hESC-derived CD56+ mesoderm cultured cells ChIP-Seq H3K27ac CD56_mesoderm
GSM469966 IMR90 cell line ChIP-Seq H3K27ac IMR90_cell_line
GSM469967 IMR90 cell line ChIP-Seq H3K27ac IMR90_cell_line
GSM1112799 kidney ChIP-Seq H3K27ac kidney
GSM1112806 kidney ChIP-Seq H3K27ac kidney
GSM1058765 large intestine, fetal day108 M ChIP-Seq H3K27ac large_intestine_fetal_day108_M
GSM1112808 liver ChIP-Seq H3K27ac liver
GSM1112809 liver ChIP-Seq H3K27ac liver
GSM906395 lung ChIP-Seq H3K27ac lung
GSM1013123 lung ChIP-Seq H3K27ac lung
GSM1273670 MHG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac H7_dMHG
GSM1521750 MRG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac MRG
GSM1521755 MRG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac MRG
GSM1058767 muscle, leg, fetal day110 F ChIP-Seq H3K27ac muscle_leg_fetal_day110_F
GSM1160189 muscle, trunk, fetal day115 F ChIP-Seq H3K27ac muscle_trunk_fetal_day115_F
GSM1521730 NE ChIP-Seq H3K27ac NE
GSM1521735 NE ChIP-Seq H3K27ac NE
GSM1876029 Normal_Artery_ATAC_D1 ATAC-Seq CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM1876030 Normal_Artery_ATAC_D2 ATAC-Seq CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM1876031 Normal_Artery_ATAC_D3 ATAC-Seq CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged
GSM956009 ovary ChIP-Seq H3K27ac ovary
GSM906397 pancreas ChIP-Seq H3K27ac pancreas
GSM1013129 pancreas ChIP-Seq H3K27ac pancreas
GSM1273665 PFG ChIP-Seq H3K27ac PFG
GSM1102784 placenta, day 113 ChIP-Seq H3K27ac placenta_day_113
GSM910556 psoas muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac psoas_muscle
GSM1013130 psoas muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac psoas_muscle
GSM1127171 psoas muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac psoas_muscle
GSM1227054 psoas muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac psoas_muscle
GSM1112795 rectal mucosa ChIP-Seq H3K27ac rectal_mucosa
GSM1112801 rectal mucosa ChIP-Seq H3K27ac rectal_mucosa
GSM1112796 rectal smooth muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac rectal_smooth_muscle
GSM910559 sigmoid colon ChIP-Seq H3K27ac sigmoid_colon
GSM915331 sigmoid colon ChIP-Seq H3K27ac sigmoid_colon
GSM916064 skeletal muscle ChIP-Seq H3K27ac skeletal_muscle
GSM1058766 small intestine, fetal day108 M ChIP-Seq H3K27ac small_intestine_fetal_day108_M
GSM906398 spleen ChIP-Seq H3K27ac spleen
GSM1013132 spleen ChIP-Seq H3K27ac spleen
GSM1120338 spleen ChIP-Seq H3K27ac spleen
GSM1013125 thymus ChIP-Seq H3K27ac thymus
GSM1027289 thymus, fetal day110 F ChIP-Seq H3K27ac Fetal_Thymus_d110
GSM733771 GM12878 ChIP-Seq H3K27ac GM12878

Tab. B.1.: GEO accession number and corresponding name for prior features derived from ChIP-Seq H3k27ac
and ATAC-seq epigenetic data, the same "Name in PriLer" refers to merged features
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Tissue n. priors Prior features

Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Adipose Subcutaneous 3 AdiposeNuclei, dMES, CAD_gwas_bin
Adipose Visceral Omentum 3 AdiposeNuclei, dMES, CAD_gwas_bin
Adrenal Gland 1 adrenal_gland

Artery Aorta 7
heart_aorta, heart_left_ventricle, heart_right_atrium, heart_right_ventricle,
CD56_mesoderm, CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged, CAD_gwas_bin

Artery Coronary 7
heart_aorta, heart_left_ventricle, heart_right_atrium, heart_right_ventricle,
CD56_mesoderm, CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged, CAD_gwas_bin

Artery Tibial 7
heart_aorta, heart_left_ventricle, heart_right_atrium, heart_right_ventricle,
CD56_mesoderm, CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged, CAD_gwas_bin

Brain Caudate basal
ganglia

15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Cerebellar Hemisphere 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Cerebellum 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Cortex 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Frontal Cortex BA9 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Hippocampus 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Hypothalamus 15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Brain Nucleus accumbens
basal_ganglia

15
ERG, MRG, substantia_nigra, anterior_caudate, mid_frontal_lobe, angular_gyrus,
cingulate_gyrus, hippocampus_middle, inferior_temporal_lobe, NE, dNPCs,
FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R2, FPC_neuronal_ATAC_R4, Ctrl_150_allPeaks_cellRanger, PGC_gwas_bin

Cells EBV-transformed lymphocytes 2 GM12878, PGC_gwas_bin

Colon Sigmoid 8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Colon Transverse 8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Esophagus Gastroesophageal
Junction

8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Esophagus Mucosa 8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Esophagus Muscularis 8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Heart Atrial Appendage 7
heart_aorta, heart_left_ventricle, heart_right_atrium, heart_right_ventricle,
CD56_mesoderm, CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged, CAD_gwas_bin

Heart Left Ventricle 7
heart_aorta, heart_left_ventricle, heart_right_atrium, heart_right_ventricle,
CD56_mesoderm, CAD_H3K27ac_ATAC_merged, CAD_gwas_bin

Liver 2 liver, CAD_gwas_bin
Lung 1 lung
Muscle Skeletal 2 skeletal_muscle, HSMM
Pancreas 1 pancreas
Skin Not Sun Exposed Suprapubic 1 CD56_ectoderm
Skin Sun Exposed Lower leg 1 CD56_ectoderm
Small Intestine Terminal
Ileum

8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Spleen 1 spleen

Stomach 8
colonic_mucosa, Duodenum_mucosa, gastric, large_intestine_fetal_day108_M,
rectal_mucosa, rectal_smooth_muscle, small_intestine_fetal_day108_M, CD56_mesoderm

Thyroid 1 HUES64_derived_CD184

Whole Blood 6
CD14_primary_cells, CD19_primary_cells, CD3_primary_cells, CD56_primary_cells,
HUVEC, GM12878

Tab. B.2.: Prior features considered in each PriLer tissue specific model when assessing PriLer performances
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Tissues PriLer el-net TWAS prediXcan

Adipose_Subcutaneous 34.63 28.88 37.82 35.34

Adipose_Visceral_Omentum 32.01 29.51 37.36 35.66

Adrenal_Gland 32.18 29.29 36.64 35.49

Artery_Aorta 33.3 29.02 37.5 35.05

Artery_Coronary 33.41 28.51 36.65 34.93

Artery_Tibial 34.86 29.01 37.31 34.93

Brain_Caudate_basal_ganglia 34.46 29 37.54 35.02

Brain_Cerebellar_Hemisphere 34.69 28.86 37.38 35.02

Brain_Cerebellum 33.85 29.37 37.91 35.53

Brain_Cortex 34.66 29.19 37.56 35.42

Brain_Frontal_Cortex_BA9 34.19 28.8 36.25 35.73

Brain_Hippocampus 36.49 29.07 36.68 35.46

Brain_Hypothalamus 33.86 29 37.35 35.33

Brain_Nucleus_accumbens_basal_ganglia 33.16 28.93 37.63 35.37

Cells_EBV.transformed_lymphocytes 31.63 28.84 37.48 35.56

Colon_Sigmoid 35.08 29.31 37.14 35.48

Colon_Transverse 33.25 29.04 37.03 35.21

Esophagus_Gastroesophageal_Junction 32.55 28.92 37.91 35.54

Esophagus_Mucosa 34.21 29.76 38.28 35.66

Esophagus_Muscularis 32.87 29.1 37.35 36.07

Heart_Atrial_Appendage 32.41 29.37 37.14 35.01

Heart_Left_Ventricle 36.77 29.76 37.44 35.41

Liver 33.31 29.32 36.04 35.18

Lung 31.66 29.15 37.98 35.57

Muscle_Skeletal 36.1 29.39 38.4 35.23

Pancreas 32.41 29.55 38.6 35.36

Skin_Not_Sun_Exposed_Suprapubic 30.82 29.27 37.47 35.55

Skin_Sun_Exposed_Lower_leg 31.33 29.82 38.36 35.71

Small_Intestine_Terminal_Ileum 32.89 28.48 37.6 35.39

Spleen 32.35 29.73 38.11 35.72

Stomach 33.23 29.22 37.67 35.53

Thyroid 31.73 28.69 38.06 35.28

Whole_Blood 35.75 30.71 40.36 36.46
Tab. B.3.: Percentage of reg-SNPs intersecting at least one DNase I hypersensitive site across four gene

expression imputation methods
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B.2 Coronary Artery Disease
Phenotype Class N. Phenotype UKBB ids Covariates

Blood_biochemistry 30

30600,30610,30620,30630,30640,30650,
30660,30670,30680,30690,30700,30710,
30720,30730,30740,30750,30760,30770,
30780,30790,30800,30810,30820,30830,
30840,30850,30860,30870,30880,30890

PC 1-10,Sex,Age,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6154_5,
6154_6,6154_4,6155_3,6155_7,
6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,6155_1,
6155_6,6179_2,6179_1,6179_3,
6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,6153_2,
6153_1,6153_3,6177_1,6177_2, 6177_3

Blood_count 31

30000,30010,30020,30030,30040,30050,
30060,30070,30080,30090,30100,30110,
30120,30130,30140,30150,30160,30170,
30180,30190,30200,30210,30220,30230,
30240,30250,30260,30270,30280,30290,
30300

PC 1-10,Sex,Age,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6154_5,
6154_6,6154_4,6155_3,6155_7,
6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,6155_1,
6155_6,6179_2,6179_1,6179_3,
6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,6153_2,
6153_1,6153_3,6177_1,6177_2, 6177_3

Blood_pressure 3 102,4079,4080 PC 1-10,Sex

Body_size_measures 4 48,49,21001,21002 PC 1-10,Sex

Bone-densitometry_of_heel 6 78,3143,3144,3146,3147,3148 PC 1-10,Sex

Diet 23

1488,1289,1299,1309,1319,1329,1339,
1349,1359,1369,1379,1389,1408,1428_3,
1428_0,1428_1,1428_2,1438,1458,1478,
1498,1528,1548

PC 1-10,Sex

Family_history 40

20107_1,20107_100,20107_2,20107_6,
20107_8,20107_4,20107_3,20107_11,
20107_9,20107_10,20107_13,20107_12,
20107_101,20110_100,20110_1,20110_3,
20110_8,20110_4,20110_5,20110_11,
20110_2,20110_10,20110_9,20110_6,
20110_12,20110_101,20111_100,20111_12,
20111_13,20111_3,20111_8,20111_9,20111_5,
20111_6,20111_10,20111_1,20111_4,20111_2,
20111_11,20111_101

PC 1-10,Sex

Hand_grip_strength 2 46,47 PC 1-10,Sex

ICD10_Circulatory_system 64

41270_I05,41270_I07,41270_I08,41270_I10,
41270_I11,41270_I12,41270_I15,41270_I20,
41270_I21,41270_I22,41270_I23,41270_I24,
41270_I25,41270_I26,41270_I27,41270_I28,
41270_I30,41270_I31,41270_I33,41270_I34,
41270_I35,41270_I36,41270_I37,41270_I38,
41270_I42,41270_I44,41270_I45,41270_I46,
41270_I47,41270_I48,41270_I49,41270_I50,
41270_I51,41270_I60,41270_I61,41270_I62,
41270_I63,41270_I64,41270_I65,41270_I66,
41270_I67,41270_I69,41270_I70,41270_I71,
41270_I72,41270_I73,41270_I74,41270_I77,
41270_I78,41270_I79,41270_I80,41270_I81,
41270_I82,41270_I83,41270_I84,41270_I85,
41270_I86,41270_I87,41270_I88,41270_I89,
41270_I95,41270_I97,41270_I98,41270_I99

PC 1-10,Sex

ICD10_Endocrine 36

41270_E03,41270_E04,41270_E05,41270_E06,
41270_E07,41270_E10,41270_E11,41270_E13,
41270_E14,41270_E16,41270_E20,41270_E21,
41270_E22,41270_E23,41270_E24,41270_E26,
41270_E27,41270_E28,41270_E29,41270_E34,
41270_E46,41270_E53,41270_E55,41270_E61,
41270_E65,41270_E66,41270_E73,41270_E74,
41270_E78,41270_E80,41270_E83,41270_E85,
41270_E86,41270_E87,41270_E88,41270_E89

PC 1-10,Sex

Impedance_measures 5 23099,23100,23101,23102,23105 PC 1-10,Sex

Mental_health 26
1920,1930,1940,1950,1960,1970,1980,1990,
2000,2010,2020,2030,2040,4526,4537,4548,
4559,4570,4581,4609,4620,5375,5386,5663,5674,20127

PC 1-10,Sex

Physical_activity 32

864,874,884,894,904,914,924,943,971,981,991,
1001,1011,1021,1070,1080,1090,2624,2634,
3637,3647,6162_2,6162_3,6162_1,6162_4,6162_100,
6164_4,6164_1,6164_2,6164_100,6164_5,6164_3

PC 1-10,Sex

Smoking 14
1239,1249,1259,1269,1279,2644,2867,3436,
3456,5959,20116_0,20116_1,20116_2,20160

PC 1-10,Sex

Tab. B.4.: UK Biobank phenotypes included in correlation and Mendelian Randomization analysis with respect
to CAD. "Covariates" column refers to the confounders used in PALAS and TWAS for phenotypes in
that class, with blood biochemistry and count including ids from the "Medication" class.
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Loci ngenes gene tissue best CAD Z-stat Group significant best WMW gene best WMW estimate best WMW pvalue

chr1:109.4-110.5Mb 6
RP5-1065J22.8,SYPL2,
AMIGO1,AC000032.2,
RP4-735C1.4,GSTM3

AS -4.5806886045
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

RP5-1065J22.8
-0.25132,-0.17771,0.48696,
-0.27048,0.97473

3.77e-73,3.24e-24,4.8e-234,
4.11e-81,1.16e-105

chr2:39.5-39.9Mb 1 AC007246.3 AS 1.2437692597 gr2 AC007246.3 -0.03977 0.0000181

chr6:25.8-33.7Mb 98 MHC-locus genes AS -4.2854597528 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-B -0.77594,-0.08691,0.87628 0,1.99e-05,0

chr12:58.7-59.1Mb 1 RP11-362K2.2 AS 0.4684165245 gr4 RP11-362K2.2 -0.00446 0.000179

chr12:110.1-110.5Mb 1 GLTP AS -0.3364592496 gr2 GLTP -0.11059 0.000000201

chr12:112.1-113.5Mb 6
AC003029.1,RP3-462E2.5,
ADAM1A,TMEM116,
HECTD4,OAS1

AS 5.2893887686 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.04571,2.36515,-0.03551 3.4e-125,0,6.22e-78

chr17:7.3-7.7Mb 1 TNFSF12 AS -0.0390065888 gr1 TNFSF12 0.01924 0.0000288

chr20:0.5-0.9Mb 1 SLC52A3 AS -0.7277762281 gr1 SLC52A3 0.03398 0.0000895

chr1:109.6-110.5Mb 4
CELSR2,AMIGO1,
RP4-735C1.4,GSTM3

AVO -1.6666391221
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

RP4-735C1.4
-0.09594,-0.12862,0.19399,
-0.12219,0.32612

3.66e-08,7.67e-09,3.59e-33,
8.32e-12,4.36e-18

chr6:25.5-33.7Mb 68 MHC-locus genes AVO -4.3793228088 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-B -0.85333,-0.08019,0.96545 0,2.62e-05,0

chr12:10.9-11.3Mb 1 TAS2R15 AVO -1.620381613 gr4 TAS2R15 0.02217 0.00016

chr12:110.7-112.7Mb 7

FAM216A,VPS29,
FAM109A,AC003029.1,
ADAM1A,TMEM116,
NAA25

AVO -6.1460024312 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.14798,2.15816,-0.09355 3.98e-166,0,3.94e-99

chr1:109.4-110.4Mb 6
TMEM167B,SARS,
MYBPHL,GSTM2,
GSTM1,AC000032.2

AG 3.3344466291
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

SARS
0.40403,0.3579,-0.69966,
0.44269,-1.2753

2.33e-127,7.25e-64,0,
1.23e-146,2.05e-235

chr6:25.5-33.9Mb 63 MHC-locus genes AG -4.1103281393 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-DQB1-AS1 -0.46386,-0.07382,0.55972 6.9e-198,7.7e-06,1.08e-256

chr8:10.2-10.6Mb 1 PRSS51 AG -1.0681284458 gr1 PRSS51 0.06507 0.000144

chr12:112.1-113.8Mb 2 ADAM1A,RP11-545P7.4 AG 3.2311146576 gr1,gr2,gr4 ADAM1A 0.03358,-1.59637,0.02995 4.79e-46,2.92e-212,5.79e-37

chr14:24.4-24.8Mb 1 EMC9 AG 2.3687233506 gr1 EMC9 -0.00907 0.00012

chr1:109.3-110.5Mb 8

CLCC1,WDR47,
CELSR2,SYPL2,
AMIGO1,GSTM5,
RP4-735C1.4,GSTM3

AA 3.4111748284
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

CELSR2
0.02761,0.02442,-0.06886,
0.02981,-1.16541

1.99e-36,2.62e-20,2.37e-104,
2.65e-40,3.39e-102

chr2:203.7-204.1Mb 1 NBEAL1 AA -7.5643682153 gr1 NBEAL1 0.00876 0.0000756

chr6:25.8-33.9Mb 82 MHC-locus genes AA 4.5802484347 gr1,gr2,gr4 HCG27 0.52707,0.08608,-0.65365 6.51e-229,1.58e-05,4.73e-297

chr12:112-112.7Mb 5
ALDH2,AC003029.1,
MAPKAPK5-AS1,
ADAM1A,TMEM116

AA -5.4413874263 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.10892,1.95019,-0.0882 1.74e-82,0,4.26e-56

chr1:109.8-110.5Mb 6
SYPL2,AMIGO1,
GSTM2,GSTM1,
AC000032.2,GSTM5

AC 3.0319888977
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

SYPL2
0.13727,0.10924,-0.26075,
0.13562,-0.60034

3.6e-24,7.55e-11,6.17e-68,
2.29e-22,1.25e-42

chr4:77.6-78Mb 1 SOWAHB AC 1.3555106515 gr1 SOWAHB 0.00809 0.0000204

chr6:26.2-28.4Mb 6
BTN3A2,RP11-457M11.5,
ZNF391,RP1-265C24.5,
AL022393.7,RP5-874C20.3

AC -1.19229995 gr1,gr4 BTN3A2 0.12674,-0.13485 2.23e-55,3.07e-48

chr6:29.4-34Mb 49 MHC-locus genes AC -3.751226577 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-DRB1 -0.13472,-0.03993,0.28299 1.84e-66,1.94e-07,1.6e-114

chr12:110.1-110.5Mb 1 GLTP AC -1.0386371669 gr2 GLTP -0.01984 0.00000563

chr12:112.1-113.7Mb 4
AC003029.1,ADAM1A,
TMEM116,DTX1

AC -4.9494561622 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.10179,2.14716,-0.08338 6.93e-83,0,2.89e-61

chr15:50.8-51.2Mb 1 RP11-507J18.2 AC -0.5857644003 gr1 RP11-507J18.2 -0.00415 0.000214

chr1:109.4-110.5Mb 6
TMEM167B,CELSR2,
SYPL2,AMPD2,
RP4-735C1.4,GSTM3

CS 4.5836182485
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

CELSR2
0.30218,0.25229,-0.63743,
0.3044,-1.37487

2.56e-122,4.35e-58,0,
2.92e-116,1.52e-242

chr6:26-34Mb 63 MHC-locus genes CS 4.4873970636 gr1,gr2,gr4 CYP21A2 0.5061,0.1101,-0.65137 1.06e-213,5.09e-08,7.6e-290

chr12:112.1-112.9Mb 3
ADAM1A,TMEM116,
RPL7AP60

CS 5.1116835479 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.23844,1.90541,-0.17158 2.65e-163,0,3.29e-99

chr1:109.9-110.5Mb 3
AMIGO1,RP4-735C1.4,
GSTM3

CT -2.2532826605
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

AMIGO1
-0.07133,-0.06855,0.16263,
-0.09108,0.40657

9.36e-11,6.49e-07,3.74e-35,
5.29e-15,1.21e-26

chr6:25.8-33.4Mb 69 MHC-locus genes CT 4.3126732039 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-DQB1-AS1 -0.27096,-0.06134,0.37388 2.42e-112,2.15e-05,6.71e-159

chr12:110.7-112.7Mb 4
VPS29,FAM109A,
ADAM1A,TMEM116

CT 3.751344091 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.17116,2.00887,-0.15359 2.3e-139,0,2.81e-103

chr17:7.3-7.7Mb 1 SAT2 CT 1.0455349273 gr1 SAT2 -0.02237 0.00005

chr1:109.4-110.5Mb 7

WDR47,MYBPHL,
SYPL2,GSTM2,
GSTM1,RP4-735C1.4,
GSTM3

HAA 4.9759940501
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

SYPL2
0.26639,0.24292,-0.53989,
0.27574,-1.11943

6.45e-84,4.18e-45,2.46e-290,
5.4e-86,3.03e-127

chr6:26.2-33.8Mb 50 MHC-locus genes HAA -4.1386611718 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-B -0.86251,-0.07401,0.9944 0,1.88e-05,0

chr12:112-112.7Mb 4
ALDH2,ADAM1A,
ADAM1B,TMEM116

HAA -5.0265378079 gr1,gr2,gr4 ADAM1B -0.05466,2.40601,-0.04308 9.02e-211,0,1.93e-132

chr1:109.8-110.5Mb 4
SYPL2,AMIGO1,
RP4-735C1.4,GSTM3

HLV -2.3961832209
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

SYPL2
0.14649,0.14693,-0.28754,
0.15085,-0.59976

2.49e-22,1.01e-14,1.12e-71,
8.84e-23,3.53e-44

chr5:16.2-16.6Mb 1 RP1-167G20.1 HLV -0.4308179751 gr1 RP1-167G20.1 0.06094 0.0000727

chr6:25.8-33.7Mb 76 MHC-locus genes HLV -4.7479059705 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-DRB1 -0.18475,-0.04601,0.281 2.62e-107,1.61e-06,1.78e-158

chr12:111.2-112.7Mb 6
RP1-46F2.2,ALDH2,
AC003029.1,RP3-462E2.5,
ADAM1A,TMEM116

HLV -5.8568762711 gr1,gr2,gr4 RP3-462E2.5 0.31558,-1.89141,0.22527 4.36e-189,0,3.67e-126

chr1:109.6-110.3Mb 6
CELSR2,PSRC1,SORT1,
SYPL2,ATXN7L2,AMIGO1

Liver -10.0093350929
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

CELSR2
-0.2424,-0.12874,1.74223,
-0.2003,3.42219

0,2.58e-259,0,0,0

chr6:25.7-33.7Mb 50 MHC-locus genes Liver -3.9916513583 gr1,gr2,gr4 CYP21A2 0.28199,0.08718,-0.43291 4.89e-67,1.51e-05,2.41e-112

chr12:111.9-112.7Mb 2 PCNPP1,TMEM116 Liver -6.6447969973 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.07999,2.30002,-0.06325 8.15e-165,0,2.59e-103

chr1:109.4-110.5Mb 9

TMEM167B,KIAA1324,
C1orf194,PSRC1,AMIGO1,
GSTM4,GSTM2,
GSTM5,GSTM3

WB -7.0286640474
gr1,gr2,gr3,
gr4,gr5

PSRC1
-0.60816,-0.51929,1.15011,
-0.58608,2.07084

0,2.69e-167,0,4.81e-306,0

chr6:25.8-33.8Mb 73 MHC-locus genes WB 4.3734130983 gr1,gr2,gr4 HLA-B -0.78835,-0.08126,0.92798 0,1.88e-05,0

chr12:110.7-113.5Mb 6
GPN3,RP3-462E2.3,
AC003029.1,ADAM1A,
TMEM116,OAS1

WB -4.6227362461 gr1,gr2,gr4 TMEM116 -0.20588,2.0451,-0.17274 3.01e-192,0,2.34e-121

chr15:28.4-28.8Mb 1 HERC2 WB 0.6926708351 gr1 HERC2 -0.00543 0.0000241

chr17:73.7-74.1Mb 1 TRIM47 WB 0.4454657067 gr3 TRIM47 -0.03431 0.0000196

Tab. B.5.: Cluster-specific genes for CAD clustering in Liver grouped into loci. The association is performed in
each tissue separately (acronyms refer to the initial letter of the tissue). The order of each comma
separated element in the last two columns having Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) estimates
corresponds to the order "Group significant" column. The column "best CAD Z-stat" shows the
Z-statistic for the most significant gene in that locus with respect to CAD. MHC-locus genes omitted
for readability purposes.
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Phenotype Class N Phenotype UKBB ids Covariates

Alcohol 26

1558,1568,1578,1588,1598,1608,1618,1628,2664_5,
2664_1,2664_2,2664_3,2664_4,3731,3859_5,3859_1,
3859_2,3859_3,4407,4418,4429,4440,4451,20117_2,
20117_0,20117_1

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Arterial_stiffness 8 4194,4195,4196,4198,4199,4200,4204,21021

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Blood_biochemistry 30

30600,30610,30620,30630,30640,30650,30660,30670,
30680,30690,30700,30710,30720,30730,30740,30750,
30760,30770,30780,30790,30800,30810,30820,30830,
30840,30850,30860,30870,30880,30890

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Blood_count 31

30000,30010,30020,30030,30040,30050,30060,30070,
30080,30090,30100,30110,30120,30130,30140,30150,
30160,30170,30180,30190,30200,30210,30220,30230,
30240,30250,30260,30270,30280,30290,30300

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Blood_count_ratio 4 LMR,PLR,NLR,ELR

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Blood_pressure 5 93,94,102,4079,4080

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Body_size_measures 4 48,49,21001,21002

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Diet 57

1488,1289,1299,1309,1319,1329,1339,1349,1359,1369,
1379,1389,1408,1418_2,1418_1,1418_3,1418_4,1418_5,
1418_6,1428_3,1428_0,1428_1,1428_2,1438,1448_3,
1448_1,1448_2,1448_4,1458,1468_3,1468_1,1468_2,
1468_4,1468_5,1478,1498,1508_2,1508_1,1508_3,
1508_4,1518,1528,1538_0,1538_1,1538_2,1548,2654_7,
2654_2,2654_4,2654_6,2654_8,2654_9,6144_5,6144_4,
6144_3,6144_1,6144_2

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Early_life_factors 2 129130 PC1-10,Age,Sex

Family_history 54

1797,1807,1835,1873,1883,3526,4501,5057,20107_1,
20107_100,20107_2,20107_6,20107_8,20107_4,20107_3,
20107_11,20107_9,20107_10,20107_13,20107_12,20107_101,
20110_100,20110_1,20110_3,20110_8,20110_4,20110_5,
20110_11,20110_2,20110_10,20110_9,20110_6,20110_12,
20110_101,20111_100,20111_12,20111_13,20111_3,20111_8,
20111_9,20111_5,20111_6,20111_10,20111_1,20111_4,
20111_2,20111_11,20111_101,20112_100,20112_1,20112_101,
20113_100,20113_1,20113_101

PC1-10,Age,Sex

Hand_grip_strength 2 46,47

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Height_derived 1 12144der PC1-10,Age,Sex

ICD9-10_OPCS4 103

41270_D50,41270_D51,41270_D61,41270_D63,41270_D64,
41270_D68,41270_D69,41270_I05,41270_I07,41270_I08,
41270_I10,41270_I12,41270_I20,41270_I21,41270_I22,
41270_I23,41270_I24,41270_I25,41270_I26,41270_I27,
41270_I31,41270_I33,41270_I34,41270_I35,41270_I37,
41270_I38,41270_I42,41270_I44,41270_I45,41270_I46,
41270_I47,41270_I48,41270_I49,41270_I50,41270_I51,
41270_I61,41270_I62,41270_I63,41270_I64,41270_I65,
41270_I67,41270_I69,41270_I70,41270_I71,41270_I72,
41270_I73,41270_I74,41270_I77,41270_I78,41270_I80,
41270_I82,41270_I83,41270_I84,41270_I85,41270_I87,
41270_I89,41270_I95,41270_I97,41270_J02,41270_J06,
41270_J15,41270_J18,41270_J22,41270_J30,41270_J31,
41270_J32,41270_J33,41270_J34,41270_J38,41270_J39,
41270_J40,41270_J43,41270_J44,41270_J45,41270_J47,
41270_J61,41270_J69,41270_J81,41270_J84,41270_J90,
41270_J92,41270_J93,41270_J95,41270_J96,41270_J98,
41270_E03,41270_E04,41270_E05,41270_E10,41270_E11,
41270_E14,41270_E16,41270_E21,41270_E53,41270_E55,
41270_E66,41270_E78,41270_E80,41270_E83,41270_E86,
41270_E87,41270_E88,41270_E89

PC1-10,Age,Sex

Impedance_measures 5 23099,23100,23101,23102,23105

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Medication 32

2492,6153_2,6153_100,6153_1,6153_4,6153_3,6154_1,6154_2,
6154_100,6154_3,6154_5,6154_6,6154_4,6155_3,6155_100,
6155_7,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,6155_1,6155_6,6177_1,6177_100,
6177_2,6177_3,6179_2,6179_100,6179_1,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,
6179_6

PC1-10,Age,Sex

Medications 196 137, all 20003 subclass PC1-10,Age,Sex

Physical_activity 31
864,874,884,894,904,914,924,943,971,981,991,1011,1021,1070,
1080,1090,2624,2634,3637,3647,6162_2,6162_3,6162_1,6162_4,
6162_100,6164_4,6164_1,6164_2,6164_100,6164_5,6164_3

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Sleep 7 1160,1170,1180,1190,1200,1210,1220

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Smoking 39

1239,1249,1259,1269,1279,2644,2867,2877_1,2877_2,2877_3,
2887,2907,2926,3436,3446_1,3446_2,3446_3,3456,3466,3476,
3486,3496,5959,6157_3,6157_100,6157_1,6157_4,6157_2,6158_3,
6158_4,6158_2,6158_100,6158_1,20116_0,20116_1,20116_2,20160,20161,20162

PC1-10,Age,Sex,
6154_1,6154_2,6154_3,6155_3,6155_2,6155_5,6155_4,
6155_1,6155_6,6179_2,6179_3,6179_4,6179_5,6179_6,
6153_6177_1,6153_6177_2,6153_6177_3

Tab. B.6.: UK Biobank phenotypes included in endophenotype analysis testing cluster-specific differences in
CAD. "Covariates" column refers to the confounders used in GLM for phenotypes in that class, ids
are from "Medication" class.
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Phenotype Name Phenotype UKBB ids Meaning

BMI 21001 Body mass index

UAP 41270_I200 Unstable angina

Acute_MI 41270_21 Acute myocardial infarction

History_MI 41270_I252 Old myocardial infarction

Coronary_artery_bypass_graft
41272_K40, 41272_K41,
41272_K42

Saphenous vein graft replacement of coronary artery,
Other autograft replacement of coronary artery,
Allograft replacement of coronary artery

Percutaneous_coronary_intervention 41272_K49, 41272_K75
Transluminal balloon angioplasty of coronary artery,
Percutaneous transluminal balloon angioplasty and
insertion of stent into coronary artery

History_bleeding 41270_K92, 41270_R04
Other diseases of digestive system,
Haemorrhage from respiratory passages

Heart_function_severity 41270_I501 Left ventricular failure

Hypertension
41270_I10, 41270_I11,
41270_I12, 41270_I13,
41270_I15

Essential (primary) hypertension, Hypertensive heart disease,
Hypertensive renal disease, Hypertensive heart and renal disease,
Secondary hypertension

Hyperlipidemia 41270_E78 Disorders of lipoprotein metabolism and other lipidaemias

Diabetes
41270_E10, 41270_E11,
41270_E12, 41270_E13,
41270_E14

Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus,
Non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus,
Malnutrition-related diabetes mellitus,
Other specified diabetes mellitus,
Unspecified diabetes mellitus

T1D 41270_E10 Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus

T2D 41270_E11 Non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus

Medication_Insulin 6153_3, 6177_3 Insulin (female), Insulin (male)

Peripheral_vascular_disease 41270_I702 Atherosclerosis of arteries of the extremities

Cerebrovascular_disease 41270_I672 Cerebral atherosclerosis

Cerabral_stroke 41270_I63, 41270_I64
Cerebral infarction,
Stroke not specified as haemorrhage or infarction

Transient_cerebral_ischaemic_attacks 41270_G45 Transient cerebral ischaemic attacks and related syndromes

Chronic_obstructive_pulmonary_disease 41270_J44 Other chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Chronic_kidney_disease 41270_N18 Chronic renal failure

Dialysis 41270_Z49 Care involving dialysis

Atherosclerotic_heart_disease 41270_I251 Atherosclerotic heart disease

Poor_mobility 41270_Z74 Problems related to care-provider dependency

Pulmonary_hypertension 41270_I27 Other pulmonary heart diseases

LVEF 22420 LV ejection fraction

History_cancer 2453_1, 40006 Cancer diagnosed by doctor, Type of cancer: ICD10

Smoking 41270_F17, 20160_1
Mental and behavioural disorders due to use of tobacco,
Ever smoked

Age_angina 3627 Age angina diagnosed

Age_heart_attack 3894 Age heart attack diagnosed

Age_stroke 4056 Age stroke diagnosed

Death_Acute_MI 40001 Acute myocardial infarction

Death_Chronic_ischemic_heart_disease 40001 Chronic ischaemic heart disease

Age_death 40007 Age at death

Tab. B.7.: Original UK Biobank phenotypes included in hypothesis-driven endophenotype analysis testing
cluster-specific differences in CAD, corrected for PCs1-10, Age and Sex
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Phenotype Class N. Phenotype UKBB ids Covariates

Blood_biochemistry 30

30600,30610,30620,30630,30640,30650,
30660,30670,30680,30690,30700,30710,
30720,30730,30740,30750,30760,30770,
30780,30790,30800,30810,30820,30830,
30840,30850,30860,30870,30880,30890

PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Blood_count 31

30000,30010,30020,30030,30040,30050,
30060,30070,30080,30090,30100,30110,
30120,30130,30140,30150,30160,30170,
30180,30190,30200,30210,30220,30230,
30240,30250,30260,30270,30280,30290,
30300

PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Blood_count_ratio 4 LMR,PLR,NLR,ELR PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Cannabis_use 2 20453,20454 PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Fluid_intelligence 15
4935,4946,4957,4968,4979,4990,5001,
5012,5556,5699,5779,5790,5866,20016,
20128

PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Mental_health 42

1920,1930,1940,1950,1960,1970,1980,
1990,2000,2010,2020,2030,2040,2050,
2060,2070,2080,2090,2100,4526,4537,
4548,4559,4570,4581,4598,4609,4620,
4631,4642,4653,5375,5386,5663,5674,
6156_13,6156_12,6156_100,6156_11,
6156_15,6156_14,20127

PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Pairs_matching 2 398400 PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Prospective_memory 2 4288,20018 PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Reaction_time 3 403,404,20023 PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Smoking 5 1239,1249,2644,3456,20160 PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Trail_making 8
20147,20148,20149,20155,20156,
20157,20247,20248

PC 1-10,Sex,Age

Tab. B.8.: UK Biobank phenotypes included in correlation and Mendelian Randomization analysis with respect
to SCZ. "Covariates" column refers to the confounders used in PALAS and TWAS for phenotypes in
that class.
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Loci ngenes gene tissue best SCZ Z-stat Group significant Best WMW gene Best WMW estimate Best WMW pvalue

chr2:47.4-47.8Mb 1 MSH2 DLPC_CMC -1.8395323868 gr2 MSH2 0.00784 0.0000823

chr2:71.2-71.6Mb 1 MPHOSPH10 DLPC_CMC 0.3520473266 gr2,gr3 MPHOSPH10 -0.01966,0.01665 2.85e-07,1.47e-05

chr2:135.6-136.5Mb 2 RAB3GAP1,R3HDM1 DLPC_CMC -0.9431472602 gr1 R3HDM1 0.01065 0.00000205

chr2:224.6-225Mb 1 WDFY1 DLPC_CMC -1.0951435952 gr3 WDFY1 -0.01318 6.19E-08

chr3:110.6-111Mb 1 PVRL3 DLPC_CMC -1.3879564135 gr1 PVRL3 0.00597 2.43E-10

chr6:24.4-34Mb 84 MHC-locus genes DLPC_CMC 9.1179242704 gr1,gr2,gr3 C4A -2.31284,0.17878,0.14103 0,7.58e-269,8.64e-177

chr9:88.2-88.6Mb 1 RP11-213G2.3 DLPC_CMC -0.0171994994 gr3 RP11-213G2.3 0.01069 0.000000329

chr11:61-61.4Mb 1 TMEM216 DLPC_CMC 0.215306172 gr1 TMEM216 -0.00411 0.0000289

chr15:65.5-65.9Mb 1 IGDCC4 DLPC_CMC -1.2642548028 gr2 IGDCC4 0.0499 0.0000984

chr17:18.9-19.3Mb 1 SNORD3A DLPC_CMC 1.0421285199 gr2 SNORD3A 0.00429 0.0000595

chr2:75-75.4Mb 1 AC104135.4 BCbg -0.0490251206 gr1 AC104135.4 0.06252 0.000142

chr2:224.6-225Mb 1 AC073641.2 BCbg 1.0488189565 gr3 AC073641.2 0.0565 0.0000387

chr6:25-34Mb 50 MHC-locus genes BCbg -8.7650278157 gr1,gr2,gr3 IER3 2.10795,-0.08578,-0.08574 0,5.48e-216,1.74e-209

chr1:27.5-27.9Mb 1 CD164L2 BCeH 0.6093725704 gr1 CD164L2 0.00634 0.00000128

chr2:74.9-75.3Mb 1 AC104135.3 BCeH -0.3962671955 gr1 AC104135.3 0.06489 0.0000991

chr6:25.8-34Mb 65 MHC-locus genes BCeH 9.1569954703 gr1,gr2,gr3 C4A -2.20347,0.24164,0.27126 0,3e-219,8.82e-292

chr6:83.7-84.1Mb 1 RWDD2A BCeH -2.6887430634 gr2 RWDD2A -0.00957 0.0000468

chr11:73.3-73.7Mb 1 MRPL48 BCeH 2.6712210593 gr2 MRPL48 0.00619 0.000106

chr12:132.9-133.3Mb 1 FBRSL1 BCeH -1.0011498674 gr1 FBRSL1 0.01188 0.000132

chr13:24.3-24.7Mb 1 MIPEP BCeH 1.2891484495 gr1 MIPEP 0.05857 0.0000967

chr22:22.1-22.5Mb 1 PPM1F BCeH -1.1368405368 gr3 PPM1F 0.02444 0.000164

chr3:52.2-52.6Mb 1 DNAH1 BCe -0.2024603626 gr1 DNAH1 0.01081 0.000164

chr6:25.8-34Mb 84 MHC-locus genes BCe 8.5677584566 gr1,gr2,gr3 C4A -2.0414,0.35472,0.33328 0,4.58e-267,2.43e-248

chr7:91.7-92.1Mb 1 KRIT1 BCe -0.9655459604 gr1,gr3 KRIT1 0.00678,-0.00481 7.45e-07,1.22e-05

chr10:97.2-97.6Mb 1 ALDH18A1 BCe -1.6180039308 gr1 ALDH18A1 0.07352 0.000026

chr13:79.8-80.2Mb 1 RBM26-AS1 BCe -0.3258249167 gr2 RBM26-AS1 0.00716 0.000118

chr14:50.7-51.1Mb 1 CDKL1 BCe -0.2470513583 gr2 CDKL1 0.03716 0.000197

chr16:77-77.4Mb 1 SYCE1L BCe 0.3307331916 gr2 SYCE1L 0.05207 0.000219

chr21:47.5-47.9Mb 1 MCM3AP BCe -1.1100190408 gr2,gr3 MCM3AP -0.05892,0.05559 1.81e-05,5.48e-05

chr6:24.9-33.7Mb 44 MHC-locus genes BC -8.5096903884 gr1,gr2,gr3 NOTCH4 -1.91242,0.31281,0.28497 0,8.54e-243,4.19e-221

chr12:104.1-104.5Mb 1 MIR3652 BC -1.3608713844 gr1 MIR3652 -0.00802 0.0000605

chr2:74.9-75.3Mb 1 AC104135.3 BFCB -0.283647674 gr1 AC104135.3 0.06382 0.000185

chr2:224.6-225Mb 1 WDFY1 BFCB -0.5206130105 gr3 WDFY1 -0.0439 0.0000589

chr6:25.8-33.6Mb 44 MHC-locus genes BFCB -9.0913025265 gr1,gr2,gr3 HLA-DMA 1.7991,-0.17079,-0.14477 0,1.66e-159,1.1e-115

chr16:77-77.4Mb 1 SYCE1L BFCB -0.1599495792 gr2 SYCE1L 0.01571 0.000203

chr6:26-28.5Mb 8
HIST1H2BD,BTN3A2,ZNF391,
RP1-265C24.5,ZNF192P1,
AL022393.7,ZKSCAN3,ZSCAN31

BHi -7.5480068674 gr1,gr2,gr3 AL022393.7 0.76927,1.15978,-1.59026 0,0,0

chr6:29.6-33.6Mb 26 MHC-locus genes BHi 9.4795780052 gr1,gr2,gr3 CYP21A1P -2.1219,0.2312,0.26086 0,2.6e-215,8.8e-280

chr7:5.4-5.8Mb 1 FSCN1 BHi 1.5396859337 gr3 FSCN1 -0.05445 0.0000872

chr16:67.3-67.7Mb 1 HSD11B2 BHi -2.5989449838 gr1 HSD11B2 -0.00499 0.000204

chr6:25.9-34Mb 43 MHC-locus genes BHy 9.4252980261 gr1,gr2,gr3 NCR3 1.93175,-0.12358,-0.09018 0,2.71e-253,3.42e-155

chr12:56.5-56.9Mb 1 RP11-977G19.11 BHy 1.3713440176 gr1 RP11-977G19.11 0.00557 0.0000843

chr16:30.2-30.6Mb 1 ZNF48 BHy -2.1048370539 gr3 ZNF48 0.01108 0.0000779

chr19:44.8-45.2Mb 1 ZNF180 BHy 0.7607912028 gr2 ZNF180 -0.02512 0.000113

chr1:173.4-173.8Mb 1 ANKRD45 Bnabg 4.1194382573 gr2 ANKRD45 0.00336 0.0000829

chr6:25.8-28.5Mb 11

U91328.19,U91328.22,BTN3A2,
BTN2A2,RP11-457M11.5,
ZNF204P,ZNF391,RP1-265C24.5,
AL022393.7,
RP5-874C20.3,ZSCAN31

BNabg -7.4503374099 gr1,gr2,gr3 RP1-265C24.5 -1.54759,-0.12148,1.60438 0,0,0

chr6:29.6-33.6Mb 31 MHC-locus genes BNabg -8.5169850307 gr1,gr2,gr3 XXbac-BPG300A18.13 1.85146,-0.37392,-0.31261 0,1.39e-252,3.66e-189

chr19:2-2.4Mb 1 SF3A2 BNabg -0.8413159181 gr1 SF3A2 -0.007 2.09E-14

chr21:47.4-47.8Mb 1 FTCD BNabg -1.8911644822 gr2 FTCD -0.03959 0.0000526

chr2:74.9-75.4Mb 3 AC104135.3,AC104135.2,AC104135.4 CEl 0.4123488469 gr1 AC104135.2 0.06891 0.0000377

chr2:224.6-225Mb 1 AC073641.2 CEl 1.1941178054 gr3 AC073641.2 0.05246 0.000183

chr3:159.9-160.3Mb 1 SMC4 CEl 0.8040175276 gr1 SMC4 -0.0169 0.0000973

chr6:24.8-26.9Mb 8

FAM65B,CMAHP,LRRC16A,
HIST1H2BH,HIST1H2APS4,
BTN3A2,RP11-457M11.2,
RP11-457M11.5

CEl 7.4925742529 gr1,gr2,gr3 BTN3A2 -0.67175,0.09297,0.09251 0,3.02e-71,1.12e-66

chr6:27.9-34Mb 51 MHC-locus genes CEl 9.1408606008 gr1,gr2,gr3 C4A -2.31136,0.18873,0.20019 0,3.3e-236,1.9e-287

chr13:20-20.4Mb 1 MPHOSPH8 CEl 0.8682809548 gr1 MPHOSPH8 0.0077 0.0000507

chr22:21.8-22.2Mb 1 YDJC CEl 2.2103045203 gr2 YDJC 0.00947 0.0000352

Tab. B.9.: Cluster-specific genes for SCZ clustering in DLPC grouped into loci (genes |corr.| < 0.9). The
association is performed in each tissue separately (acronyms refer to the initial letter of the tissue).
The order of each comma separated element in the last two columns having Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney (WMW) estimates correspond to the order "Group significant" column. The column "best
SCZ Z-stat" shows the Z-statistic for the most significant gene in that locus with respect to SCZ.
MHC-locus genes omitted for readability purposes.
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Loci N. genes Gene Tissue best SCZ Z-stat Group significant Best WMW gene Best WMW estimate Best WMW pvalue

chr1:11.3-11.7Mb 1 PTCHD2 DLPC_CMC 3.696229704 gr2 PTCHD2 0.24934 8.49E-08

chr1:95.4-95.8Mb 1 TMEM56 DLPC_CMC -4.6852591952 gr2 TMEM56 -0.30814 8.87E-12

chr1:112.8-113.2Mb 1 WNT2B DLPC_CMC -3.7768452772 gr2 WNT2B -0.06932 0.0000203

chr1:207.9-208.3Mb 1 CD34 DLPC_CMC -3.3730082483 gr2 CD34 -0.41774 4.28E-18

chr1:243.2-243.6Mb 1 SDCCAG8 DLPC_CMC 5.0025084846 gr2 SDCCAG8 -0.21226 9.83E-09

chr2:58.3-58.7Mb 1 FANCL DLPC_CMC -4.1672663127 gr2 FANCL -0.36642 6.93E-15

chr2:111.7-112.1Mb 1 BCL2L11 DLPC_CMC -2.0676770754 gr2 BCL2L11 -0.06843 0.00000356

chr2:200.3-201Mb 4
SEPHS1P6,FTCDNL1,
C2orf47,TYW5

DLPC_CMC -7.5980154953 gr1,gr3,gr4 C2orf47 -1.81462,0.08128,1.56972 0,8.75e-183,0

chr2:202.1-202.8Mb 2 TRAK2,ALS2 DLPC_CMC 2.5217162449 gr1,gr4 TRAK2 0.06789,-0.05298 1.99e-10,9.85e-08

chr3:63.6-64Mb 1 THOC7 DLPC_CMC -5.8878319289 gr2 THOC7 0.1068 6.64E-09

chr3:138.9-139.5Mb 2 COPB2,RP11-553K23.2 DLPC_CMC -3.1465576347 gr2 RP11-553K23.2 0.25653 8.65E-09

chr3:180.1-180.5Mb 1 TTC14 DLPC_CMC -4.9156674725 gr2,gr3 TTC14 -0.01395,0.00687 2.32e-05,7.71e-08

chr4:170.3-170.7Mb 1 CLCN3 DLPC_CMC 5.9135188058 gr2 CLCN3 0.10226 0.0000701

chr5:59.9-60.3Mb 1 ELOVL7 DLPC_CMC 3.8869383531 gr2 ELOVL7 -0.11068 0.000000642

chr5:108.8-109.2Mb 1 MAN2A1 DLPC_CMC 3.1205705562 gr2 MAN2A1 -0.23981 0.000000167

chr6:24.4-33.1Mb 66 MHC locus genes DLPC_CMC 9.1179242704 gr1,gr2,gr3,gr4 BTN3A3 -0.1716,-0.24291,1.42272,-0.81276 6.52e-43,1.76e-11,0,0

chr6:83.9-84.6Mb 2 ME1,SNAP91 DLPC_CMC 4.5414139273 gr2 SNAP91 -0.30833 1.9E-12

chr6:108.9-109.3Mb 1 ZNF259P1 DLPC_CMC -4.4349360358 gr2 ZNF259P1 0.1874 0.0000161

chr6:136-136.4Mb 1 PDE7B DLPC_CMC -2.4541728646 gr2 PDE7B -0.22192 0.00000146

chr7:2.1-2.5Mb 1 FTSJ2 DLPC_CMC -3.8810523441 gr2 FTSJ2 0.29685 7.21E-11

chr7:71.7-72.1Mb 1 CALN1 DLPC_CMC 4.5498010607 gr2 CALN1 0.29122 1.64E-10

chr7:87.7-88.1Mb 1 SRI DLPC_CMC 2.6881424928 gr2 SRI 0.22316 0.0000012

chr8:9.7-10.1Mb 1 MSRA DLPC_CMC -4.5735477558 gr2 MSRA 0.12113 0.0000395

chr8:37.8-38.4Mb 3 BAG4,DDHD2,WHSC1L1 DLPC_CMC -4.2337775286 gr2 BAG4 -0.19577 0.00000158

chr8:89.1-89.5Mb 1 RP11-586K2.1 DLPC_CMC -4.4526002155 gr2 RP11-586K2.1 -0.06603 0.000000308

chr9:36.9-37.3Mb 1 RP11-220I1.1 DLPC_CMC -4.0671843619 gr2 RP11-220I1.1 0.06425 0.00000588

chr9:130-130.4Mb 1 RPL12 DLPC_CMC 3.2888421406 gr2 RPL12 0.13523 0.00000173

chr10:85.8-86.2Mb 1 CDHR1 DLPC_CMC -2.8629762234 gr2 CDHR1 -0.12828 0.0000591

chr10:104.3-104.9Mb 3 WBP1L,AS3MT,CNNM2 DLPC_CMC -7.1938119762 gr2 CNNM2 0.2291 0.000000002

chr11:57.2-57.6Mb 1 AP000662.4 DLPC_CMC -3.9420511472 gr2 AP000662.4 -0.16857 0.0000177

chr11:125.3-125.7Mb 1 CHEK1 DLPC_CMC 2.9584011536 gr2 CHEK1 0.19316 0.00000374

chr12:123.3-124Mb 3 OGFOD2,MPHOSPH9,CDK2AP1 DLPC_CMC -5.2978323315 gr2,gr4 MPHOSPH9 0.27353,-0.0463 3.22e-12,9.94e-05

chr13:28-28.4Mb 1 POLR1D DLPC_CMC -3.8770129504 gr2 POLR1D -0.21005 1.03E-08

chr14:72.2-72.7Mb 2 RGS6,AC005477.1 DLPC_CMC -4.6011405521 gr2 RGS6 0.44127 8.51E-23

chr14:93.6-94Mb 1 BTBD7 DLPC_CMC -2.8532819362 gr2 BTBD7 0.17168 0.00000343

chr15:84.5-85.1Mb 4
EFTUD1P1,CSPG4P11,
GOLGA2P7,GOLGA6L4

DLPC_CMC -5.7182361079 gr2 GOLGA2P7 0.21534 0.00000164

chr16:4.4-4.8Mb 1 CDIP1 DLPC_CMC 3.6716333413 gr2 CDIP1 0.1331 0.00000429

chr16:9.7-10.1Mb 1 RP11-297M9.2 DLPC_CMC -3.2804132872 gr2 RP11-297M9.2 0.22564 0.00000211

chr16:15-15.4Mb 1 RRN3 DLPC_CMC -3.7510985393 gr2 RRN3 -0.1396 0.00000745

chr16:29.8-30.3Mb 3 INO80E,DOC2A,MAPK3 DLPC_CMC 5.8131552963 gr2,gr4 DOC2A 0.28012,-0.06377 1.92e-10,2.13e-06

chr17:46.8-47.2Mb 1 ATP5G1 DLPC_CMC 3.0599766961 gr2 ATP5G1 -0.12912 0.00000159

chr18:60.8-61.2Mb 1 BCL2 DLPC_CMC -2.3663669599 gr2 BCL2 -0.13438 0.0000809

chr19:19.2-19.7Mb 2 MAU2,GATAD2A DLPC_CMC -5.2422296188 gr2 MAU2 0.09658 5.34E-09

chr22:41-41.9Mb 4
SLC25A17,XPNPEP3,
EP300,RANGAP1

DLPC_CMC -5.242506119 gr2 SLC25A17 0.27344 7.15E-10

Tab. B.10.: Cluster-specific genes for SCZ clustering in DLPC grouped into loci (genes |corr.| < 0.1). The
results shows the association tested in DLPC tissue. The order of each comma separated element
in the last two columns with Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) estimates correspond to the order
"Group significant" column. The column "best SCZ Z-stat" shows the Z-statistic for the most
significant gene in that locus with respect to SCZ. MHC-locus genes omitted for readability
purposes.
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Phenotype Class N Phenotype UKBB ids Covariates

Alcohol_use 14
20403,20405_0,20405_1,20405_2,20407,20408,
20409,20411_0,20411_1,20411_2,20412,20413,
20414,20416

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Anxiety 31

20417,20418,20419,20420,20421,20422,20423,
20425,20426,20427,20428,20429,20505,20506,
20509,20512,20515,20516,20520,20537,20538,
20539,20540,20541,20542,20543,20549_3,
20549_4,20549_1,20550_1,20550_3

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Blood_biochemistry 30

30600,30610,30620,30630,30640,30650,30660,
30670,30680,30690,30700,30710,30720,30730,
30740,30750,30760,30770,30780,30790,30800,
30810,30820,30830,30840,30850,30860,30870,
30880,30890

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Blood_count 31

30000,30010,30020,30030,30040,30050,30060,
30070,30080,30090,30100,30110,30120,30130,
30140,30150,30160,30170,30180,30190,30200,
30210,30220,30230,30240,30250,30260,30270,
30280,30290,30300

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Blood_count_ratio 4 LMR,PLR,NLR,ELR C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Blood_pressure 5 93,94,102,4079,4080 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Body_size_measures 4 48,49,21001,21002 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Cannabis_use 3 20453,20454,20455 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Depression 37

20433,20435,20436,20437,20438,20439,20440,
20441,20442,20445,20446,20447,20448,20449,
20450,20507,20508,20510,20511,20513,20514,
20517,20518,20519,20532,20533,20534,20535,
20536_0,20536_1,20536_2,20536_3,20546_3,
20546_1,20546_4,20547_1,20547_3

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

dMRI_skeleton 432 from 25063 to 25487 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Fluid_intelligence 33

4924,4935,4946,4957,4968,4979,4990,5001,5012,
5556,5699,5779,5790,5866,20016,20128,20165,
20167,20169,20171,20173,20175,20177,20179,
20181,20183,20185,20187,20189,20191,20242_0,
20242_1,20242_2

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Happiness_and_subjective_well-being 3 20458,20459,20460 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Mental_distress 16

20499,20500,20544_6,20544_11,20544_15,
20544_12,20544_1,20544_5,20544_7,20544_4,
20544_3,20544_16,20544_10,20544_13,20544_17,
20544_14

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Mental_health 42

1920,1930,1940,1950,1960,1970,1980,1990,2000,
2010,2020,2030,2040,2050,2060,2070,2080,2090,
2100,4526,4537,4548,4559,4570,4581,4598,4609,
4620,4631,4642,4653,5375,5386,5663,5674,
6156_13,6156_12,6156_100,6156_11,6156_15,
6156_14,20127

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Numeric_memory 1 20240 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Pairs_matching 9
398,399,400,20131,20132,20133,20244_0,
20244_1,20244_2

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Prospective_memory 7 4288,4290,4291,4294_1,4294_0,4294_9,20018 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Reaction_time 3 403,404,20023 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Sleep 7 1160,1170,1180,1190,1200,1210,1220 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Smoking 38

1239,1249,1259,1269,1279,2644,2867,2877_1,
2877_2,2877_3,2887,2907,2926,2936,3436,
3446_1,3446_2,3446_3,3456,3466,3476,3486,
3496,5959,6157_3,6157_100,6157_1,6157_4,
6157_2,6158_3,6158_4,6158_2,6158_100,
6158_1,20116_0,20116_1,20116_2,20160

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Social_support 8
1031,2110,6160_3,6160_5,6160_100,6160_1,
6160_2,6160_4

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Susceptibility_weighted_brain_MRI 15
25026,25027,25028,25029,25030,25031,
25032,25033,25034,25035,25036,25037,
25038,25039,25738

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Symbol_digit_substitution 5 20159,20230,20245_0,20245_1,20245_2 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

T1_structural_brain_MRI 169
from 25001 to 25025,
from 25731 to 25735,
from 25782 to 25920

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Task_functional_brain_MRI 20

12651,25040,25042,25044,25046,25048,
25050,25052,25054,25740,25742,25745,
25761,25762,25763,25764,25765,25766,
25767,25768

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Trail_making 12
20147,20148,20149,20155,20156,20157,
20246_0,20246_1,20246_2,20246_3,20247,
20248

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Traumatic_events 21

20487,20488,20489,20490,20491,20494,
20495,20496,20497,20498,20521,20522,
20523,20524,20525,20526,20527,20528,
20529,20530,20531

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C9,C15,C18

Tab. B.11.: UK Biobank phenotypes included in endophenotype analysis testing cluster-specific differences
in SCZ in term of gene-RS mimicking endophenotype values. "Covariates" column refers to the
confounders used in GLM for gene-RS in that class.
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CAppendix Figures

C.1 PriLer comparison to state-of-the-art methods
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Fig. C.1.: Number of training samples used to create gene expression prediction models in PriLer (blue) and
TWAS (orange) for the downloaded summary statistics
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Fig. C.2.: Number of training samples considered to create gene expression prediction models in PriLer (blue)
and prediXcan (red) for the downloaded summary statistics
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Fig. C.3.: Distribution of CV squared correlation between true and predicted gene expression computed on
combined test folders. Each element in a boxplot is a gene in a certain tissue available for both PriLer
and TWAS results, and the red dot in each boxplot indicates the mean. Differences in distributions
are tested via Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, *: 0.001 < P ≤ 0.01, **: 0.0001 < P ≤ 0.001, ***:
P ≤ 0.0001, tissue label in bold and italic style indicates that the median of gene CV corr2 differences
between PriLer and TWAS is > 0 i.e. PriLer achieves an overall better model performance.
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Fig. C.4.: Distribution of CV squared correlation between true and predicted gene expression computed on
combined test folders. Each element in a boxplot is a gene in a certain tissue available for both
PriLer and prediXcan results, and the red dot in each boxplot indicates the mean. Differences in
distributions are tested via Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test *: 0.001 < P ≤ 0.01, **: 0.0001 < P ≤
0.001, ***: P ≤ 0.0001, tissue label in bold and italic style indicates that the median of gene CV
corr2 differences between PriLer and prediXcan is > 0 i.e. PriLer achieves an overall better model
performance.
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Fig. C.5.: Distribution of n. of reg-SNPs converted in log2-space in the final gene expression model. Each
element in a boxplot is a gene in a certain tissue available for both PriLer and TWAS results and the
red dot in each boxplot indicates the mean. Differences in distributions are tested via Wilcoxon-
Mann-Whitney test, *: 0.001 < P ≤ 0.01, **: 0.0001 < P ≤ 0.001, ***: P ≤ 0.0001, tissue label in
bold and italic style indicates that the median of n. reg-SNPs differences between PriLer and TWAS
is < 0 i.e. gene expression in PriLer is modelled using less variants, otherwise text style is plain.
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Fig. C.6.: Distribution of n. of reg-SNPs converted in log2-space in the final gene expression model. Each
element in a boxplot is a gene in a certain tissue available for both PriLer and prediXcan results
and the red dot in each boxplot indicates the mean. Differences in distributions are tested via
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, *: 0.001 < P ≤ 0.01, **: 0.0001 < P ≤ 0.001, ***: P ≤ 0.0001,
tissue label in bold and italic style indicates that the median of n. reg-SNPs differences between
PriLer and prediXcan is < 0 i.e. gene expression in PriLer is modelled using less variants, otherwise
text style is plain.
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